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ABSTRACT 

Naming Movement: Nomenclature and Ways of Knowing Dance  

in French and Korean Court Dances 

Sue In Kim 

Doctor of Philosophy 

Temple University, 2010 

Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Dr. Joellen Meglin 

 

This study examines dance terminologies and documentation of Korean and 

French court dances, Jeongjae and Belle Dance, respectively. For Belle Dance, Raoul 

Feuillet‘s Chorégraphie (1700) and Pierre Rameau‘s Maître à Danser (1725) provide 

lists of movement terms, definitions of them, and instructions for how to enact them. For 

Jeongjae, Jeongjae mudo holgi (呈才舞蹈笏記), written in the nineteenth century, 

comprises diagrams and descriptions of dance movements. These sources have their own 

ways of converting dance movement into language, revealing the divergent perspectives 

toward body movement in each culture. Their divergent modes of documenting dance 

demonstrate the characteristic ways of expressing and constructing knowledge of body 

movement of their historical and cultural contexts. By comparing the terminologies and 

documentation that carry historically and culturally specific concepts, I explore 

underlying assumptions about what kinds of information are considered knowledge and 

preserved through articulation in words and graphic symbols.  

This study addresses the research question, what do dance terminologies and 
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processes of documentation suggest about perspectives on dance movement in two 

distinct dance cultures. To articulate the differences, this study examines selected 

documents as a whole and dance terms in specific. The significance of characteristic 

features found in the textual analysis will be illuminated through an exploration of 

intertextual relationships between the dance texts and important sources of the period that 

focus on the body and how it is conceived in relation to the human being. 

This study suggests that, dance documents, which translate selected aspects of 

dance movement into words and graphic symbols, encapsulate historically and 

culturally specific ways of knowing dance movement. Intending to capture movement 

analytically and visually, Belle Dance treatises attempt to establish objective knowledge 

of dance. This mode of knowing corresponds to philosophical and practical milieus that 

constructed the theory of mind-body dualism, mathematical foundations of modern 

science, and reliance on sense perceptions. In contrast, Jeongjae documents take the 

performer‘s experience as the standard point of view, considering his or her inner 

experience as well as observable results of movement. Correspondingly, Korean 

traditional culture adhered to a holistic view of the body and promoted implicit 

expressions to describe body movements. 
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NOTE 

The transliteration of Korean terms follows Ministry of Culture and Tourism 

proclamation No. 2000-8. Proper names of institutions follow the spelling provided by 

the institutions in question. Korean personal names are written by family name first, 

followed by a space and the given name. For Korean given names containing two 

syllables in general, the syllables are hyphenated. Because many Korean authors to which 

this dissertation refers share a common family name, both family and given names are 

used in in-text and footnotes to avoid confusion. For Korean authors who have published 

in English and used alternate romanizations for their names, the spelling used in the 

original publication is retained. Chinese and Japanese names also follow the standard 

order of surname first. Translation of Korean studies terminology follows the Glossary of 

Korean Studies issued by The Academy of Korean Studies.  
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CHAPTER 1 

ON THE SURFACE OF MY CONSCIOUSNESS:  

A REFLEXIVE ACCOUNT OF THE RESEARCH 

 

I am in a ballet studio. Standing beside a bar, I try to hold my left leg à la 

seconde exactly at my side, while using the whole capacity of turnout in my hip joint. I 

must not forget to turn out the standing leg too in order to make the balance as strong as 

possible. I run to the next class. I change into a Korean traditional costume. The teacher 

tells me to feel the energy pulled up through my soles from the floor. I try to. But how 

exactly can I do that? I keep trying; still I do not quite get it.  

As an entrant to an arts high school, I was required to take Korean dance as my 

minor in addition to ballet as my major. I had been training myself for the previous six 

years as a ballet dancer, and in the Korean dance class it was a challenge for me to master 

a whole new way of moving/thinking. My muscles were screaming as a result of the 

unfamiliar usage needed for the new positions and moves. New concepts, like pulling 

energy, were confusing. I learned that practicing a dance form involves more than 

becoming skilled at placing body parts in correct positions. 

My cross-cultural experience in terms of dance as well as language has guided my 

interest in the significance of cultural differences within dance terminologies and it 

constantly affects my insights on the subject. As the researcher in this study, my 

perspective on this topic has been formulated through my previous experiences as a ballet 

dancer, a dance scholar, and an Asian woman, having lived in the post-colonial age in 

Westernized Korea. My personal history encapsulates the post-colonial identity crisis 
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located somewhere between modern/traditional culture and Western/Korean culture. 

However, this does not mean that my past experience in dance and language has occurred 

in a logical and linear sequence up to the current moment of writing this research. Rather, 

this writing process discovers and organizes each experience, previously disconnected, 

into a whole coherent picture.  

My passion toward dancing was generated from two ballet videotapes that my 

father bought for me when I was six years old. Since then, the concept of dancing in my 

mind formed around a specific type of dance—classical ballet. Until I went to an arts 

middle school that divided the dance students largely into ballet and Korean dance majors, 

I did not even regard Korean dance as a serious form of dancing. I categorized Korean 

dance as a folk art. In Korea‘s system of higher education in dance, in which Korean 

dance, ballet, and modern dance are subdivisions, I found my identity as a ballet dancer 

more significant than any other identifier, such as woman, youngster, member of the 

middle class, or Korean.  

Supported by the general idea that ballet as a form of Western dance could be 

studied better in Western countries, I brought myself to the United States to further my 

understanding of the art of dancing. However, ironically, when I am in this country, I find 

my identity more as a Korean, less as a ballet dancer. Korea and its culture seem to be 

what I have to advocate and to be passionate about. From my perspective, people seem to 

think it is natural for me to study Korean dance. Still, when I look back at my personal 

history, I question exactly what my cultural heritage is. I have grown up enjoying 

Michael Jackson‘s Black and White, wearing jeans, reading Shakespeare, studying Plato, 

dancing hip-hop, watching Gone with the Wind, and eating Big Macs. 
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My understanding of dance and its terminology has also been formulated 

through my ballet experience. Throughout ballet lessons, performances, choreographic 

projects, and teaching jobs, ballet terminology has stood out, playing an important role in 

each scene. For instance, early in elementary school, as I was just starting to learn 

English as my first foreign language, simultaneously I struggled to memorize the intricate 

French words used in ballet and to prepare for spelling examinations given in dance 

classes. Mastering ballet techniques, I was instructed to move my leg in a circular motion 

when I did rond de jambe because it meant ―a circle of the leg‖ in French. Later, one of 

my university colleagues told me that her students felt proud and smart when they learned 

ballet terms because they no longer designated the movements as ―like this.‖ In short, the 

terminology suggested to me a precise way of moving. In addition, using the technical 

terms made me feel smarter and superior to those who did not know the terms and their 

meanings.  

Studying Korean dance intrigued me because I had not been very knowledgeable 

about it. From the Korean dance lessons, I learned some Korean dance terminology. But 

unlike my experience of ballet, I did not always learn Korean dance movements with 

names. Korean dance teachers in my high school tried to coin new terms that would 

correspond to ballet terms, in that the new terms described the appearances of Korean 

dance poses. It made me think that Korean dance was less developed than ballet because 

only now did its practitioners start to give names to movements. 

Yet, when I was an undergraduate, I had an opportunity to learn more about 

Korean dance terminology, not in a dance studio, but in a lecture classroom. In a Korean 

dance history class, one group made a presentation on a Korean dance, Warbling of a 
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Spring Oriole (春鶯轉), which is a solo court dance. When they showed the class a 

videotape, they mentioned the name of each movement. Knowing that the movements 

had names, I became more interested in watching the dance. It helped me to discern 

individual moves rather than seeing the dance as a seamless and continuous series of 

incognito movements.  

Even though my knowledge of Korean dance is limited and I acknowledge that I 

cannot represent the whole of Korean people and culture, having grown up in Korea has 

furnished me with deeply embedded knowledge of and authority in Korean culture and 

dance. This strengthened Korean component of my identity led me to a new look at 

studies of Korean dance by scholars in the United Sates, which I unconsciously and/or 

consciously judged with the eyes of this authority in Korean culture and dance.  

Among the studies of Korean dance published in the United States, Judy Van 

Zile‘s works stand prominent. This is partly because, as Van Zile also notes, her studies 

are among the few cases of scholarly research on Korean dance by non-Koreans.
1
 

However, not only the scantiness of research on Korean dance in the United States, but 

also Van Zile‘s dedication to the subject, including four extended residences in Korea, 

makes her studies precious. The fact that particularly came to my attention was that she 

started her research in Korea in 1979, the year I was born. In terms of years of research, 

Van Zile should be as familiar with the subject as I, a native, am or even more so. Should 

I therefore say that she presents Korean dance more accurately and with more authority 

                                                 

1
 Judy Van Zile, ―Interpreting the Historical Record‖ in Dancing from Past to 

Present: Nation, Culture, Identities, ed. Theresa Jill Buckland (Wisconsin: University of 

Wisconsin Press, 2006), 170. 
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than I do? If her studies are less truthful because she is not native to the culture, should I 

therefore say that my studies of ballet and French court dance also are less truthful? What 

is the standard with which to evaluate the truthfulness of one‘s study? Does ―a‖ single 

truthful account exist? Sifting through these questions, my position as a researcher of 

these dances and terminologies is not simple. Also, my position when assessing the 

previous research on them is far more complex and delicate, because I evaluate my own 

as well as others‘ research while situating myself as the one who evaluates truth and 

whose account of truth is evaluated, the native and the other at the same time. With this 

awareness, I can draw more than one meaning out of Van Zile‘s interpretations. I find 

insights and clues from her studies as a senior and prominent researcher on Korean dance; 

however, I sense her perspective as an observer from the outside. In both ways, Van 

Zile‘s works have import for my research on the relationship between dance movement 

and terminology. 

Before beginning in earnest her examination of words used by Koreans to 

describe the general phenomenon of ―dance‖ and specific kinds of dance in her book 

Perspectives on Korean Dance, Van Zile writes briefly about ―the earliest dance 

terminology:‖  

 

It is difficult to determine the precise nature and meaning of the earliest 

dance terminology. Because of the challenges of capturing movement 

details in words, even when words assumed to mean ―dance‖ are found, 
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little is known about the characteristics of the movements to which such 

words referred.
2
 

 

Although Van Zile focuses on words for dance in general and for specific kinds of dance, 

rather than words for movements, here she alludes to the relationship between 

documentation and ―the characteristics‖ of movements or movement details. This 

consideration of Korean dance terminology by Van Zile provoked me to re-visit my 

longterm experience with the relationship between words and dance movements. 

While I was pondering Korean dance terminology, ballet terms formed the basis 

of my understanding of the relationship between words and movements. As a ballet 

major, I had been accustomed to using ballet terms, such as plié, rond de jambe, and 

croisé, from which I inferred movement details: the shape in space (rond, circle or 

round), the body part (jambe, leg), the position (croisé, crossed), and the action (plié, 

bend). I wondered why Van Zile could not find movement details in Korean dance 

terminology. But when I remembered court dance terminologies encountered in Korean 

dance history classes, such as ―flying golden sand‖ (飛金沙), ―attitude in front of a 

flower‖ (花前態), and ―a branch flowing with wind‖ (風流枝), I also encountered difficulty 

finding movement detail. With ―flying golden sand,‖ a dancer does not literally fly: 

she/he walks. With ―attitude in front of a flower,‖ a dancer does not position her/himself 

in front of a flower: there is no real or pantomimed flower as a stage prop in the dance. 

                                                 

2
 Judy Van Zile, Perspectives on Korean Dance (Middletown, CT.: Wesleyan 

University Press, 2001), 31. From Van Zile‘s organization of sub-headings, I infer that 

what she means by early terminology is words created and used before the twentieth 

century.  
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With ―a branch flowing with wind,‖ one might imagine swinging one‘s arms like a 

branch; however, a dancer gathers her/his hands, bends the waist, and bounces the knees. 

I came to notice the differences between aspects of ballet terminology and Korean dance 

terminology.  

On the other hand, I wondered how Korean dance had been impelled without 

movement instruction in its terminology. Was a moving body in space totally secondary 

in Korean dance? If not, how did people convey and acquire information regarding 

movement? I wondered what hidden conventions affected the choices in terminology. 

However, after a while, my question changed: why did Van Zile look for 

movement detail in words? Her search for movement detail might reflect her assumptions 

about the relationship between words and movements. In Human Action Signs in Cultural 

Context, Brenda Farnell suggests that a Western style of thinking restricts Western 

researchers to seeing only what that style of thinking allows them to see. Farnell 

illustrates her puzzlement, for example, when she observed an informant using different 

movements in the Plains Indian Sign Language while talking about the same reference, 

morning/sunrise, on two different occasions. The explanation Farnell discovered was that 

the informant was facing in different directions each time, so that the spatial orientation 

of the informant needed to be considered in order to transcribe the signs/movements. In 

other words, the researcher‘s spatial orientation, which was egocentric, did not allow her 

to see the informant‘s geographical spatial orientation. Before this revelation, what 
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Farnell saw were ―the hand shape,‖ ―arm action,‖ and ―the space in which the rising arc 

was traced by the arm,‖
3
 not a sign movement with an arm moving from east to west. 

Similarly, Bonnie Urciuoli, in ―The Indexical Structure of Visibility,‖ stresses 

that ―visibility depends heavily on what the observer looks for.‖
4
 While discussing how 

cross-cultural observation and representation are political, Urciuoli points out the 

limitations of outside observers. To avoid believing that what a researcher sees is 

objective and true for everybody else, it is necessary to examine the researcher‘s cultural 

background, which consists of a series of codes, or systems of signs. I recognize that 

what a researcher sees is conditioned by the researcher‘s cultural codes. If searching for 

movement detail in words is a culturally coded act, and if one applies such a code to 

Korean dance terminology and does not find meaning, it might be because that code 

stems from a different cultural background. I search for the code that can illuminate the 

meaning of Korean dance terminology—the code with which the creators and users of the 

terms lived.  

When researchers examine other cultures, taking their own experiences as 

standard, they may describe the studied cultures with negative statements such as ―they 

rarely do X,‖ ―they are not X,‖ ―there is no X,‖ etc. For example, I find a description 

                                                 

3
 Brenda Farnell, ―Where Mind is a Verb: Spatial Orientation and Deixis in 

Plains Indian Sign Talk and Assiniboine (Nakota) Culture,‖ in Human Action Signs in 

Cultural Context: the Visible and the Invisible in Movement and Dance, ed. Brenda 

Farnell (Metuchen, N.J.: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1995), 103. 

4
 Bonnie Urciuoli, ―The Indexical Structure of Visibility,‖ in Human Action Signs 

in Cultural Context, ed. Brenda Farnell (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1995), 

196. 
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from Shirley Brice Heath‘s critique on the book reading style of the working class 

problematic. After she describes the white middle class way of book-reading as a 

mainstream fashion, Heath enumerates what the working class do not do: they ―do not 

extend,‖ ―do not use,‖ ―do not break up,‖ ―do not provide,‖ ―do not ask,‖ ―do not shift,‖ 

―do not fictionalize,‖ and ―do not compare.‖
5
 I try to look at Korean dance terminology 

not by critiquing the lack of movement characteristics to which such words refer, but by 

searching for what is there. If the words were not meant to give information about 

movement details, then what were the words doing?  

However, I need to be cautious about the possible pitfalls of emphasizing 

differences between dance groups and cultures, because I might overlook similarities 

alongside the differences. In other words, if I tackle only one group‘s unique way of 

naming movement, I might turn a blind eye to common, but essential ways of naming 

movements. For instance, as mentioned above, my high school teachers tried to coin new 

Korean dance terms to describe poses. How should I interpret this phenomenon? Is it 

idiosyncratic and best ignored? Can I understand this descriptive urge as a factor in 

Korean dance terminology? Or could it point out the push for the East to imitate the 

West? Here, I recognize the problem of inconsistency within a culture. As Robert M. 

Emerson, Rachel I. Fretz, and Linda L. Shaw admonish, researchers must be careful not 

to prioritize the practices of one sector of the group over those of another in the whole 

                                                 
5
 Shirley Brice Heath, ―What No Bedtime Story Means: Narrative Skills at Home 

and School,‖ in Linguistic Anthropology: A Reader, ed. Alessandro Duranti (Malden, 

MA: Blackwell Publishers, 2001), 329. 
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group being studied.
6
 By acknowledging inconsistency within a cultural group, I can 

avoid presenting one aspect of Korean dance terminology as a definitive representative of 

the whole. This acknowledgment can help me to avoid determining ―the truth‖ and 

instead inspire me to pursue revealing ―the multiple truths apparent in others‘ lives.‖
7
  

In summary, my having been a Korean ballet major presents me with an uneasy 

and challenging position in this research. I am an insider as well as an outsider regarding 

both subject matters: Korean court dance and French court dance. Professional Korean 

court dancers do not see me as a Korean dance specialist, because I have majored in 

ballet in the official education system of Korea, yet my ample experience in ballet is still 

within the frame of my Korean identity, which is more obvious when I am outside of 

Korea. In terms of written and spoken language, even though I am far more familiar with 

ballet terminology than Korean dance terminology, French is not my mother tongue. 

Meanwhile, I am not fluent in the language of Korean court dance which is written in 

Chinese characters. I have access to both worlds; at the same time I am stand outside of 

both. 

This research aims to turn my weaknesses into strengths. My experience in 

languages and dance forms from two cultures sheds light on this quest. When I learn 

something new about one, I am driven to search for a comparable case in the other 

culture. My experience and knowledge of both cultures help me to be sensitive about the 

                                                 

6
 Robert M. Emerson, Rachel I. Fretz, and L. Linda Shaw, Writing Ethnographic 

Fieldnotes (Chicago; London: The University of Chicago Press, 1995), 110. 

7
 Ibid., 3. 
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relationship between Western theatrical dances and Korean dance. Each discovery in one 

form leads me to uncover new insights in the other. As a diamond has many facets, the 

differences between the two worlds can co-exist in a single person‘s experience, namely 

mine. While trying to elucidate my assumptions, values, and feelings, I see myself 

reflected on the surface of my consciousness. Using the surface as a mirror, I reflect my 

inner world as well as the world outside.
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CHAPTER 2 

SCULPTING A MAZE: RESEARCH PLAN 

 

This study investigates two historical dance forms through the lens of language 

used in documenting body movement. Words, illustrations, and graphic symbols in dance 

documents transport diverse ideas of expressing and constructing knowledge of body 

movement. Comparing the terminology of Korean court dance to that of French court 

dance, Jeongjae and Belle Dance respectively, illuminates sociolinguistic differences
1
 

between the two subjects. The inherent characteristics of each set of terms and dance 

forms are better revealed through the comparison, since these characteristics might be 

undetected or taken for granted otherwise. By examining dance documents, I explore the 

code of the language users, in other words what they think about words, dance, and the 

relationship between words and movement, which might be different in Euro-American 

thinking and East Asian thinking.  

My research question is: What do dance documents suggest about different 

perspectives on dance movement in the two cultures? To investigate this question, I need 

to answer several sub-questions: which kinds of information they recorded and what they 

did not; what were the roles of dance documents; what the relationship between 

dancing/moving and writing/naming was; and what historical and cultural significances 

the characteristic modes of documenting represent. 

                                                 

1
 By sociolinguistic differences, I mean the distinct features of each subject, 

concerned with the dynamic interrelationships among language, culture, and society, and 

less concerned with grammar study. 
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Materials 

To respond to these questions, I compare historical documents of dance in two 

cultures, focusing on the distinguishing characteristics of naming movement in Jeongjae 

and Belle Dance. In order to suggest historical and cultural significance of the 

characteristics found in dance documents, I discuss selected contextual sources that share 

the historical and cultural backgrounds of the dance documents. 

I narrow my research according to the following delimitations in terms of period 

and source material. To facilitate the comparison of dance documents, I have chosen 

court dance and stage dance based on court dance in each country. My analysis of the 

materials is limited by my familiarity with the French and Chinese languages. Since the 

original documents are written in French and Chinese, neither of which are my first 

language, I examine the original versions while cross-referencing the content with the 

English and Korean translations. 

For Belle Dance, this study examines books from the early eighteenth
 
century by 

two fathers of French court dance, Raoul Auger Feuillet‘s Chorégraphie (1700) and 

Pierre Rameau‘s Maître à Danser (1725). For analysis of Feuillet‘s Chorégraphie, I 

reference the original French version, its third edition (1713), and two English 

translations both from 1706, one by John Weaver and the other by P. Siris. For analysis 

of Rameau‘s Maître à Danser, I reference the original French version, its third edition 

(1748), and two English translations—John Essex‘s 1731 second edition of his 1728 

translation and Cyril Beaumont‘s 1931 translation. In addition, Antoine Furetière‘s 
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Dictionnaire Universel (1690) is another object of analysis since it provides an 

exhaustive collection of the dance terms in the seventeenth century.
2
 

To illuminate cultural significance of Belle Dance treatises, I discuss first René 

Descartes‘ and John Locke‘s philosophies on real knowledge of corporeal world. As an 

example of how their general philosophy applied to the field of study of body movement, 

I examine Giovanni Alfonso Borelli‘s De Motu Animalium (On the Movement of 

Animals, 1680). To gain a historically and culturally specific understanding of language 

used to construct reliable knowledge, I inspect the movement of pursuing universal 

language spanning the seventeenth century in Europe. 

For Joengjae, I focus on dances covered in Jeongjae mudo holgi (呈才舞蹈笏記), 

which comprises documents of diagrams and records of court banquet dances. In 

particular, I examine two publications of Jeongjae mudo holgi, one by The Academy of 

Korean Studies (1994, hereafter the Korean Studies edition), and the other by The World 

Ethnic Dance Institute in Seoul (2005, hereafter the World Ethnic edition). The Korean 

Studies edition compiles eleven original Jeongjae mudo holgi performed in 1894, 1887, 

and 1901. This edition is a photographic reproduction, preserving original texts written in 

Chinese characters and premodern Korean. The other publication is the World Ethnic 

edition, which translates twelve Jeongjae mudo holgi (dated 1887, 1893, 1894, and 1901) 

from Siyongmubojeon-Jeongjae mudo holgi published by The National Center of 

Performing Art (1980), and from the Korean Studies edition. The World Ethnic edition 

                                                 

2
 Eugéna Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, ―Aux Origins de la Danse Classique: Le 

Vocabulaire de la Belle Dance (1661-1701)‖ (PhD diss., Université de Paris XIII, 1991), 

638. 
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translates the original Chinese texts into contemporary Korean language and preserves 

the original premodern Korean texts. For the analysis, Son Sun-sook‘s Dictionary of 

Korean Court Dance Terminology (2005) lends assistance. Son Sun-sook lists two 

hundred and forty-five terms which she synthesizes from the following sources: the 

photographic edition of Akhakgwebeom annotated by Lee Hue-gu (2000), 

Siyongmubojeon-Jeongjae mudo holgi published by The National Center of Performing 

Art (1980), and the Korean Studies edition. 

To situate the characteristic mode of Jeongjae documents within specific cultural 

and historical contexts, I examine two sources produced by the Royal court and in the 

latter half of Joseon era, like Jeongjea mudo holgi. Mirror of Eastern Medicine (東醫寶鑑, 

1610, hereafter Mirror), a traditional Korean medical compilation, contains a Korean 

traditional practical understanding of and way of expressing the human body. As an 

example of documenting body movement, I examine the Comprehensive Illustrated 

Manual of Martial Arts (1790, hereafter, Manual of Martial Arts), which contain not only 

literary conventions for expressing body movements, but also an explanation of why such 

expressions were adopted. To investigate a historically and culturally specific 

understanding of language, I discuss the respect for implicit expression in East-Asian 

tradition. 

 

Methods and Procedures 

To explore the characteristics and significances of these dance documents, I 

attempt textual analysis not only of dance documents but also of other relevant historical 

documents. In the analysis of dance documents, I examine how these documents produce 
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a linguistic recapitulation of body movements. First, I inspect the documents as a whole, 

in terms of the purpose and component of the document. I attempt to make an intertextual 

examination of terminology, diagrams, verses, and poetic language in order to find 

consistently highlighted characteristics. The analysis of the documents as a whole is 

expected to assist in yielding semantic categories for the dance term analysis in that some 

semantic features result from particular contextual environments. For instance, some 

Jeangjae terms come directly from parallel verses. In this case, isolating terminology 

from its context not only precludes, but also distorts the discovery of its linguistic 

significance.  

Subsequently, I analyze dance terms in Jeongjae and Belle Dance, focusing on 

their semantic components. The procedure takes its model from componential analysis, 

collecting all the words in a particular semantic domain and then semantically analyzing 

their meaning components.
3
 For example, in the domain of kinship terms, ―the female 

parent of one‘s spouse‖ is designated by the English word ―mother-in-law,‖ pointing out 

the legal aspect, as opposed to the consanguinity, of the relationship. The Korean words 

simo (媤母) and jangmo (丈母) refers to the mother of the husband‘s family and of the 

wife‘s family, respectively, distinguishing the two families. In this case, the English and 

Korean expressions make specific elements of a referent salient. With reference to 

componential analysis for the dance terms of Belle Dance and Jeongjae, I examine what 

elements the terms point out. For instance, rond de jambe points out the shape (circle) 

                                                 
3
 William A. Foley, Anthropological Linguistics: An Introduction (Malden; 

Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1997), 108. 
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and the body part (the leg). From this analysis, two groups of meaning components 

emerge: indicators of spatiality and indicators of the body.  

Through analysis of both sets of terms, I identify eleven categories, 

distinguishing them as either physically directive or non-physically directive. In the area 

of terms which are physically directive (as in the case of rond de jambe), the categories 

of Belle Dance and Jongjae terminologies overlap each other. For physically directive 

terms, I identify categories of referent such as the body, action, spatial relationship, and 

temporal instruction. For a cross-cultural comparison, I investigate how these seemingly 

manifest expressions relate to other qualifiers. For example, even though a word that 

refers to a body part has a physically directive signification, the word can be qualified by 

a metaphorical adjective or associated with an action verb that embeds psychological 

meaning-contents. In this case, such qualification implants non-physical meanings in a 

physical body part. For another example, an association of a body part with an adjective 

that refers to a geometrical shape would amplify physicality of the body with 

mathematical precision.  

For the terms whose literal meanings refer to something outside the realm of 

physical action, categories of semantic components that emerge from either set of 

terminology do not completely overlap. Under the broad concepts of inner attitude and 

metaphorical terms, I elaborate more detailed and distinct categories for each set of 

terminology.  

This flexible frame of categories aims to avoid taking any language or its 

construction of reality as a privileged frame of reference. Here, I draw from Franz Boas‘ 

concept of linguistic relativism as a theoretical underpinning. Boas‘ concept of linguistic 
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relativism is that each language must be studied, understood, and appreciated on its own 

terms.
4
 Linguistic relativism, later developed as linguistic relativity by Edward Sapir and 

Benjamin Lee Whorf, suggests that taking any exterior language as a privileged frame of 

reference would preclude analysis of the most insightful semantic components in the 

language studied. Likewise, John A. Lucy, a linguistic anthropologist, warns of the 

danger of analyzing a language with the frame generated from a foreign language.
5
 For 

example, studies of color terms once applied three categories (hue, saturation, and 

brightness), that were believed to be universal over languages; however, later researches 

challenged this belief, stating that the categories focus solely on the chromatic 

information and bracket out rich cultural information. For instance, H. Conklin, a 

linguistic anthropologist, proposes that the color terminology of the Hanunoo carries 

another semantic dimension: the opposition between dryness or desiccation and wetness 

or freshness, which has particular significance in terms of plant life.
6
 To respect the 

semantic categories that emerge in specific cultural contexts and historical moments, I 

maintain the flexible frame and allow unique features for either set of terminology. 

Finally, an analysis of culturally relevant historical sources will provide clues 

that shed light on the significance of the characterized structures of meaning. By 

                                                 

4
 Alessandro Duranti, ―Linguistic Anthropology: History, Ideas, and Issues,‖ in 

Linguistic Anthropology: A Reader, ed. Alessandro Duranti (Malden, MA: Blackwell 

Publishers, 2001), 11. 

5
 John A. Lucy, ―Linguistic Relativity,‖ Annual Reviews 26 (1997): 296. 

6
 H. Conklin, ―Hanunoo Color Categories,‖ in Language in culture and Society: 

A reader in Linguistics and Anthropology, ed.Dell Hymes, 189-192 (New York: Harper 

and Row, 1964), quoted in Foley, Anthropological Linguistics, 161-162. 
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presenting intertextual evidence, this analysis suggests that the characteristics found in 

the previous analyses are historically and culturally specific. I select historical sources 

from philosophy, biomechanics, linguistics, medicine, martial arts, and arts in general for 

understanding the difference of cultural views about body movement and spoken/written 

language. Intertextual examination of linguistic strategies and underlying premises shared 

by the dance texts and other historical sources would provide a broader ground to 

understand dance inscriptions in specific cultural and historical environments. For Belle 

Dance, I focus on the influence of a scientific attitude on body movement. In 

philosophers‘ discussions and applications in the field of biomechanics and linguistics, a 

scientific attitude affected the understanding of the body, language, and the concept of 

knowledge. For Jeongjae, I focus on holistic understanding of the body and implicit 

expressions of body movement. In texts of medicine and martial arts, the body appears 

both as a physical and an intangible entity, which was described through both physical 

and metaphorical expression. I also discuss personal and existential meanings of 

knowledge that takes practitioners‘ embodied understanding into account. 

 

Usage of Terms: Terminology and Terms 

To refer to words for dance movement, for example, plié, I use the word 

―terminology.‖ This follows Son Sun-sook‘s usage of ―terminology‖ in Dictionary of 

Court Dance Terminology.
7
 Unlike Son Sun-sook, Van Zile uses ―terminology‖ to refer 

                                                 

7
 Son Sun-sook, Dictionary of Court Dance Terminology (Seoul: Minsokwon, 

2005). 
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to words for special genres of dances (e.g., ballet, modern dance, Korean dance). I use 

―terminology‖ rather than ―language‖ to differentiate terminology as technical terms from 

language in other kinds of use. Even in Van Zile‘s usage, as in Son Sun-sook‘s usage, 

―terminology‖ is different from ―language‖ in general in that ―terminology‖ consists of 

the specially defined vocabulary of a field, which is not necessarily the common use of 

the same words. In Dance Words, Valerie Preston-Dunlop notes that what she calls 

―dance words‖ can best be described as ―a mixture of agreed technical terms, subcultural 

vernacular expression, and idiosyncratic utterances.‖
8
 Preston-Dunlop‘s explanation 

implies that in the field of dance a word might have a particular meaning and usage 

different from its meaning elsewhere. For instance, plié in French literally means ―to 

bend‖; however, when it is used in a Belle Dance context, the word means a specific 

movement of the legs. To indicate that it is technical terms on which I focus, I choose to 

use ―terminology‖ for movement names, rather than ―language,‖ which I will use to refer 

to other cases such as lyrics of a song and so on. 

In this dissertation, ―terminology‖ refers to the whole set of terms with many 

items under it. As Belle Dance terminology has plié, glissé, relevé, coupé, pas de 

bourrée, etc., Jeongjae terminology has ―flying golden sand,‖ ―attitude in front of a 

flower,‖ ―a branch flowing with wind,‖ and so forth. In this paper, the word 

―terminology‖ will be used for indicating the whole set and the word ―term,‖ for the 

individual items under the whole set.  

                                                 
8
 Valerie Monthland Preston-Dunlop, Dance Words (Philadelphia: Harwood 

Academic Publishers, c1995), xv. 
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To prevent confusion, I avoid using other similar terms such as vocabulary, 

lexicon, and language. In much dance literature, ―vocabulary‖ is used to refer to the 

movements themselves, particularly in the phrase ―movement vocabulary.‖ In ―Reading 

Dancing,‖ Susan Lee Foster uses ―lexicon‖ to refer to what I call ―terminology.‖ In 

discussing the characteristics of dance lexicon, she describes lexicon as comprising 

verbal labels.
9
 Like vocabulary, ―language‖ is often used to refer to the movements 

themselves, especially when used as the ―language of dance‖ by Ann Hutchinson Guest. 

The word ―names‖ also might cause confusion because it encompasses diverse usages 

including, personal names (e.g., John, Alice), proper names other than personal names 

(e.g., Temple University), and general terms (names for natural kinds; e.g., peach tree). 

For instance, Marcel Danesi discusses the personal name, known technically as an 

anthroponym, under the section titled ―Names.‖
10

 Susan D. Blum uses ―common 

name‖
11

 to refer to words other than personal names (e.g., table, sky, philosophy). 

 

Significance 

I expect this study to help my readers understand how dance terminology as a set 

of terms or verbal signifiers is deeply cross-linked to the process of signification, namely 

                                                 

9
 Susan Leigh Foster, ―Reading Dancing: Gestures towards a Semiotics of 

Dance‖ (PhD diss., University of California Santa Cruz, 1982), 92. 

10
 Marcel Danesi, Of Cigarettes, High heels, and Other Interesting Things (New 

York: St. Martin‘s Press, 1999), 40. 

11
 Susan D. Blum, ―Naming Practices and the Power of Words in China‖ 

Language in Society 26: 3 (1997): 358. 
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how people conceive of dance, body, and language in a given culture. The signifier is 

specially coined for unique concepts in a culture; at the same time, the signifier, bringing 

along a distinctive style of crystallizing a referent, produces a unique way of 

understanding the referent. In this regard, I believe that this research will alert researchers 

who intend to study dance in other cultures and languages not to ignore the information 

carried in dance terminology and not to rely solely on external observation by recording 

appearances (with a pen and/or a camera). Recording a dance is neither pure inscription 

nor pure observation, but translation. Thus, examination of how the dance was recorded 

in its culture of origin, including representations in language and possibly a notation 

system, is prerequisite. 

The intended readership of this dissertation comes from three contingents. 

Firstly, dance scholars who study dance in other cultures and languages will find the 

book of interest. More often than not, cross-cultural dance scholars have a style or a 

genre as the major focus in their educational and research background. This cross-cultural 

research should facilitate them becoming conscious of how assumptions can be 

embedded in a dance style. At the same time, this research should help them to 

acknowledge the assumptions embedded in the native language describing that dance 

style. In addition, this implication would assist not only cross-cultural researchers, but 

also general dance scholars to find new insight into their own major dance styles by 

shedding light on the unexamined assumptions underlying their conventions. Next, 

anthropologists and cross-cultural researchers will benefit from this research because it 

offers a native-language-based model for studying dances from another culture. They will 

find help from this research in how to consider the native recording system as a major 
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resource for what they study. Lastly, I expect that linguists who focus on the relationship 

between language and culture, advocating that languages must be studied, understood, 

and appreciated on their own terms, will find value in this research. In particular, they 

might find it interesting that physical movements are culturally conceptualized by and 

through language.  

 

Choice and Delimitation of Subject 

I choose dance documents from two distinct dance forms—Jeongjae, Korean 

court dance, and Belle Dance, French court dance. The choice of court dance form results 

from the fact that most surviving historical documents of dance, at least from the period 

in question, are concentrated on court dance forms.  

Among several of Jeongjae documents and Belle Dance documents, I select those 

that contain many dance terms. This choice of selection leads to documents of differing 

natures. While Belle Dance terminology appears in theoretical treatises, there exists no 

corresponding treatise in Jeongjae. The terminology of Jeongjae appears in chronological 

records of court banquets. Hence, the asymmetry in the nature of the document presents a 

limitation of this research. 

 

The Korean Court Dance, Jeongjae 

I focus my subject matter on Korean court dance documents, specifically those of 

Jeongjae. The literal meaning of Jeongjae (呈才) is to present or to serve one‘s talent to 

the royal ones. Initially, the term Jeongjae meant to present not only dances and songs, 

but also various acrobatic performances such as tightrope walking. Later it came to be 
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used as a proper noun, indicating the dances and songs performed in court ceremonies. In 

terms of period, Jeongjae refers to court dances specifically in the Joseon era (1392-

1910).
12

  

In current practice, the dance form maintains a close relationship with its 

documents. Compared to folk dances in the Joseon era and court dances in the other 

period, the court documents of the Joseon era including the documents of dance were 

kept relatively well in terms of number and quality. Considering the predicament of 

inadequate dance documentation, which causes the inevitable difficulty of studying dance 

history, Sung Ki-sook asserts that these historical documents of dance are invaluable. 

Sung Ki-sook points out that Confucian scholars, as the ruling force, contributed to 

creating and preserving documents of all the events in the court which consequently 

provided a positive condition for maintaining dance records.
13

 Similarly, Son Sun-sook 

argues that the examination of the historical documents as primary sources precedes the 

understanding of Jeongjae as a performing art.
14

 The heightened importance of the 

original documents in Jeongjae practice present Jeongjae mudo holgi as an appropriate 

subject of my study on the relationship between language and dance.  

                                                 

12
 Sung Ki-sook, Etiquette and Music Theory and Performance Aesthetic of 

Jeong-jea (Seoul: Minsokwon, 2005), 51. 

13
 Ibid., 261. 

14
 Son Sun-sook, ―A Study on Court Jeongjae Terms (1) (궁중정재용어에 대한 

연구 (1)),‖ Korean Society of Dance 39 (2003): 172. 
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The close relationship between words in songs and verses and dance movements 

also increases the importance of dance documents. Jeongjae refers not only to a dance 

form, but also to a ceremonial performance form as a whole.
15

 Moreover, in the 

ceremonial performance, music, dance, and poetry function organically to create an 

artistic performance.
16

 By noting that the dance movements and music of Jeongjae were 

created to match the contents of songs, Cho Kyu-ick, a scholar of Korean literature, 

argues that there was a strong connection between dance and words.
17

 Hence, the 

terminology includes various information about a performance as well as dance 

movements. According to Son Sun-sook, although the historical documents mentioned 

above are documents particularly intended as descriptions for dancing, they consist of 

more inclusive and complex information than mere dance movements.
18

 I suggest that 

the intimate relationship between dance movement and written records of other 

components of the document makes Jeongjae mudo holgi an excellent object of a study 

regarding linguistically recapitulated body movement.  
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 Ibid., 172. 

16
 Cho Kyu-ick, ―A Study on the Correlativity of the Akjang and Jongjea (a court 

dance and music) in the Chosun Dynasty (조선조 악장과 정재의 문예미적 상관성 연구),‖ 

Korean Classical Poetry Association, 10 (2001): 92. 
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Moreover, Jeongjae mudo holgi (呈才舞蹈笏記) provide the most inclusive 

inventory for a terminology analysis. Produced a dozen times throughout the years of 

1887, 1893, 1894, and 1901, Jeongjae mudo holgi includes dances of the later half of the 

Joseon era as well as those of the first half. Jeongjae from the last half of the Joseon era 

are distinguished from those of the first half in terms of naming strategy and background 

ideology. After several wars that marked the distinction between the two halves of the 

era, the Joseon court created new dances that entailed new movements and new terms for 

these movements. Son Sun-sook points out that the newly created terms use various 

strategies of nomenclature: multiple terms for a single movement, terms expressing 

emotion, and terms emphasizing natural images.
19

 Sung Ki-sook indicates the 

philosophical and ideological distinctions between Jeongjae from the first and the last 

halves of the Joseon era. According to this scholar, earlier Jeongjae are based on a 

Confucian notion of Yeak (禮樂, ritual and music), whereas later Jeongjae were 

influenced by Silhak (實學, Neo-Confucian School of Practical Learning).
20

 In the 

process of restoration and new creation, the feudal values of Yeak were still in effect; 

however, Silhak turned attention to Korean folklore as opposed to Chinese imports. Sung 

Ki-sook argues that Silhak scholars‘ independent views of Yeak promoted the creation of 

diverse forms in various art genres including Jeongjae. Hence, covering both periods of 

the era, Jeongjae mudo holgi delivered diverse strategies of nomenclature as well as 

                                                 

19
 Son Sun-sook, ―A Study on the Distribution of Jeongjae Dance Movements in 

the Late Yi Dynasty Era-Basis on the Old Book Jeongjaemudoholki,‖ The Korean 
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aesthetics, themes, modes, and style.
21

 This comprehensive inventory of naming 

strategies contained in Jeongjae mudo holgi provides a exhaustive supply for a 

terminology analysis.  

 

French Baroque Dance: Belle Dance 

In this dissertation, the term Belle Dance indicate the dance that developed and 

flourished in the French court from approximately the late sixteenth century (Le Ballet 

Comique de la Royne, 1581) to the mid-eighteenth century (Jason et Médée by Jean–

Georges Noverre, 1763).  

However, as Edmund Fairfax repeatedly points out, the names of the categories 

and subcategories of dance styles vary from one modern writer to another, and ―the same 

appellation can sometimes mean something quite other in another writer.‖
22

 Table 1 

shows a few examples. In regard to terminology, he urges readers to consider the writer‘s 

definition or the context. As Fairfax demonstrates, the writers of the eighteenth century 

already disagreed with each other in usage for naming the dance styles. Adding to 

Fairfax‘s point—to consider the writer‘s definition or the context—I propose that this is 

required in reading not only historical sources, but also contemporary studies. The 

inconsistencies present a problem particularily for this research which focuses on a 

definite set of terms. 
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Table 1. Various Usages of Terms for Belle Dance
23

 

 

Researcher Terms Period 

Wendy Hilton the French noble style 1690-1725 

dance at the French court 

dancing in the serious or noble style 

ballet de cour 

Mark Franko court ballet 1580-1660 

baroque dance 

Sarah R. Cohen dance noble 18C 

la belle danse 

French court ballet 

Edmund Fairfax the French art of dance 18C 

 the dance of the ballroom 

 the dance of the theater 

 la belle dance or la danse noble  

 the demi-caractère  

 the comique  

 the grotesque  

Rebbeca Harris-Warrick 

and Carol G. Marsh 

Baroque dance In general 

ballet de cour Before 1661 
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I use the word ―Belle Dance,‖ following Francine Lancelot‘s use in her La Belle 

Dance.
24

 In this bilingual book, Lancelot uses ―la Belle Dance‖ for the French text, 

following Michel de Pure in Idée des Spectacles Anciens et Nouveaux (1668) and a 

contemporary dance scholar Eugénia Roucher, in Dictionnaire de la Musique en France 

aux XVIIe et XVIIIe Siècle (1993). Lancelot also chooses the term ―Belle Dance‖ for the 

English text, which I follow for this dissertation. 

The subject of this research centers on a set of terms which Raoul Feuillet put 

down in his Chorégraphie (1700) and Pierre Rameau echoed in his Maîre à Danser 

(1725). Although Chorégraphie is known as the first work of literature with a clear 

delineation of an extended explanation of the terminology, the notation system, and the 

movement execution, it is also acknowledged that Feuillet was not the inventor of the 

terms and the dance technique. Rather, the terminology seems to have been in use even 

before 1700. 

Although Feuillet credits a preceding French manual of dance, Thoinot Arbeau‘s 

Orchesography published in 1588, for ―an account of the origin and progress‖
25

 of his 

work Chorégraphie, the terminology and the abbreviations in Arbeau‘s Orchesography 

differ greatly from those of Feuillet‘s. Table 2 provides some examples of terms 

appearing in earlier dance treatises including Arbeau‘s Orchesography. Although the 

                                                 

24
 Francine Lancelot, La Belle Dance, trans. Ann Jacoby (Paris: Van Dieren, 

1996). 

25
 Raoul A. Feuillet, Chorégraphie ou l'art de décrire la dance. (Paris: Chez 

l‘Auteur, rue de Bussi, Faubourg S. Germain, à la Cout Imperiale, 1700, reprinted in New 

York: Broude Bros, 1968), preface. (N.p.) 
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table does not comprise a complete list of dance manuals before 1700, a comparison 

between the sources suggests that Belle Dance terms appearing in Chorégraphie had been 

used roughly around the time of François de Lauze‘s publication of Apologie de la Danse 

and certainly not before 1600. 

Harris-Warrick and Marsh highlight Jean Favier‘s notation system in which Le 

Mariage de la Grosse Cathos (1688) was recorded. This notation of a dance which 

appeared twelve years earlier than Feuillet‘s publication is interesting in that it shares the 

terminology that later appeared in Feuillet‘s Chorégraphie.
26

 In addition, terminology 

similar to Feuillet‘s also appears in two manuscripts by André Lorin which are dated 

1685 and 1688. 

The terminology in Feuillet‘s book was probably created and systemized around 

the mid-seventeenth century, somewhere between 1623 and 1685. Since it is rare that 

terms appear independently without reference to particular movements, they were likely 

set when the dancing incorporated stylized movements which required certain names.

                                                 

26
 Harris-Warrick and Marsh, Musical Theatre, 93. Harris-Warrick and Marsh 

presume the existence of Favier‘s unpublished manuscript, now missing, which was 

mentioned by Louis-Jacques Goussier (1722-99), the author of the ―Chorégraphie‖ 

section in Encyclopédie ou Dictionnaire Raisonné des Sciences, des Arts et des Métiers 

edited by Denis Diderot and Jean le Rond d‘Alembert. According to what can be 

gathered from Goussier‘s article, Harris-Warrick and Marsh deduce that Favier used ―the 

same kind of terminology as his contemporaries.‖ Goussier‘s article based on Favier‘s 

unpublished manuscript confirms that the terminology appearing in Feuillet‘s 

Chorégraphie already was in use as least by 1688. 
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Table 2. Examples of Terminology from Dance Treatises before Chorégraphie 

 

Author/book Year Examples of terminology 

Thoinot Arbeau‘s 

Orchesography 

1588 révérence, simple, double, reprise, branle, congé, 

marque pied droit, marque pied gauche, marque talon 

droit, marque talon gauche, coup de pied, grue, pied en 

l’air, ru de vache, posture, saut majeur, petit saut, saut 

moyen
27

 

Fabritio Caroso‘s 

Nobiltà di Dame 

1600 riverenze, continenze, passi puntati, passi, seguiti, 

doppi, trabucchetti, fioretto, salti, capriole, balzetto, 

battuta di pié al Canario, cadenza, sommessa, cambio, 

scambiata, campanella, cinque passi in Gagliarda, 

corinto, costatetto, dattile, destice, groppo, molinello, 

pirlotto in terra, zurlo, punta e Calcagno, recacciata, 

ripresa sottopiede, ripresa trita, saffice, schisciata al 

Canario, spondeo, trango, tremolante, trito minuto, 

zoppetto, etc.
28

 

François de Lauze‘s 

Apologie de la 

Danse  

1623 aller par haut, terre à terre, assembler, le branle, la 

capriole, chassé, le pas coupé, croiser, dégager, 

écarter, s’élever, le fleuret, la gaillarde, glisser, le 

mouvement, plier, porter, relever, sauter, le temps en 

rond, le tour, tomber
29

 

                                                 
27

 Thoinot Arbeau, Orchesography [1588], trans. Cyril W. Beaumont (New 

York: Dance Horizons, 1966), 52, 62, 74, 75, 78, 79, 84. 

28
 Fabritio Caroso, Nobiltà di Dame [1600], trans. Julia Sutton (New York : 

Oxford University Press, 1986), 89-94. 

29
 François de Lauze‘s Apologie de la Danse (1623) came into world before its 

publication by Lauze in a book authored by Barthélemy de Montagut who made the 

plagiarized manuscript Louange de la Danse. See Barthelemy de Montagut, Louange de 
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Table 2. (continued) 

Author/book Year Examples of terminology 

Jean Favier‘s 

unpublished 

manuscript book 

1688(?) pas de bourrée, pas de menuet, pas de gaillarde, plié, 

élevé, marcher, tour de jambe en-dehors, tour de jambe 

en-dedans, á plat, á terre, en l’air, de côté, sauté, 

cabriole, etc.
30

 

André Lorin‘s 

two manuscripts 

1685 

and 

1688 

pas simple, pas jeté, pas assemblé, pas sauté, pas sauté et 

le demeuré en l’air, pas sauté et assemblé, pas sauté et 

assemblé en présence, pas reculé, pas dégagé en avant, 

pas dégagé à côté, pas tourné au quart de tour (à demi 

tour, à un tour), pas balancé, pas de menuet, pas de 

bourée à deux mouvements, fleuret, pas de sissonne, 

chassé, coupé ordinaire, coupé en l’air, coupé en arrière, 

cabriole de côté
31

 

 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                 

la Danse [1623], ed. B. Ravelhofer (Ithaca, NY: North American distributors, CUPS, 

c2000), 168-177. 

 

30
 Harris-Warrick and Marsh, Musical Theatre, 93. 

31
 Ibid., 86. 
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Fairfax calls the French art of dancing from the mid-seventeenth century ―a new 

style of dance‖ which signifies some kinds of break from previous customs. As the 

phrase implies, ―the new style of dance‖ was so original that the dance of the late 

sixteenth and the early seventeenth centuries seemed foreign, even a subject of a 

grotesque dance.
32

 Fairfax credits Pierre Beauchamps (1631-1705) with this new style. 

Because it came into existence when Beauchamps was active as a teacher and 

choreographer in France, Fairfax notes ―the overall character of the style itself appears to 

have been greatly indebted to Beauchamps.‖
33

  

Beauchamps played a significant role in the creation of this new style of dance 

and its terminology beginning in the 1660s. Therefore, the terminology and the 

corresponding stylized movements began to be created and systematized as early as the 

1660s; they were formulated enough to promote several notation systems in the 1680s;
34

 

they found their acme of exposition in Feuillet‘s Chorégraphie in 1700; and they 

continued to evolve through the publication of Rameau‘s Maître à Danser in 1725.  

Based upon this rationale, the use of the phrase Belle Dance concerns this period 

of time, 1661-1725. According to Fairfax, the dance style of that time varied from one 

writer to another. As Harris-Warrick and Marsh point out, the terminology was never 

                                                 

32
 Fairfax, The Styles of Eighteenth Century Ballet, 4. 

33
 Ibid., 2. 

34
 Harris-Warrick and Marsh suggests that there were at least four notation 

systems including those of Favier, Lorin, Feuillet, and another dancing master named Da 

La Haise by the time of Favier‘s manuscript. See Harris-Warrick and Marsh, Musical 

Theatre, 91. 
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fixed; it changed, developed, and evolved through time. Thus, I do not treat the 

terminology as an absolutely set and predetermined entity. However, since Feuillet‘s 

publication made it possible to communicate in one international language and provided a 

so-called ―orthodox technique,‖
35

 I suggest that the terminology in Chorégraphie can be 

a good foundation for studying Belle Dance terminology.

                                                 

35
 Hilton, Dance and Music, 54. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LANGUAGE, CULTURE, AND DANCE:  

CRITICAL REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

The three key words—language, culture, and dance—are the major threads of my 

dissertation research. These three threads woven together form the review of literature 

which explores theories that help understanding dance writing as a carrier of historically 

and culturally specific concepts. These theoretical underpinning will provide a base 

premise of the analysis of dance documents and dance terms in the following chapters.  

First, I discuss that each language has a distinct way of representing the world by 

selecting certain aspects of referents. Here, the key word ―language‖ provides the trunk 

around which ―dance‖ twines like ivy. To anchor this discussion to ―culture,‖ I draw on 

Jacques Derrida‘s notion of deconstruction and its implication for cultural politics. For 

this research, deconstruction can problematize underlying assumptions about whether 

dance terminology must necessarily carry movement detail and exactly what kind of 

information is thought to be movement detail. Also, I present a comparison between East-

Asian philosophy of language to Western counterparts in order to discuss how general 

understandings of language relate to dance writing.  

Second, I examine theories of dance writing as a cultural product. In this section, 

I try to argue that writing dance is a translation which requires one‘s interpretation. A 

consideration of natives‘ accounts can illuminate a blind spot on the part of an observer‘s 

accounts. In particular, the ephemeral nature of dance poses tension between dance and 

writing. If dance movement is primarily ephemeral, how does naming attempt to capture 
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or crystallize such ephemerality? What kinds of information are captured from something 

that is disappearing? Here, again Derrida‘s argument is relevant, as he discusses the 

concepts of presence and absence. Moreover, since Derrida reevaluates Western 

metaphysics, his argument enables cultural perspective.  

These related areas of study, woven from the three seed key words, language, 

culture, and dance, are not linear; rather, they overlap each other and follow one after 

another in a circular motion. Each related area of study supports and is supported by the 

other with recurring issues such as the ephemerality of dance, the power of language, and 

naming as a cultural and political act. By scrutinizing the three related areas reciprocally 

interlacing with one another, I suggest that documenting dance and naming movement 

are political acts of selection guided by underlying assumptions of a given culture.  

 

Linguistic Recapitulation of Dance Movement  

Movement Reality Presented by Language 

Among many different approaches to giving verbal labels of non-verbal events, a 

number of dance terms describe dance movements by taking the form of ―impure proper 

name.‖
1
 In other words, many dance terms designate their referents by maximizing 

descriptive meanings. For example, Belle Dance terms like plié (to bend), assemble (to 

                                                 

1
 P. F. Strawson, ―On Referring‖ [1950] in The Philosophy of Language, 5th ed., 

ed. Aloysius Martinich (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 257. While 

discussing the various degrees of descriptive meaning in expressions, Strawson presents a 

scale with pure proper names at one end and ―substantival phrases‖ at the other end. By 

substantival phrases, Strawson means expressions with the maximum descriptive 

meaning like ―the round table.‖ Even substantival phrases which have capital letters like 

―The Round Table‖ remain impure proper names. 
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assemble) and Jeongjae terms like Geosu (擧袖 lift the sleeves) physically describe body 

movements. In this case, the names make use of physical descriptions. 

Because of the descriptive characteristics of dance movement names, one might 

overlook the significance of the transformation of a word from a description to a name. It 

could seem unquestionably natural to call a knee-bending movement plié (to bend). 

However, I want to argue that even the most descriptive dance term results from a 

process of selection.  

It seems that it is a matter of convention allowing the term to refer to the referent. 

On one hand, a single name with its descriptive meaning can refer to and truly describe 

many other movements too. Since humans can bend other body parts besides knees, there 

is no unique and necessary relationship between the name and knee movement. On the 

other hand, even though the name might truly describe the movement, there are other 

possible descriptions equally true to the movement. For example, a movement recording 

system, called Labanotation, presents at least five different ways of recording plié 

movement, which is one of the fundamental movement units of Belle Dance. In 

Labanotation, plié can be described by graphic symbols indicating ―low level supports, 

bending the legs, lowering the center of gravity, bending the hip, knee and ankle joints, 

and making a diamond shape with the legs.‖
2
 With multiple variables both on the 

expression side and on the movement side, there is no one-to-one functional relationship 

between the term plié and the specific movement of knee. By setting up a connection 

                                                 

2
 Sheila Marion, ―Notation Systems and Dance Style: Three Systems Recording 

and Reflecting One Hundred Years of Western Theatrical Dance‖ (PhD diss., New York 

University, 1997), 37. 
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between the name plié and the description ―to bend one‘s knees,‖ people introduced a 

convention. Then, ―plié is to bend one‘s knees‖ is a necessary truth according to the 

convention, which provides the above phrase as a ―stipulative definition.‖  

Franz Boas, one of the founders of North American and world anthropology, 

argued that language reflects psychological reality. According to Boas‘ ―Introduction‖ 

to The Handbook of American Indians, a language could not possibly encode ―every 

single aspect of the social, physical, and psychological environments of a human 

community.‖
3
 In other words, the reality of the world is far more complex than a 

language can crystallize. I propose likewise that the reality of a dance movement is 

more complex than a terminology can convey. A terminology should decide which 

aspect of the phenomenon, a dance movement in this case, to encode. Boas notes that 

every language linguistically encodes chaotic reality in a unique way. ―Each language 

has a peculiar tendency to select this or that aspect of the mental image which is 

conveyed by the expression of the thought.‖
4
 Similarly, in Of Cigarettes, High Heels, 

and Other Interesting Things, Marcel Danesi notes that words are not just convenient 

labels for already-existing concepts. He underlines culturally specific concepts coined 

                                                 

3
 Franz Boas, Introduction to Handbook of American Indian Languages (1911; 

reprinted in Language, Culture, and Society: A book of Readings, ed. Benjamin Blount 

(Prospect Heights, Ill.: Waveland Press, 1995), 27. 

4
 Ibid., 43. 
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by words, saying that ―they make specific kinds of concepts available to the members of 

a culture.‖
5
  

The more culturally specific the concepts coined by words are, the less likely 

they are to be translated into foreign languages. An example can be found in the case of 

Belle Dance, whose terms maintain the French form, in spite of the highly descriptive 

meanings of many of them. A dance historian Edmund Fairfax points out that in the 

terminology of the art of dance the French language had acquired its privilege over other 

languages.
6
 He quotes a German dancing master in the eighteenth century, Charles Pauli, 

who in Élémens de la Danse (1756) regarded the French terms as the ―language of the 

country of dance.‖ According to Pauli, the French words and terms were ―highly 

meaningful and fitting to the field.‖ 

 

These words and terms, born of the mind and imagination of the French, 

would be most difficult to render into a foreign language with as much 

precision and power, especially into the German tongue. If I may say so 

without giving displeasure, the translations that some have attempted are 

ill or at least are of such slight success that those individuals with any 

pretension of learning to dance or of cultivating it are obliged to adopt the 

French terms and pronounce them distinctly and write them correctly.
7
 

 

This phenomenon suggests that the terms carry culturally specific concepts, which 

languages of other cultures cannot efficiently capture. I suggest that this low degree of 

                                                 

5
 Danesi, Of Cigarettes, 70. 

6
 Fairfax, The Styles of Eighteenth Century Ballet, 8. 

7
 Charles Pauli, quoted in Ibid., 8. 
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translatability shows a particular tendency of Belle Dance terminology to systematize 

dance movement into culturally specific concepts and categories.  

Similarly, Ferdinand de Saussure, who was a strong relativist in the semantic 

area (which concerns the meaning aspects of language), viewed each language as a 

different set of meanings with a distinct way of organizing the world into concepts and 

categories.
8
 Even though some words in different languages might be synonymous (e.g., 

English sheep and French mouton), the similarity of the meanings is superficial. For 

example, in English sheep contrasts with mutton, in the sense that one is an animal and 

the other is edible meat, while in French mouton covers both of these.
9
 Applying Boas‘, 

Danesi‘s, and Saussure‘s discussions to dance terminology, I suggest that dance terms 

work as carriers of culturally specific concepts of dance movement available to the 

members of the relevant culture. As André Lepecki, a dance scholar, suggests, 

searching for the limits between body and text leads us to ―the very cultural perceptions 

and definitions of dancing.‖
10

  

What is interesting in the convention is the logic behind selecting a specific 

feature as a decisive description of a movement. As John Locke states, we give names 

to thing-events, which are combinations of various qualities, by referring to the most 

                                                 

8
 Foley, Anthropological Linguistics, 97. 

9
 Ibid., 97. 

10
 André Lepecki, ―Inscribing Dance,‖ in Of the Presence of the Body, ed. André 

Lepecki (Middletown, CT.: Wesleyan University Press, 2004), 124. 
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distinguishing aspect of them.
11

 In reverse, the selected aspects in dance terms help us 

to identify which aspects the term creators thought to be the most distinguishing aspect 

of a complex phenomenon of dance. To discuss the significance of the tension between 

the selected and unselected aspects, I will move on to Jacque Derrida‘s critique on 

language. 

 

Derrida’s Deconstruction and the Politics of Language 

Among the vast implications of Derrida‘s idea of deconstruction, what is 

important for the current discussion are his views on language and its cultural and 

political implications. Derrida asserts that ―everyday language is not innocent or 

neutral.‖
12

 For Derrida, ―it is the language of Western metaphysics,‖ carrying 

presuppositions of all types.
13

 To understand these assertions, it would be necessary to 

review briefly the background of Derrida‘s deconstruction with regard to the political 

implications of language.  

In his critique of Ferdinand de Saussure, Derrida grapples with the concepts of 

difference and arbitrariness. Originating with Locke, the concept of the arbitrariness of 

language indicates that there is a barrier between consciousness and reality. In other 

words, the mind does not simply reflect things or sensations. Information is selected from 

                                                 

11
 John Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding [1690], ed. A.S. 

Pringle-Pattison (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1947), III, xi, 19. 

12
 Jacques Derrida, Positions, trans. Alan Bass (Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press, 1981), 19. 

13
 Ibid., 19. 
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sensory impressions. The mind creates general terms by selecting certain sensory 

characteristics and rejecting others. Saussure confirms the arbitrariness of language and 

furthers the concept that words do not simply achieve their meanings by corresponding to 

reality.
14

 Instead, they achieve their meanings by the place they take within the system of 

language and by their function in differentiating one category of things from another.
15

 

The function of differentiation operates within paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations. 

Accepting Saussure‘s concept of difference (différence in French) and adding the 

meaning of deferring, Derrida proposes the concept of différance, noting that ―no element 

can function as a sign without referring to other elements.‖
16

  

How is this related to the political implications of language? In Foucault and 

Derrida, Roy Boyne points out that the politics of language arises from the arbitrariness 

of language. Because the connection between words and referents is not naturally given, 

it must be introduced and maintained.
17

 With this in mind, one can understand why 

Derrida problematizes ―a concept signified in and of itself, a concept simply present for 

thought, independent of a relationship to language.‖
18

 According to Derrida, neither the 
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 Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, trans. Roy Harris 

(LaSalle, Ill.: Open Court, 1986), 67-69. 
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signified nor the signifying instrument is ―pure,‖ ―virgin,‖ and ―untouched.‖
19

 As Boyne 

agrees, the ―baptism‖ (as Saul Kripke calls it) and continued indoctrination of words are 

examples of political acts. 

Moreover, political implications arise from the system of difference as well. In 

―The Politics of the Ineffable: Derrida‘s Deconstructionism,‖ Thomas McCarthy points 

out that Derrida‘s différance
 
inevitably ―leaves its trace in any signifier.‖

20
 In other 

words, the meaning of a word always comes into existence because of other words, and 

therefore has a ―trace‖ of other words. McCarthy explains that ―beyond any present 

meaning lies the absent, unspoken, unthought, indeed largely uncomprehended network 

of condition, presuppositions, and mediations on which it depends.‖
21

 What makes this 

notion political is that between what is present and what is absent there is hierarchy. 

Derrida regards such hierarchy as violent in that ―one of the two terms controls the other 

(axiologically, logically, etc.), holds the superior position. To deconstruct the opposition 

is first…to overthrow the hierarchy.‖
22

 Boyne also recognizes hierarchy caused by 

difference, noting that ―difference, in the West, has come to mean the absence of 

value.‖
23

 In this respect, what is absent, excluded, and ignored is thought to be valueless 
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and thus repressed. Yet such repression is difficult to recognize. According to McCarthy, 

the politics of language concern what conceals ―practices of exclusion, repression, [and] 

marginalization.‖
24

  

David L. Shaul and N. Louanna Furbee explain the danger in the process of 

labeling while discussing the political implications of Derrida‘s deconstruction and his 

view on language. Because of the arbitrariness of language, a named concept implies a 

particular referent-sign relationship favored by social convention in a given culture or 

situation. According to Derrida‘s system of difference, opposite meanings are suppressed. 

However, Shaul and Furbee emphasize the power of omission or failure to label.
25

 The 

best example of the danger of labeling can be found in feminist critique on sexist 

language: pronouns such as ―he,‖ job titles like ―chairman,‖ and other supposedly generic 

terms such as ―man‖ and ―mankind.‖ Such exclusion of females in the terms points at the 

privilege enjoyed by men in some societies. Warning about the negative effects that can 

result from words, phrases, and expressions that unnecessarily differentiate between 

females and males or exclude, trivialize, or diminish either gender, feminist studies have 

paid attention to the influence of language on people‘s perceptions, which leads to 

linguistic relativity, the topic of the following section.
26
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The awareness of the influence of language on people‘s realities, their self-

concepts, and their world views brings cultural politics including feminist concerns, 

linguistic relativity, and the political implications of language raised by Derrida‘s 

deconstruction together. By making ―the ellipses and silences‖
27

 apparent, 

deconstruction allows us to examine assumptions embedded within concealed practices 

of exclusion.  

Derrida‘s deconstruction hints at what may be latent assumptions behind the way 

that names of dance movement select certain aspects of movement in order to make 

decisive descriptions. Disclosure of latent assumptions can be difficult when a set of 

dance terms claim to refer to universal laws of motion. According to Jean-Noel Laurenti, 

basic Belle Dance terms and the Feuillet notation system refer to ―common principles,‖ 

which indicate constituent parts of movement. Further discussion follows in Chapter 9, 

but in brief, by distinguishing the constituent parts of movement, Belle Dance terms and 

the Feuillet notation system represent ―the universal laws of movement.‖
28

 The scientific 

approach referring to the universal laws of movement camouflages the latent assumptions 

of Belle Dance documentation. Here, Derrida‘s theory of deconstruction can help to 

clarify what the dance writing system, which claims to be universal, excludes. 

 

Presuppositions Embedded in Western and East-Asian Language 
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 Keith Moxey, The Practice of Theory : Poststructuralism, Cultural politics, 
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Derrida reevaluates the entire history of metaphysics as the history of ―the 

determination of Being as presence.‖
29

 According to Derrida, Western metaphysics 

centers on concepts designating ―an invariable presence,‖ such as essence, existence, 

substance, and subject.  

In contrast, East Asian languages defy substance-based ontology that separates 

independent and unchanging substance from its property or quality. In The 

Diamondsūtra’s Logic of Not, the Japanese philosopher Shigenori Nagatomo connects 

the philosophical problem to the linguistic one, particularly concerning subject-predicate 

structure. According to Nagatomo, the structure of subject-predicate embraces dualistic 

thinking and either-or logic because the subject is separated from the predicate.
30

 

Nagatomo distinguishes between the case where the predicate is subsumed under the 

subject (as contended by Aristotle) and that where the subject is subsumed by the 

predicate. The subject-predicate structure of language is based on the predicate being 

subsumed by the subject. Viewing the world from a dualistic and what Nagatomo refers 

to as egological point of view, speakers separate themselves from what they experience 

rather than embodying the experience, positing themselves ―as the referential framework 

for the experience.‖
31

 Asserting that what Diamondsūtra conveys is beyond the ordinary 
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logic expressed by the subject-predicate structure of language, Nagatomo says that such 

structure cannot express the dimension where there is no bifurcation between the 

experiencer and the experienced.
32

 Another Japanese philosopher Nishi Junzō, similarly 

notes that the subjectless structure of the Chinese language signifies a dynamic flow 

where ―the subject qua expresser and the object qua expressed are inseparably one.‖
33

 In 

short, subjectless sentence structure in Chinese implies non-dualistic understanding 

between the subject speaker and the object spoken, and this also means that the so-called 

subject does not distinguishes him/herself from the world, but embodies what is spoken. 

Nagatomo‘s and Nishi‘s discussions suggest that the different structures of languages are 

based upon and aim to express distinct ideas of how we experience and exist in the world 

(epistemology and ontology). 

A reserved use of personal indicators, such as personal pronouns and subjects, 

also points to a context-dependent tendency. Yuasa points out that in the Japanese 

language practice personal pronouns such as ―I‖ and ―you‖ are often deleted. In classical 

Japanese literature as well, personal pronouns are rarely explicit; they are comprehended 

from the flow of the context. From my perspective, the speaker/listener or writer/reader 

knows who is talked about by participating in the meaning-making process.  

Contrastingly, Western philosophy of language strives to find the essential 

properties of things in the process of evaluating whether a statement is true or not. An 
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American philosopher Hilary Putnam, in a formulation similar to Locke‘s theory, 

contends the real essence of things is the inner constitution or ―microstructure‖ of the 

things which are responsible for the superficial characteristics.
34

 Here, inner constitution 

for Putnam, as well as for Locke, means scientific or chemical essence. In a similar line 

of thought, Kripke, a causal theorist, finds the essential properties of things from material 

constitution. He contends that the essential property of an individual living creature is a 

particular integration of a specific sperm and a specific ovum.
35

 Willard Van Orman 

Quine, one of the most influential American philosophers and logicians, developed a 

theory which relies on empirical knowledge acquired through sense stimuli and also 

places similar emphasis on scientific truth, even though he was skeptical about the 

essence of things.
36

 In highlighting sense stimuli, Quine agrees with Locke‘s assertion 

that people ―sorted and denominated things by those sensible qualities they found in 

them.‖
37

 This emphasizes sensory perception as the primary factor of naming. Similarly, 

Margreta de Grazia explains Locke‘s view when she states ―words derive primarily from 
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the senses‘ grasping of the material.‖
38

 Whether sensible qualities or constituent 

particles, the primary factors of naming have been related to scientific understandings for 

the philosophers mentioned above.  

In scientific positivism, empirical information is regarded as impartial and 

objective and is supposed to be a mode of access to reality. In ―Deconstructing the Map,‖ 

J. B. Harley problematizes this positivist assumption. While challenging the idea that 

systematic observation and measurement offer the only route to truth, Harley points out 

that scientific positivism has been ―a ready-made and taken-for-granted epistemology‖ 

since the Enlightenment.
39

 Applying Derrida‘s deconstruction, Harley argues that plain 

scientific fact is a statement of political authority and control.
40

 According to Harley, the 

procedures and methods of scientific positivism, consisting of ―selection, omission, 

simplification, classification, the creation of hierarchies, and ‗symbolization‘‖
41

 embed 

presuppositions of Western metaphysics. 

Dance documentation in Western theater dance history suggests a similar 

tendency in attaching denomination to scientific content, in that there is materialist 

endeavor at the core of both. Marion notes that dance writing in Western theater dance 
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history is also ―essentially a materialist enterprise,‖
42

 focusing on physical properties. 

The information which is thought to represent the elements that constitute a dance 

movement predominantly describes the observable movements. As opposed to the 

observable properties of movement, ephemeral properties, which have been expressed as 

transition, trace, style, or quality, have been repressed meanings in dance writing. Noa 

Eshkol, one of the inventors of Eshkol-Wachmann Movement Notation, expresses her 

belief on what and how dance writing should record.  

 

Qualities are by the nature of things predominantly subjective impressions. 

The whole point of a notation is to convert impression (qualities) into 

entities which can be agreed about by everyone—that is, measurable 

quantities….If the qualities are not definable, then what is it that we are 

talking about? If anything at all, then perhaps something for which poetry 

is the proper vehicle.
43

 

 

In this quotation, Eshkol contends that even the ephemeral properties of movement can, 

or rather should, be converted into measurable quantities, which are definable, and about 

which everyone can agree. Within such a writing system, dance becomes something 

quantifiable and measurable; something plain, distinct, and clear; something objective 

and therefore presumably universal. However, another question arises: if a name referring 

to a particular movement suppresses the reference‘s materiality, namely ephemerality, is 

it a true description? As Eshkol suspects (although skeptically), poetry might be the 

proper vehicle for dance writing. Where is the reason for repressing such a possibility? 
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Contemporary philosopher John Searle‘s critique of Quine highlights human 

intentions which transcend sensory stimuli in linguistic meaning. While arguing that the 

level of semantics involves a level of intentionality, Searle explains that a simple 

declaration of scientific fact is a matter of preference.  

 

It is part of the persistent objectivizing tendency of philosophy and science 

since the seventeenth century that we regard the third-person objective 

point of view as preferable to, as somehow more ―empirical‖ than, the 

first-person, ―subjective‖ point of view. What looks then like a simple 

declaration of scientific fact—that language is a matter of stimulations of 

nerve endings—turns out on examination to be the expression of a 

metaphysical preference and, I believe, a preference that is unwarranted by 

the facts.
44

  

 

To analyze the level of semantics involves more than sensory receptors and 

molecules. With language, we express beliefs and desires, as we do with dance. The 

beliefs and desires cannot be quantified and measured. Selecting a quantified, measured, 

or motion arrested description as a name for a particular movement is a matter of 

convention and preference. Warning against the danger of neglecting the first-person case 

in understanding a language system, Searle concludes that to understand a speaker we 

need to do more than construct a theory based upon empirical evidence. Searle‘s final 

remark can also be applied to understanding dance and dance writing. Failing to 

recognize the persistent preference of a convention, we might make the mistake of 

thinking that understanding a dance and dance writing is ―a matter of constructing a 
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‗theory,‘ that the theory is based on ‗evidence,‘ and that the evidence must be 

‗empirical.‘‖
45

  

 

Translating Movement into Words  

Understanding Body Movement within the Socio-linguistic Sphere 

The expressions that various languages use to refer to the human body reflect 

diverse ideas of the body. Thomas Ots‘s discussion on two terms for the body in German 

(Körper and Leib) points out how various expressions of the human body coin culturally 

specific concepts of the referent. According to Ots, Körper, referring to the structural 

aspects of the body, the objectified body, and the dead body, takes its origin from the 

Latin corpus.
46

 From the same etymology, the French word corps and English corpse are 

derived. The term Körper resembles the English word ―body,‖ which originates from 

bodi (trunk/chest), in that both terms conceive the body as ―a vessel/container to be 

filled with the spirit or the soul.‖
47

 In contrast, Leib signifies the living body, with 

feelings, sensations, perceptions, and emotions. Leib originates from common roots leip, 

loip, or lip, where the English terms ―life‖ is derived. Ots compares Leib to the Chinese 

word Shen in the writing of Zhuangzi, where Shen means ―self‖ as ―as undifferentiated 
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by the ‗body.‘‖
48

 According to Ots, the idea of human body as represented by Leib, Shen, 

and the phenomenoloists‘ expression of ―lived body‖ indicates that ―perceptions, feelings, 

emotions and the evolving thoughts and considerations are all intimately grounded‖ in 

life.
49

 In addition to Ots‘ discussion, I point out that the Korean word mom (body) has 

the same root of mam(heart-mind). This similar construction of the two words in Korean 

suggests also a close relationship between the two ideas. Also, the word mom (body) 

refers to human body, but not other material bodies, as the English equivalent body does. 

Further discussion on Korean traditional ideas of the body follows in Chapter 6, but in 

brief, they conceive human body as the field of a constant exchange as well as 

transformation of material members to immaterial energy and vice versa. 

As the terms of ―body‖ in various languages deliver various concepts of the 

body, modes of expression intimately link with how one conceives body movements. 

Brenda Farnell suggests that it is not that simple a matter to understand human 

movements, especially from other cultures. Farnell points out a common mistake made 

by the Western academy when anthropologists try to overcome Cartesian dualism. 

According to Farnell, privileging the body over the mind, ―behaviorists or anti-

intellectualistic subjectivists‖
50

 like Michael Jackson wrongly assume that ―actions 
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require no translation from one culture to another.‖
51

 In other words, seemingly similar 

movements in two distinct cultures mean similar things. Farnell states that such attempts 

seem to aim to overcome dualism; however, in fact they still adhere to the separation 

between the mind and body. In contrast, Farnell argues, the body and human action are 

closely linked to the realm of spoken language. Farnell states that ―all conventional 

structured systems of human movement are best understood as they exist in the 

sociolinguistic sphere of human life.‖
52

 In other words, human movement can hardly be 

understood when it is taken out of its culture, which includes language as a meaning 

making system.  

Furthermore, in ―Visible and Invisible in Hawaiian Dance,‖ Adrienne L. 

Kaeppler draws upon the notion of ―competence‖ established in linguistics. Initially 

proposed by Noam Chomsky, ―competence‖ is knowledge of language as opposed to 

―performance,‖ which is use of language. Competence in a Chomskian sense is also 

called ―linguistic competence‖ in that it is restricted to grammatical and linguistic 

knowledge necessary for communication. Dell Hymes elaborates Chomsky‘s linguistic 

competence with ―communicative competence,‖ which encompasses everything that an 

individual must know in order to communicate in culturally intelligible ways. In that 

communicative competence concerns the speaker‘s tacit knowledge and ability, it 
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includes but also goes beyond linguistic competence and verbal communication.
53

 

Kaeppler asserts that because dance communicates as language does, competence or 

knowledge about the shared rules of its conventions are needed to understand dance as 

much as to understand language. She notes that ―those who do not know the movement 

conventions will not have communicative competence and will not be able to understand 

what is being conveyed both visibly and invisibly.‖
54

 Because Hyme‘s communicative 

competence requires researchers to look at ―acts, situations, events,‖
55

 instead of 

sentences, dance researchers would need to look at broader contexts rather than 

microscopically analyzed movements. Similarly, I claim that to acquire communicative 

competence about a dance one needs to understand the sociolinguistic aspects of human 

movements, which are the conventions—social, intellectual, philosophical—through 

which they are constructed. Without such competence, one might fail to understand or 

communicate not only what is invisibly, but also what is visibly conveyed. Seemingly 

identical movements might communicate dissimilar messages depending on the shared 

rules of the communication system. 

Farnell‘s and Kaeppler‘s discussions illuminate how dance movements are 

constitutive signifying systems rather than pure and universal objects experienced first-

hand by everybody in the world. I believe that we have the ability to learn and understand 
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languages and dances of other cultures; however, this should not be confused with the 

notion that we inherently know dances of other cultures, simply because all humans are 

biologically structured in the same way. If one does not exercise ability to acquire 

communicative competence in a dance form, observation will not be enough for one to 

understand a message delivered by a dance that uses conventions of the form. Hence, I 

suggest that the language people use to talk about dance and to name dance movement 

provides significant clues to the underlying matrices.  

 

The Linguistic Relativist Account of the Basic Material of Dance 

The foremost authority on dance notation, Ann Hutchinson Guest asserts ―we are 

separated by our verbal languages, but our movement language, our Language of Dance, 

can be understood by all.‖
56

 She first enumerates the variety in the dances of different 

cultures around the world, and then invites readers to see the common structure beneath 

the differences. According to Guest, all dance cultures are based on the same elements: 

time, space, energy, and body. After relegating diverse movement styles to what she sees 

as superficial differences, she poses a question: ―Are peoples really all so different?‖
57

 

She suggests that with Labanotation as a common language, those who study dance can 

discuss movement questions and clarify movement ideas. She argues that, because all 

dance forms share the same basic materials, all dance forms are fundamentally the same. 
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However, I want to respond to her question with ―Are they really all the same?‖ I suspect 

that the differences in the nomenclature of dance movement from culture to culture are 

less superficial than Guest might regard them to be. In the linguistic relativist account, 

different languages reflect different world views, even about basic concepts like time, 

space, energy, and body. Thus, I question the universality of what Guest refers to as the 

basic material of dance. 

By comparing and contrasting Hopi language and Standard Average European 

(SAE), Whorf argues that the concepts of ―time,‖ ―space,‖ and ―matter‖ in SAE, which 

are Newtonian, are not ―intuitions‖ but ―precepts from culture and language.‖
58

 Whorf 

concludes, 

 

Concepts of ―time‖ and ―matter‖ are not given in substantially the same 

form by experience to all men but depend upon the nature of the language 

or languages through the use of which they have been developed.
59

 

 

Spatial perception, however, is considered universal by Whorf, who asserts that 

―the apprehension of space is given in substantially that same form by experience 

irrespective of language.‖
60

 For Whorf, visual perception is essentially the same in all 
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languages and cultures. Still, he recognizes that ―the CONCEPT OF SPACE,‖
61

 as 

exemplified by intellectual tools such as ―Newtonian‖ and ―Euclidean‖ space, will vary 

somewhat with language. In other words, Whorf believes that we see things in the same 

space, but our ideas of space are different across cultures. In contrast to Whorf‘s view, a 

contemporary linguistic anthropologist, Bonnie Urciuoli, asserts that ―we even have to 

learn to see.‖
62

 To supplement her argument, she footnotes a 1989 interview with a 

woman who lost her sight at ten years old and recovered it after thirty years.
63

 The 

interviewee explained that she had to relearn how to interpret what she saw, describing 

how she realized that ―the white or light gray conical ‗pole‘ next to the house across the 

street was actually the driveway.‖
64

 Furthermore, more recent works by researchers 

including Haviland, Brown, and Levinson suggest that different languages have 

fundamentally different spatial conceptualization.
65

 For example, not all languages 

describe spatial information in egocentric terms (e.g., front, back, left, right) which tie to 

body orientation; but many use absolute terms (e.g., east, west, upriver, downriver) which 
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tie to geographical orientation.
66

 According to these researchers, what we see is also 

subject to the world view that a language carries. 

In contrast to the linguistic relativist view, Guest assumes that concepts of the 

basic materials of movement are universal across cultures. Guest‘s assumption reminds 

one of Kantian concepts of time and space as ―innate, universally pre-given categories‖ 

for all human beings.‖
67

 Similarly, Guest seems to regard the idea of bodily motion as 

intuitive rather than the product of culture and language. However, Whorf‘s study 

suggests that individual languages affect speakers‘ understanding of concepts like ―time,‖ 

―space,‖ and ―matter.‖ Whorf concludes that such concepts are not given to all people, 

but depend upon the nature of individual languages.
68

 Whorf‘s studies on ―time‖ and 

―matter‖ and other relativists‘ studies on ―space‖ suggests that such concepts, which once 

were thought of as universal, are not pre-given.  

People who use a dance terminology with its own set of meanings, along with a 

distinct way of organizing the world into concepts and categories, appreciate movements 

according to the cultural codes in which the terminology originated. They understand 

movements in terms related to conventions which have specific tendencies and 

preferences. As Kaeppler suggests, learning a movement convention is identical with 

acquiring communicative competence to understand the movement. As with a spoken 

language, one is required to have communicative competence to understand a dance from 
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another culture. In other words, understanding movements is a task that requires 

interpretation; for non-native speakers, it requires the effort of translation. Therefore, the 

idea of a universal Language of Dance is problematic.  

Reading a ―dance‖ as art is even more complex. The idea of decoding a dance 

movement into the four basic elements is already a specific cultural concept, by and 

through which Western dance movement has been developed. As Foley notes, art reflects 

―the inner meaning of its members, their subjective understanding of living.‖
69

 In 

studying different dance cultures, researchers need to start by seeking inner meanings 

rather than analyzing them by external measures. Applying a presumably universal 

Language of Dance, as derived from Newtonian physics and Euclidean geometry, would 

arguably be a form of cultural imperialism.  

 

Dance Writing as a Cultural Product 

Identifying the art of dance as an anllographic art, Nelson Goodman, the late 

twentieth century philosopher and aesthetician, explains the role of score. According to 

Goodman, a notation or a score captures a partial reality by selecting what is the essence 

of a work. He states that ―a score need not capture all the subtlety and complexity of a 

performance…the function of a score is to specify the essential properties a 

performance must have to belong to the work.‖
70

 In other words, what is not written in 
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a score is supposed to be so trivial that even though it varies or disappears the identity 

of an art work is not affected. Thus, the represented characteristics are essential, and the 

unrepresented characteristics are contingent.  

 However, how do notators and composers determine what the essential 

properties of the work are? Clearly, culture plays its role in forming a language‘s 

peculiar tendency to select certain aspects of dance reality. Sheila Marion‘s dissertation, 

―Notation Systems and Dance Style: Three Systems Recording and Reflecting One 

Hundred Years of Western Theatrical Dance,‖ argues that an intimate relationship 

between notation system and dance style exists.
71

 She claims that a notation system is a 

cultural product, like a language system, which presupposes a conceptual base related to 

the practices of a particular movement style. For example, Labanotation as originally 

devised by Rudolf von Laban was related to Central European dance in the first part of 

the twentieth century. From her argument, one may draw a premise: a notation system 

reflects the conceptual frame of the culture in which a dance practice stands. Her 

conclusion holds significance for the research question of this dissertation, which is, 

what does it mean when terminologies in two distinct cultures are so very different in 

their underlying notions? 

To examine the conceptual frame of the culture, Derrida‘s deconstruction may be 

helpful in recognizing the hierarchy between what is privileged and what is not in a 

culture. It should be clear that there are particular cultural conventions in naming dance 

movements. As a cultural product, each inscription system of dance has a unique way of 
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creating relationships between referents and signs. Selecting particular aspects of dance 

movement as privileged referents, dance writing reflects cultural understandings of 

what dance is. 

However, many anthropologists of human movement employ Labanotation 

within their general methodology as an ―objective‖ and ―systematic‖ tool for recording 

and analyzing human movements, unaware of the implicit assumptions which I have 

discussed earlier. This is a result, according to Drid Williams, of the inadequacy of using 

functional-anatomical terminology that explains nothing about the sociolinguistic or 

semantic properties of the action involved.
72

 However, one notes that transcription into 

notation symbols also does not carry the sociolinguistic or semantic properties of the 

dance form; it only carries movement structure and sometimes qualities. Farnell also 

discusses the inadequacy of verbal descriptions, advocating the use of Labanotation, 

because words and movements produce different kinds of knowledge.
73

 However, one 

wonders why a fear of transforming non-talk into talk through verbal description does not 

extend to the transcription of non-talk into Labanotation symbols, which also embed 

assumptions and a particular worldview. Another advocate of Labanotation, Charles R. 

Varela, seems to regard that movement scores are the ultimate methodology to ―get to 

talk from the body—the enacted body‖ which he formulates as the deepest level beyond 

the levels of ―talking about the body—the observed body‖ and ―talking of the body—the 
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experienced body.‖
74

 According to Varela, the movement itself is transcribed into 

symbols on the score which are equated with the movement itself that can now be read. 

However, I suggest Varela‘s three formulated levels could reciprocally balance and 

harmonize with one another rather than construct a hierarchy. Moreover, the equation of 

a transcribed score with movement itself is problematic. In the three anthropologists‘ 

discussion, the viewpoint still emanates from the researcher, transcriber, describer, and 

outside observer. I suggest that for what purpose and for whom such transcription is done 

should be deliberated upon. While Farnell acknowledges that ―Concepts of the body, 

space and time differ enormously across cultural and linguistic boundaries,‖ she finds 

that Labanotation is ―flexible enough to accommodate this fascinating variety in our 

ethnographic research.‖
75

 Such flexibility might be highly beneficial in many accounts; 

however, I still question whether such transcriptions and analysis should be prioritized 

above local accounts, and if so, for what purpose. 

Likewise, Judy Van Zile uses Labanotation to record Korean dances. When she 

presents her study on the dances Ch’oyongmu and Chinju Kommu, Van Zile provides 

Labanotation scores notated by herself. Her analysis alongside the Labanotation scores 

points out movement characteristics categorized as torso, rising and sinking, weight, use 
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of time, repetition, use of space, floor patterns, the legs, the arms, and spatial variety.
76

 

While Van Zile reduces the description to the minute details of movement analysis, the 

native terms for the movements, which tell the movement characteristics in their own 

way, disappear. When Van Zile records non-Western dances with Western-derived 

systems of movement analysis, she does not forefront indigenous recording systems.  

Lucy Venable, with whom Van Zile collaborated on her project of reconstructing 

the dance Ch’oyongmu through a Labanotation score notated by herself, evaluated the 

project by stating that ―they will possibly be encouraged to record the dances 

themselves.‖
77

 I find Venable‘s remark problematic and misleading because she does not 

acknowledge hundreds years of Korean traditions of documenting dance; the statement 

implies that native accounts are not significant enough to take into account. 

As Carol Cohn suggests, learning a language is also learning a world view.
78

 

However, when it comes down to movement, or language of dance as Guest theorizes, 

people seem to believe that a transcription of movement does not carry a world view. 

This is as if one transcribes Korean language with English phonetic inscription and 

believes s/he understands Korean language, because that is how it sounds. Similarly, 

because they transcribe how it looks, some mistakenly think that they understand a dance. 
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Awareness that language encodes only a partial reality is difficult because, as 

Boas says, in every culture ―the cultural reality of native concepts is largely 

unconscious.‖
79

 From my perspective, such unconsciousness aggravates what Shaul and 

Furbee refer to as ―dangers inherent in labeling, concept formation and sign 

manipulation.‖
80

 This is because researchers without awareness of the implicit 

assumptions of a signifying system would exercise cultural imperialism. They might 

record a dance of a particular culture while applying a foreign signifying system (either 

notation or even verbal language) and argue for being successful in preserving the 

essence of the dance. Dance terminology as a signifying system carries privileged sign-

referent relationships in its conventions by excluding some movement realities from the 

terminology. From this discussion, I expect to argue that inscribing a dance by using a 

document system developed in a different culture demands special attention because 

there is a danger of suppressing information that the documenting system is incapable of 

expressing. 

Bonnie Urciuoli argues that how people describe themselves can illuminate a 

blind spot on the part of an observer or an ethnographer.
81

 Observers describe what they 

see, but cannot necessarily penetrate what the observed is thinking or feeling. Further, to 

understand a language, understanding the cultural views connected with the language is 
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advantageous. Similarly, to understand a dance, its philosophy and its inherent system of 

logic which can be glimpsed through its verbal accounts should be examined. Accepting 

the relativist view that a particular language influences the user‘s experience, one also 

needs to respect the culture‘s view or philosophy of the subject matter. Without such 

respect, the application of a signifying system from one culture to another could result in 

a false translation.  

 

Curing Ephemerality of Dance by Writing 

In this section, I draw upon a dance scholar André Lepecki‘s discussion on dance 

writing which applies Derrida‘s critique on Western metaphysics. Elaborating Lepecki‘s 

discussion, I search for how these very cultural perceptions and definitions of dancing 

relate to the terminology of dance movement.  

In the late sixteenth century, Thoinot Arbeau lamented on the predicament of 

dance documentation: ―As regards ancient dances, all I can tell you is that the passage of 

time, the indolence of man or the difficulty of describing them has robbed us of any 

knowledge thereof.‖
82

 In other words, in ancient times, documents on dancing were 

rarely left behind so that posterity could not acquire knowledge of the dances. From 

Arbeau‘s lament, I read that the preservation and the transfer of knowledge depend 

primarily on documentation. Unlike fine art, which survives through history with time-

resisting material such as stones and paints as its medium, dance phenomena happen and 

disappear simultaneously. 
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The continuity and ephemerality of dance has been viewed as a deterrent to the 

documentation that has been traditionally thought necessary for the accumulation of 

knowledge of dance. Hence, the documentation of dance, successfully overcoming the 

obstacle of ephemerality, seems to function ―to correct or cure dance‘s flawed materiality‖ 

according to Lepecki.
83

 For example, by ―set[ting] these things down in writing,‖
84

 

Arbeau enables his student Capriol to learn the art of dancing.  

However, does writing down dance really cure dance‘s ephemerality? What does 

Lepecki mean by the term ―cure‖? Referring to the documentation of dance, Lepecki 

interchangeably uses the expression ―arrest of presence.‖
85

 To discuss ―presence‖ of 

dance, Lepecki applies Jacques Derrida‘s notion of presence within Western metaphysics. 

Derrida reevaluates the entire history of metaphysics as the history of ―the determination 

of Being as presence.‖
86

 According to Derrida, Western metaphysics centers on concepts 

designating ―an invariable presence,‖ such as essence, existence, substance, and subject. 

From Lepecki‘s perspective, within such metaphysics, ―documentation works against the 

trace as it insists on the centrality of presence.‖
87

 In this metaphysics, the ephemerality 

of dance does not harmonize with writing. Therefore, dance phenomena must be 

                                                 

83
 Lepecki, ―Inscribing Dance,‖ 130. 

84
 Arbeau, Orchesography, 15. 

85
 Lepecki, ―Inscribing Dance,‖130. 

86
 Derrida, Writing and Difference, 279. Emphasis in original. 

87
 Lepecki, ―Inscribing Dance,‖133. 
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―arrested‖ to be written down, becoming in the process deprived of their ephemerality. 

As a result, ―all documentation provides is a stiff body.‖
88

  

Further, Lepecki connects Derrida‘s discussion on presence to what he describes 

as the visual attachment of dance writing. Identifying darkness and light as the founding 

metaphor of Western metaphysics, Derrida introduces a neologism, ―photology,‖ by 

which he means ―a history of, or treatise on, light.‖
89

 Lepecki interprets Derrida‘s 

photology as implying that Western philosophy always finds meaning from what can be 

seen. Applying Derrida‘s photology to dance writing, Lepecki contends that such 

metaphysics can only offer dance theory the endless description of what ―happened on 

stage.‖
 90

 According to Lepecki, the presence of dance is identified with visibility. This 

view of the presence of dance as visibility leads to the view of the presence of body as 

visibility, which Lepecki calls ―a scopic body.‖
91

 Remembering Boas‘ theory that 

―each language has a peculiar tendency to select this or that aspect of the mental image 

which is conveyed by the expression of the thought,‖ one readily sees that in Western 

theater dance visual aspects have been selected to be written down as an attempt to hold 

on to a fleeting phenomenon. Lepecki even describes the documentation of Western 

                                                 

88
 Ibid., 133. 

89
 Derrida, Writing and Difference, 27. 

90
 Lepecki, ―Inscribing Dance,‖133. 

91
 Ibid., 133. 
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dance as an ―optical descriptive obsession.‖
92

 A dance documentation attached to the 

visual denies the very essence of dance, ephemerality. Lepecki understands dance 

documentation and the emphasis on the visual as originating in conceptual frameworks 

of culture.  

It is Derrida‘s notion of writing as trace that, according to Lepecki, ―cures‖ the 

relationship between dance and writing. Derrida‘s trace opens up possibilities for our 

understanding of dance writing. By embracing both writing and dancing as trace, dance 

can be free from being understood in visual terms alone. In accordance with Derrida‘s 

notions of presence and trace, Lepecki distinguishes between two perspectives on dance: 

one is to consider dance‘s materiality as that ―physical motility temporally and spatially 

enclosed within the frame of the stage and the dancer‘s skins‖; the other is to consider it 

as ―a symbolically charged imaginary space.‖
93

 From this author‘s perspective, the two 

perspectives identified by Lepecki suggest multiple approaches of understanding dance as 

well as human beings/human body. The former is related to the scientific method based 

on empirical evidence gathered through sense stimuli; it, in turn, views the latter as 

mythical, unreal, and unpractical. On the other hand, from the latter‘s viewpoint, the 

former might seem like radical reductionism, validating only what may be empirically 

proved.  

For this research, Lepecki‘s discussion is significant in many ways. First, he 

implies there is not a single, but rather multiple ways of understanding the ontology of 

                                                 

92
 Ibid., 133. 

93
 Ibid., 134. 
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dance. Second, the multiple ways of understanding the ontology of dance reveal diverse 

ways of perceiving motility, temporality, spatiality, and the human body/human being. 

Third, by viewing writing on Western theater dance (consciously and/or unconsciously) 

as subject to Western metaphysics, he emphasizes that dance writing is a cultural product.  

 

Conclusion of Chapter 3 

The great number of descriptive dance terms seems converting non-verbal event 

of dance to verbal signs without a slight conflict. For example, one might think that 

people naturally name the movement of bending the knees plié (bending), and there is 

no room for dissent. Many dance terms with maximized descriptive meanings seem 

demonstrating a perfect literal sembalance of body movement. However, I want to 

stress that even those descriptive dance terms result from process of selection. The 

forementioned movement plié, which is the simpliest and the fundamental movement of 

Belle Dance, can be described in at least five different ways. Each dance term selects 

and expresses a certain aspect of a complex dance phenomenon. The selected aspects 

suggest which parts of the phenomenon the term-users consider important.  

Each language has a peculiar tendency in selecting this or that aspect of a 

complex human reality. Linguistic anthoropologists have been suggesting that our 

understanding and interpreting of visual sense perception are subject to cultural 

worldviews. In other words, when we convert what we perceive with vision to language, 

the peculiar tendency of the language selects some aspects and excludes others. 

Derrida‘s deconstruction and politics of language help to evaluate the excluded others. 
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Named concepts signify a favored relationship between certain referents and signs 

bestowed by social conventions.  

Dance documents assuming scientific positivism select physical aspects of body 

movements as appropriate or essential elements. In scientific positivism, empirical 

evidence can deliver objective and therefore true knowledge. However, more recent 

researches claim that scientific accounts armed with systematic observation and 

measurement carry not the only truthful methodology, but the preference for empirical 

evidence. 

When documentation of dance movement captures the ephemeral phenomenon 

in order to preserve the knowledge, the idea of knowledge of dance stands prominent. 

Documentation that presumes substance-based ontology centers on unchanging 

presence. In dance documents with substance-based ontology, unchanging presence 

appears in physical mobility. Lepecki‘s discussion on Derrida‘s photology suggests 

adherence to ―what one sees‖ in some dance documents. Such documents select 

physical mobility and visual design as preservable knowledge of dance. 

The phrase of ―dance as a universal language‖ might mislead the readers to think 

that a seemingly identical movement brings people a same experience, regardless of 

context. Understanding of dances from other cultures requires more than external 

observation. Ideas of time, space, and body, which are thought to be basic components 

of dance, depend on the tendency of a culture and a language. So then, one can have a 

better understanding of meaning of dance movements within the sociolinguistic sphere 

of human life.  
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As Boas and Derrida theorize, if one fails to recognize the characteristic ways 

that a language selects and privileges particular aspects of movement, there is a danger 

in accepting that language‗s translation of movement as absolute for representing a 

whole reality. Therefore, I suggest that researchers must be aware that a dance 

terminology or inscribing system in one culture cannot unfailingly translate dance 

movements in other cultures.
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CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF DANCE DOCUMENT: JEONGJAE  

 

To investigate what kinds of information count as movement details in the culture 

of Jeongjae, I analyze the historical documents Jeongjae mudo holgi (呈才舞圖笏記), 

focusing on characteristics embedded in the documents as a whole. Examining the overall 

structure of the documents, I expect to find consistent strategies or conventions that apply 

to naming movements. Some characteristics of naming movements in Jeongjae might 

seem eccentric when examined only within a set of dance terms in Jeongjae; however, if 

one finds these characteristics agreeing with other naming conventions (e.g. music titles), 

then their significance will be enlarged and illuminated.  

Following Chapter 3 discussing that dance inscriptions function as carriers of 

historically and culturally specific concepts, this analysis of dance documents aim to 

identify which kinds of information are captured and translated into words as well as 

which modes the documents use to recapitulate movements. Chapter 5 juxtaposes the 

identified characteristics with selected contextual sources in order to suggest the 

characteristics as historical and cultural specific ones.  

The characteristics emerging from the analysis will be compared with the 

characteristics of Belle Dance documents in Chapter 10. As Boas points out, in every 

culture the cultural reality of native concepts is largely unconscious. I expect that the 

method of comparison help to find unexamined assumptions in both documenting 

systems, which carry their respective perspectives on dance, movement, human 

beings/bodies, time, and space.  
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I look for not only what is easily analyzed, but also what is not, because I contend 

that structures that resist being categorized within prescribed frames can give us new 

insights. Such resisting elements can serve as hidden entrances to a new path, rather than 

hindrances or obstacles. Currently, from the perspective of people who try to reconstruct 

Jeongjae based on historical documents, the contents of the documents are ―not complete,‖ 

and much information is ―omitted.‖
1
 From this perspective the content is not detailed 

enough to permit the physical execution of the dance movements. However, I surmise 

that such a perspective originates in dance reconstructors in modernized Korea, who seek 

physical information to stage the dances. As elaborated in Chapter 1, I defy evaluating a 

documenting system with a negative statement. Not as a dance reconstructor, but as a 

researcher who studies the documents as cultural phenomena, I embrace their so-called 

incompleteness as an integral part of their characteristic features, and seek the meaning of 

that incompleteness.  

 

General Purpose of the Documents 

To study Jeongjae, I examine the Jeongjae mudo holgi, documents consisting of 

diagrams and records of court banquet dances. Two publications of Jeongjae mudo holgi 

comprise the chief primary sources for analysis. The Korean Studies edition (1994) is a 

photoprint of the original documents. The World Ethnic edition (2005) is the most recent 

translation of the documents.  

                                                 

1
 Son Sun-sook. ―A Study on Strategies for complementing the Jeongjae mubo 

System: Principally Based on the Formation of Monggeumcheok Jeongjae,‖ The Korean 

Journal of Dance Studies 20 (spring 2007): 179-180. 
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Each of these publications compiles eleven or twelve individual Jeongjae mudo 

holgi made in different times. The Korean Studies edition compiles eleven documents, 

whose titles are listed as items from document number two to twelve of Table 3. The 

World Ethnic edition compiles all twelve documents from the table. Each individual 

document contains a number of dances as noted in Table 3, many of them overlapping 

one another. In sum, the current publications include forty-five different dances. 

 The individual documents contained within the larger collection do not 

themselves reveal their purpose. They start directly with recordings of dances or songs. 

However, related literature confirms that they are recordings of procedures for 

performance.
2
 Son Sun-sook stresses that the documents are for practical, not for 

theoretical purposes.
3
 By recording actual situations, they serve as instructions for later 

performances. Regarding the reason why such instructional functions existed, Kim Mun-

sik and Sin Byeong-ju point out Confucian tradition as the major drive.
4
 According to 

these authors, because Confucian tradition valued previous examples, contemporary 

recordings served as instructions for later performances. I believe that a judicial 

precedent is a similar concept. 

                                                 

2
 Lee Hyun-jae, introduction to Jeongjae mudo holgi (Seoul: The Academy of 

Korean Studies, 1994), 3. 

3
 Son Sun-sook, Dictionary, 6. 

4
 Kim Mun-sik and Sin Byeong-ju, The Flower of Joseon Dynasty Recording 

Culture: Uigwe (Paju: Dolbegai, 2005), 6. 
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Table 3. List of individual Jeongjae mudo holgi
5
 

 
Title of document 

(Chi. or Kor.) 
English translation Year Number 

of dances 

1 呈才舞圖笏記 (癸巳) Jeongjae mudo holgi (1893) March 

1893  
38 

2 獅子舞項莊舞 

舞圖笏記 

Lion Dance and Dance of 

Hangjang mudo holgi 

January 

1887  
2 

3 外進宴時舞童各 呈才

舞圖笏記 

Jinyeon party for male audience 

by male performers Jeongjae 

mudo holgi 

February 

1894  
16 

4 女伶各 

呈才舞圖笏記 

Female performers  

Jeongjae mudo holgi 
June 1901 28 

5 女伶各 

呈才舞圖笏記 

Female performers  

Jeongjae mudo holgi 

June 1901 

next day
6
 

9 

6 外進宴時舞童各 呈才

舞圖笏記 (辛丑) 

Jinyeon party for male audience 

by male performers Jeongjae 

mudo holgi (1901) 

July 1901 19 

7 외진연시무동각 

정재무도홀기 (신축) 
Korean version of #6 July 1901  19 

8 女伶各 

呈才舞圖笏記 (辛丑) 

Female performers 

Jeongjae mudo holgi (1901) 
July 1901  27 

9 會酌時女伶各 

呈才舞圖笏記 (辛丑) 

Party a day after the main party: 

Female performers Jeongjae 

mudo holgi (1901) 

July 1901 

next day 
8 

10 회작시여령각 

정재무도홀기 (신축) 
Korean version of #9 

July 1901 

next day 
8 

                                                 

5
 The titles of documents are as they are in the publication of the World Ethnic 

Dance Institute in Seoul. English translations of passages from Jeongjae mudo holgi are 

mine, unless indicated otherwise. 

6
 The World Ethnic Dance Institute, Wanyeok jibseong Jeongjae mudo holgi 

(완역집성 정재무도홀기) (Seoul: Borosa, 2005), 374. Those noted as ―next day‖ are a 

translation of Ikilhoejak (翌日會酌), which means a party on the next day. It is also noted 

so by Kim Yeong-won, in ―Bibliographical Introduction‖ of Jeongjae mudo holgi by the 

Korean Studies edition.  
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Table 3. (continued) 

 Title of document 

(Chi. or Kor.) English translation Year 
Number 

of dances 

11 舞童各 

呈才舞圖笏記 

Boy performers 

Jeongjae mudo holgi 

before 

1901?
7
 

39 

12 女伶各 

呈才舞圖笏記 

Female performers  

Jeongjae mudo holgi 

around 

1893? 
5 

 

 

 

 An understanding of traditional mode of teaching and learning practice helps to 

illuminate the purpose of the documents. Heo Yeong-il notes that oral and personal 

transmission between the master and the student occurred most of the time. She uses a 

particular expression Gujeon simsu (口傳心授) to indicate the mode of transmission, 

which literally means ―oral transmission with the mind-heart imprint.‖
8
 From my 

perspective, this particular expression signifies certain characteristics of person-to-person 

transmission, which will be elaborated in Chapter 6. Major importance of this mode of 

transmission for this study lies in indentifying the role of dance documents. Although 

they serve as precious examples, they do not claim to be absolute or unbreakable 

principles. Personal and subjective realization occurring through personal interactions 

                                                 

7
 Kim Yeong-won, bibliographical introduction to Jeongjae mudo holgi (Seoul: 

The Academy of Korean Studies, 1994), 14-20. Kim Yeong-won infers the years of 

performance of the documents number 11 and 12 by the names of dancers and lyrics of 

the songs. 

8
 Heo Yeong-il, introduction to Wanyeok jibseong Jeongjae mudo holgi (Seoul: 

Borosa, 2005), 5.  
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precedes prescriptions. Jeongjae mudo holgi seems providing a helpful guide to 

practioners who perfect the art by embodying the recorded information.  

 

Components of the Documents 

 The recorded information related to dance performance generally consists of the 

title of the dance, the diagrams, the title of the music, the bar indications, the entrance of 

props, the entrance of performers, the recitation of verses, the performance of dance 

movements, the singing of songs, and the exit of performers. Specific contents differ 

among individual dances. In other words, some components may be present or not, 

depending on whether there are songs or whether props are required. Hence, I will 

examine general features first and then discuss particulars later.  

For readers unfamiliar with the subject, I explain the basic structure of a dance 

recording. A dance recording begins with the title of the dance. Following the title, a 

diagram depicts a formation of dancers. The diagram indicates roles, positions, the 

direction one is facing, and names of performers. The performers are marked not by 

pictures or symbols, but by written words. Coupled with their performing roles, the 

names of individual performers are meticulously noted. For example, if a performer is a 

dancer, the diagram marks his or her role with a word ―dance (舞)‖ and adds his or her 

name such as Lee Hak-re. After the diagrams, the main body of text begins with an 

indication of the music that is played. Most music pieces have two names: their regular 
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names and their transitory artistic names.
9
 The transitory artistic name is recorded more 

prominently than the regular name, which is in a smaller font and appears underneath the 

artistic name. Music titles are followed by a circle which functions to separate one phrase 

from another and to indicate the beginning of a new phrase, similar to the measure or bar 

in Western musical scores. Usually, after a circle, the word Bak (拍, clap) appears. The 

word signifies the action of striking as well as the instrument. Striking this instrument 

Bak (拍) indicates the beginning of a new phrase. This word appears between 

instrumental music and songs, between songs and dances, and between dance movements 

within a dance. With a striking of Bak (拍), performers and dancers enter. They recite 

poems and sing songs. In a Jeongjae performance, recitations and songs appear in the 

beginning, middle, and end of a dance. This entwined structure underlines the close 

relationship of recitations and songs with themes and movements. After the songs, a 

series of movement terms indicates dance performance. 

 I organize the analysis around recurring themes as I investigate dance titles, 

diagrams, music titles, the use of Bak (拍), and songs in order to examine strategies and 

conventions of documenting dance performance. In particular, I focus on inscribing 

strategies that stress highly connotative meaning, imaginatively directive expression, 

personal embodiment, and particularity over regularity. 

 

                                                 

9
 What I refer to as ―transitory artistic name‖ is a translation of the Korean word 

Amyeong (雅名), which literally means a name with elegant and artistic taste. Like nom de 

plume, Amyeong is an additional name besides something‘s original name. 
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Reaching Beyond Literal Meanings 

 The titles of dances, diagrams, and music pieces employ various naming 

strategies. These various naming strategies capture diverse aspects of dance phenomena. 

Some titles straightforwardly indicate their props, costumes, scenery, characters, or 

physical designs of the formations. Their significations are at face value and need no 

further explanation. Other titles reflect actions and lyrics more or less apparently. They, 

as well, need little elaboration. However, another set of titles needs several layers of 

thinking, since they require the reader‘s imagination or knowledge of history and classic 

literature. These titles incorporate metaphors, symbols, and quotations. My analysis 

focuses on this last group of titles to examine how these titles refer to what is beyond 

their literal referents.  

 Some titles derive from pre-existing stories in history and classical literature. For 

these titles, one needs to consider the story as a whole to understand the true meanings of 

the expressions. Frequently, knowledge of the literal meanings of individual words is not 

sufficient to decipher what the expressions as a whole signify.  

 For example, the dance title Sir, do not can be confusing unless one knows the 

expression reduces the phrase ―sir, do not [harm Liu Bang].‖ The phrase refers to a 

famous historical event, known as the Feast at Hong Gate, which refers to a conspiracy to 

kill Liu Bang (劉邦), who later became the first king of the Han kingdom (漢). 
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Table 4. Titles of the Jeongjae Dances and Translations 

Titles (Chi.) English translation 

撲蝶舞 A butterfly flapping its wings 

望仙門 A Gate commanding a view of a Daoist hermit 

慶豊圖 A picture of celebration of an abundant harvest 

沈香春 A spring indulged in fragrance 

佳人剪牧丹 Beautiful ones picking a peony blossom 

荷皇恩 Being overwhelmed with the emperor’s grace 

獻天花 Consecrating a heavenly flower 

獻仙桃 Consecrating a sacred peach 

鶴舞 Crane dance 

寶相舞 Dance of a precious image 

牙拍舞 Dance of Abak 

四仙舞 Dance of Four Daoist hermits 

高句麗舞 Dance of Goguryeo 

項莊舞 Dance of Hangjang 

響鈸舞 Dance of Hyangbal  

長生寶宴之舞 Dance of longevity, treasure, and banquet 

萬壽舞 Dance of longevity 

無㝵舞 Dance of Non-obstruction 

響鈴舞 Dance of resonant bells 

夢金尺 Dream of the golden ruler 
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Table 4. (continued) 

Titles (Chi.) English translation 

舞鼓 Drum dance 

帝壽唱 Emperor’s longevity song 

春光好 Enjoying spring glow 

演百福之舞 Far-flowing one hundred blessings 

初舞 First dance 

五羊仙 Five sheep and Daoist hermits 

疊勝舞 Fold-upon-fold excellence dance 

處容呈才 Jeongjae of Cheoyong 

船遊樂 Joy of boat excursion 

抛毬樂 Joy of playing with balls 

獅子舞 Lion dance 

蓮花舞 Lotus dance 

蓮花臺舞 Lotus podium dance 

舞山香 Mountain fragrance dance 

尖袖舞 Pointed sleeve dance 

壽延長 Prolonging life 

六花隊 Rows of six flowers 

影池舞 Shadow pond 

公寞舞 Sir, do not 

春臺玉燭 Spring podium and jade candle 
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Table 4. (continued) 

Titles (Chi.) English translation 

劍器舞 Sword dance 

鳳來儀 The appearance of the advent of a phoenix 

催花舞 Urging flower dance 

春鶯囀 Warbling of a spring oriole  

廣袖舞 Wide sleeve dance 

 

 

 

 Titles of certain music pieces also require readers‘ knowledge of classic literature. 

For example, the artistic name of the music for the dance The joy of playing with balls is 

Hwa-bong-sam-chuk-ji-gok (華封三祝之曲).
10

 It is impossible to figure out the meaning of 

the title just by knowing all six letters, whose meanings are ―blossoming,‖ ―seal,‖ ―three,‖ 

―wish,‖ ―of,‖ and ―music.‖ One needs to know the historical story about a man named 

Bong living in the village named Hwa, who prayed for the king Yo with three wishes—

longevity, wealth and prosperity. Another example is Hae-ok-cheom-ju-ji-gok 

(海屋添籌之曲), whose six letters mean respectively ―sea,‖ ―house,‖ ―add,‖ ―branch,‖ ―of,‖ 

and ―music.‖ Although knowing all the letters‘ literal meanings does not illuminate what 

                                                 

10
 Here I use hyphens to distinguish every letter in the phrase in order to explain 

the literal meaning of each letter and how they contribute to the meaning of the whole 

phrase. 
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the expression is supposed to mean, the six letters are derived from Sosik‘s Dongpajilim
11

 

which tells a story of an old man who describes his age by saying ―I have added a branch 

every time when the sea turns into Mulberry plantations, and now the branches are full of 

ten houses.‖
12

 As one can see from the above examples, readers are required to reach 

beyond the literal meanings of the letters. In other words, ―linguistic competence‖ in 

Chomskian sense, which is restricted to grammatical and linguistic knowledge, is not 

enough to understand the titles in culturally intelligible ways. To acquire ―communicative 

competence,‖ one need to comprehend the invisible convention. 

 One can easily understand how titles work as condensed expressions conveying a 

story, when observing that dance titles, music titles, and dance terms overlap with the 

verses of the recitations and songs. For example, in the dance Dream of the golden ruler, 

the Chieo (致語, recitation) explains the historical story referred to in the dance title.  

 

몽금척수명지상야 태조잠저 몽수금척 한양개국 성신휴덕 우금기백 어천만억 (Kor.)
13

 

夢金尺受命之祥也 太祖潛邸 夢受金尺 漢陽開國 聖神休德 于今幾百 於千萬億 (Chi.)
14

 

 

In short, this poem tells that the king Taejo (太祖) dreamed of receiving a golden ruler, 

which was a sign that he would found a kingdom and become a king. The three letters in 

                                                 

11
 Dongpajilim (東坡志林) is an anthology of the famous writer Sosik (蘇軾) of the 

Song (宋) Dynasty. 

12
 The World Ethnic Dance Institute, Wanyeok jibseong, 317. 

13
 The Academy of Korean Studies, Jeongjae mudo holgi (呈才舞蹈笏記) (Seoul: 

Jeonga, 1994), 246. 

14
 Ibid., 161. 

http://handic.empas.com/dicsearch/view.html?o=1&i=991
http://handic.empas.com/dicsearch/view.html?o=1&i=991
http://handic.empas.com/dicsearch/view.html?o=1&i=3761
http://handic.empas.com/dicsearch/view.html?o=1&i=3761
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the dance title—Mong (夢, dream), Geum (金, gold), and Cheok (尺, ruler)—appear in the 

first and third verses, meaning ―the dream of a golden ruler is to receive an auspicious 

commendation‖ and ―dream of receiving the golden ruler.‖ As such, the dance title 

connects with the verses which tell the theme of the dance. Such connections between 

verses and titles encourage the readers to reach beyond the surface meanings of words. 

 Several dance titles have multiple layers of meaning, carrying both denotation and 

connotation. For example, although the dance title Consecrating a sacred peach refers to 

the actual action done in the dance, it embeds another layered meaning. Since a sacred 

peach (仙桃) metaphorically signifies longevity and health, the expression ―consecrating a 

sacred peach‖ can be read as praying for the king‘s longevity.
15

 Similarly, the dance title 

Spring podium and jade candles describes the stage settings, since there is indeed a 

podium on the stage and dancers hold candles; however, at a deeper layer, the spring 

podium stands for where people enjoy scenery in spring time, and the jade candles stand 

for the bright shining of the sun and the moon. As a whole, the expression ―spring 

podium and jade candle‖ implies a peaceful age with sunny and smooth weather.
16

 Also, 

the dance title Jeongjae of Cheoyong indicates the name of a historical figure who 

actually lived in the Silla era (BC 57-AD 935). One needs knowledge of ancient history 

and classic literature in historical documents to understand that the dance of Cheoyong 

                                                 

15
 Cho Kyeong-a, ―The Performing System of Jeongjae in Prince Hyomyeong‘s 

Reign: Focusing on the Changes in the Elements of Song, Dance, and Music (순조대 

효명세자 대리청정시 呈才의 연행양상: 歌舞樂 요소의 계승과 변화를 중심으로)‖ in A Study 

of Prince Hyomyeong (Seoul: The Korean Society for Dance Studies, 2005), 357. 

16
 The World Ethnic Dance Institute, Wanyeok jibseong, 324. 
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means purification. Cheoyong is a legendary figure who defeated the spirit of disease. 

Because of that fact, the dance titled Jeongjae of Cheoyong signifies a rite of exorcism or 

a purifying ceremony.  

 In summary, the titles of dances, and music pieces reveal various strategies in 

their construction. The list includes not only straightforward descriptions of concrete 

aspects such as props and costumes, but also expressions requiring imagination and 

background knowledge. Titles quoting historical events and literature make readers travel 

to remote scenes where they can appreciate whole stories rather than limited objects. 

Implicit expressions in the titles require several stages of inference to capture what the 

words mean in the end. Titles with multiple layers of meaning invite readers‘ active 

appreciation of and participation in the meaning-making process. 

 

Imaginatively Directive Names 

Jeongjae mudo holgi frequently incorporates titles using poetic metaphors. Poetic 

metaphors frequently appear to designate not only abstract dance themes and music 

pieces but also physical design of group formation and body movements. The active use 

of poetic metaphor encourages readers‘ active appreciation. Exercising their imagination, 

readers create subjective meanings from physical designs. 

Although the diagrams give information on physical formations, the titles of the 

diagrams incorporate both straightforward expressions and metaphorical expressions. For 

example, the dance The appearance of the advent of a phoenix has three diagrams. The 

second and third diagrams are named with two phrases (the first one does not have a 

title): the first phrase indicates a poetic image and the other the shape of the formation. 
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The second diagram shows all the performers forming a circle and facing clockwise 

along the circle. The first part of the title, Chihwapyueongmu (致和平舞), means ―dance of 

achieving harmony and peace.‖ This phrase is followed by another phrase Hoemudo (回舞

圖), literally meaning ―the diagram of round dance,‖ which points out the shape of the 

formation. The third diagram shows eight dancers in two columns. This lining-up 

diagram is called Chuipunghyeongmu (醉豊亨舞), meaning ―dance of intoxication with 

abundance and favorable progress.‖ By adding the phrase Jakdaedo (作隊圖), literally 

meaning ―forming-groups diagram,‖ the name indicates that it is a formation of lines. 

Here, the metaphorical names are juxtaposed with the straightforward names. With this 

parallel structure, physical designs and the effect that the formation is supposed to deliver 

obtain equal consideration and importance.  

 Metaphorical titles have a loose linkage with the physical designs of formations. 

For example, the diagram titled ―dance of scattering flowers‖ (散作花舞), appearing in two 

dances, names two different formations. The second diagram of the dance Rows of six 

flowers consists of the soloist in the center and four dancers standing on each of four 

corners facing diagonally outwards. However, the very same title appears in another 

dance Lotus dance, but designates a different formation. In Lotus dance, the title ―dance 

of scattering flowers‖ refers to a formation with six dancers, two of whom are located left 

and right in front and four of whom are located behind the two dancers, standing in the 

east, west, north, and south, and all facing north. This examination shows that a poetic or 

metaphorical term has been applied to different appearances. The application of a 

metaphorical term to different visual designs suggests that numerical precision and 

external appearance are not the exhaustive object for reference when naming a dance 
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event with a poetic expression. Physical design is a part of a dance event; it is not the one 

and only kind of information that comprises true knowledge of dance. 

 In addition, the application of a metaphorical term to different visual designs 

recurs also in the naming of dance movements, which will be discussed further in 

Chapter 5. The consistent naming strategy between diagram titles and dance terms 

suggests that such a strategy is a conscious choice based on language convention in 

Jeongjae culture as opposed to an oddity or idiosyncrasy.  

 

Empowering Embodiment 

 The Jeongjae document highlights the importance of performers in performance. 

Performed art does not exist as abstract knowledge, separated from its performer. The 

importance of performers permeates the way Jeongjae mudo holgi preserves their names. 

Diagrams meticulously preserve individual performers‘ names; however, no where in 

Jeongjae mudo holgi do choreographers‘ names appear. The idea of embodied art 

emerges also in the usage of the word marking the position of dancers. Figure 1 shows 

the diagram of the dance Consecrating a sacred peach. The word that marks dancers‘ 

positions is Mu (舞), meaning ―dance,‖ followed by dancers‘ names. The juxtaposition of 

the word ―dance‖ and the person‘s name signifies the ambiguous distinction between the 

dance and the dancer.  
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Figure 1. Diagram of Consecrating a sacred peach
17
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Figure 2. English Rendering of Figure 1 (My translation) 

                                                 

17
 The Academy of Korean Studies, Jeongjae mudo holgi, 205. 
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 The use of the word Mu (舞 dance) stands out when compared with other 

conventional phrases referring to dancers such as Muin (舞人, ―dancing person‖), Muwon 

(舞員, ―dancing member‖), Mudong (舞童, ―dancing child‖), or Muhui (舞姬, ―dancing 

girl‖). Rather than using these other conventional composite words, these diagrams 

inscribe the word Mu (dance) to indicate dancers. The vague boundary between a 

performer and the performed art suggests an understanding of embodied art as opposed to 

abstract knowledge of art in a choreographer‘s mind. This use of the same word for the 

performer and the art recurs in the indications for musicians. The use of the same word, 

Ak (樂), for music and musician blurs the binary between the person as subject and the 

performed art as the object. 

 The meticulous recording of performers‘ names contrasts with the lack of 

choreographer‘s name.
18

 Sally Gardner notes that the notion of ―choreographer‖ refers to 

a specifically ―modern‖ conception of dancing. According to Gardner, ballet culture in 

dance history fertilized a division between ―art‖ (choreography) and craft (dancing), mind 

and body.
19

 This notion of choreographer stands apart from the creation. Roger Copeland 

argues that choreographers in the nineteenth century ballet worked by imposing ―abstract 

                                                 

18
 In the case of Belle Dance, several Recueils de dances (anthologies of dances) 

contain the notations of individual dances that include the performers‘ names. However, 

each anthology as a whole appears under the name of the author or choreographer of the 

dances. Hence, the performers‘ names are subsumed under the choreographers‘ names.  

19
 Sally Gardner, ―The Dancer, the Choreographer and Modern Dance 

Scholarship: A Critical Reading,‖ Dance Research, 25, 1 (Summer, 2007): 36. 
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patterns on the bodies of others.‖
20

 In this modern concept of choreographer, the 

authorship of dance belongs to choreographer, not to dancer(s). The almost complete 

erasure of the choreographer‘s name in Jeongjae documentation conflicts with this notion. 

The gap between the modern notion of the choreographer and the convention of Jeongjae 

documentation suggests that a separation and binarization between authorship and 

performance does not fit into the scheme of Jeongjae culture. 

 In addition, Jeongjae transcription allows the individual dancers great freedom in 

sections where the dance descriptions leave blanks or give only ambiguous information. 

This mode heightens the importance of individual performers whose embodiment 

constructs the knowledge of dance. For those who search for physical instruction, this 

type of description would seem incomplete. For example, the text of the Sword dance 

elaborates on the procedure of playing with and picking up the sword; however, when 

describing dance movements, it merely says to ―make dance by individually using 

various skills‖ (舞作各用才). Since the Sword dance is a dance focusing on various 

movements of swords, one would think that the manipulation of the swords is the most 

important part to perform and to transcribe. However, the expression ―make dance by 

individually using various skills‖ does not give specific instruction about how to move 

which body part in what position. This expression suggests the utmost liberty on the 

performer‘s part and allows variation in each performance. Similarly, in the Dance of 

drum, although playing the drum is presumably the most important part, it is described as 

                                                 

20
 Roger Copeland, ―Dance, Feminism, and the Critique of the Visual,‖ in Dance, 

Gender and Culture, ed. H. Thomas (London: Macmillan, 1993), 139. 
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follows: ―at the sound of Janggu (仗鼓)
21

, all together lift the drum sticks, following the 

rhythm of Janggu, beat the drum‖ (鼓聲一齊擔槌鼓腔擊鼓). By following the Janggu player, 

as opposed to having a prescribed score, the dancers perform the most important part. 

This instruction opens up the possibility of different enactments. Meanwhile, in the 

Dance of Hyangbal, the instructions for the dance movements as well as those for playing 

the musical instrument Bak (拍) leave room for individual interpretation. It indicates that 

―following the fast and the slow flow of the rhythm, the performer beats Bak (拍)‖ (樂師因

節次遲速擊拍). These descriptions do not give note-by-note instructions; instead, they 

leave room for the creation of different performances at the moment of performance. This 

latitude could be seen as a weakness when viewed from the perspective of Labanotation, 

one of the leading current system of dance notation, whose score ―must contain all the 

details necessary for an accurate performance so that the result is completely 

unambiguous.‖
22

 However, I suggest that this lack of specific designation could be seen 

as empowering the moment of embodying the art. Especially when a dance form 

emphasis a certain individual‘s unique level and style of mastery, as in the cases of Sword 

dance and Dance of drum, expressions that allow large room for performers would be 

preferable. If this is the case, device of allowing individual interpretation is not a 

weakness or a primitive rendering; it is, rather, a choice. 

                                                 

21
 Janggu (仗鼓), a traditional percussion instrument, is a double-headed drum 

shaped like an hourglass. The English translation is based on the Korean translation of 

the Chinese characters by the World Ethnic edition.  

22
 Ann Hutchinson Guest, Labanotation: The Systems of Analyzing and 

Recording Movement (New York: Routledge, 2005), 11. 
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Particularity over Regularity: Context-dependency 

One of the conspicuous characteristics of Jeongjae documentation is that the 

modes of recording flexibly change to meet individual needs in specific situations. 

Although Jeongjae as court dance is highly formal and standardized, because of the very 

formality it is more noticeable when there are irregular documents. Also, because of the 

expectation that Jeongjae is a formal dance form, the rate of irregular documents seems 

alarming. The frequency of adaptation to the need of individual situation makes the 

irregularity seem a part of convention. This consideration of context appears in the 

diverse emphases of individual dance recordings, the mode of marking a performer‘s 

position, the use of the device Bak (拍), and the transitory artistic names of music pieces. 

Of forty-five Jeongjae dances, eight modes of dance recording appear irregular 

with their particular emphases on various aspects of dance performance. First, the dance 

The joy of playing with balls and the Dance of a precious image are dances in the form of 

a game. As a game, there is no pre-decided result and there cannot be a prescribed 

process. Hence, instead of documenting the process chronologically as is usually seen, 

the texts include all possible cases: when a dancer succeeds, or fails, or when it is neither 

success nor failure (such as when a ball stops at the edge of the hole or the bucket). 

Second, the document of the dance The appearance of the advent of a phoenix focuses on 

delivering the lyrics of Yongbieocheonga (龍飛御天歌), meaning songs of flying dragons. 

Since the purpose of the dance is to deliver the songs, the texts are mainly lyrics, while 

the movement recordings describe which performers go forward to sing the songs. Third, 

the documentation of the dance Rows of six flowers distinguishes individual dancers in 
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the diagram as well as in the text. This exception of distinguishing individuals was 

necessary because the content is about distinguishing each of six flowers, which the 

dancers represent. Fourth, the Dance of Hangjang is a unique case of performing a play, 

originating in the epic of Liu Bang (劉邦), the king of the Han kingdom (漢) and Xiang 

Yu (項羽), his rival. Like a play script, the text of the Dance of Hangjang consists of 

characters‘ entrances and exits, and prescribed conversations, while dance description is 

rare. For example, for the section where two performers do sword dances, the text only 

describes that ―Hangjang dances‖ (項莊舞作) or ―Hangbak dances‖ (項伯舞作). Fifth, the 

dance Joy of boat excursion focuses on recording the ritual processes in script-like 

manner.
23

 However, dance movement descriptions are rarely found, except for very 

general overall procedures: ―ten dancers inside and thirty-four dancers outside take ropes 

to pull the boat and turn to the left then standing in a line.‖
24

 Sixth, the Dance of 

longevity, treasure, and banquet has an exceptionally large number of diagrams. While 

other dances have only one or as many as three, this dance has eleven diagrams. 

Considering that throughout all the documents this unique mode of transcribing is 

maintained only for this dance, absence of this mode for other dances seems a matter of 

                                                 

23
 ―集事舞童二人 跼躅北向 殿中俛伏 兩手擧袖 初吹取稟而出正路 南向號螺手 初吹號

令 吹螺角三次‖ (A steward and two dancers prostrate in the center of the stage facing 

north. Lifting two hands, [the steward] reports [to the king] ‗[there will be] the first 

bugle-blow!‘ and exists to the Jeong path. Facing south, [the steward] calls the bugle 

player to order ‗[do] the first bugle-blow!‘ [He] blows the bugle three times.) 

The Academy of Korean Studies, Jeongjae mudo holgi, 74. (My translation. English 

translations of passages from the original Chinese, Korean, and French are mine, unless 

indicated otherwise.) 

24
 The Academy of Korean Studies, Jeongjae mudo holgi, 359. ―內舞妓十人執內曳

乼 外舞妓三十四執乼 曳船 次左旋 相連而立.‖  
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choice, rather than ignorance. Seventh, the text of the dance Warbling of a spring oriole 

is unique in having the largest number of dance terms—thirty-one terms, twenty of which 

are metaphorical terms. The predominance of metaphorical terms gives an especially 

poetic atmosphere to this text. Usually, a metaphorical term is written first in larger font, 

and a common term is written underneath in smaller font. Eight, the text of the dance 

Jeongjae of Cheoyong distinguishes five individual dancers in five colors (red, blue, 

black, white, and yellow). Five colors represent the doctrines of yin-yang and the five 

primary goings (陰陽五行思想),
25

 each of which symbolizes a season and a direction. 

Hence, it is important to transcribe which dancer relates to which dancer, because the 

relationship between dancers symbolizes harmony or conflict depending on the colors 

they wear. These diverse modes of recording suggest that the characteristics of particular 

cases are preserved, rather than repressed. Here, the method of recording varies, dealing 

with individual situations case-by-case.  

The aesthetics of regularity does not stand strong in Jeongjae culture. Rather, the 

Jeongjae documents find an interest in how factors relate to each other. The way the 

diagrams record the performers‘ positions shows a consideration of the relationship a 

performer has with other performers and the surroundings. Because the diagrams do not 

indicate the boundaries of the stage, they record the performers‘ relative positions to each 

other, rather than their absolute positions in an objective space. In addition, one can know 

in which direction a performer is facing by looking at the direction in which the letter is 

                                                 

25
 Blue signifies spring, east, tree; Red, summer, south, fire; White, autumn, west, 

metal; black, winter, north, water; Yellow, center, earth. 
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written. The top of the letter would reveal the face of a dancer. It appears to be significant 

not only where performers are located, but also what direction they are facing. One can 

read which of the four directions (east, west, north, and south) performers face or whether 

they are facing each other or away from each other. Through these devices, the diagrams 

consider relative position more than objective position. 

Temporal articulation in Jeongjae documents allows flexibility, in consideration 

of particular situations. The device for marking temporal articulation, Bak (拍) functions 

to indicate the beginning of a new phrase. According to an informant, the person who 

plays the instrument is like a conductor giving signals to dancers and musicians.
26

 Unlike 

today, there was no pre-arranged plan to match music and dance in performance. Because 

performances were outdoors, depending on particular physical settings a movement 

might take a shorter or longer time. Especially if a performance was for female members 

of the royal family, the role of Bak (拍) was vital, because only blind musicians were 

hired so that they could not see the royal ladies. In addition, there was a curtain between 

the musicians and the dancers for the same purpose. Therefore, the role of Bak (拍) was to 

give temporal articulation which could flexibly change in a given context. 

I suggest that the device of Bak (拍) signifies how the relation between music and 

dance was articulated. It seems that there was flexibility in making specific moments of 

music and dance correspond. In contrast, Belle Dance emphasizes the note-by-note 

correspondence between movement and music. Temporal articulation in Jeongjae 

                                                 

26
 Personal conversation, Choi Kyung Ja, Seoul: The National Center for Korean 

Traditional Performing Arts, July 11, 2006. 
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documents is far more flexible than that in the Belle Dance notation system, which 

directs bodily movements in relatively exact points of time. 

 Finally, the transitory artistic names for music pieces highlight a consideration of 

individual contexts. As introduced earlier, music pieces have two names: their regular 

names and their transitory artistic names. The transitory artistic name is recorded more 

prominently than the regular name, which suggests that situational names take 

precedence over regular names. 

 The number of music pieces used in Jeongjae mudo holgi is limited to a few, the 

majority of which consist of Hyangdandgyoju (鄕唐交奏, play of folk music and Chinese 

music alternately), Boheojaryeong (步虛子令, walking in the void), Yeominrakryeong 

(與民樂令, to enjoy with the people), Yeongsanhoesang (靈山會相, a meeting on the 

Spiritual Mountain), and Gyeorak (界樂),
27

 in the order of the most frequent appearance. 

With a few exceptions, the music pieces have transitory artistic names. For example, 

Figure 3 shows the beginning part of the text of the dance Warbling of a spring oriole. It 

begins ―the musicians play [the music piece whose artistic name is] Yuchosinjigok (newly 

budding willow) [and whose music title is] Hyangdanggyoju (play of folk music and 

Chinese music alternately)‖ (樂奏柳初新之曲 鄕唐交奏).  

                                                 

27
 Gyeorak (界樂, Music of a [Secular] World) does not translate into English. I 

provide English translations of other music titles for the sake of English speaking readers; 

however, the titles function as proper names rather than as description and therefore 

relate to their literal meanings more or less loosely. A similar example might be found in 

the use of the name ―Oxford‖ even though we do not see any oxen fording there. From 

this point forward, the terms marked as carrying no English translation are proper names 

having little to do with their literal meanings.  
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Figure 3. The beginning part of the text of Warbling of a spring oriole  

with the artistic name and the title of music
28

 

 

 

 

 In this specific case, Yuchosinjigok (柳初新之曲, newly budding willow) is the 

artistic name for Hyandanggyoju (play of folk music and Chinese music alternately). In 

other words, in the dance Warbling of a spring oriole, the music Hyandanggyoju (play of 

folk music and Chinese music alternately) is called Yuchosinjigok (newly budding 

willow). 

 The music title Hyandanggyoju (play of folk music and Chinese music alternately) 

appears numerous times throughout Jeongjae mudo holgi; however, it has a different 

artistic name every time. In addition, there are cases where the music for the same dance 

in different documents holds different names. Consequently, Hyandanggyoju (play of 

folk music and Chinese music alternately) has forty-two artistic names, Boheojaryeong 

(walking in the void) thirty-nine, Yeominrakryeong (to enjoy with the people) six, 

Yeongsanhoesang (a meeting on the Spiritual Mountain) two, and Gyeorak (界樂) five.  

                                                 

28
 The Academy of Korean Studies, Jeongjae mudo holgi, 281. 
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 The mode of arranging the artistic name and the music title hints at some 

hierarchy between them, because the artistic names are written first and in regular sized 

font, while the music titles appear later and in smaller sized font. For example, in Figure 

3, Yuchosinjigok (newly budding willow) appears first, and the title Hyandanggyoju (play 

of folk music and Chinese music alternately) is written underneath in smaller font. In 

such a mode of recording, the transitory artistic name is more prominent than the regular 

name. This suggests that particularity takes precedence over regularity.  

 

Conclusion of Chapter 4 

 To conclude the above analysis of documents as a whole, many strategies and 

conventions are found consistently throughout the documents. Jeongjae documents pay 

attention to a wide range of aspects from physical objects and designs to imaginative 

implications. In particular, the use of poetic expressions and quotations from classical 

literature encourages readers‘ active appreciation. Titles of dances and titles of diagrams 

reveal various strategies in their construction. The list includes not only straightforward 

descriptions of concrete aspects, but also expressions requiring imagination and effort to 

find hidden meanings. Poetic and metaphorical music titles also provoke readers‘ 

imaginations. The strategy of quoting from classical literature or a famous historical story 

prevails in the titles of dances, diagrams, music pieces, recitations and songs. This 

strategy uses a limited number of words to refer to a sentence or a story so that readers 

need not only to know the literal meanings of the letters, but also to meditate on the 

implied meaning of the letters.  
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 Jeongjae documentation shows high context-dependency, resulting in the 

highlighting of particularities and individuals. Diagrams meticulously preserve individual 

performers‘ names for specific occasions and heighten the individuals‘ importance in 

performance. The use of the same word for a performer and the performed art also 

suggests that the art cannot be conceived as separate from the individual‘s performance. 

This mode makes it difficult to consider the art as an object abstracted from the artist as 

the subject. Descriptions of movement also situate codified movements as part of a whole 

context, not as abstract entities. This mode of describing movement makes it difficult to 

apply the concepts of analytic classification and movement as a construction of building 

blocks to Jeongjae dance. 

 Even though Jeongjae as court dance is highly formal and standardized, the 

modes of recording individual Jeongjae conserve, not repress, particular cases. For 

example, as Jeongjae comprises various styles of performance such as those focusing on 

songs, games, dramas, and so on, the documents incorporate various modes of recording 

individual cases. For instance, the numbers and details of diagrams vary depending on the 

dances they represent. Also, the transitory artistic name is recorded more prominently 

than the regular name, which suggests that situational names take precedence over 

regular names.  

 Jeongjae documents give spatial and temporal instructions in relational terms. 

The structure of the diagrams marks the positions of dancers based on geocentric 

orientation and the relative location between the dancers. Supposing the north to be the 

standard point implies symbolic signification according to the doctrines of yin-yang and 

the five primary goings (陰陽五行思想), rather than a geometrically defined region of 
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space. The device of Bak (拍) allows flexibility in making specific moments of music and 

dance correspond. Temporal articulation in the Jeongjae documents is far more flexible 

than that in the Belle Dance notation system, which directs bodily movements in 

relatively exact points of time. Having completed the analysis of the document as a whole, 

one can better understand the dance terms of Jeongjae, following in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS OF DANCE TERMINOLOGY: JEONGJAE 

 

When discussing dance terminology, one needs to decide what counts as a dance 

term. The issue of classifying dance terms stands out when examining natives‘ as well as 

outsiders‘ interpretations of historical documents. In this dissertation, I include two 

hundred forty-five terms in the analysis. These terms were compiled from three current 

books: Son Sun-sook‘s Dictionary, the glossary in the Korean Studies edition, and finally 

the terms preserved without translation in the World Ethnic edition. Since this 

dissertation written in English deals with documents which were written not only in a 

different language but also at a different time, it is subject to questions of translation and 

interpretation. Still, despite and because of these questions, the issue of what counts as a 

dance term stands out. 

 An examination of the differences among the three current books will help the 

researcher to explore the question of what counts as Jeongjae terms. Son Sun-sook‘s 

Dictionary is the most inclusive one with two hundred and twenty- two dance terms. 

However, many of the words that Son Sun-sook identifies as dance terms are treated as 

descriptions in the World Ethnic edition. The World Ethnic edition does not provide a list 

or glossary of dance terms, but the foreword states that ―dance movement terms are not 

translated; otherwise we translate the text as close as possible to its literal meaning in 
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principle.‖
1
 As a result, fewer terms appear as names—only seventy-four. In addition, 

the Korean Studies edition includes a glossary of one hundred and ninety-nine dance 

terms, including words referring to performers, props, songs, musicians, and so on. The 

list contains about one hundred and sixty terms that designate movements.  

 It is certainly not the case that the authors or editors of the current books have 

created Jeongjae terminology or naming strategies. In other words, the translators do not 

act as creators of the terms such as Hwajeontae (花前態 attitude in front of flowers), 

which is already coined in the historical documents. They have, however, given their 

interpretations and applied their own meaning-making processes to the historical 

documents. The results of their individual processes have produced different lists. 

 In the World Ethnic edition, the expressions distinguished as terms focus on the 

individual‘s movements, while the expressions for formations are treated as descriptions. 

This choice made by this edition implies that dance terms can only refer to movements of 

individuals. I question if this is, in fact, an accurate assumption. In addition, since the 

book does not reveal its standard for judging whether an expression is a term or not, one 

has to guess at the logic used for the selections. 

The list from the Korean Studies edition, with its mixture of words referring to 

performers, props, songs, and musicians, poses another challenge in sorting dance terms 

for my linguistic analysis. Casting out terms of non-movements and casual movements, I 

question whether the terms for singing must be excluded from the dance glossary. Even if 

we agree to define movement as only visible changes in the body‘s position, it is still 

                                                 
1
 The World Ethnic Dance Institute, Wanyeok jibseong, 13.. 
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problematic: what parts of body are we talking about? Don‘t we move lips, tongue, lungs, 

nose, vocal cords, and teeth to sing? If we smile, are we dancing?  

For the sake of a cross-cultural comparison, I include two hundred forty-five terms 

compiled from the three current books. The analysis of dance terminology aims for 

identifying which aspects of dance movement the terms select to linguistically 

recapitulate. To use Boas‘ words, this analysis examines which peculiar tendency the 

language of Jeongjae terms has to select this or that aspect of dance movement. I attempt 

to distinguish characteristics that correspond with the naming strategies explored in 

Chapter 4 as well as with the conventions in language practice which will be discussed in 

Chapter 6. I identify categories of indicators that emerge through the analysis of terms. 

From the physically directive terms which appear both in Belle Dance and Jeongjae 

terminologies, I make groups of body indicators, action indicators, spatial indicators, and 

temporal indicators. Some of these physically directive terms, however, resist rigid 

classification. For instance, some action indicators deliver physical actions and 

psychological meaning-contents at the same time. Also, I investigate not only what they 

literally refer to but also how they relate with other descriptors. Some of the physically 

directive terms associate with imaginatively directive descriptors, imbuing physical 

referents with poetically charged meanings. My analysis elaborates their complex 

significations in order to suggest multifarious aspects of Jeongjae captured by dance 

terms. For the terms whose literal meanings refer to something outside the realm of 

physical action, I furnish a category of indicators of inner attitude. This category 

comprises not only emotional expression, but also the dancers‘ imaginative embodiment 

of what is suggested by poetic/metaphorical terms. The descriptors of emotions and 
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imaginative embodiment make performers‘ inner experience salient. My analysis will 

suggest that Jeongjae terms holistically represent intricate meanings of dance movement 

where physical and non-physical elements co-exist. 

 

Body Indicators 

In this dissertation, I analyze the words indicating body parts by the parts they 

refer to and the words associated with them. I explore the understanding of the dancing 

body in Jeongjae by examining how many and what words designate an area of the body 

and what kinds of action indicators and qualifiers are associated with a body indicator. 

For instance, the categories of indicators for the whole body and group of bodies suggest 

the consideration of movement of the whole body and groups of bodies as well as 

fractionated body parts. The associated words, which qualify and give action to the body 

indicators, include not only physical movements and spatial adjectives but also actions 

pregnant with psychological states and metaphorical adjectives. Thus, the understanding 

of the body embraces the signifying potentials of the body as well as the physical body.  

 

Terms Applied to the Upper Body 

There are seven words indicating upper body parts: Su (袖 sleeve), Su (手 hand), 

Su (臂 arm), Su (首 head), Du (頭 head), Gu (口 mouth), and Chwi (嘴 beak).  
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Table 5. The number of body references and associated action indicators and qualifiers in 

Jeongjae terminology 

 

Body references Indicators 
Associated 

action indicators 

and qualifiers 

Upper body 7 48 

Lower body 3 4 

Whole body 2 8 

Group of bodies 2 16 

Total 14 76 

 

 

 

Table 6. Body references and the relevant words in Jeongjae terminology 

 

Body references Words 

Upper body 
Su (袖 sleeve), Su (手 hand), Su (臂 arm),  

Su (首 head), Du (頭 head), Gu (口 mouth),  

Chwi (嘴 beak) 

Lower body Jok (足 foot), Bal (발 foot), Muleup (무릎 knee) 

Whole body Sin (身 body), Yo (腰 waist) 

Group of bodies Dae (隊 row/group), Yeol (列 row) 

 

 

 

The most frequent word among body indicators, attached to the greatest number of 

qualifiers and action terms, is Su (袖 sleeve), which is not exactly a body part. 

Movements of sleeves, tracing after movements of the arms, suggest indefinite 

silhouettes as opposed to definite body poses.  

Including Su (袖 sleeve), the body indicators function in several ways. They serve 

to give physical instructions and to generate metaphorically charged meanings. With 
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these diverse functions, the upper body referred to by Jeongjae terms appears having 

versatile nature. 

First, the upper body indicators appear in terms giving physical instructions. For 

example, the term Palsu (八手 eight hand) describes the movement in a visually directive 

manner. The term does not mean eight hands but rather indicates a specific shape: to 

move the hands in the shape of the Chinese character 八, meaning the number eight. 

Also, the word Bi (臂 arm) appears in three terms carrying physical information: Sinbi (申

臂 unfold the arm), Hoengbi (橫臂 the horizontal arms), and Ilbigeo ilbijeo (一臂擧 一臂

低 lift one arm, lower one arm). According to Son Sun-sook‘s Dictionary, Sinbi (申臂 

unfold the arms) has the same meaning as Hoengbi (橫臂 the horizontal arms), although 

the former focuses on action and the latter on the final shape. A similar term Ilbigeo 

ilbijeo (一臂擧 一臂低 lift one arm, lower one arm) indicates the movement of having the 

arms spread sideways, specifying different heights of the arms. Even more detailed 

instruction appears in the term Sudaesukyeongducheukmok (隨擡袖敬頭側目), meaning 

―following [the side of] the lifted sleeve, [turn] the head to look at it sideways.‖ This term 

carries information not only about the direction and the action of turning the head but 

also about the direction of one‘s gaze. In these terms, body indicators help to give 

physical instruction on how to move one‘s body in a specific position. 

In other terms, body indicators are qualified by imaginatively directive adjectives. 

For example, in the terms Daeseomsu (大閃袖 big shining sleeves) and Soseomsu (小閃袖 

small shining sleeves), Su (袖 sleeve) is metaphorically qualified with the word Seom 

(閃), meaning shining or flashing, since it comes from the domain of light rather than of 

human action. The word Su (手 hand) also associates with metaphorical qualifiers. The 
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term Suyangsumu (垂楊手舞 willow hand dance) contains the word Suyang (垂楊 willow) 

which functions as an adjective to qualify the body indicator Su (手 hand). Since the term 

indicates a hand movement qualified by a kind of tree, it does not indicate a specific 

physical movement. Son Sun-sook notes that this term is enacted differently in two 

dances because it is a metaphorical term.
2
 Therefore, the enactment involves the 

imaginative embodiment of a person which could vary from one person to another. In 

these terms, the body expresses poetic images beyond its physical construction.  

 

Terms Applied to the Lower Body 

Three words are used to indicate lower body parts: Jok (足 foot), Bal (발 foot), 

and Muleup (무릎 knee). These words function as parts of physically directive terms. The 

term Jokdo (足蹈 foot step) appears more frequently in almost all Jeongjae dances than 

any other terms that designates lower body part movement. Jokdo (足蹈) means walking 

either in place or while moving, depending on the specific context of a dance. Two terms 

Balbadid-ipmu (발바딧入舞 stepping of the feet) and Mufeupdipi-mu (무릎디피舞 bending 

of the knees) are only used in the Jeongjae of Cheoyong. Like any other dance 

movements in this dance which exceptionally emphasizes each of five individual dancers‘ 

movement, the terms Balbadid-ipmu (발바딧入舞) and Mufeupdipi-mu (무릎디피舞) are 

enacted with the emphasis on an individual‘s magnified leg gestures.  

 

                                                 

2
 Son Sun-sook, Dictionary, 232. 
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Terms Applied to the Whole Body 

My analytical scheme classifies two words as whole body indicators: Sin (身 body) 

and Yo (腰 waist). Both words appear with physically directive information as well as 

imaginatively directive information. As an imaginatively directive term, a whole body 

indicator can associate with a metaphorical image or even reference classical literature. 

 In the term Samjeonsin (三轉身 turning the body three times), Sin (身 body) 

appears with detailed physical information of the specific number of turnings. Hoepasin 

(回波身) is also a turning movement of the body; however, with the word Pa (波 wave), 

which is from the domain of water, not from the domain of the human body, this term 

metaphorically designates movement as the body of turning waves. Also, Sin (身 body) 

associates with the verb ―to follow‖ in the term Susinyohapjeolimu (隨身腰合節而舞), 

which means ―following the body, [move] the waist to the rhythm.‖ It seems likely that 

the verb ―to follow‖ means both the actual movement of the physical body and a 

psychological state of mind: following the body and following the rhythm. As a whole, 

Sin (身 body) refers not only to the physical realm, but also to the realm of inner attitude. 

Although Yo (腰 waist) is a part of the body, since moving the waist results in 

movement of the entire body, I classify the word as the whole body. All three terms 

including the word Yo (腰 waist) — Chukyo (尺腰 measuring stick waist), 

Susinyohapjeolimu (隨身腰合節而舞 following the body, [move] the waist to the rhythm) , 

and Jeolyoiyo (折腰理腰 fold the waist, natural way of the waist)— designate the same 

movement: bending or folding the waist. Chukyo (尺腰 measuring stick waist) carries a 

metaphorical image. The last two terms deliver even further implications. In the case of 

the term Susinyohapjeolimu (隨身腰合節而舞 following the body, [move] the waist to the 
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rhythm), the phrase hapjeol (合節 fit to the rhythm) require a layered understanding of 

the connection to classical literature which speaks of the characteristics of extraordinary 

movements in the state of mind-body oneness. Further discussion follows in a later 

section, but in brief, the concept of movement fitting to rhythm and music appears in the 

classical text Zhuangzi to indicate an extraordinary level of mind-body oneness realized 

in the person‘s movement. Also, the term Jeolyoiyo (折腰理腰 fold the waist, natural way 

of the waist) suggests the state of mind-body oneness while delivering specific movement 

information (to fold) at the same time. The idea of moving the body following the natural 

way referred to by the last two words Iyo (理腰), not manipulating it in an artificial way, 

suggests the state of mind-body oneness in which one moves without conscious 

manipulation of one‘s body. Hence, the terms applied to the body or the waist deliver 

information beyond the domain of physical movements. The dancers and the viewers 

conceive of the whole body movements not only as physical designs in space, but also as 

metaphorically or metaphysically charged images. 

 

Terms Applied to Groups of Bodies 

The transcriptions in Jeongjae mudo holgi include words designating a group (or 

groups) of bodies such as Dae (隊 row/group) and Yeol (列 row). These words appear in 

many Jeongjae terms that describe formations. Descriptions with the word Dae (隊 

row/group) appear extensively in most Jeongjae dances, which suggests close attention to 

formation changes in Jeongjae performance. These words function as parts of physically 

directive terms. 
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The word Dae (隊 row/group) is associated with detailed physical information 

about formations. The information includes actions like turning, facing, and dividing, 

figures like two columns, and directions like south and north. The word Yeol (列 row) is 

a part of terms directing dancers to return to the initial formation. In terms describing 

formations, the two words convey physical information to give detailed instructions. 

 

Action Indicators 

In Jeongjae, action indicators are verbs that designate movements. Some verbs 

simply refer to physical movements; however, other verbs have a more inclusive 

meaning-content suggesting an inner attitude or a poetic connotation. There are two types 

of verbs that have metaphorical connotations. One is verbs whose literal meanings refer 

to physical movements, but which are qualified by poetic/metaphorical expressions. The 

other is verbs that have psychological meaning-contents embedded in themselves. Such 

movement terms encourage one to activate one‘s emotional involvement, or what I will 

refer to as embodiment.  

Yet another set of verbs do not give information about specific body movements, 

a fact that provokes reconsideration of what counts as a dance term and what exactly a 

dance movement is. These expressions that resist the narrow definition of a dance term 

help to identify the characteristics of Jeongjae action indicators. Some of these verbs 

express certain aspects of the process of the overall performance. Others focus on 

describing how one relates to others and the surroundings. Yet others take unusual forms 

in order to reflect the flow of narrative.  
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In this mode of analysis, it becomes clear that the action indicators of Jeongjae 

reach beyond mere descriptions of the physical movement in consideration of various 

aspects of dance performance, including emotional involvement, overall formation, 

relationships among dancers and environment, and the flow of the context.  

 

Action Verbs that Appear Only in Physically Directive Terms 

 A vast range of action verbs physically describe the sleeve/hand/arm movements 

and handling of props. There are eight words for various manipulations of the sleeve/ 

hand/arm: Geo (擧 lift), Jeo (低 lower), Gae (開 open), Sin (伸 unfold), Hwi (揮 

flourish), Po (抛 toss), Yo (搖 shake), and Do (棹 shake). Six action verbs carry detailed 

instructions for how to handle props: Ta (打 hit), Gyeok (擊 beat), Jip (執 pick up), Chwi 

(取 take), Chi (置 put), and Dam (擔 carry on the shoulder).  

 Three action verbs describe how to manage the head and the eyes in particular: Bu 

(俯 bend), Kyeon (見 look at/see), and Go (顧 turn one's gaze upon). The first two words 

are coupled together in the term Bukyeon (俯見 bend to look at), directing not only the 

head movement but also the gaze. The word Go (顧 turn one's gaze upon) is used with 

other modifiers such as Nae (內 inside), Oe (外 outside), Jwa (左 left), and U (右 right) 

in order to give even more meticulous instructions on the management of one‘s gaze. 

 One action verb for the lower body is used only in a physically directive term. 

Badi (바딧 step) in the term Balbadiipmu (발바딧入舞 stepping of the feet) designates the 

magnified movement of stepping.  

 Seven words describe physical actions of the whole body: Bok (伏 prostrate), Jun 

(蹲 crouch), Seon (旋 turn), Jap (匝 turn), Yo (搖 shake), Jin (振 swing), and Jeol (折 fold).  
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Coupled with other classifiers, these words give detailed physical instructions. For 

example, in the term Myeonbok (俛伏), the word Bok (伏 prostrate) means to bend down 

completely to the ground; with the word Ban (半 a half), the term Banjun (半蹲) indicates 

crouching half-way. The term Useonimu (右旋而舞 turn right and dance) indicates the 

specific direction of turning. The term Samjap (三匝 three turns) indicates the specific 

number of turns. The term Yosin (搖身 shake the body), Jinsin (振身 swing the body), and 

Jeolyoiyo (折腰理腰 fold the waist, natural way of the waist) carry movement information 

about the action of the whole body. 

 Three words Hwan (換 change), Bun (分 divide), and Won (圓 encircle) describe 

physical actions for groups of bodies. For example, in the term Hwandaeimu (換隊而舞), 

the word Hwan (換 change) instructs two rows to exchange their positions. In the term 

Sabangbundaeimu (四方分隊而舞), Bun (分 divide) describes ―to divide (the dancers) in 

the four right directions.‖  

 Describing the dancer‘s change of position, Ip (入 enter), Chul (出 move out), 

and Jae (在 be) are used with their literal meanings. For example, with the word Chul (出 

move out), the term Chuldaeimu (出隊而舞) expresses someone ―moving out from the 

row.‖ The word Jae (在 be) appears in the term Jaejungimu (在中而舞), meaning to exist 

in space at the center or in the middle.  

 These action verbs examined so far describe concrete movement instructions in 

physically directive terms. With plain and clear meanings, they make it easy for the 

reader to figure out how to enact the terms.  
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Action Verbs that Work Both for Physically Directive Terms  

and Imaginatively Directive Terms 

 Action verbs in this category refer to physical movement, but work to deliver 

imaginative nuances when qualified by poetic/metaphorical expressions. These verbs 

appear both in physically directive terms and imaginatively directive terms. 

 Of verbs found with both kinds of terms, five verbs are used for the 

sleeve/hand/arm: Dae (擡 lift), Nak (落 fall), Beon (翻 turn over), Bul (拂 fling), and Ji 

(持 have/hold). Dae (擡 lift), when used in the term Daesuimu (擡袖而舞 to lift the 

sleeves and dance), means simply the physical act of raising the sleeves. However, in the 

term Yeonpungdae (筵風擡 the bamboo mat lifted by the wind), Dae (擡 lift) designates 

the movement of a bamboo mat, imaginatively directing the dance movement. Likewise, 

Nak (落 fall) is used in a physically directive term Naksu (落袖 to fall the sleeves) as well 

as an imaginatively directive term Nakhwaryusu (落花流水 falling flower, flowing water). 

Beon (翻 turn over) refers to a physical action in the term Beonsuimu (翻袖而舞 turn over 

the sleeves and dance). This action, however, can be charged with a metaphorical image 

when used in the term Beonpyoimu (翻飄而舞 turn over [like] a whirlwind and dance). 

Bul (拂 fling) describes a physical motion of the sleeves in the term Bulsu (拂袖 fling the 

sleeves); however, it is also used in a metaphorical sense in the term Bulhwaryeom 

(拂花簾 fling a flowery screen).
3
 With the image of a flowery screen, the physical 

                                                 

3
 The last word Ryeom (簾) generally refers to a screen of bamboo or cloth and 

also can be translated as a curtain. Traditionally, a bamboo screen was decorated with 

jade and beads. 
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movement of flinging is colored with poetic nuance. The word Ji (持 have/hold) is also 

used in a phrase describing the casual actions of a performer who carries a gourd and put 

it on the stage.
4
 In this usage, the word Ji (持 have/hold) indicates having or holding an 

actual object; however, in the term Jeonhwaji (轉花持 hold a turning flower) it indicates 

the holding movement of an imaginary object—a turning flower.  

Two verbs for the lower body carry physical meanings, yet can be used in 

metaphorical terms: Do (蹈 step) and Bo (步 walk). The word Do (蹈 step/walk) is the 

most common action indicator for the feet, but when used in the term Hyangseopjokdo 

(響屧足蹈 resonant wooden-shoes foot step) the movement of walking is qualified by 

resonant wooden-shoes (響屧), adding the nuance of how to walk. The term 

Hyangseopjokdo (響屧足蹈), consisting of hyang (resonant), seop (wooden shoes), jok 

(foot), and do (step), carries a more complicated connotation because the expression 

refers to a story. The story is of a famous, beautiful lady (西施) who lived in ancient 

China. The king favored her so much that he built a corridor with porcelain jars buried 

underneath so that, when the lady walked upon it in her wooden-shoes, it produced 

beautiful, resonant sounds. Thus, the phrase Hyangseop (響屧 resonant wooden-shoes) 

designates not only the literal referent—resonant wooden shoes—but also the entire story 

of the beautiful lady in the palace. The use of an expression from a historical story or 

classic literature for nomenclature has been observed in the analysis of dance titles and 

                                                 

4
 The Academy of Korean Studies, Jeongjae mudo holgi, 52. ―樂師持葫蘆 入置於

殿內而出‖ 
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music titles, which suggests consistency within the naming conventions of Jeongjae 

culture. 

 Another word for walking, Bo (步 walk) can mean either to walk (verb) or a step 

(noun). When it is used as a verb it is used in imaginatively directive terms: 

Sasaboyeoeupung (傞傞步如意風 a light gait [as if] stirred by the wind), Sapboimu (霎步而

舞 walk like drizzle), and Wanboimu (完步而舞 complete walk). The movement of walking 

is qualified to indicate walking as if dancing and being swayed by wind, walking like a 

drizzle, and walking completely, respectively.  

 Four verbs for the whole body appear in both kinds of terms. Jeon (轉 turn) means 

a physical movement of turning in the term Jwauildaejeon (左右一大轉) which means ―to 

turn largely once each for left and right.‖ In the term Jeonhwaji (轉花持 hold a turning 

flower), the word Jeon (轉 turn) indicates the movement of a imagined flower (花), 

adding a poetic nuance to the turning movement.  

Hoe (回 turn) designates a physical movement of turning in the term Hoedu (回頭 

turning the head). In the term Hoepasin (回波身 the body of turning waves), however, 

Hoe (回 turn) is metaphorically qualified by the word Pa (波 wave), which is from the 

domain of water, not from the domain of the human body. Also, in the term Hoeran (回鸞 

spinning phoenix), the verb designates the turning movement of a Chinese phoenix, 

evoking a poetic image.  

Although the word Mu (舞 dance) appears in numerous terms with various 

meanings, the term Yeopmu (葉舞 leaf dance) connects the movement with a poetic image 

of a leaf (葉) dancing. Son Sun-sook explains that this term is equivalent to Geosu (擧袖 
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lift the sleeves). Yeopmu (葉舞 leaf dance) captures poetic quality of the movement, while 

Geosu (擧袖 lift the sleeves) gives a physical instruction. 

Ye (曳 trail) indicates a physical pulling when used to describe dancers pulling the 

ship by ropes in the dance Joy of boat excursion. However, in the term Sayegeo (斜曳裾 

slantingly trailing the train) the word Ye (曳 trail) designates the movement of the train 

with a connotation of exhibiting the exquisite garment.  

Yet another set of verbs, which refer to physical movement in their usual contexts, 

embark upon evoking poetic images or bestowing layered significations to dance 

movements. For example, Jeongjae terminology use the word San (散 scatter) to deliver 

a more nuanced meaning. The term Sanjakhwamu (散作花舞 scattered flower dance) 

includes a metaphorical qualifier for the action of scattering: the way to scatter is in a 

flower formation. The word Gwi (歸 return) means a plain physical movement, but the 

word Gwi (歸 return) appears only in the term Yeongwiso (燕歸巢 a swallow returning to 

its nest) designating the motion of a swallow to add a poetic touch to the dance 

movement. The word Guk (跼 curl up) also appears only in the term Gukchokiip (跼  

而入 curl up like a caterpillar and enter) designating the bending movement with an 

image of a caterpillar. The word Gwa (過 cross-over) in the term Gwagyoseon (過橋仙 a 

Daoist hermit crossing a bridge) indicates the movement of a Daoist hermit crossing over 

a bridge. In the dance Warbling of a spring oriole, this term is juxtaposed with another 

term, Jwauildaejeon (左右一大轉 to turn widely once each for left and right), a turning 

movement, not a crossing-over movement. Hence, the movement suggested by the word 

Gwa (過 cross-over) is directed imaginatively, not visually.  
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Su (隨 follow) and Hap (合 fit to/ put together) simply mean physical action in 

their normal usage. However, when used in the term Susinyohapjeolimu (隨身腰合節而舞 

following the body, [to move] the waist to fit to the rhythm), the words Su (隨 follow) 

and Hap (合 fit to/ put together) deliver metaphysical connotations. I propose that what is 

suggested by the words Su (隨 follow) and Hapjeol (合節 fit to the rhythm) in the term 

Susinyohapjeolimu (隨身腰合節而舞 following the body, [to move] the waist to fit to the 

rhythm) seems similar to another term, Suakjeolmu (隨樂節舞 to dance following the 

music and rhythm). It might seem peculiar to read such expressions because they seem to 

suggest that one is not supposed to follow the music or fit to the rhythm when there is no 

such expression. Resisting superficial interpretation, I surmise that these expressions 

require knowledge of classical literature. In Zhuangzi there is a story of Pojeong (庖丁解

牛), a man who converses with the ruler Wan-hui. The story says that although Pojeong is 

only a butcher, he has achieved an extraordinary level where his movements are one with 

his mind-heart and where his skill reflects the principles of Dao, seen in the way he 

moves his sword. When the story describes the extraordinary level of Pojeong’s skill, the 

phrases depict how his movement and the sound of his movement fit to the ancient music 

and rhythm of ancient dance.
5
 It is almost impossible to know if the creator of the dance 

                                                 

5
 Zhuang zi, Zhuangzi, 3, 3. ―His cook was cutting up an ox for the ruler Wan-

hui. Whenever he applied his hand, leaned forward with his shoulder, planted his foot, 

and employed the pressure of his knee, in the audible ripping off of the skin, and slicing 

operation of the knife, the sounds were all in regular cadence. Movements and sounds 

proceeded as in the dance of ‗the Mulberry Forest‘ and the blended notes of ‗the King 

Shâu.‘‖ (庖丁爲文惠君解牛, 手之所觸, 肩之所倚, 足之所履, 膝之所踦, 砉然嚮然, 奏刀騞然, 莫
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term was actually referencing the story of Pojeong. Still, the story of Pojeong is a 

Zhuangzi classic, describing movements that have reached an extraordinary level of Dao. 

In other words, the expression of a movement that is in tune with ancient music and 

dance refers to a movement with an extraordinary level of mind-body oneness. The 

indication of a dance following the music and rhythm or fitting to the rhythm and music, 

as suggested by the terms Susinyohapjeolimu (隨身腰合節而舞) and Suakjeolmu (隨樂節舞), 

corresponds to the expressions in the story of Pojeang. Thus, I suggest that the words Su 

(隨 follow) and Hap (合 fit to/ put together) in the terms Susinyohapjeolimu (隨身腰合節

而舞) and Suakjeolmu (隨樂節舞) do not give specific movement information but, instead, 

indicate a transcendental state of mastering the art.  

The word Hap (合 fit to/ put together), when used in the term Hapseon (合蟬 

putting together [the hands like] a cicada), indicates the actual physical movement of 

putting together [the hands] but is then qualified metaphorically by the following word 

Seon (蟬 a cicada). Son Sun-sook explains the term Hapseon (合蟬) as to put together like 

the wings of a cicada.
6
 In this term, the action of putting together the hands wears the 

imagery of a cicada. 

To conclude, these action verbs appear not only in metaphorical terms, but also in 

common physical terms. These verbs can be used both literally and metaphorically 

depending on the words with which they associate. This strategy appears not in a limited 

                                                                                                                                                 

不中音. 合於桑林之舞, 乃中經首之會.) (translation from ―Writing of Chuang Tzu‖; 

nothingistic.org; http://nothingistic.org/library/chuangtzu/toc.html; March 5, 2008) 

6
 Son Sun-sook, Dictionary, 364. 
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area, but throughout verbs for the upper body, the lower body, the whole body, and group 

of bodies. Imaginative connotations delivered by these verbs range from poetic image to 

classical literature that carries layers of profound ideas. 

 

Action Verbs with Psychological Meaning-contents Embedded in Themselves 

Another set of verbs carry psychological meaning-contents along with physical 

descriptions of movements. This type of verbs needs emotional involvement when 

enacting the movements. Since Jeongjae is a performance to present or to serve one‘s 

talent to the royalty, many expressions emphasize a respectful and humble attitude.  

The word Jeong (呈 lift with veneration), for example, means to give something 

to a person of higher rank or standing, and therefore implies a respectful and humble 

attitude. In the dance Consecrating a sacred peach, a dancer kneels down and lifts a plate 

to give it to a soloist. Also, a similar word Jeong (扌呈 lift with veneration) implies 

devoting one‘s heart while giving something to a more important person. Son Sun-sook 

notes that the movement suggested by Jeong (扌呈 lift with veneration) requires one‘s 

emotional involvement.
7
  

Terms including Gong (拱 hold together) and Yeom (斂 gather) require an inner 

attitude of showing respect. The term Gongsu (拱手), which literally means to hold the 

two hands together, idiomatically means showing one‘s respect. Yeom (斂) sometimes 

means to gather the two sleeves/hands/arms, while at other times it means to bring a 

                                                 

7
 Ibid., 305. 
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sleeve/hand/arm close to the body. In the latter case, the word Yeom (斂 gather) implies a 

reverent and decorous attitude, because a gathering movement of the sleeves/hands/arms 

connotes making one‘s deportment and attire neat in the presence of a superior person.  

Bong (奉 hold up) includes an honoring or respectful attitude along with the 

physical movement of lifting up. In Korean, Bong (奉 hold up) has two folds of meaning: 

physical lifting movement and receiving or obeying an order from a superior person. The 

two folds of meaning come together to evoke an image of a person who receives a royal 

command with lifted hands. In this sense, Bong (奉 hold up) carries the meaning of 

―uphold‖ as well. 

The movement suggested by the word Gwe (跪 kneel) implies lowering oneself, 

therefore embodying a humble attitude. Hence, in the context of Jeongjae, Gwe (跪 kneel) 

refers not to the physical bending of the knee joints as an abstract entity deprived of 

signification, but to a movement of representing a humble attitude closely tied to specific 

situations. 

Appearing in one term Gongeup (拱揖), meaning to gather and hold two hands to 

bow, the word Eup (揖 bow) refers to a more detailed series of movements: first bowing, 

holding two hands in front of the face, then bending the waist in a respectful attitude, then 

straightening up while lowering the hands. By definition, the word is about a specific 

manner of bowing that entails emotional involvement as well as physical movements. 

The word Je (齊 straighten) used with Haeng (行 row) means to make a 

straightened row. In its more shaded meaning, the word Je (齊 straighten) has a meaning 

of arranging something neatly or in order, connoting more than just a physically 

straightened formation.  
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The word Long (弄 play/batting/swatting) is one of the trickiest words to translate 

because, while it designates a movement, the connotation is a psychological state. The 

word Long (弄 play/batting/swatting) usually relates to handling various props such as 

swords, balls, gourds, or flowers. In Korean, the word for Long (弄 play/batting/swatting) 

is Eoleuda (어르다) which does not refer to actually picking up the props, but playing 

with them by moving the hands close to the objects. However, the meaning of playing 

does not give specific information about ways to move the hands; it indicates, rather, a 

playful feeling. Son Sun-sook also points out that ―in Jeongjae the dance movement of 

Long (弄) is not rigidly defined.‖
8
 Meanwhile, in the dance Warbling of a spring oriole, 

the word Long (弄 play/batting/swatting) appears not in reference to handling the props, 

but exclusively for emotional involvement. In the term Milong (媚弄 winsome and 

playful), the word Long (弄 play/batting/swatting) is used with a qualifier that indicates 

how to be playful or how to play. This term Milong (媚弄 winsome and playful) is 

juxtaposed with another term, Hwajeontae (花前態 the attitude in front of flowers). Here, 

the word Long (弄 play/batting/swatting) indicates the kind of attitude one would have in 

front of flowers, not a specific physical movement.  

 

Action Verbs Having a Poetic Image in Themselves 

 Several verbs deliver poetic images owing to their literal meanings and to their 

interpretation in relation to their contexts.  

                                                 

8
 Ibid., 384. 
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 The word Su (垂 hang/let down) has a delicate meaning. By definition, this word 

means to let down fabric or string, but it also applies to light, shadow, smoke, mist, etc. 

Hanging the hands down is different from, for example, hanging a hat on the wall, in that 

the word Su (垂 hang/let down) implies softness and lightness, an elusive nuance.  

The word Ryu (流 flow) also carries a metaphorical connotation, since the word is 

usually used in reference to a liquid, not the movement of a human body. In the term 

Pungryuji (風流枝 a branch flowing by the wind), the word Ryu (流 flow) designates the 

movement of a branch swayed by the wind. Likewise, in the term Nakhwaryusu (落花流水 

falling flower, flowing water) the word Ryu (流 flow) indicates the movement of flowing 

water. In these terms, the flowing movement is not a literal but a suggestive interpretation. 

 The word Sa (傞 sway dance) in the term Sasaboyeuipung (傞傞步如意風 a light 

gait [as if] stirred by the wind) has a more nuanced meaning than the word Mu (舞 dance). 

While the word Mu (舞 dance) has the general meaning of dancing, the word Sa (傞 

sway dance) has its origin in the figuration of a person dancing while drunken.
9
 The 

nuanced meaning of the word Sa (傞 sway dance) provokes readers‘ imagination to 

envisage walking with a light gait and a jolly spirit. When qualified by the words 

                                                 

9
 Being drunken is not negative in the culture of Jeongjae, since in a few songs 

being drunk is coupled with having an eye for the picturesque, not being a reckless 

alcoholic. A song of the Urging flower dance (催花舞) also mentions a drunken person 

who knows how to enjoy the spring time: ―Spring light! Don‘t go away for a while. Stay 

so that the drunken appreciates to his heart‘s content (春光且莫去 留與醉人看).‖ Also, a 

song of the dance Consecrating a sacred peach (獻仙桃) depicts a drunken person as 

having a love of poetry: ―being fully drunken, [I] recite the poem Nokmyeong (醉飽頌鹿鳴

詩).‖ In this sense, being drunken can be interpreted as enjoying spirits in order to 

magnify the excitement of a jolly excursion. 
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Yeuipung (如意風 as if [swayed by] the wind), the movement suggested by the word Sa 

(傞 sway dance) is to be swayed as if the wind blows. 

 Some verbs have imaginative nuances because of the context in which they are 

situated. Two words Go (翺 fly) and Sang (翔 fly) appear in the term Gosangdojin (翺翔

蹈進), meaning ―to proceed while running [as if] flying.‖ This term appearing in the 

Crane dance describes the movement of cranes entering the stage. Currently, the 

movement includes flapping the wings and turning around at the moment of entrance.
10

 

The turning movements probably reflect the literal meanings of the word Sang (翔 fly), 

which means to fly in circles. Even though the performers do not actually fly in the air, 

the term indicates a movement that imitates a bird‘s flapping wings. However, instead of 

using the word for flapping, the term incorporates the word flying which adds a more 

metaphorical nuance.  

Another word for flying, Bi (飛 fly), appears in two terms: Bigeumsa (飛金沙 

flying golden sand) and Bili (飛履 step [lightly as if] flying). Both terms appear in the 

dance Warbling of a spring oriole juxtaposed with other terms. The term Bigeumsa (飛金

沙 flying golden sand) parallels with the term Jintoe (進退 to proceed and to retreat). The 

movements of proceeding and retreating have little to do with flying, but, when combined 

with the image of flying golden sand, the proceeding and retreating movements put on 

imaginative connotations. The term Bili (飛履) means to step [lightly as if] flying. Below 

the term Bili (飛履) is Seongeouji chageojwaji (先擧左趾 次擧右趾) which means ―to lift 

                                                 

10
 Son Sun-sook, Dictionary, 40. 
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the right heel first and the left heel next.‖ The movement of lifting the heels is 

imaginatively directed by the word Bi (飛 fly).  

 The context of the words Do (跳 jump) and Yak (躍 jump) implies, but does not 

direct, their meanings in the term Doyakimu (跳躍而舞 jump and dance). According to 

Son Sun-sook, this term is a metaphorical term, although the meaning of jumping does 

not seem metaphorical, since their meanings belong to the realm of physical movements. 

Son Sun-sook explains that the term Doyakimu (跳躍而舞) means ―to dance as if jumping 

or to dance fast.‖
11

 According to current practice, the movement suggested by the term 

Doyakimu (跳躍而舞) is a turning movement having nothing to do with jumping. One 

plausible explanation is that since a court dance requires gravity and solemnity, jumping 

would be unlikely to occur. The term, therefore, should not be interpreted literally, but 

metaphorically. Thus, the words Do (跳 jump) and Yak (躍 jump) are imaginatively 

directive.  

 

Action Verbs that Allow Performers’ Interpretation 

A few verbs designate physical movements in a general degree. Three words for 

the whole body apply to this category. While giving general instructions for the whole 

body, these verbs leave specific movement information to be decided by individual 

performers.  

                                                 

11
 Ibid., 104. 
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The words Jin (進 proceed) and Toe (退 retreat) are two of the most frequently 

used words throughout Jeongjae mudo holgi. Since proceeding or retreating designates a 

whole body movement, it is hard to figure out exactly how to proceed or retreat. For 

example, it does not indicate the arm movement the performer needs to use when 

proceeding or retreating. These questions are not easily answered even when the words 

have associated qualifiers. The qualifiers do provide some more information, but not 

always. Ambiguity remains the same, for example, when the word Mu (舞 dance) is used 

with words for whole body movement such as Mujin mutoe (舞進舞退), meaning ―to 

dance to proceed and to dance to retreat.‖  

The term Mujin mutoe (舞進舞退 to dance to proceed and to dance to retreat) raises 

the question of whether dancing is separated from the movement of proceeding and 

retreating or the movement of proceeding and retreating is dancing. The first view, I 

suggest, implies a certain understanding of what dance is: a series of stylized movements 

or a visual design made by the body parts. For those who want specific information on 

physical movement, the term Mujin mutoe (舞進舞退) would seem lacking in specific 

instructions. However, this term allows individual interpretations, suggesting that detailed 

instructional information might not be necessary in this mode of documenting Jeongjae. 

The discussion above leads me to consider that one‘s understanding of what dance is 

affects one‘s interpretation of a dance term. According to Son Sun-sook, the movement 

suggested by the term Mujin mutoe (舞進舞退) is currently done with various arm 
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movements depending on individual directors.
12

 I suggest that such variety hints at a 

characteristic of Jeongjae transcription that allows individual interpretation in a given 

context, as opposed to Belle Dance theories that disapprove of individual interpretation. 

The terms indicating bending down movement are usually followed by the word 

Kilip (起立 stand up). One of the terms with the word Kilip (起立 stand up) is Kilipimu 

(起立而舞), literally meaning to stand up and dance. It is not clear whether the term means 

to stand up and then dance or to enact the dance of standing up: in other words, if the 

standing up movement itself is the dance. The same question is raised for the term Mujin 

mutoe (舞進舞退 to dance to proceed and to dance to retreat). It cannot help but seek the 

answer from individuals‘ interpretations. 

 

Action Verbs Considering the Relationship with Others and the Surroundings 

Three words indicate how one relates to others or the surroundings: Dae (對 

face/respond), Hyang (向 face toward), and Bae (背 give the back to). Since these words 

indicate a relationship or orientation which presumes the presence of others, these words 

indicate not only the action of the whole body, but also a formation. The word Dae (對 

face/respond) appears in the forms of Sangdae (相對 face each other) or Daemu (對舞 

face and dance), both indicating ―one to face another.‖ The literal meaning of Dae (對 

face/response) includes ―to respond,‖ which connotes the manner of how to face one 

another. Similarly, the word Bae (背 give the back to), in the term Sangbae (相背 give 

                                                 

12
 Ibid., 132. 
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the back to each other) and Baemu (背舞 give the back and dance), refers to a relationship 

among dancers. 

The word Hyang (向 face toward) is used with many qualifiers such as Sang (相 

each other), Nae (內 inside), Oe (外 outside), Dong (東 east), Seo (西 west), Nam (南 

south), Buk (北 north), and Hwa (花 flower) to indicate the direction the dance should 

face. I point out that changes of direction are designated by words of relationship or 

orientation. Thus, for example, the expression is not ―turning one‘s body forty-five 

degrees toward the left from the former direction,‖ but more ―turning one‘s body to face 

toward the west.‖ This suggests that the spatial conceptualization embedded in Jeongjae 

terminology is based on geographical orientation rather than body-centered orientation. 

 

Action Verbs Expressing the Process of the Overall Performance 

Four words used as action indicators for the whole body indicate a certain phase of 

the process of the overall performance, rather than giving specific movement information.  

The word Jak (作 make) appears in the frequently used term Mujak (舞作), which 

means ―dance making.‖ This term does not indicate whether the dancer should move the 

hands or the feet. Son Sun-sook suggests that the term Mujak (舞作) indicates the 

intention of the process of dancing.
13

 Therefore, it is not important to decide which 

specific action is suggested by the term, although there are some actions that are 

preferred by dance reconstructors. The word Do (導 lead) indicates a performer leading a 

                                                 

13
 Ibid., 127. 
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group. The term Seondo (先導 lead first) with the word Do (導 lead) does not provide 

specific movement information about the limbs either. The word Dae (待 wait) in the 

term Sudaegoseong (垂待鼓聲 wait for the drum sound) indicates a moment of waiting, 

but does not say in what position. The word Byeon (變 change) in the term Byeonmu 

(變舞), which literally means ―to change dance,‖ does not indicate a specific movement. 

Terms with these four words—Jak (作 make), Do (導 lead), Dae (待 wait), Byeon (變 

change)—indicate a certain phase of the process of the overall performance, rather than 

giving specific movement information. 

 

Action Verbs Reflecting the Flow of the Text 

The transcription of Jeongjae sometimes uses idiosyncratic verbs to reflect the 

flow of the context. This type of nomenclature suggests the context-dependent nature of 

Jeongjae transcription. Also, such expressions resist a view of dance movement as 

building-block units that can be inserted in any kinds of texts. 

 Two action indicators for the mouth/beak refer to animal movements: Tak (啄 

chomp/peck) and Go (鼓 peck). Gochwi (鼓嘴 pecking with the beak) indicates that a 

crane pecks the ground. Gutak (口琢 chomping with the mouth) designates a lion‘s 

opening and closing its mouth. The word Tak (啄 chomp/peck) also appears in the Crane 

dance when a crane pecks a lotus the size of a big trunk to make the flower open up, 

showing a dancer sitting inside the blossom. The word Tak (啄 chomp/peck), therefore, 

designates different movements (chomping and pecking) depending on the context.  

The word Myeon (面 face) has a movement idea similar to Dae (對 face/respond); 

the word Myeon (面 face), however, appears in the term Ilmyeon ilbae (一面一背) and 
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Hokmyeon hokbae (或背或面), both of which mean ―to face and to back against.‖ I suggest 

that because the primary meaning of the word Myeon (面 face) is the noun face, in the 

sense of a body part, and the word Bae (背 give the back to) means the noun back, also a 

body part, phrases such as ―one face one back‖ (一面一背) and ―sometimes face 

sometimes back‖ (或背或面) have parallel structures. Hence, in such cases, the word 

Myeon (面 face) is a better choice than the word Dae (對 to face/respond). I suggest that 

the choice of parallel structure testifies that the expressions are parts of narration, as 

opposed to objective building blocks. In other words, they are formed in and reflect the 

context of the dance. They are not building blocks which can be inserted into any text 

without changes. This suggests that Jeongjae documentation is context-dependent rather 

than a collection of building-block units. 

The word Bok (復 return) is used with expressions such as the first formation 

(初列), the rows (其隊), and the position (位) to mean returning to or recovering previous 

positions. The word Hwan (還 return/again) is used to indicate the same movements, but 

includes two more: ―to face again toward the north‖ (還北向而舞) and ―to retreat again‖ 

(還退而舞). The use of the words Bok (復 return) and Hwan (還 return/again) raises the 

question of why such expressions were needed because there would be no difference if 

the terms were said without these words. For example, in terms of physical movement, 

―to face again toward the north‖ (還北向而舞) is not different from to face toward north 

without the word again. I suggest that these expressions differ because they are formed to 

follow the flow of the narration. These words present another instance for supporting my 

view that Jeongjae documentation is context-dependent and not a collection of building-

block units as abstract entities. 
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To summarize, action verbs in Jeongjae mudo holgi work not only to describe the 

individual dancer‘s physical movement, but also to carry diverse information on various 

aspects of dance performance. Beside physical instructions, the verbs express emotional 

involvement, poetic images, the relationship with other dancers and the surroundings, the 

movements of the entire formation, and the flow of the context. 

 

Spatial Indicators 

Spatial indicators appear to be the most physically and visually directive terms. 

Indeed, in most of the cases, the words are understood in their literal meanings. As seen 

in Table 7, the spatial indicators of Jeongjae terminology are diverse and used frequently, 

which suggests the amount of attention given to designating spatiality. Of twenty-eight 

words, fifteen are related to direction, nine to shape/size, and four to location. 

There are spatial indicators that have meanings other than physical spatiality. In 

this section, I will discuss the words that need more explanation besides their literal 

meanings.  

Sometimes spatial indicators require an understanding of the conventions of the 

performance space of Jeongjae, even though they might seem self-explanatory. The 

words U (右 right) and Jwa (左 left) are examples. When the words U (右 right) and Jwa 

(左 left) are used with body indicators, action indicators of the sleeves/hands/arms, or 

action indicators of the head/eyes (in other words when the words are for specific body 

parts), right and left indicate the dancer‘s right and left.
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Table 7. Spatial indicators in Jeongjae terminology 

Type Words 

Direction Nae 內 inside 

 Oe 外 outside 

 Hu 後 back 

 Jeon 前 front 

 U 右 right 

 Jwa 左 left 

 Go 高 high 

 Jeo 低 low 

 Ha 下 below 

 Dong 東 east 

 Seo 西 west 

 Nam 南 south 

 Buk 北 north  

 Sabang 四方 four right directions 

 Sau 四隅 four corners 

 Obang 五方 five directions 

Shape and size Pal 八 eight 

 Dipi 디피 deep 

 So 小 small 

 So 小 little 

 Dae 大 big 
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Table 7. (continued) 

Type Words 

Shape and size Cheom 尖 pointed 

 Gwang 廣 wide 

 Jang 長 long 

 Won 圓 round 

 Hoeng 橫 horizontal 

Location Jung 中 center 

 Wi 位 place 

 Byeon 邊 edge 

 Ju 周 periphery 

 

 

 

However, when the words are used with groups of bodies or action indicators of the 

whole body, they refer to the perspective of the most important audience, the king, who 

sits in the north and faces south. Then, left is east and right is west. For instance, the term 

Useonimu (右旋而舞 turn right and dance) indicates a turning toward the west; the term 

Jwadae (左隊 left row) indicates the rows of dancers who stand on the east side, no 

matter if the dancers are facing north or south. The varying directions of the words U (右 

right) and Jwa (左 left) show the importance of understanding the conventions of the 

dance form as well as having competency with the language. Even seemingly obvious 

words could mean something else depending on perspectives. 

Two spatial indicators are used in metaphorical terms: Jeon (前 front) and Go (高 

high). In the term Hwajeontae (花前態 attitude in front of flowers), the word Jeon (前 
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front) does not indicate a dancer‘s being physically in front of flowers; there is no actual 

or pantomimed flower. Rather, it suggests the state of contemplating a flower, an internal 

state, not an external pose. Meanwhile, the word Go (高 high) appears in the term 

Taptapgo (塔塔高 high high tower) where the suggested movement is as if going up to a 

high place like a tower. Hence, the word Go (高 high) indicates implied highness. 

Spatial indicators for east, west, south, and north suggest that the spatial 

conceptualization in Jeongjae terminology has a geographical orientation. The action 

indicator used with the four directions is the word Hyang (向 face toward), which focuses 

on relationship and geographical orientation. Several terms for formations incorporate the 

words Sabang (四方 four right directions), Sau (四隅 four corners), and Obang (五方 five 

directions: four directions plus the center). In the Jeongjae of Cheoyong, the four 

directions or the five directions are connected to the doctrines of yin-yang and the five 

primary goings (陰陽五行思想). Symbolizing the five primary goings, the five dancers in 

the Jeongjae of Cheoyong wear five colors (red, blue, black, white, and yellow), each 

representing a season, a direction, and a natural object. Thus, the four directions or five 

directions in the Jeongjae of Cheoyong convey the theory of the five primary goings. 

There is no doubt that Jeongjae terminology pays attention to designating 

spatiality as seen in the varied and frequent usage of such terms. Even among spatial 

indicators which are physical and visually directive, there are cases where they are used 

to imply imaginative meanings, to reference geographic orientation, and to connect with 

the history of the performance environment or classic theories. These characteristics 

suggest the understanding of space embedded in Jeongjae terminology. 
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Temporal Indicators 

Jeongjae mudo holgi documents the performance procedure chronologically. Also, 

the device of using the word Bak (拍) with the shape of an O between phrases marks a 

measure or a bar. In terms of matching movements to a certain point of music, the 

expressions such as Chobak (初拍 at the first beat), Hubak (後拍 at the later beat), and 

Hwabak (花拍 at the flower beat)
14

 serve to indicate a movement‘s temporal point along 

with the music, although such expressions rarely occur. Other expressions such as ―when 

making the ninth formation change‖ or ―everytime of drum beating‖ also provide 

temporal instructions. However, such expressions do not count as dance terms according 

to the three current publications.  

There is only one word related to temporal indication that appears among the 

dance terms: Sa (乍 for a little while). This word is more or less vague, not referring to a 

specific length of time. Used with three action indicators, Beon (翻 overturn), Ryeom (斂 

gather), and Jeon (轉 turn), the word Sa (乍 for a little while) indicates to do each 

movement for a short time. The use of Sa (乍 for a little while) suggests that it is not 

necessary to direct temporality within a strict time frame or to have a note-to-note match 

between movement and music.  

 

 

 

                                                 

14
 The flower beat means the additional beat besides the right beat of a music 

piece. The World Ethnic Dance Institute, Wanyeok jibseong, 339. 
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Indicators of Inner Attitude 

 By inner attitude, I mean not only emotional expression, but also the dancers‘ 

imaginative embodiment of what is suggested by poetic/metaphorical terms.
15

 The 

expression ―inner attitude‖ is used by Ann Hutchinson Guest in her approach to 

movement analysis and understanding, The Language of Dance® , which provides a 

verbal vocabulary, intended to facilitate communication about dance.
16

 Guest provides a 

system called the ―movement family tree‖ as well as a chart where the elements of 

movement are classified under ―nouns,‖ ―verbs,‖ and ―adverbs.‖ In this system, inner 

attitude is a subcategory of ―dynamics,‖ which is itself a subcategory of ―adverb.‖ 

Although I borrow the expression, my use of it differs widely from Guest‘s system. First, 

in Jeongjae inner attitude resists a clear-cut classification as an adverb. For example, as 

discussed in the section of action indicators, many verbs indicate psychological states 

along with physical movement information. Second, the words are not always used as 

adverbs. They can be adjectives qualifying body indicators, adverbs qualifying action 

indicators, or sometimes they are entirely independent from physicality. Third, Guest‘s 

                                                 

15
 In her seven categories of Jeongjae terms, Son Sun-sook identifies forty-eight 

terms as metaphorical terms. However, the list and her explanation of each term 

sometimes contain inconsistencies. For example, she identifies the term Daeseomsu (大閃

袖), whose literal meaning is big shining sleeves, as metaphorical, and the term Soseomsu 

(小閃袖), whose literal meaning is small shining sleeves, as an action term. In addition, 

she identifies the term Gosangdojin (翺翔蹈進), whose literal meaning is ―to run while 

proceeding as if flying,‖ as a metaphorical term, but her explanation states that the term 

describes the movement ―actually or realistically.‖ (Dictionary, 40) Although I make a 

reference to Son Sun-sook‘s categories, because of these inconsistencies my 

classifications differ from hers, and I determine metaphorical terms by their literal 

meanings and their relationships with the movements.  

16
 Guest, Labanotation,15. 
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understanding of inner attitude remains, ironically, in the physical realm. Although she 

does not elaborate on the definition of inner attitude (which suggests her minimal 

attention to the subject), her explanation of dynamics—the category above inner 

attitude—deals with physical changes. By dynamics, Guest means degree of energy and 

expressive use of space, time, and force (e.g. a sudden thrusting action or a buoyant 

uplifted movement),
17

 which requires less creative imagination on the part of the dancer. 

In contrast, the poetic/metaphorical Jeongjae terms evoke broad-stroke images leaving 

the details to individual interpretation, rather than directing how much force one should 

show or whether a movement is spatially direct or indirect. Guest‘s definition of dynamic 

is logical, based on her understanding of the nature of human movement, which ranges 

from muscular stimulus to visible changes in the placement of the limbs in space.
18

 Since 

the understanding of dance and movement in Jeongjae is different from that of Guest‘s, 

the understanding of ―inner attitude‖ should vary as well. In this section, I use the 

expression ―inner attitude‖ to mean not only emotional expression, but also the dancers‘ 

imaginative embodiment of poetic/metaphorical terms. 

I identify four words as indicators of feeling/emotion; however, in the case of 

poetic/metaphorical terms it is difficult to isolate words from terms because the meaning 

or imagery is often delivered by a phrase rather than a word. In particular, when a 

poetic/metaphorical expression is derived from a historical story or classical literature, it 

is impossible and at the same time pointless to analyze the meanings of isolated words in 

                                                 

17
 Ibid., 13. 

18
 Ibid., 12. 
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the term. Hence, for poetic/metaphorical terms, I consider the entire expression, not the 

isolated words, as the base unit. Using this method, there are thirty-one 

poetic/metaphorical terms. 

Four words indicate emotional expression: Kyeong (驚 surprise), Hwan (歡 

delight), Mi (媚 winsome), and Long (弄 play). The word Kyeong (驚 surprise) in the 

term Kyeongyakitoe (驚躍而退 jump with surprise and retreat) describes the emotion of a 

crane when it is surprised by the sudden appearance of a dancer from a lotus blossom 

which the crane pecks to open up. This term specifies a certain emotional expression as 

well as a physical movement of the leg.  

The word Hwan (歡 delight) works as an adverb qualifying movements. In the 

term Hwanjeonimu (歡轉而舞 turn delightfully and dance), Hwan (歡 delight) qualifies 

the physical movement of turning. Instead of indicating the direction and the size of the 

turn, this term points out the performer‘s emotional state. Without delivering detailed 

physical instructions, this term appears in four dances and is enacted differently in each 

dance. The movement suggested by the term Hwanlong (歡弄 play delightfully) is even 

more elusive since the accompanying word Long (弄 play) also designates a playful 

attitude rather than a specific physical movement. The term Hwanmu (歡舞 dance 

delightfully) is the most elusive in terms of physical movement because the 

accompanying word Mu (舞 dance) does not give any idea of how to move. In the terms 

with the word Hwan (歡 delight), the emotion of being delighted or joyful is the focus, 

rather than a specific physical movement. 

The word Mi (媚 winsome) is used with the word Long (弄 play) that has been 

discussed in the section on action verbs. Used together in the term Milong (媚弄 winsome 
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and playful), they indicate the emotional expression of winsomeness and playfulness. As 

noted earlier, the term Milong (媚弄) is juxtaposed with another term, Hwajeontae (花前態 

the attitude in front of flowers), indicating the kind of attitude one would have in front of 

flowers, not a physically concrete movement idea. 

Thirty-one terms, shown in Table 8, deal with poetic/metaphorical expressions. 

The functions of the words or phrases that carry poetic/metaphorical meanings vary 

within the terms. Some function as adjectives qualifying body indicators, some as 

adverbs qualifying action indicators, and others are imaginatively directive without any 

connection to physical movements. Of these metaphorical terms, I have discussed the 

terms including body indicators, action indicators, and spatial indicators in earlier 

sections. For these terms, I refrain from repeating my analysis.  

In four terms, a metaphorical expression functions as an adjective for body 

indicator: Suyangsumu (垂楊手舞 willow hand dance), Cheokyo (尺腰 measuring stick 

waist), Daeseomsu (大閃袖 big shining sleeve), and Soseomsu (小閃袖 small shining 

sleeve).  

Eleven terms have action indicators that designate physical movements in other 

context but work to evoke poetic images in these metaphorical terms: Bulhwaryeom (拂花

簾 fling the flowery screen), Bili (飛履 flying step), Sasaboyeouipung (傞傞步如意風 a 

light gait [as if] stirred by the wind), Jeonhwaji (轉花持 hold a turning flower), 

Kukchokiip (跼  而入 curl up like a caterpillar and enter), Hoeran (回鸞 spinning 

phoenix), Sanjakhwamu (散作花舞 scatter to make flower dance), Hapseon (合蟬 put 

together [like] a cicada), Wanboimu (完步而舞 complete walk), Beonpyoimu (翻飄而舞 

turn over like a whirlwind), and Sapboimu (霎步而舞 walk like drizzle). 
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Table 8. Poetic/metaphorical terms in Jeongjae terminology 

Terms Terms 

(Chine.) 
English Translation 

Pungryuji 風流枝 a branch flowing by the wind 

Dosua 棹袖兒 a child shaking the sleeves 

Gwagyoseon 過橋仙 a Daoist hermit crossing a bridge 

Inmu 人舞 a person dance 

Yeongwiso 燕歸巢 a swallow returning to its nest 

Hwajeontae 花前態 attitude in front of flowers 

Daeseomsu 大閃袖 big shining sleeve 

Jeonhwaji 轉花持 hold a turning flower 

Wanboimu 完步而舞 complete walk 

Kukchokiip 跼   而入 curl up like a caterpillar and enter 

Sasaboyeouipung 傞傞步如意風 a light gait [as if] stirred by the wind 

Nakhwaryusu 落花流水 falling flower, flowing water 

Bulhwaryeom 拂花簾 fling the flowery screen 

Bigeumsa 飛金沙 flying golden sand 

Bili 飛履 flying step 

Taptapgo 塔塔高 high high tower 

Doyakimu 跳躍而舞 jump dance 

Yeopmu 葉舞 leaf dance 

Tawonangjang 打鴛鴦場 lover-birds rambling the field 

Cheokyo 尺腰 measuring stick waist 

Hapseon 合蟬 put together like a cicada 

Hyangseopjokdo 響屧足蹈 resonant wooden-shoes foot step 

Sanjakhwamu 散作花舞 scatter to make flower dance 

Soseomsu 小閃袖 small shining sleeve 

Hoeran 回鸞 spinning phoenix 

Sayegeo 斜曳裾 slantingly trailing the train 
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Table 8. (continued) 

Terms Terms 

(Chine.) 
English Translation 

Hoepasin 回波身 the body of turning waves 

Beonpyoimu 翻飄而舞 turn over like a whirlwind 

Yeonpungdae 筵風擡 the bamboo mat lifted by the wind 

Sapboimu 霎步而舞 walk like drizzle 

Suyangsumu 垂楊手舞 willow hand dance 

 

 

Eight terms include action verbs that highlight imaginatively directive 

movements rather than physically directive movements: Gwakyoseon (過橋仙 a Daoist 

hermit crossing a bridge), Nakhwaryusu (落花流水 falling flower, flowing water), 

Bigeumsa (飛金沙 flying golden sand), Sayeogeo (斜曳裾 slantingly trailing the train), 

Yeongwiso (燕歸巢 a swallow returning to its nest), Yeonpungdae (筵風擡 the bamboo 

mat lifted by the wind), Yeopmu (葉舞 leaf dance), and Pungryuji (風流枝 a branch 

flowing by the wind). 

Three poetic/metaphorical terms incorporate both body and action indicators, 

delivering physical information qualified by metaphorical expressions: Hoepasin (回波身 

the body of turning waves), Hyangseopjokdo (響屧足蹈 resonant wooden-shoes foot step), 

and Dosua (棹袖兒 a child shaking the sleeves).  

Two terms include words referring to spatial relationships, which are qualified by 

metaphorical expressions: Taptapgo (塔塔高 high high tower) and Hwajeontae (花前態 

attitude in front of flowers).  

Two terms remain unexamined since they are not actually attached to any 

physical indicators: Inmu (人舞 a person dance) and Tawonangjang (打鴛鴦場 love-birds 
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rambling the field). The vagueness in their meanings leave room for performers to 

actively participate in the meaning-making process. 

The term Tawonangjang (打鴛鴦場) consists of ta (beat 打), wonang (love-birds), 

and jang (field). The term is interpreted as love-birds rambling in the field in Son Sun-

sook‘s Dictionary and as love-birds flapping their wings in the field by the World Ethnic 

edition. In either case, the nouns (lover-birds and the field) do not indicate actual physical 

referents: the performances do not contain even pantomimed or artificially made love-

birds or a field. The verb to beat (打) seems to be interpreted as a flapping motion 

according to the World Ethnic edition. However, the literal meaning has nothing to do 

with how the term is actually enacted, which is indicated by the juxtaposed term Naksu 

(落袖 to fall the sleeves). In the end, even though the actual movement is to fall the 

sleeves, the poetic/metaphorical nuance of love-birds rambling around the field is to be 

embodied. Note that the poetic/metaphorical meaning is embodied not by physically 

imitating love-birds. As with the term Tawonangjang (打鴛鴦場), even far from 

physicality, a person‘s inner response or imaginative embodiment is highlighted. In 

addition, love-birds conventionally connote conjugal harmony, which adds a more 

layered meaning to the movement. The vague physicality suggested in this term refers to 

a person‘s inner response or imaginative embodiment.  

Although all the poetic/metaphorical terms are more or less ambiguous in terms 

of physicality, the term Inmu (人舞), consisting of in (person) and mu (dance), is the most 

problematic to enact since neither word delivers a specific movement idea. According to 
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the Korean Studies edition glossary, the term Inmu (人舞) is ―a dance without holding 

anything in hands.‖
19

 This definition, however, is not helpful because it is not the only 

dance movement with empty hands. One can find the term Inmu in the canonical 

literature The Rites of Chou (周禮), which enumerates different dances for various kinds 

of sacrificial rites. Son Sun-sook notes that the term Inmu is derived from a dance with 

the same name in a sacrificial rite (祭祀) for the sun, the moon, and the stars (日月星辰) 

that indicates a dance with no props in the hands. Therefore, it is reasonable to interpret 

the term Inmu (人舞) as to dance without holding anything in the hands. This 

interpretation, however, does not provide informative meaning. I suggest that the 

reference to a sacrificial rite (祭祀) for the sun, the moon, and the stars (日月星辰) evokes 

a certain attitude and deportment, that of a solemn ceremony and a sincere and devoted 

heart. Similar to the term Hyangseopjokdo (響屧足蹈 resonant wooden-shoes foot step) 

which evokes the story of a legendary beauty, the term Inmu (人舞) is also derived from 

classical literature and, therefore, has implications beyond the words‘ literal meanings.  

Before closing the poetic/metaphorical term section, I want to point out the 

relationship between metaphorical terms and their referents, dance movements. Because 

of the loose link between the poetic/metaphorical expressions and the visual design of the 

physical movements, one name can refer to multiple movements and multiple names to 

one movement. In other words, you cannot assume a one-to-one functional relationship 

between the names and the movements. As noted throughout the chapter, the dance 

                                                 

19
 The Academy of Korean Studies, Jeongjae mudo holgi, 539. 
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Warbling of a spring oriole juxtaposes poetic/metaphorical terms with terms that are 

mostly physical expressions. The term Yeongwiso (燕歸巢 a swallow returning to its nest) 

is written with Mutoe (舞退 to go back while dancing). Therefore, even though the dance 

movement (to go back while dancing) is called Mutoe in other dances, it is called as 

Yeongwiso when used in the dance Warbling of a spring oriole. If the purpose of 

Jeongjae terminology is to record the visual appearance of dance movement, I ask why 

metaphorical terms were used when common terms existed to indicate that movement.  

When making a metaphor, visual/physical appearances are not always the most 

prominent elements. For example, Bigeumsa (飛金沙 flying golden sand) is written with 

Jintoe (進退 go forward and backward). Again, in terms of visual/physical design, 

―flying‖ and ―going forward and backward‖ indicate different movements. However, the 

emphasis is on the quality or energy of the movement, flying like golden sand. Similarly, 

Gwakyoseon (過橋仙 a Daoist hermit crossing a bridge) is written beside the term 

Jwauildaejeon (左右一大轉) which means ―to turn largely once each for left and right.‖ 

There are few, if any, circular bridges, so how can one refer to crossing a bridge as if 

turning left and right? I propose that it is the quality or effect of the movement that the 

metaphor focuses on, not the actual physical/visual design.  

Moreover, there are different metaphorical terms for the same movement. 

Hoeran (廻鸞 spinning phoenix) is written with Jwauildaejeon (左右 一大轉 to turn 

largely once each for left and right), as is Gwakyoseon (過橋仙). Son Sun-sook proposes a 

question about using these two different terms, Hoeran and Gwakyoseon, for the same 
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movement Jwauildaejeon.
20

 However, she does not investigate further what this 

phenomenon might signify. I suggest that this exemplifies the emphasis on the effect and 

quality of dance movements rather than their visual/physical design. Apparently identical 

physical designs can carry heterogeneous meanings, depending on how the movements 

are enacted. This strategy of applying different metaphorical terms to the same movement 

suggests that the tradition of Jeongjae documentation dismisses the idea that seemingly 

similar movements mean similar things.  

In addition, while there are different terms for the same movement, one term can 

indicate different movements as well. Many of the metaphorical terminologies fall under 

this category. For example, the term Suyangsumu (垂楊手舞 a willow hand dance) is 

danced differently in the dance Consecrating a sacred peach than in the Jeongjae of 

Cheoyong. According to Son Sun-sook, it is difficult to infer movement details from the 

literal meaning of a metaphorical term. She reasons that because the term Suyangsumu 

(垂楊手舞 a willow hand dance) is a metaphorical term, it can be interpreted and danced 

in various ways.
21

 From this point, I suggest that the visual/physical design of dance 

movements links rather loosely to the terms as suggested by their lack of one-to-one 

correspondence. Hence, in the poetic/metaphorical terms, the visual/physical design of a 

movement is not the decisive element for naming.  

 

 

                                                 

20
 Son Sun-sook, Dictionary, 74. 

21
 Ibid., 232. 
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Conclusion of Chapter 5 

 The analysis of dance terms targets two hundred and forty-five terms. Through 

the analysis, I identify and highlight the following characteristics. First, the terminology 

expresses the signifying potentials of the body as well as the physical body. It uses 

metaphorical adjectives as well as spatial adjectives to qualify the body indicators. Action 

indicators designate physical movements, but also embed meaning-contents that requires 

the dancer‘s embodiment, such as inner attitude and poetic connotation. Second, the 

expressions of movement, time, and space invite a person‘s involvement in the meaning-

making process. The indicators of inner attitude require the dancer‘s imaginative 

embodiment. Spatial indicators require background knowledge on the performance 

environment or classic theories. The temporal indicators resist objective time frames or a 

note-to-note match of movement and music. Third, the naming strategies of dance terms 

are consonant with those of dance titles, diagrams, and music pieces. They use terms 

derived from classic literature delivering implications beyond the words‘ literal meanings. 

Also, poetic and metaphorical expressions evoke the performer‘s imagination and 

provide room for personal realization. In addition, corresponding to the analysis of the 

document as a whole, the terminology considers the flow of the context. Also, it 

considers movements of the whole body and the group of bodies as well as the 

fractionated body parts of an individual. 

 Attempting to focus on what the documents present, rather than what they lack, I 

examine the elements captured by the written records and conclude that the Jeongjae 

transcriptions have various foci besides giving physical movement information. It is not 

that physical information is neglected in Jeongjae documents; the numerous body 
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indicators, action indicators, and spatial indicators testify otherwise. However, there is 

also a considerable amount of important information besides physicality. To be more 

precise, physicality in Jeongjae transcriptions reciprocally interacts and entwines with 

non-physical aspects of dance movement. Dance inscription in Jeongjae mudo holgi 

holistically embrace diverse aspects of body movement in versatile nature. If one fails to 

equip oneself with communicative competence which enables understanding of what the 

information delivers, one will only see lack and weakness. By acknowledging the diverse 

aspects of Jeongjae transcribing, I suggest that we can enlarge our understanding of 

dance, movement, and the human body/being.
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CHAPTER 6 

THE BODY OF EMPTINESS: CONTEXTUAL SOURCES OF JEONGJAE 

 

In this dissertation, intertextuality serves to situate the previous textual analyses 

within specific cultural environments. Focusing on the themes that emerged through 

textual analyses in the previous chapters, I present intertextual evidence of literary 

strategies and underlying premises that are consistent with those of the dance inscriptions 

and dance terminologies of Jeongjae.  

Jeongjae documentation captures dance movement with a holistic perspective, 

including externally observable appearances and practitioner‘s inner experience. 

Documenting Jeongjae dances, Jeongjae modo holgi maintains wide scope rather than 

focusing on the visual changes of the physical body and uses various literary strategies, 

some of which break away from the principle of clarity and distinctness. In this section, I 

discuss historical texts that share the grounding philosophies and literary conventions of 

the Jeongjae documents examined in Chapter 4 and 5. Although a discussion on East-

Asian traditions can raise endless issues, I firmly concentrate on the themes discovered in 

the analysis of the Jeongjae documents in this study.  

First, I point out the understanding of the body that encompasses physical and 

non-physical aspects. In Jeongjae transcription, a dancing body is conceived as having 

not only a physical extension, but also the subject-body experience. Words referring to 

the body and various body parts function to express poetic and metaphorical images that 
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the dancer embodies as well as externally observable body positions. Also, action verbs 

designate not only physical motions but also emotional involvement.  

I begin to reflect this holistic view of the body in Jeongjae with an examination 

of Mirror of Eastern Medicine (東醫寶鑑, 1610, hereafter Mirror), a traditional Korean 

medical compilation. Like Jeongjea mudo holgi, this medical text was produced in the 

latter half of the Joseon era and by the royal court. Mirror may help to illuminate the 

holistic view of the body, since this book explains the physical body, which has a shape 

and position, as well as the subject-body, which is empty but roaming ki-energy. This 

way of understanding refuses to divide the body into substance and quality, or physical 

and non-physical aspects, as Western culture does.  

Also, this medical text shares with Jeongjae mudo holgi linguistic strategies that 

express the body with metaphorical qualifiers. To express philosophical ideas, the body‘s 

functions, and personality, Mirror incorporates poetic imagery. I suggest that when one 

considers the body to be empty except for roaming ki, it is difficult to describe the body 

by referring exclusively to anatomical structure and shape. 

Second, Jeongjae transcription empowers performers‘ embodiment of the art. 

Meticulously recorded names of individual dancers suggest their important roles of 

creating and completing a dance performance. Dancers as well as musicians are marked 

with the same words referring to the performing arts, words that blur distinctions between 

the performer as the subject and the performing art as the object. Also, Jeongjae mudo 

holgi allows expressions that leave large room for an individual dancer‘s unique skill and 

style. This mode of recording knowledge of dance includes individual interpretations and 
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allows for variation, and therefore takes unprescribable aspects of dance movement into 

account. 

To delve further into the understanding of embodied knowledge of body 

movement in Jeongjae, I examine a manual of martial arts from eighteenth-century 

Korea. The Comprehensive Illustrated Manual of Martial Arts (1790, hereafter, Manual 

of Martial Arts) was created by a royal decree for use in training the royal army. An 

examination of the Manual of Martial Arts provides intertextual evidence not only of 

literary conventions for expressing body movements, but also an explanation of why such 

expressions were adopted. The Manual of Martial Arts expresses movement through 

explanations, terms, and illustrations that are similar to those in Jeongjae mudo holgi. 

Moreover, it has a similar ken that is not limited to observable changes in the body‘s 

positions. This book distributes its attention to poetic imagery and emotional involvement 

as well as to physical design of the body. According to the Manual of Martial Arts, 

knowledge of movement can only be mastered through relentless training and cannot be 

separated from the practitioner. This personal and experiential concept of knowledge 

allows the practitioner‘s perspective to have an impact on the nomenclature and 

expression of the movements. What matters is not the surface meaning of written texts, 

but how a person actually applies the information given by a text in a specific situation. 

Third, the mode of Jeongjae documents allows readers/viewers to appreciate 

more than what is presented. It leaves room for ambiguity instead of giving detailed 

instructions for every single moment. Occasionally the documents give the performer the 

utmost liberty, allowing variations in each performance. Rather than directing every 

detail, the documents use implication and concealment to promote individuals‘ active 
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participation. The literary strategy of metaphor, in particular, functions by the mode of 

concealment, which is highlighted by the construction of the word in Korean language. In 

Korean, the word for ―metaphor‖ consists of two letters: yeun (隱 conceal) and yu (喩 

realize). In this sense, metaphorical terms encourage the reader to realize concealed 

meanings. To awaken oneself to the hidden meaning, the reader strives to see through the 

vagueness of expression. Jeongjae documents use the strategy of concealment in that 

they do not exhaustively record every change of the physical body. Dance is more than 

observable designs; visual design does not define dance. Visually identical movements 

can deliver different meanings.  

To understand the strategy of concealment and blank space, I draw from ancient 

and contemporary discourses on language and art that highlight implicit expressions. 

East-Asian traditions including Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism, which form the 

dominant views of language, acknowledge both the limitations and powers of language. 

Unlike Western traditions, East-Asian traditions regard the limitations and powers of 

language as ―a result not of the autonomous play of words but of the conscious, 

intentional, and tactful maneuver of the individual who uses the language.‖
1
 In other 

words, the role of language users is highlighted; the limitations and powers of language 

result not from the word itself, but from the skill of the users. By actively using the play 

of words, East-Asian thinkers and artists explore the words‘ potential and are able to say 

more than what can be verbalized.  

                                                 

1
 YangfangTang, ―Language, Truth, and Literary Interpretation: A Cross-

cultural Examination,‖ Journal of the History of Ideas 60.1 (1999): 6-7. 
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Mirror of Eastern Medicine (1610) 

Mirror is a historical source, written in the second half of the Joseon era, the 

same time period in which Jeongjae mudo holgi was produced. Kang Sin-ik, a 

contemporary philosopher of medicine, contends that Mirror is the best source through 

which to examine Korean understandings of the human body because of its long-standing 

familiarity to and reputation among Korean people.
2
 Although this book is directed 

toward the medical field, it begins with basic understandings of the human body/human 

beings in general. From Mirror, I expect to find a paradigm of how the body was 

understood and expressed in this specific historical and cultural context, with which to 

illuminate Jeongjea mudo holgi’s references not only to the physical body but also to 

poetic and metaphorical images that the dancer embodies.  

For readers unfamiliar with Mirror, I present a brief introduction of the book. 

The project of this book was started by Heo Jun, a royal doctor, at the king's request and 

was published by the royal hospital. The contents were taken from the Chinese classics 

but were extensively modified to meet the needs of the Korean people. Mirror is 

composed of five parts focusing on the internal organs, the external organs, miscellany, 

medicine, and acupuncture and moxibustion.
3
 Each part consists of several chapters, 

which are again divided into sections. For instance, Part One has twenty-seven chapters, 

                                                 

2
 Kang Sin-ik, History of the Body, Culture of the Body (Seoul: Humanist Books, 

2007), 89. 

3
 Moxibustion is a traditional Chinese medicine therapy using moxa, or mugwort 

herb. 
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the first of which consists of thirty-two sections. Mirror is an encyclopedic work that 

compiled over 150 medical texts in existence at that time. Yellow Emperor's Canon of 

Medicine, one of the major sources quoted, is the oldest known Chinese medical text, 

written around B.C. 770—221. Also, Mirror shows the influence of diverse ideologies 

and schools, including Buddhist, Daoist, and Confucian concepts. Adapting a traditional 

Eastern understanding of mind-body oneness, this foundational text regards the 

cultivation of the mind as the highest and foremost method of curing disease. 

As the foremost similarity between Mirror and the Jeongjae documents, I point 

out that both texts incorporate physical description and poetic imagery in order to explain 

not only the object-body information but also the subject-body experience.  

As Jeongjae transcription describes the position and shape of a specific body part, 

Mirror also pays attention to physical information such as size, parts, and structures. For 

example, the chapter regarding the arm measures the length of each part of the arm: ―it is 

1 ja 7 chi
4
 from the shoulder to the elbow, 1 ja 2 chi 5 pun from the elbow to the wrist, 4 

chi from the wrist to the root of the third finger, and 4 chi 5 pun from the root to the end 

of the third finger.‖
5
 These measurements are followed by an analysis of the structure of 

the arm:  

 

                                                 

4
 Ja, chi, pun are traditional Korean measuring units. 1 ja is about 30 

centimeters,1 chi about 3 centimeters, and 1 pun about 3 millimeters. 

5
 Heo Jun, Mirror of Eastern Medicine, trans. Yun Seok-hui et al. (Hadong: 

Mirror of Eastern Mecidine Press, 2006), II, 22, 1. ―肩至肘 長一尺七寸 肘至腕 

長一尺二寸半 腕至中指本節 長四寸 本節至其末 長四寸半.‖ 
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The arm includes the shoulder, the upper arm, the elbow, the lower arm, 

and the wrist. The shoulder is the part beside the neck and above gyeolbun. 

The upper arm refers to the part from the shoulder to the elbow. The 

elbow refers to where the upper and the lower arm meet. The elbow is the 

joint of the arm. The lower arm refers to the part from the elbow to the 

wrist. The lower arm has two bones. The wrist is where the lower arm and 

the palm meet. The back of the hand refers to the back of the palm. The 

arm is attached to the torso.
6
 

 

This passage meticulously describes the physical arm by identifying the component parts, 

their locations, the joints, the structure materials, and their relations. It shows a high 

degree of attention that Mirror pays to the material members of the body.  

 Likewise, Jeongjae mudo holgi includes detailed physical descriptions of the 

body. For example, the text of the dance Consecrating a sacred peach instructs a dancer 

to ―[have] the inner sleeve to meet the chest and lift the outer sleeve evenly with the eye 

brows‖ (內袖當胸擧外袖齊眉). This description pinpoints which of the body parts to place 

in which position. Even more detailed instruction appears in the term 

Sudaesukyeongducheukmok (隨擡袖敬頭側目), meaning ―following [the side of] the lifted 

sleeve, [turn] the head to look at it sideways.‖ This term carries information not only 

about the direction and the action of turning the head but also about the direction of one‘s 

gaze. In these terms, body indicators help to give physical instruction on how to move 

one‘s body in a specific position. 

 Meanwhile, both Jeongjae mudo holgi and Mirror uses poetic imagery to express 

the body. As elaborated in Chapter 5, many Jeongjae terms integrate analogy to deliver 

                                                 

6
 Ibid., II, 22, 2. 
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body movement. For example, the terms such as Suyangsumu (垂楊手舞 willow hand 

dance) and Cheokyo (尺腰 measuring stick waist) apply poetic expressions to the body 

parts. Also, the terms like Kukchokiip (跼  而入 curl up like a caterpillar and enter), 

Hapseon (合蟬 put together [like] a cicada), Beonpyoimu (翻飄而舞 turn over like a 

whirlwind), and Sapboimu (霎步而舞 walk like drizzle) make analogies between natural 

images and physical actions.  

Similarly, Mirror frequently uses similes and metaphors in order to explain the 

nature, function, and configuration of the body. The three basic constituents of the body, 

jeong (精), ki (氣), and shin (神), are explained with metaphorical expressions that yield 

conceptual insight into abstract functions. Jeong (精) is ―the origin of the body‖;
7
 ki (氣) 

is ―the root of the body‖ since it is ―the forefather of shin and jeong‖;
8
 and shin (神) is 

―the lord of the body.‖
9
 Also, Mirror incorporates analogical examples to explain 

functions and organs. To explain how ki is the root of health and illness, the text says that 

ki for a person is like water for a fish.
10

 The sections on the five major organs and the six 

supportive organs begin by explaining those organs‘ configurations. Eight out of the 

eleven explanations integrate poetic imagery: the heart is shaped like ―a lotus bud‖; and 

the triple burner is like ―mist,‖ ―foam,‖ and ―a ditch‖; the liver is like ―cracked wooden 

                                                 

7
 Ibid., I, 2, 1. “精者 身之本也.” 

8
 Ibid., I, 3, 1. ―氣者 神之祖 精乃氣之子 精神者 氣之根蔕也.‖ 

9
 Ibid., I, 4, 1. ―心者 君主之官 神明出焉.‖ 

10
 Ibid., I, 3, 12. ―人生氣中如魚在水.‖  
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bark‖; the spleen is like ―a hoof of a horse‖; the lung is like ―the shoulder‖; the kidney is 

like ―red beans‖; the gall bladder is like ―a hanging gourd‖; and the stomach is like ―a 

market.‖
11

 Moreover, the whole body is compared to ―a nation‖: the torso is likened to 

―the royal court,‖ the limbs to ―the suburbs,‖ and the bones to ―the government 

officials.‖
12

  

 Moreover, Mirror like Jeongjae mudo holgi considers one‘s feeling and inner 

experience within the explanation of the body. Several Jeongjae terms contains 

expressions designating emotions such as delight and respectfulness. Also, Jeongjae 

terms referring to poetic images encourage performers‘ embodiment. Correspondingly, 

Mirror explains inner experience as a part of the human body. In the chapter ―The Body 

Shape‖ (身形), the section on the ―four elements that form shape‖ (四大成形) adopts a 

Buddhist theory about the human body. It reads, ―earth, water, fire, and wind together 

form a human being. Sinew, bone, and flesh belong to earth; marrow, blood, and resin 

belong to water; respiration and temperature belong to fire; the mind and feeling belong 

                                                 

11
 Ibid., I, 12, 1. ―肝 有二布葉七小葉 如木甲折之象.‖; I, 14, 1. ―脾 形象馬蹄.‖; I, 15, 

1. ―肺之形 似人肩.‖; I, 16, 1. ―腎藏 有二形 如紅豆相並.‖; I, 17, 1. ―其形玄 其形如縣.‖; I, 18, 1. 
―胃 爲之市.‖ 

12
 Ibid., I, 1, 8. ―一人之身 一國之象也. 胸腹之位 猶宮室也 四肢之別 猶郊境也, 骨節

之分 猶百宮也, 神 猶君也, 血 猶臣也, 氣 猶民也, 知治身 則能治國矣.‖ 
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to wind.‖
13

 According to this passage, the body shape includes not only material objects 

such as bone and flesh, but also intangible functions such as respiration and feeling. 

The complex nature of the body appears prominently in the way Mirror treats 

external and internal aspects simultaneously in the investigation of health. In Mirror, 

curing a disease happens not through taking medicines alone, but also and above all 

through cultivating one‘s mind-heart (心). The introduction makes it clear that the use of 

medication, acupuncture, and moxibustion should come after self-cultivation (修養), 

because all disease originates from poor care of health.
14

 Hence, the best way to cure a 

disease is through Dao. The section ―By Dao treat a disease‖ indicates that a doctor who 

treats the mind-heart of a patient has a sacred role. Treating only the apparent symptoms 

is a product of ignorance, because it does not treat the origin of a disease. A person who 

achieves a peaceful mind-heart will recover from any illness.
15

 A more specific example 

can be found in the section regarding the stomach. For the treatment of stomach ache, the 

text says a person should ―have proper diet, make warmth and cold reasonable, clear the 

                                                 

13
 Ibid., I, 1, 3. 四大成形. “地水火風和合成人 筋骨肌肉 皆屬乎地 精血津液 皆屬乎水 

呼吸溫煖 皆屬乎火 靈明活動 皆屬乎風.”  

14
 Ibid., introduction. ―且人之疾病 皆生於不善調攝修養爲先 藥石次之.‖ What I 

translate as ―care of health‖ (調攝) is a combination of two letters, meaning ―to make 

even‖ and ―to rule over.‖ It is generally understood as making the body at peace. Here, 

the practice inclusively refers to taking care of both the physical body and the 

personality. 

15
 Ibid., I, 1, 12. “古之神聖之醫 能療人之心 預使不致於有疾. 今之醫者 惟知療人之疾 

而不知療人之心 是猶捨本逐末 不窮其源 而攻其流 欲求疾愈 不亦愚乎 雖一時僥倖而安之 此則

世俗之庸醫 不足取也.” 
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mind-heart, cease unnecessary thoughts, and therefore achieve true vital force to be 

recovered.‖
16

 Here, the preservation of health connects to the cultivation of both the 

mind-heart and the body.  

 To summarize, Mirror as well as Jeongjea mudo holgi describes the body, 

distributing their attention to physical construction, poetic imagery, and inner experience. 

This inclusive scope considers the subject-body experience as important as the object-

body information. The body and its members have shapes and positions in space, 

however, the material members make up only one aspect of the body.  

Throughout Mirror, anatomical shape and structure are not defining elements. 

They should be comprehended within the larger scheme of ki circulation and the doctrine 

of yin and yang and the five goings (陰陽五行). The text on breathing indicates that 

improving one‘s breath is the basis for a healthy life because ―the human body is empty. 

Only roaming ki exists.‖
17

 I suggest that when one considers the body to be empty except 

for roaming ki, it is difficult to describe the body by referring exclusively to anatomical 

structure and shape.  

The section regarding an internal organ most clearly shows the diminished 

significance of anatomical shapes and mechanical operations of the organs. In Eastern 

medicine, the body is represented by the five solid organs (liver, heart, spleen, lungs, and 

kidneys) and the six hollow organs (gallbladder, stomach, large intestine, small intestine, 

                                                 

16
 Ibid., I, 18, 9. ―胃病治法 調其飮食 適其寒溫 澄心息慮 從容以待眞氣之復常也.‖  

17
 Ibid., I, 3, 9. ―人身虛無 但有遊氣 氣息得理 卽百病不生.‖ 
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bladder, and triple burner.
18

 The last of the eleven organs, the triple burner, takes up no 

space and has no shape, only a functional operation. Mirror writes that the triple burner 

does not have shape (無形) but only operation (有用).
19

 In Cartesian language, the triple 

burner does not have the property of extension, and therefore is not body. Mirror 

describes this immaterial organ with similes: ―the upper burner is like a mist; the middle 

burner is like foam; and the lower burner is like a ditch.‖
20

 This passage appears in the 

section entitled ―Shape of Triple Burner‖ (三焦形象), which indicates that these 

expressions refer to the shape or arrangement in space of the triple burner. Here, we see 

that shape does not refer merely to anatomical or geometrical notions, but encompasses 

more inclusive concepts such as functions or the way an organ operates.  

The Mirror’s use of the word hyeong (形 shape) which represents not only a 

silhouette but also a function suggests a fusion of the physical aspect and the intangible 

aspect. The comprehensive meaning of shape (形) stands out in contrast to the importance 

of shape as one of major features in Belle Dance practice. Belle Dance transcription 

regards shape as a way to describe how the body takes up space exclusively in the 

physical sense. Contrastingly, Mirror uses shape (形) in a broader sense.  

                                                 

18
 The triple burner (三焦) refers to the organ managing circulation of ki, 

digestion, and excretion. 

19
 Heo Jun, Mirror, I, 22, 2. ―三焦非正府也 無形而有用.‖ ; Heo Jun, Mirror, I, 22, 1. 

―津液無形而有用 主持諸氣三焦者.‖ 

20
 Ibid., I, 22, 2. ―上焦如霧 中焦如漚 下焦如瀆.‖ 
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As one might detect from the inclusive meaning of the word hyeong (形 shape), 

the body in Mirror is the field of a constant exchange as well as transformation of 

material members to immaterial energy and vice versa. More precisely, Mirror defies the 

distinction between material substances and immaterial energy or function. According to 

Mirror, the body consists of energies that are not physical matter, not the soul, not the 

mind.  

  

The body of a person is created by receiving good ki energy from the 

heaven and earth. It forms the shape by yin and yang. Therefore, of the 

body, jeong ([Chinese] jing, 精), ki ([Chinese] qi,氣), shin ([Chinese] shen, 

神) are the principal components.
 21

 

 

Although it is difficult to find English equivalents, the three components of jeong, ki, and 

shin refer roughly to sexual energy/libido, psychophysiological energy, and divine subtle 

energy, respectively. It is hard to grasp what they are when one comes from a Western 

paradigm that requires clear distinctions between body and mind, matter and form, 

phenomenon and substance. Western philosophical tradition is based on substance 

(based) ontology, and thus substances are seen as unchanging objective entities. However, 

the three components of jeong, ki, and shin defy such ontology. These principle 

components are neither material objects nor abstract functions, and yet they are both.  

                                                 

21
 Ibid., I, 1, 9. ―悟眞篇 註曰 人之一身 稟天地之秀氣而有生 託陰陽陶鑄而成形 故一

身之中 以精氣神 爲主.‖ 
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On one hand, they are subtle energies. Don Baker, an Asian studies researcher, 

explains them as ―the fundamental cosmic energy which animates the universe.‖
22

 These 

subtle energies, however, come from concrete materials like food. Mirror writes that ki 

and jeong are made from food, so that the Chinese letters ki (氣) and jeong (精), which are 

complex characters, include a letter meaning ‗rice‘ (米).
23

 The configuration of these 

words connects the meaning of subtle energy to the fact that when rice is being cooked, a 

vapor or fume arises from a pan. Here, tangible food becomes intangible energy.  

On the other hand, it would be inappropriate to identify these components as pure 

energy, because sometimes they appear as material entities and at other times they refer 

to immaterial states like vigor. For example, the section regarding jeong (精) uses the 

word jeong to refer to semen and measures the amount as 2.886254 liters per person. In 

the same section, however, jeong (精) refers to vigor when it is used as jeong (精) of the 

liver, lungs, kidney, and spleen.
24

 The three major components of the body appear as 

constantly changing entities coming and going between material objects and immaterial 

qualities.  

                                                 

22
 Don Baker, ―Oriental Medicine in Korea,‖ in H. Slein, ed., Medicine Across 

Cultures: History and Practice of Medicine in Non-Western Cultures (Kluwer Academic 

Publishers, 2003), 144. 

23
 Heo Jun, Mirror, I, 2, 2. ―日啖飮食之華美者 爲精 故從米從靑.‖; Heo Jun, Mirror, 

I, 3, 2. ―此氣生於穀 故從氣從米.‖ 

24
 Ibid., I, 2, 2. ―肝精不固 目眩無光 肺精不足 肌肉消瘦 腎精不固 神氣減少 脾精不堅 

齒髮浮落.‖  
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The illustration of viscera in Figure 4 also reflects a traditional perspective on the 

body, centering on the circulation of ki energy. Rather than inscribing the anatomical 

shapes of the organs, this illustration indicates the connections between them and their 

relative positions. The picture depicts the head and torso. In the head, there are the eyes, 

nose, ears, and mouth; the torso has the navel. Also, there are in (咽), the path of food 

connected to the stomach, and hu (喉), the path of air connected to the lungs. Inside the 

body, there are five solid organs and five of the six hollow organs. The triple burner (三焦) 

is not drawn because it does not have a specific location. The picture also shows the path 

of the feces (穀道) and of urine (水道). This illustration represents the operations of the 

body that digest food and generate jeong (精), which goes into the five solid organs to 

take charge of life and mental activities. Here, the visual representation of the body 

places more importance on relationships among the parts than on the anatomical shapes 

and structures of individual organs. 

This illustration also shows the three gateways (三關) in the spine—at the top, 

middle, and the bottom of the spine—as pathways of ki (氣). In Daoist tradition, ki energy 

moves along the three gateways (三關) when one cultivates preservation of health (養生). 

This diagram of the pathways of ki energy differs from a visual aid limited to an 

anatomical perspective of the body. Rather than dwelling exclusively on the shape and 

structure of the organs, it illustrates both the material and immaterial aspects of the body.  
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Figure 4. Illustration of viscera in Mirror of Eastern Medicine
25

 

 

In summary, Mirror shares its linguistic strategies for expressing the body with 

Jeongjae transcription that describes the physical designs of the body as well as the 

poetic imagery the dancer embodies. The general understanding of the body explained in 

Mirror helps illuminate the significance of these linguistic strategies. It is apparent from 

this discussion of Mirror that the body in Eastern traditions defies clear distinctions 

between form and matter, substance and phenomenon. Mirror describes the body as both 

a physical and non-physical entity: the body is a flowing system of ki energy (氣) and at 

the same time a construction of members. This foundational text does not ignore the 

anatomical structure of the body; however, even the shape (形) of the body indicates a 

broader concept than the mere external appearance of a physical object, since it also 

implies functions and personality. While Western medicine systematizes anatomical 

                                                 

25
 Ibid., I, 1, 1. 
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configuration and analysis of the structure of the material parts of the body, Eastern 

medicine, through imagery and metaphorical expressions, explains the body as fused with 

one‘s whole personality. 

 

Comprehensive Illustrated Manual of Martial Arts (武藝圖譜通志, 1790) 

Manual of Martial Arts is a comprehensive guide book on subjects dealing with 

the military, martial arts, and weapons. Production of this book was ordered by a royal 

decree and it was compiled by scholars in the royal research institute (奎章閣) to be used 

in training the royal army. I suggest that the Manual of Martial Arts is a relevant 

historical source for Korean court dance documents for two reasons. First, the spatial and 

temporal contexts of the book overlap with those of Jeongjae mudo holgi; it was also 

created by the royal court in the latter half of the Joseon era. Second, records of fighting 

techniques containing descriptions of movements carry literary conventions for 

expressing body movement in traditional Korean culture. Consistency in naming 

strategies within the dance texts and martial arts text suggests that the strategies embed 

regular cultural conventions. To illuminate the significance of naming strategies, I 

discuss the idea of embodied knowledge as a common characteristic of Jeongjae mudo 

holgi and Manual of Martial Arts. Korean traditional arts emphasize relentless training in 

order to attain mind-body oneness in which there is no distinction between the performer 

as the subject and the performed art as the object. Knowledge of the arts dwells in the 

performer and does not exist as abstract information in a conceptual realm. Learning of 

the art entails not only intellectual apprehension but also commitment with the whole 

personality. I suggest that the focus on performers‘ experiences allows the expression of 
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body movement not only with physical description but also with poetic imagery, because 

implicit expressions encourage readers to participate in meaning-making process. 

Examination of dance and martial arts texts will provide two concrete instances of how 

the conventions and premises are reflected in linguistic practice.  

In this section, I examine the way the Manual of Martial Arts describes body 

movements by analyzing movement terms, songs of swordsmanship, a dialogue about the 

arts of fighting, and illustrations. I suggest that there are consistent attitudes toward body 

movement found here and in the dance documents. Before beginning the analysis, I 

introduce the structure of the book for readers who may be unfamiliar with the material. 

 

Structure of the Manual of Martial Arts 

The Manual of Martial Arts consists of four volumes. The first volume contains 

introductory remarks, and the remaining volumes classify fighting techniques based on 

various kinds of weapons. One chapter in the first volume takes the form of a dialogue in 

which a general discusses the mystery of martial arts with a civil official. Among the 

teachings of the general, the difficulty of verbalizing the mystery, the importance of 

relentless training, and the segmentation of the flow of an action for the sake of 

explanation appear relevant to this study. The other volumes deal with weapons such as 

the lance, sword, shield, and club. Each chapter explains the configuration and 

manufacturing of the weapon, the origin of the art, and, finally, the specific actions of the 

art—the choreographed routines designed to train soldiers. The explanations of the 

actions of the art consist of three parts. First, the text describes the action with movement 

terms and matched illustrations of the choreographed sequences. Here, each page is 
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divided in two: the upper portion is for verbal descriptions, and the lower portion for 

illustrations. The illustrations depict a person in various postures. In other words, they 

show the actions of an individual, rather than the formations of troops. To avoid 

confusion, each page contains only one or two actions. Second, there comes a diagram 

with a line connecting the names of all the actions. Third, another diagram puts together 

the previous diagram and the previous illustrations.  

 

Movement Terms 

In this section, movement terms comprise the names of se (勢), usually translated 

as positions. The word se (勢) signifies both physical appearance and the state of situation. 

As mentioned earlier, each weapon has a choreographed movement sequence which is 

designed to train soldiers. These sequences consist of various numbers of se (勢). The 

Manual of Martial Arts deals with twenty-three weapons and hence twenty-three 

choreographed movement sequences. Taken as a whole, the sequences in the manual 

comprise over one hundred and twenty terms.  

I now examine these terms and discuss the naming strategies in which they are 

expressed, including metaphorical expressions, physical descriptions, expressions quoting 

historical accounts, and expressions of inner attitude. These modes correspond to those 

found in the dance terms of Jeongjea mudo holgi, suggesting an attitude toward body 

movements and their nomenclatures consistent across these two historical documents of 

movement transcription.  

Most choreographed movement sequences in the Manual of Martial Arts contain 

both metaphorical expressions and physical descriptions. Although some sequences 
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consist mainly of physical descriptions, the majority of them privilege metaphorical 

expressions. The ratio of the number of metaphorical expressions to physical descriptors 

is approximately seven to five. As an aid to understanding, I will analyze the sequence of 

the moon sword (月刀), since it includes all four modes of expression. Shown in Table 9, 

of the eighteen movement terms used in this sequence, ten are metaphorical expressions, 

five are physical descriptions, two are phrases quoting historical accounts, and one is an 

expression of inner attitude. 

The metaphorical expressions compare movements to natural images such as the 

moon and to animals such as the dragon or the tiger. The bold imagery and flowery 

rhetoric used in the metaphorical terms make it difficult for one to figure out the actual 

movements without supplementary explanations. The Manual of Martial Arts, in fact, 

provides supplementary explanations for most of the metaphorical terms. For example, 

the first se (勢)—the position of a dragon soaring from a lake—directs, ―hold the handle 

with the left hand and put the right hand at the right side. Then the right fist hits toward 

the front.‖
26

 However, the relationship between a metaphorical term and its explanation 

does not always show a one-to-one correspondence. 

                                                 

26
 Lee Deok-mu, Park Je-ga, and Baek Dong-su, Comprehensive Illustrated 

Manual of Martial Arts (武藝圖譜通志, 1790; Reprinted in Muyeo dobo tongji juhae edited 

and annotated by Part Cheong-jeong. Seoul: Dongmunseon, 2007), 335. 
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Table 9. Movement terms of the choreographed sequence for the moon sword (月刀) 

 

Movement 

Terms in 

Chinese 

English Translation Classification 

龍躍在淵勢 The position of a dragon soaring from a 

lake 

Metaphorical 

expression 

新月上天勢 The position of the new moon rising in 

the sky 

Metaphorical 

expression 

猛虎張爪勢 The position of a tiger opening its claws Metaphorical 

expression 

鷙鳥斂翼勢 The position of a predatory bird 

gathering its wings 

Metaphorical 

expression 

金龍缠身勢 The position of a golden dragon binding 

[the enemy‘s] body 

Metaphorical 

expression 

五關斬將勢 The position of five passes and the 

beheading generals 

Historical account 

向前擊賊勢 The position of facing forward and 

hitting the enemy 

Physical description 

龍光射牛斗勢 The position of the light of a dragon 

shooting the wu star and the du star
27

 

Metaphorical 

expression 

蒼龍歸洞勢 The position of a blue dragon returning 

to a cave 

Metaphorical 

expression 

月夜斬蟬勢 The position of slashing a cicada in a 

moonlit night 

Metaphorical 

expression 

 

  

                                                 

27
 The wu star and the du star are the stars in Twenty-eight Mansions, which is an 

ancient Chinese constellation. 
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Table 9. (continued) 

 

Movement 

Terms in 

Chinese 

English Translation Classification 

霜鶻奮翼勢 The position of a Siberian falcon 

spreading its wings in the cold sky 

Metaphorical 

expression 

奔霆走空翻身勢 The position of running and turning the 

body in the air like thunder 

Part physical 

description, part 

metaphor 

介馬斬良勢 The position of a cavalryman beheading 

Yangjang 

Historical account 

進前殺賊勢  The position of proceeding and killing 

the enemy 

Physical description 

劍按膝上勢 The position of pressing the sword and 

lifting the knee 

Physical description 

長蟜出海勢 The position of a long dragon coming 

out of the sea 

Metaphorical 

expression 

藏劍收光勢 The position of hiding the sword and 

gathering the light 

Physical description 

竪劍賈勇勢 The position of lifting the sword 

perpendicularly and daring  

Part physical 

description, part inner 

attitude 
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In other words, some metaphorical terms that appear in different contexts are 

coupled with different explanations each time. For example, the second se (勢)—the 

position of the new moon rising to the sky—directs, ―proceed, hitting toward the front 

with the right fist. Jump once, looking back.‖ Yet, when this se (勢) appears in the section 

on lancing with horseback riding, it directs, ―hold the bridle with the right hand, put the 

lance at the left side.‖ It seems that the metaphorical movement names are not designed 

to indicate specific physical actions; rather, they hint at a state of mind or supposed 

imagery.  

Poetic names that apply to different physical designs can be also found in 

Jeongjae terminology. For example, the term Suyangsumu (垂楊手舞 a willow hand 

dance) is danced differently in the dance Consecrating a sacred peach than in the 

Jeongjae of Cheoyong. According to Son Sun-sook, it is difficult to infer movement 

details from the literal meaning of a metaphorical term. She reasons that because the term 

Suyangsumu (垂楊手舞 a willow hand dance) is a metaphorical term, it can be interpreted 

and danced in various ways.
28

 Since poetic names refer to the quality or effect, they lack 

one-to-one correspondence with specific physical designs. 

 Physical descriptions teach students the positions of various body parts. Since 

they literally describe body movement, sometimes there is no additional explanation. For 

example, the position of facing the front and hitting the enemy is explained simply as ―hit 

toward the front.‖ Jeongjae transcription also includes terms describing the position and 

                                                 

28
 Son Sun-sook, Dictionary, 232. 
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shape of a specific body part. For example, Jeongjae terms deliver detailed physical 

instructions such as the movement of ―following [the side of] the lifted sleeve, [turn] the 

head to look at it sideways‖ indicated by the term Sudaesukyeongducheukmok 

(隨擡袖敬頭側目). This term carries information not only about the direction and the 

appearance of turning the head but also about the direction of one‘s gaze. 

However, some terms in the Manual of Martial Arts include both physical and 

non-physical descriptors. For example, the position of ―running and turning the body in 

the air like thunder‖ and the position of ―hiding the sword and gathering the light‖ use 

both kinds of descriptors. Likewise, some Jeongjae terms designate physical actions in 

addition to poetic imagery. For example, the term Beonpyoimu (翻飄而舞, turn over like a 

whirlwind) means an action of turning over qualified by a poetic image of a whirlwind. In 

these terms, body movement signifies a combination of physical actions and poetic 

images. 

Like Jeongjae terminology, the Manual of Martial Arts incorporates terms 

quoting historical accounts that require knowledge of the classics. To understand these 

terms, knowing the literal meaning of each word is insufficient. For example, the position 

of ―five passes and beheading generals‖ quotes chapter twenty-six of The Romance of the 

Three Kingdoms (三國志演義). The romance includes an anecdote called ―Crossing Five 

Passes and Slaying Six Generals‖ (五關斬六將), which refers to Guan Yu’s (關羽) exploit 

to save his warlord Liu Bei. The additional explanation of this position reads ―Turn and 

http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E7%BE%BD
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hit the right side. Sweep and hit the left side.‖
29

 The expression ―five passes and the 

beheading generals‖ figuratively refers to one‘s bravery and loyalty towards one‘s lord.  

In addition, I surmise that this story was adopted for the movement sequence of 

the moon sword because the hero Guan Yu (關羽) is famous for using the moon sword 

(月刀) as his major weapon. This term is a context-specific expression in that it refers to a 

part of the choreographed routine for the moon sword (月刀). The strong connection 

between the term and its context defies the possibility of using this term as an abstract 

building block that can be inserted in any context.  

Similarly, the Jeongjae term hyangseop (響屧 resonant wooden-shoes) originates 

from a story of a legendary beauty (西施) who lived in ancient China. The king favored 

her so much that he built a corridor with porcelain jars buried underneath so that, when 

the lady walked upon it in her wooden-shoes, it produced beautiful, resonant sounds. 

Thus, the phrase Hyangseop (響屧 resonant wooden-shoes) designates not only the literal 

referent—resonant wooden shoes—but also the entire story of the beautiful lady and her 

king. This term accompanies a song depicting a lady walking under the moonlight and 

gaining the favor of the king. The connection between the term and its context shows a 

consideration for the flow of narration. 

 Another naming strategy consistent in Jeongjae mudo holgi and the Manual of 

Martial Arts is a consideration of the practitioner‘s inner attitude. The term ―lifting the 

sword perpendicularly and daring‖ indicates not only a physical action but also one‘s 

                                                 

29
 Lee Deok-mu, Manual of Martial Arts, 337. 

http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E7%BE%BD
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inner attitude. Of four Chinese letters qualifying this se (勢), the first two refer to holding 

the sword in a perpendicular manner, and the last two indicate the wielding of one‘s 

intrepid spirit. This term, indicating one‘s inner attitude, considers the practitioner‘s 

internal experience when naming a body movement.  

Likewise, Jeongjae terminology takes the performer‘s emotional involvement 

into account. The term Kyeongyakitoe (驚躍而退 jump with surprise and retreat) describes 

the emotion the dancer needs to perform along with the action of jumping. Also, the term 

Jwajeongsu (左呈手 to lift with veneration the left hand) designates a respectful and 

humble attitude when lifting the left hand. 

With regard to training the mind, Yuasa makes a relevant point. Comparing the 

Japanese practice of bushi to modern Western sports, Yuasa states that Eastern training 

methods include ―the spiritual meaning of training the mind‘s capacity.‖ On the other 

hand, modern Western sports aim at developing the body‘s capacity, particularly ―the 

motor capacity of the muscles in the four limbs.‖
30

 By controlling the emotional state, 

Eastern methods strive for the harmony of the conscious and the unconscious. Physical 

activities like martial arts and dance in Korean documents are not confined to physical 

expressions. They go beyond physicality to include the whole personality. Terms 

describing body movements reflect this understanding of the body-mind. The terms are 

not necessarily literal and practical descriptions that observation can prove to be true. 

Rather, they inspire a practitioner to mature and enrich his or her experience. 

                                                 

30
 Yuasa Yasuo, The Body, Self-Cultivation, and Ki-Energy, trans. Shigenori 

Nagatomo; Monte S. Hull (New York: State University of New York Press, 1993), 32-33. 
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Songs of Swordsmanship 

The Manual of Martial Arts includes songs, called gagyeol (歌訣), which literally 

means a song of secrets, as a part of its explanations of the origins of the arts. These 

songs explain fighting techniques through poetic, flowery words. Those who lack 

professional knowledge of these techniques would have difficulty learning the actions 

from the songs. Examining the songs, I present a literary convention of expressing body 

movement with poetic imagery as evidence of intertextuality between Jeongjae mudo 

holgi and the Manual of Martial Arts. The esoteric mode of expression, however, raises a 

question of how to transmit knowledge of the arts. To explore this question, I discuss a 

traditional understanding of embodied knowledge, which is transmitted through the mode 

of ―oral transmission with the mind-heart imprint‖ (口傳心授). 

A song of swordsmanship in the chapter on the use of the quick sword (銳刀) 

consists of fourteen lines of seven words each. The ninth and tenth lines, for example, 

read as follows: 

 

A pair of butterflies flies and shoots towards the sun. 

The sleeves like dancing pear blossoms hold and hide the body.
31

 

 

These lines do not give instructions for specific actions. Instead, the Manual of Martial 

Arts provides footnotes that explain the actions. The footnote for the ninth line tells the 

reader that ―the right foot proceeds. The right hand comes and goes. Slash twice. The left 

                                                 

31
 Lee Deok-mu, Manual of Martial Arts, 188.―蝴蜨雙飛射太陽 梨花舞褏把身藏‖ 
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foot proceeds. The left hand pierces once and flashes once.‖
32

 These detailed instructions, 

however, do not appear on the surface of the song; they remain hidden from those who do 

not know idiomatic expressions. Even when the poetic lines imply movements, they do 

not necessarily refer to discrete actions. For example, the tenth line says to ―hide the 

body,‖ leaving one to assume that the action is covering the body with hands. However, 

the footnote for the tenth line reads, ―retreat two steps. Flourish the sword four times 

from above downwards.‖  

In addition, the chapter on the art of the fist duel also introduces songs about two 

different kinds of fist dueling. These songs are similar to the songs of the quick sword, 

full of poetic expressions. For example, the last two lines of the song Fist Duel of Six 

Paths (六路拳) read as follows:  

 

Wielding a whip to right and left makes it difficult for the opponent to 

approach. 

Hammer, bump into, snap, and shake a pair of wings.33 

 

Although this song uses more concrete action verbs than the previous one, it is still not 

possible to reconstruct actual actions from the words of the song alone. After introducing 

the songs, the Manual of Martial Arts notes that ―the lyrics make concealment and 

ellipsis of concrete meanings. It is difficult to know the clear meaning.‖
34

 However, the 

Manual of Martial Arts does provide commentary on the actual actions. For example, the 

                                                 

32
 Ibid., 188. 

33
 Ibid., 405. ―揚鞭左右人難及 煞鎚衝擄兩翅搖‖ 

34
 Ibid., 405. 
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expression ―shake a pair of wings‖ refers to the following actions: ―Rub both feet to the 

right side. Put both fists to the chest. Then, first, the right hand strikes diagonally like a 

wing. Then do the same with the left hand.‖
35

  

Comparing the song and its commentary suggests that the poetic expressions and 

metaphors of the song are designed to conceal precise meanings. Detailed movement 

descriptions do not appear on the surface of the song. Poetic expressions seldom 

designate the physical appearances of actions, but many times refer to reasons for or 

nuances of actions.  

All these literary techniques suggest that they presuppose the role of written 

instructions as a guide for the reader‘s practice, which, it is understood, should ultimately 

lead to greater understanding. To be perfect, learning the art must entail the mode of ―oral 

transmission with the mind-heart imprint.‖ 

Korean cultural anthropologist Park Jeong-jin contends that learning martial arts 

presupposes the mode of ―oral transmission with the mind-heart imprint,‖ without which 

hardly any description can be reconstructed perfectly.
36

 Likewise, the editor of the World 

Ethnic edition of Jeongjae mudo holgi indicates that the mode of ―oral transmission with 

the mind-heart imprint‖ describes the traditional teaching and learning method for 

Jeongjae dance. Traditionally, education in the arts consisted of an apprenticeship system. 

In this system, the master and the student formed a personal relationship; training 
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included more than the technical elements. The student usually lived with the master so 

that the student unconsciously learned the lesson, which would permeated the student‘s 

everyday life. Through this method, the student not only gained conceptual knowledge 

and skills, but also experienced the teaching with the mind-heart. Written scores or 

manuals delivered only very basic information. Mastering an art involved embodied 

knowledge, which transcended abstract principles. The student aimed to reach beyond 

prescribed movements and attitudes, so that he or she went from merely copying the 

forms to embodying the art. Here, written directions served as guides, but were not the 

knowledge itself.  

 

Dialogue on Martial Arts 

The understanding of embodied knowledge is further elaborated in the chapter 

―Dialogue on Martial Arts‖ (技藝質疑), where a civil officer and a general ask and answer 

questions about the art of fighting. The general emphasizes the importance of embodying 

the arts in order to understand them. When he is asked to teach the mystery of martial arts 

(技藝之妙), the general hesitates before giving the answer. He explains that his hesitation 

is not because he wants to conceal the mystery, but because it is difficult to put the 

mystery into words. The profound meaning of the arts can only be acquired by practicing 

them with the body.  

 

The soldiers must learn the arts with their bodies to know the mystery. 

They will acquire the profound meaning when many days and months get 

accumulated. Saying the mystery one time is useless. It is not that I try to 
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keep it secret; but it is difficult and difficult to substantiate the mystery 

through discussion.
37

 

 

In this passage, the general contrasts conceptual understanding with embodied realization. 

His hesitation over putting the mystery into words suggests that verbal explanations 

cannot replace mastering the art through one‘s body. Also, relentless training is 

contrasted with one-time-only discussion. In other words, one can learn the profound 

meaning of the arts only through repetitive training until the body comprehends the arts 

without thinking on a conscious level.  

 With regard to bodily acquisition of an art, Yuasa Yasuo‘s discussion of a 

Japanese theatrical art can further explain the mind-body relationship in relation to 

relentless training. Examining the aesthetics of Nō drama, an ancient form of Japanese 

drama, Yuasa notes that ―perennial training‖ leads one to achieve a state of mind-body 

oneness. In the beginning stage of training, the student intellectually understands and 

consciously controls his body. He moves awkwardly because there is a moment of 

hesitation before the body responds to the mind‘s instructions. As the training continues, 

the student begins to move unconsciously and freely. Where the body moves, the mind 

has acted. This ideal state of mind-body oneness is called emptiness (空), the point where 

the dichotomy between the subject mind and the object body disappears. Yuasa states that 

―consciousness of oneself as the subject of body movement disappears and becomes the 
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movement itself that is dancing.‖
38

 Returning to the discussion on Korean martial arts, 

one can see there is an emphasis on acquiring physical skills over time, rather than 

relying chiefly on conceptual thinking. Intellectual arguments cannot help one to master 

the ideal state of mind/body unity. Therefore, the general says that one must learn the arts 

with one‘s own body. 

 This focus on accumulating experience through relentless practice also leads to a 

focus on the practitioner rather than the observer. Since it is ―the body‖ that learns an art, 

the practitioner‘s inner experience, feeling, and perspective take priority over the 

perspective of the observer. Yuasa compares Eastern and Western theater traditions to 

explain this focus on a performer‘s experience rather than the audience‘s observations. 

He traces the Western tradition back to the Olympic Games in ancient Greece. Audiences 

were presumed to occupy the most valuable positions since they had the viewpoint of 

gods who observed the game. Yuasa points out that the position of the observer was 

called theōria, the etymological origin for the term ―theory.‖ In contrast, competitors in 

the fields were in the position of prāxis, the origin for ―practice.‖ In this tradition, the 

perspective of the observer supersedes that of the participant.
39

 Eastern tradition, 

however, respects the inner, subjective experience of the participant rather than the outer, 

objective perspective of the observer. It emphasizes ―the subjective self-apprehending 
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sensation that is felt from within one‘s own body.‖
40

 Applying Yuasa‘s discussion to 

Korean martial arts, one realizes that the profound meaning of the arts is found within 

one‘s own experience, which is accumulated over time. In other words, the profound 

meaning lies in practice, not in theory. This explains why the martial arts transcription as 

well as the dance transcription can use poetic imagery that focuses on embodied practice 

without being absorbed with physical descriptions.  

 

Illustrations 

The Manual of Martial Arts also records postures and movement sequences 

through illustrations and diagrams, visual representations of the body. Although they are 

helpful in reconstructing actual movements, they serve as guides rather than rules, which, 

for example, Rameau claims his illustrations of Belle Dance demonstrate.
41

 Illustrations 

cannot help but have limitations, because an illustration selects one moment from a 

continuous movement. There comes a question as to where and how many times a 

movement sequence will be broken down. I discuss the way the Manual of Martial Arts 

breaks down movement into moments for the sake of visual representation in order to 

compare it with the illustration of Belle Dance treatises.  

To reconstruct a movement sequence, one needs to know not only the positions 

of the body parts but also the paths a person takes, the so-called floor patterns. Diagrams 
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in the Manual of Martial Arts sometimes show the floor patterns, but not always. The 

diagrams connect the movement terms with a line in order to aid in the overall perception 

of phrasing. They do not faithfully copy an observable figure or trace the floor patterns 

upon which one moves. Visual aids in the Manual of Martial Arts show leniency in 

imitating the floor patterns. To consider the role of visual aids as a guide, I discuss the 

issue of breaking down a movement and the relationship between visual representations 

and actual movements. 

As mentioned earlier, the explanation of a choreographed movement sequence 

consists of three parts. The first part gives a description of the actions matched with 

illustrations. Figure 5 shows the explanation and illustration of the sharp sword. Here the 

names of se (勢) appear along with supplementary explanations. The second part gives a 

score connecting the names of se (勢) with a line. Figure 6 shows the diagram of the 

Bonkuk sword. Note that although the line creates a zigzag figure, the actual floor pattern 

is not a zigzag pattern; it is merely for the reader‘s convenience. The third part shows a 

diagram with illustrations. Figure 7 shows the comprehensive diagram of the moon sword. 

Lines in the scores and diagrams do not represent floor patterns but function to connect se 

(勢) in an orderly manner. However, when lines make circles, they do signify turning 

movements.  
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Figure 5. Explanation and illustration of the sharp sword  

in the Manual of Martial Arts
42

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Diagram of the Bonkuk sword in the Manual of Martial Arts
43
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Firgure 7. Comprehensive diagram of the moon sword  

in the Manual of Martial Arts
44

 

 

The illustrations of a choreographed movement sequence representing postures 

during selected moments gives rise to questions of when and how many times a flowing 

sequence will be broken down. The Manual of Martial Arts does not have a hard and fast 

rule to deal with such questions. For example, the explanation of the use of the moon 

sword (月刀) contains eighteen illustrations, while there are thirty-three illustrations in the 

diagram of its use.  

The aforementioned chapter ―Dialogue on Martial Arts‖ gives some explanation 

of the above discordance. Here, an officer asks why the movement sequence of the long 

lance (長槍) consists of only twelve se (勢), when there were twenty-four according to an 

ancient source. The general answers that the number is not absolute.  

 

The twenty-four se (勢) are only subdivisions of one flowing move. If one 

counts every change, it can reach one hundred se (勢) not only twenty-four. 
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To summarize, proceeding and retreating, and strength and softness are 

one continuing move. Then, twelve can also be considered too many.
45

 

 

The general takes an example from the Book of Changes and the concept of Dao. He 

explains that the sixty-four trigrams (卦) in the Book of Changes are actually changes of 

one trigram. In the same way, Dao is originally a single entity (一體), but it can change 

into ten thousand different things. This discussion on martial arts suggests that a sequence 

is actually a single flowing action. Breaking it down into postures which have different 

names is for the convenience of the practitioner, not to distinguish between distinct units. 

As opposed to the analytic method that breaks an object down into its smallest units, the 

Manual of Martial Arts regards movement as one continuous flow that contains 

boundless changes. Therefore, the selection of still moments for the purpose of visual 

representation cannot be absolute.  

In contrast, the emphasis on distinct postures becomes explicit in Rameau‘s 

Maître à Danser, where a movement is represented with a series of snap-shot-like 

illustrations. The incorporation of instructive figures highlights positions and postures as 

opposed to the seamless flow of movement; it assumes that a dance movement is best 

recognized as a combination of individual poses. Instructive figures capture selected 

moments of an action frozen in time, like a snap-shot. The emphasis on distinct postures 

suggests that dance movement is a collection of a number of poses rather than one 

continuous flow that contains boundless changes.  
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Returning to the Manual of Martial Arts, the illustrations provide a guide, not a 

substitute for thorough knowledge. The decision of which moment should be selected is 

indefinite. The illustrations and names of se (勢) do not always have a one-to-one 

relationship. Sometimes, the same illustration is used for different names of se (勢), and 

other times one name of se (勢) is coupled with different illustrations. For example, the 

explanation of the use of the moon sword (月刀) includes only one illustration for the 

position of ―the light of a dragon shooting the wu star and the du star.‖ This position 

refers to a movement of retreating while turning to the left side. Meanwhile, the diagram 

records this position five times, each time coupling it with different illustrations. Only 

one of them matches the one appearing in the explanation of the art. On the other hand, 

the position of ―a predatory bird gathering its wings‖ and the position of ―hiding the 

sword and gathering the light‖ share the same illustration in the explanation. However, 

they use different illustrations in the diagram. This inconsistency, I suggest, implies that 

the selection of a still moment for visual representation is not absolute. There can be 

multiple selections, all of which are true, since they represent only aspects of a 

continuously flowing movement.  

To summarize, the Manual of Martial Arts provides a helpful source for 

understanding a traditional Korean way of describing body movements. Descriptions and 

explanations in this book presuppose one‘s practical experience. The profound meaning 

of the arts can only be achieved through relentless training. Verbal discussion and 

intellectual rationalization are supplementary to one‘s embodiment of the art. The focus 

on a practitioner‘s inner experience engenders poetic and metaphorical expressions that 

presuppose the traditional training method of ―oral transmission with the mind-heart 
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imprint.‖ Rather than analytically distinguishing body movements, the mode of 

description and representation found in the Manual of Martial Arts regards movements as 

a continuous flow of motion versus a set of discrete postures. 

 

The Moon and the Finger: Eastern Theories of Language and the Arts 

In this section, I examine Eastern theories of language and the arts that encourage 

implicit expressions like those found in Jeongjae documents. I suggest that the implicit 

mode is one of the strategies used by Eastern thinkers to overcome the limitations of 

language. Western thinkers in the age of modern philosophy addressed the limitations of 

language as well but the remedies they sought relied on explicit expressions that 

designated observable and measurable aspects of the referents in an attempt to obtain 

total objectivity. In contrast, Eastern thinkers deliberately enhanced the uncertain powers 

of language to make their points. By liberating words from their rigid references, implicit 

expressions invoke a reader‘s imagination as part of the meaning-making process.  

These contrasting solutions arose from different ways of identifying the problems 

of language by Eastern and Western philosophers. Yanfang Tang, a contemporary 

Chinese scholar, distinguishes between two central problems of language: its inadequacy 

and its metaphoricity. The former indicates ―the inability of the signifier to capture the 

multiplicity of the signified‖; the latter, ―the semantic surplus of the signifier over its 

referent.‖
46

 According to Tang, Chinese thinkers paid attention to language‘s inadequacy 

and Western thinkers to its metaphoricity. Building on Tang‘s analysis, I examine Eastern 
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classics that deal with the inadequacy of language in order to investigate how Eastern 

traditions characterize the problems of language and what solutions they suggest. The 

way one characterizes the problems of language connects to one‘s understanding of the 

world or reality as referent. I will suggest that, given the role language takes in learning 

about reality in Eastern classics, implicit expression functions as a guide, allowing a 

reader to realize meanings beyond the words.  

Discussions on the limitations of words have been prevalent in the writings of 

East Asian thinkers since ancient times. The Confucians, Daoists, and Buddhists all 

pointed out the inadequacy of language. For example, the Book of Changes, one of the 

oldest Confucian scriptures, indicates that ―writing cannot express words completely. 

Words cannot express thoughts completely.‖
47

 This passage notes that language cannot 

adequately express thoughts and ideas. It can express only a portion of one‘s 

understanding of the world. Zhuang Zi, a Daoist philosopher, described the inability of 

words to encompass meaning: ―What is of value in words is meaning. Meaning has 

something it is pursuing, but the thing that it is pursuing cannot be put into words and 

handed down.‖
48

 Zhuang Zi notes that there are meanings and ideas that cannot be 

adequately rendered in language. He supposes a realm that lies beyond words. In 

Buddhism, concrete words cannot deliver the ultimate truth. A Buddhist saying, ―the path 
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of words is broken, the mind and the spirit are untraceable,‖
49

 also indicates a profound 

realm of meaning beyond language.  

These philosophical traditions suggest that the inadequacy of language results 

from its innate character. A language system represents a referent as if it were a fixed and 

independent object. Eastern traditions regard this characteristic as a linguistic illusion 

because language, which describes thing-events of the world through a system of 

difference, misrepresents the constant changes and flows of (human) reality. I point out 

two problems caused by the linguistic illusion; the system of language, first, divides the 

constant flow of the world‘s thing-events into independent symbols, and second, 

fabricates the idea of substance. The system of difference (i.e., the value of a sign rises 

from its relationship to other signs) confines language users to either-or logic. 

Presupposing a linguistic sign A to be distinct from not-A, either-or logic abstracts an 

artificial sign A from the flow of the changing world. Zhuang Zi problematizes the 

discriminative thinking compelled by language. In the section ―Discussion on Making all 

Things Equal,‖ Zhuang Zi proposes that it is only human actions that make 

discrimination among things: 

The Way has never known boundaries; speech has no constancy. But 

because of [the recognition of a] ―this,‖ there came to be boundaries. Let 

me tell you what the boundaries are. 

There is left, there is right, there are theories, there are debates, there are 

divisions, there are discriminations, there are emulations, and there are 
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contentions… So [I say] those who divide fail to divide; those who 

discriminate fail to discriminate. What does this mean, you ask? The sage 

embraces things. Ordinary men discriminate among them and parade their 

discriminations before others. So I say, those who discriminate fail to 

see.
50

 

 

One of the human acts that makes discrimination is the use of language. 

Explaining his styles of writing, Zhuang zi states that we disturb the harmonized unity of 

the world by our way of speaking:  

 

As long as I do not say anything about them, they are a unity. But the 

unity and what I say about it have ceased to be a unity; what I say and the 

unity have ceased to be a unity. Therefore I say, we must have no-words!
51

 

 

From a Daoist point of view, the thing-events of the world emerge from an ever-

changing and indeterminate Dao. However, the system of language functions through 

distinction-making so that a discriminative system of words fails to express the meaning 

derived from Dao. When we speak of thing-events in the world, which are originally 

undifferentiated, we speak of them by making distinctions between them.
52

  

Buddhist tradition also takes precautions against the either-or logic upon which 

language operates. Shigenori Nagatomo, a contemporary Japanese philosopher, makes 

the insightful point that language, imposing either-or logic, fictitiously creates the illusion 

of substance, which Buddhism aims to unveil. Analyzing the Diamond Sutra, Nagatomo 
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argues that the subject-predicate structure of language presents a linguistic sign A as 

―frozen‖ or ―fixed.‖
53

 In other words, a linguistic sign A seems to represent something 

that has an absolute and eternal essence. The idea of eternal essence was proposed by 

Aristotle‘s three laws of logic, particularly by the law of identity. In logic, the law of 

identity states that an object is the same as itself. This law at once appears to be 

axiomatic; however, Nagatomo suggests that this law is bound to the language in which it 

is written—ancient Greek—where a well-formed sentence has a subject-predicate 

structure. East Asian cultures create grammatically correct subject-less sentences because 

they were not based on substance-based ontology that presumes absolute and eternal 

essence. Buddhism in general maintains the momentary nature and interdependency of all 

things. The Diamond Sutra contradicts the law of identity by stating that ―A is not A, 

therefore it is A.‖ Through this seemingly contradictory structure, the Diamond Sutra 

teaches us not to forget that the idea of essence or substance is a linguistic illusion or 

fiction.
54

 

Eastern traditions see the role of language as an instrument. Language is not the 

purpose; its meaning is the purpose. Even when words are discarded, their meanings last. 

Many aphorisms deliver the idea of language as instrument. In Daoism, Zhuang Zi 

teaches us to discard words once their meaning is apprehended:  
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The fish trap exists because of the fish, once you‘ve gotten the fish, you 

can forget the trap. The rabbit snare exists because of the rabbit; once 

you‘ve gotten the rabbit, you can forget the snare. Words exist because of 

meaning; once you‘ve gotten the meaning, you can forget the words.
55

 

 

One needs to be free from the confinement of the surface meanings of words in 

order to reach for the truth lying beyond. In Buddhism, it is said ―after you go over the 

river, you have to discard the raft in order to climb up a hill‖ (捨筏登岸). Another 

aphorism, found in Surangama Sutra (楞嚴經), compares words to the finger and 

meanings to the moon. One who becomes attached to words is like the person who looks 

at the finger pointing at the moon rather than at the moon to which the finger points. 

Jinul, a twelfth-century Korean monk, interprets the act of looking at the finger rather 

than the moon as attachment to the words of scriptures rather than realizing nirvana.
56

 

Jinul derides such a foolish person, calling him/her a munjabeobsa (文字法師), which 

literally means a monk of letters.  

This idea of language as an instrument suggests a division between language and 

truth, since truth lies beyond the reach of language. The concept of truth, for Eastern 

thinkers, has less reference to statements or propositions than it does for Western 

thinkers. Huston Smith, who surveyed people around the world on their concepts of truth, 
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suggests that in East Asian culture truth refers to people, not to statements.
57

 I suggest 

that Smith‘s conclusion implies that according to an East Asian perspective, it is people 

who give meaning to and draw meaning from words. When the role of people in the 

interplay of words and meanings is highlighted, the problems of language can be solved 

by a person‘s intentional manipulation of words. Eastern traditions honor a person‘s 

conscious, intentional, and tactful manipulation of words. To borrow Saussure‘s terms, in 

Eastern traditions parole stands over langue, whereas in Western traditions the opposite 

holds true until postmodernism.  

Recognizing the limitations of language and its instrumental character, Eastern 

thinkers sought a solution by enhancing rather than reducing the uncertainty of language. 

As shown earlier, the Book of Changes addresses the limitations of language, making one 

wonder whether it is possible to communicate at all. The Book of Changes found an 

answer in the device of imagery: 

Are we then unable to see the thoughts of the holy sages? 

The Master said: The holy sages set up the images in order to express their 

thoughts completely; they devised the hexagrams in order to express the 

true and the false completely. Then they appended judgments and so could 

express their words completely. 

(They created change and continuity, to show the advantage completely; 

they urged on, they set in motion, to set forth the spirit completely.)
58
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This passage suggests various ways to express various meanings. Among them, 

the phrase ―setting up images in order to express their thoughts completely‖ acts as an 

aphorism for the representative solution. When ―setting up images,‖ a writer uses 

unrelated objects (usually natural images) to convey what he or she wants to 

communicate. The original meaning lies outside the words, so that a reader needs to use 

his or her imagination in order to absorb the meaning. Hence, ―setting up images‖ works 

not by argument but by evocation.  

Zhuang Zi uses metaphor and paradox to deliver his message. His book Zhuang 

Zi consists of three writing styles, namely, ―parables‖ (寓言), ―words of weighty 

authority‖ (重言), and ―goblet speech‖ (巵言).
59

 ―Parables‖ are allegorical stories, using 

unrelated objects and images to convey profound meanings. Zhaung Zi explains why 

metaphorical language is better than direct indications by using the metaphor of a father 

acting the part of a matchmaker for his own son. Using a direct indication is like a father 

who praises his own son. It cannot be as effective as praises from an outsider. ―Words of 

weighty authority‖ refer to the words that Zhuang Zi attributes to famous figures from 

ancient times such as Confucius. ―Goblet speech‖ is a type of speech using negation, 

paradox, and irony. For example, while asserting the discriminative nature of language, 

he states ―[w]ith words that are no-words, you may speak all your life long and you will 

never have said anything. Or you may go through your whole life without speaking them, 

in which case you will never have stopped speaking.‖ The meaning of ―goblet speech‖ 

writing is not immediately apparent. One needs to ponder what at first seem to be 
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irrelevant stories. Zhuang Zi describes his own writing as using ―odd and outlandish 

terms,‖ ―brash and bombastic language,‖ and ―unbound and unbordered phrases.‖
60

 This 

unusual style enables Zhuang Zi to avoid getting entrapped in arguments of right or 

wrong and discriminative thinking, which he dismisses as inadequate and unable to 

capture flux. Through evocative expressions, Zhuang Zi communicates his thoughts 

without ―looking at things from one angle only.‖
61

 Without employing discriminative 

thinking, metaphorical and paradoxical language stimulates a reader‘s power to realize 

deeper meanings.  

 The language of Zen Buddhism also uses evocative expressions. The practice of 

teaching Zen precepts is referred to as mind-to-mind transmission. This practice 

originates in Sakyamuni‘s famous preaching on the Spiritual Mountain, recorded in a 

popular anecdote that tells the story of Sakyamuni‘s disciple Kasyapa, who responded to 

him by smiling when the master was preaching through the nonverbal act of picking up a 

flower. This silent communication is captured in the doctrine of Zen, ―not establishing 

words, seeing one‘s nature to achieve Buddhahood‖ (不立文字 見性成佛). When Zen 

practices involve verbal communication, they rely on enigmatic and paradoxical language 

rather than on logical explanations. The Zen Koan or ―Public documents‖ (公案) in 

particular refer to nonsensical dialogues which help with spiritual awakening. These 

nonsensical dialogues depart from ordinary conceptual, either-or thinking and move the 

listener toward enlightenment where discriminative thinking is extinguished.  
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Like these philosophical traditions, East Asian literary traditions also recognize 

the inability of language to express subtle and spiritual ideas. Liu Xie (261-303), a 

pioneer in the Chinese critical tradition, wrote, 

 

One‘s ideas may easily be extraordinary when he is free to work in the 

realm of fancy, but it is very difficult for one to give beauty to his 

language when he is tied down to the factual details.
62

  

 

 

Liu suggests that extraordinary ideas are hard to capture in language that uses only 

factual details. To deliver extraordinary ideas, poets depend on implicit expressions. 

According to Liu, poetic writing should employ the mode of ―concealment‖ (隱, yin), 

through which ―meanings rise beyond words, secret echoes resound, and hidden beauty 

discharges.‖
63

 Similarly, Ssuma Kuang (司馬光), a Chinese historian in the eleventh 

century, noted that ―when writing poetry, sages valued meanings beyond words so that a 

reader needs to ponder in order to acquire the meaning.‖
64

 Poets overcome the confines 

of language through the use of imagery and concealed meanings.  

Adopting the mode of ―setting up images,‖ traditional Korean poetry also prizes 

meanings beyond words as the highest artistic accomplishment. Min Pyongsu, a 

contemporary Korean scholar of traditional poetry, compares words to clouds that cover 
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up the less important portions of the mountain to more clearly show the peak.
65

 This 

metaphor suggests the instrumental character of words. A reader should not become 

attached to the surface meaning but search for what is not present. Lee Ik, a Korean 

scholar in the latter half of the Joseon era, contends that the meaning of poetry goes 

beyond words‘ rigid references. In his book Collected Works of Seongho, Lee Ik notes 

that ―the meaning [of poetry] is deep, and the word is shallow. Therefore, the word has an 

end, but the meaning is ceaseless.‖
66

 The reader needs to reach to deeper layers of 

meaning, otherwise he or she will be lost in a dead-end road. 

Like its poetry, the visual art of East Asia prizes implicitness. By ―setting up 

images,‖ artists communicate images beyond given images. This idea is referred to as 

―depicting the meaning and conveying the spirit‖ (寫意傳神). Jeong Min, a contemporary 

scholar of Korean poetry, argues that there is a similar emphasis on implicitness both in 

poetry and visual art. He compares drawing-without-drawing in Eastern art to saying-

without-saying in Eastern poetry. Jeong Min introduces several examples of paintings 

that incorporate the mode of ―depicting the meaning and conveying the spirit.‖ For 

example, the emperor Huizong of the Song Dynasty held a contest in which artists were 

                                                 

65
 Min Pyonsu, Korean Poetry in Classical Chinese: Encounter between Man 

and Nature (Seoul: Somyong Publishing, 1999), 3. 

66
 Lee Ik, Collected Works of Seongho (1740; reprinted in The Aesthetics of Our 

Ancestors by Choi Haenggui [Seoul: Bori Books, 2006]), 205. ―意深而語淺 故語可了而

意不窮‖  
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to depict the poetic phrase ―dizzily [countless] mountains cover up an ancient temple.‖
67

 

The winning painting did not include a temple building. Instead, there was a narrow path 

in the forest, upon which a monk climbed with a bucket of water. A viewer can surmise 

that since there was a monk drawing water, there must be a temple nearby, hidden behind 

dizzily countless mountains. Jeong Min enumerates several similar examples. Two pairs 

of shoes outside the closed door of a lonely house in the forest imply a lovers‘ tryst. 

Butterflies following a running horse imply fragrant hoofs that tread on flowers. These 

implicit expressions require viewers to exercise their imaginations to see the unseen. One 

strategy in Eastern painting is referred to as ―entrusting the moon to the highlighted 

clouds‖ (烘雲托月法). When drawing the moon in an ink painting, the artist cannot color 

the moon, which is white. To draw the moon, therefore, the artist paints the rest of the 

picture except the place where the moon is situated. To reveal one‘s point, one paints 

something else. This strategy suggests that what is painted functions to express what is 

not painted.  

Such implicit expressions require the reader or viewer to use imagination, to 

personally realize the meaning beyond words and images. This evocative function of 

implicit expression honors personal and existential knowledge rather than objective truth. 

Zhuang Zi tells the story of the wheelwright P‘ien, who asserts that knowledge dwells in 

one‘s body and heart, not in the words of books. Conversing with Duke Huan who is 

                                                 

67
 Jeong Min, A Walking through the Aesthetics of Poetry in Classical Chinese 

(Seoul: Solbooks, 1996), 20-22.  
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reading a book, the wheelwright P‘ien explains that the knowledge of his work can 

neither be put into words nor handed down. One cannot learn it from outside information. 

Instead, one can ―get it in [his] hand and feel it in [his] mind-heart.‖
68

 In this story, 

Zhuang Zi illustrates the meaning of embodied knowledge. Knowledge or truth does not 

lie in observable information. Therefore, Zhuang Zi writes, 

What you can look at and see are forms and colors; what you can listen to 

and hear are names and sounds. What a pity! – that the men of the world 

should suppose that form and color, name and sound are sufficient to 

convey the truth of a thing. It is because in the end they are not sufficient 

to convey truth that ―those who know do not speak, those who speak do 

not know.‖ But how can the world understand this!
69

 

 

This passage suggests that forms, colors, names, and sounds remain in a superficial 

realm, like the realm of words, but that one needs to reach further to understand profound 

truths. Similarly, Hong Yangho (1724-1802), a Korean scholar of the latter half of the 

Joseon era, states that sagacity does not dwell in the eyes and the ears, but only in the 

realization of the soul (靈覺).
70

 Profound meanings do not lie open to everyone. Instead, 

they require persistent effort to comprehend with the mind-heart. In Zen Buddhism, for 

example, a conceptual analysis of nirvana is useless; one must make a persistent effort to 

actually experience nirvana. Scriptures serve as guides to experiencing the ultimate goal 
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 Zhuang Zi, Zhuang Zi, 13, 13. 
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of nirvana. Once one obtains nirvana, one can forget the words. As the wheelwright P‘ien 

explains, knowledge is not separate from the person who knows it in the body and feels it 

in the mind-heart. 

Embodied knowledge defies objective meaning and therefore allows different 

understandings. Some will understand the hidden meaning, others will not. As shown in 

the anecdote of Sakyamuni‘s preaching on the Spiritual Mountain, Kasyapa was the only 

one who understood Sakyamuni‘s meaning. Jeong Min indicates that when the artist ―sets 

up images‖ people understand the meaning according to their ability to understand.
71

 

Those who have the ears to listen to profound meanings will hear them. Others will be 

confused even with lengthy explanations. Subjective understanding also applies to the 

realm of art. Not everyone understands what a painting or a piece of music 

communicates. Liezi, a Daoist writer in the fourth century B.C., tells the story of a 

famous musician in the Spring and Autumn Period in Chinese history (around the eighth 

and seventh century BC): 

Bo Ya (伯牙) was good at playing the qin. Zhong Ziqi was good at 

listening to the qin. When Bo Ya‘s will was towards high mountains in his 

playing, Zhong Ziqi would say, ―How towering like Mount Tai!‖ When 

Bo Ya‘s will was towards flowing water in his playing, Zhong Ziqi would 

say, ―How vast are the rivers and oceans!‖ Whatever Bo Ya thought of, 

Ziqi would never fail to understand. Bo Ya said, ―Amazing! Your heart 

and mine are the same!‖ When Ziqi died, Bo Ya broke the strings [of his 

qin] and vowed never to play [the qin] again.
72
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 Jeong Min, A Walking, 55. 
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This story, referred to as ―Bo Ya‘s breaking the string‖ (伯牙絶絃), suggests that the sound 

of music does not mean the same thing to every listener. The sound of Bo Ya‘s music 

could be analyzed into its pitch, duration, volume, and tempo, the quantifiable elements 

about which everyone can agree. However, in Zhong Ziqi‘s understanding, it meant the 

grandeur of Mount Tai and the vastness of the oceans. The meaning of an art form 

becomes clear to those who have the eyes and the ears to understand it. In the mode of 

―setting up images,‖ the objectivity of meaning dissipates. Zhong Ziqi‘s appreciation 

completed the meaning of Bo Ya‘s music, which reached beyond objective analysis.  

In short, recognizing the limits of words, East Asian thinkers consciously nurture 

the metaphoric nature of language. Where concrete language fails, strategies such as 

symbols, metaphors, paradoxes, and allegories encourage readers to search for hidden 

meanings. By actively participating in the meaning-making process, the reader seeks 

meanings that go beyond words. By provoking the imagination, words as artistic symbols 

are linked to personal/existential reality rather than objective/explicit reality. Rather than 

focusing on explicit, conceptual articulation and clarity of analysis, the East Asian way 

highlights tacit awareness and experience. The meaning of words relies on a person who 

searches for embodied meanings beyond the surface of words.  

 

Conclusion of Chapter 6 

The examination of the historical sources reveals that they share literary strategies 

and underlying assumptions with the dance texts. The understandings of the body and 
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language found in the historical sources help illuminate the significance of literary 

strategies and underlying assumptions that characterize Jeongjae transcriptions. 

To situate the characteristics of Jeongjae transcription—comprehensive 

understanding of the body, embodied knowledge of the arts, and active use of implicit 

expressions—I analyze the historical documents Mirror of Eastern Medicine and Manual 

of Martial Arts. Both texts share their temporal background and sponsoring organization 

with the Jeongjae documents: all three were produced in the latter half of the Joseon era 

and by the royal court. In these texts, the body consistently refers not only to a physical 

extension, but also to the subject-body experience. Taking the practitioner‘s point of view 

as the standard, they take a person‘s internal nature into account when describing body 

and body movement. To express philosophical ideas of the body as well as its functions 

and personality, these texts incorporate poetic imagery as a literary strategy.  

Mirror describes the body both as physical construction and subtle-energy at the 

same time. The body and its members have shapes and positions in space, but they also 

consist of cosmic energies (such as ki energy), transcending mere material substance. 

More precisely, Mirror defies the distinction between material substances and immaterial 

energy or function. Also, Mirror uses the word hyeong (形 shape) which 

comprehensively refers to a physical silhouette, a function, and personality, in contrast to 

the importance of shape exclusively in the physical sense in Belle Dance practice. The 

notion of the triple burner, an internal organ having no shape and taking up no space, 

most clearly shows the diminished significance of anatomical shapes and mechanical 

operations of the body. The illustrations not only represent visual shapes, but also carry 

abstract theories. This perspective on the body, as composed of both material and 
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immaterial entities, allows the use of imagery. Mirror, through imagery and metaphorical 

expressions, expresses the signifying potentials of the body. 

The Manual of Martial Arts, as well as Jeongjae mudo holgi, emphasizes 

relentless training in order to attain mind-body oneness in which there is no distinction 

between the performer as the subject and the performed art as the object. The focus on 

performers‘ experiences allows body movement to be expressed with poetic imagery as 

well as physical description. Indeed, the movement terms of martial arts use naming 

strategies similar to those of Jeongjae dance, including metaphorical expressions, 

physical descriptions, expressions quoting historical accounts, and expressions of inner 

attitude. These strategies consider the practitioner‘s internal experience as well as 

external appearance when naming a body movement. Poetic and metaphorical 

expressions inspire a practitioner to mature and enrich his or her experience through 

relentless training. Rather than analytically distinguishing body movements, the mode of 

description and representation found in the Manual of Martial Arts regards movements as 

a continuous flow of motion versus a set of discrete postures. 

Eastern theories of language and the arts encourage implicit expressions as found 

in Jeongjae documents. The mode of ―setting up images‖ represents a linguistic device to 

overcome the limitations of language which operates through a system of difference, 

misrepresenting the constant changes and flows of (human) reality. Imagery invokes a 

reader‘s imagination as part of the meaning-making process. By provoking the 

imagination, words as artistic symbols are linked to personal/existential reality rather than 

objective/explicit reality. Rather than focusing on explicit, conceptual articulation and 

clarity of analysis, the East Asian way highlights tacit awareness and experience. The 
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meaning of words relies on a person who searches for embodied meanings beyond the 

surface of words.  
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CHAPTER 7 

ANALYSIS OF DANCE DOCUMENT: BELLE DANCE 

 

In this dissertation, the textual analysis of the Belle Dance treatises consists of 

two parts: an analysis of the documents as a whole and of the terminology used in them. I 

examine Feuillet‘s Chorégraphie (1700) and Rameau‘s Maître à Danser (1725) in the 

overall analysis of the documents as a whole, focusing on the kinds of information that 

count as movement details and the modes of representing them. For the analysis of Belle 

Dance terminology, I scrutinize Antoine Furetière‘s Dictionnaire Universel (1690) in 

addition to the two documents mentioned above. By juxtaposing the analyses of the 

documents and the dance terms, I attempt to situate the characteristics of dance terms in 

the specific contexts of Belle Dance. Moreover, the connection between the mode of 

representation at the level of documents and the level of dance terms helps show the 

perspective of dance terms as a cultural phenomenon.  

Viewing the Belle Dance treatises as cultural phenomena is a challenging task 

because their systematic presentation and meticulous explanations seem to provide 

universal principles. Although the authors claim to give full and thorough instructions, 

their choices of subject matter, modes of representation, objective treatment of their 

subject, and ways of organizing the material are subject to their cultural understanding of 

dance. I suggest that the authors‘ confidence in the clarity of their instructions is based on 

their construction of physical accounts using scientific terms. By incorporating 

anatomical and geometrical terms, the authors bestow a ―scientific look‖ on their dance 
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treatises. Situating the dance terms and the treatises in the cultural contexts of Belle 

Dance illuminates undetected assumptions behind seemingly clear and distinct texts. I 

ask, what is meant by clear and distinct texts? In other words, what kinds of information 

and organization are necessary for the production of clear and distinct texts? In 

attempting to answer these questions, I discuss the understandings of dance, movement, 

and the human body/being in Belle Dance culture.  

For the analysis of Belle Dance documents, I examine the original French texts of 

Feuillet‘s Chorégraphie (1700) and Rameau‘s Maître à Danser (1725) along with several 

English translations from the eighteenth century and the twentieth century. The 

translators aim to be faithful to the original French texts; however, each version contains 

variations from the original which indicate the translator‘s cultural schema. By 

comparing the translated versions, the unique characteristics of the original become more 

apparent.
1
  

                                                 
1
 In the footnotes, the main sources are referred to as their abbreviations. The 

abbreviations consist of the initial of each word of the title, a hyphen, and the initial of 

the author‘s or the translator‘s name. The number after the initial of the author‘s name 

indicates which edition it is. The letter ‗t‘ after the initial of the translator‘s name 

indicates that it is a translated version. 

CADD-F. Raoul-Auger Feuillet. Chorégraphie ou l'art de décrire la dance. Paris: 

Chez l‘Auteur, rue de Bussi, Faubourg S. Germain, à la Cout Imperiale, 

1700. Reprinted in New York : Broude Bros, 1968. 

CADD-F3.  The third edition of CADD-F, Paris: Chez le Sr Dezais, 1713. 

CADD-Wt. John Weaver, trans. Orchesography. Or, the art of dancing, by 

characters and demonstrative figures. London : printed by H. Meere, 

1706.  

CADD-St. P. Siris, trans. The art of dancing, demonstrated by characters and 

figures. London : printed for the author, and may be had of him, at his 

house in Newport Street, 1706. 
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General Purpose of the Documents 

Both Chorégraphie and Maître à Danser develop objective rules which allow 

them to communicate with a larger public who shares no background knowledge of or 

experience with dance. These rules seek to prevent inconsistencies due to an individual 

teachers‘ interpretations, allowing the establishment of a universal and objective code of 

dance. 

Feuillet‘s Chorégraphie takes a prominent place among dance treatises by 

various European dance masters in that it primarily addresses not how to dance, but how 

to write dance with ―caractères, et figures démonstratifs‖ (characters and demonstrative 

figures).
2
 It is the manual of what is now called the ―Feuillet notation system.‖ The 

purpose of this book is closely related to the motive for creating such a system. The act of 

publication has significance in two ways: it sets up both an intended readership and 

pedagogical functions.  

The initial impetus for such a notation system arose from the desire to make 

dance learning free from personal interpretation. Pierre Beauchamps claimed that he was 

the first to create a dance notation system. Louis XIV ordered him to ―discover‖ a 

                                                                                                                                                 

MD-R. Pierre Rameau. Maître à Danser. Paris : chez Jean villette, ruë saint 

Jacuqes ; à la Croix d‘Or., 1725. Reprinted in New York : Broude Bros, 

1967. 

MD-R3. The third edition of MD-R, Paris: Rollin fils, 1748. 

MD-Et. John Essex, trans. The dancing-master, London : printed, and sold by 

him [i.e. J. Essex] at his house in Rood-Lane; and J. Brotherton, 1731.  

MD-Bt. Cyril W. Beaumont, trans. The dancing master, London : C.W. 

Beaumont, 1931. 

2
 CADD-F, 1.; CADD-Wt, 1. 
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notation system which could be ―the means of making the art of dance comprehensible on 

paper‖ so the dances could be learned ―without need for personal instruction.‖
3
 In other 

words, the notation system aims to make it possible to learn a dance through written 

instructions rather than through personal interactions. In ―The Dedication,‖ John Weaver, 

one of the English translators, confirms Beauchamps‘ motive for liberating dance 

learning from personal instruction. Weaver elaborates that Beauchamp invented the 

notation system because of the ―inconvenience‖ of personal learning of dance, since it is 

―confin‘d‖ by the method that requires one to participate ―with a teacher, who had been 

taught by some other.‖
4
 While Beauchamps‘ statement reveals the intention of the 

notation system, Weaver‘s statement presents an evaluation of learning through personal 

interaction: it is inconvenient and restricting for the learner. The restriction is caused by 

immediate personal contact as opposed to written, and therefore widely disseminated, 

communication. Weaver compares dance to music which has ―an universal Character‖ 

making communication among nations possible. The notation system contained in 

Chorégraphie fills the need for widely disseminated and standardized dance instruction.  

                                                 

3
 ―Sur la requeste presentée au Roy en son conseil par Pierre Beauchamps 

Compositeur des ballet de sa Majesté estant a Chambort il y a trente années ou environ de 

trouver moyen de faire comprendre l‘art de la danse sur le papier, il s‘est appliqué a 

former et disposer des caracteres et des notes en forme de tablature pour figurer les pas 

des danses et des ballets representez devant Sa Majesté et a l‘academie de musique et 

qu‘il a encore in ventez depuis, et pour exprimer de maniere l‘ordre des mesures et les 

mouvements qu‘a l‘inspection de ces caracteres les danses et les entrées de ballet puissant 

ester executes sans avoir besoin d‘instruction personnelle…‖ F-Pan V6 796, document 

no. 10 (Arrêt du Conseil Privé du Roi du 28 avril 1704), quoted in Harris-Warrick and 

Marsh, Musical Theatre, 84. 

4
 CADD-Wt, ―The Dedication‖ (N.p.). 
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The intended readership of this document is the genteel reading public, indicated 

by the mode of publication. Chorégraphie is a published printed book rather than a 

private manuscript, targeting a public audience rather than a patron. Its readership might 

not know the author personally, which aids detached communication.  

Before his translation of Feuillet‘s text, P. Siris expresses his idea of the 

supposed readership and the function of the book in the section ―The dedication.‖  

 

Gentlemen, 

As I am fully persuaded you employ your best endeavors to arrive 

at a perfection in the art you profess, so I flatter myself this work of mine 

will prove no unacceptable present to you, since by it we may all reap two 

advantages. 

First, as to the publick: our scholars, altho‘ they have learnt of 

different masters, whether in the city or country, may agree together in the 

assemblées where they shall meet, as if they had learnt of the same person, 

to promote which I shall every year present the publick with a collection 

of Ball-Dances, compos‘d as well here as beyond Sea. 

The second advantage accrues wholly to our selves, in that having 

before us the works of the most expert masters in this art, we may, from 

thence, form a good Goût, as well for Noble-Dancing, which ought to be 

our principal aim, as for the Theatrical Way.
5
 

 

In this passage quoted above, Siris clarifies that his intended readership is the general 

literate public as well as dance masters throughout the nation. His explanation suggests 

that Chorégraphie attempts to create and maintain agreement or consistency in the 

practice of different individuals. He implies that consistency is beneficial to learning 

dances even abroad. The phrase ―as if they had learnt of the same person‖ implies that 

individual idiosyncrasies between the masters cause inconsistency and therefore need to 

                                                 

5
 CADD-St, ―The Dedication‖ (N.p.) 
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be eliminated. With a purpose of removing idiosyncrasies and increasing homogeneity, 

Chorégraphie shows its intent to standardize Belle Dance and make it universal over time 

and space. 

Chorégraphie facilitates the transition of dance instruction from a personal 

practice to a detached one. It targets the general reading public who can learn from the 

characters, figures, and demonstrative signs in the book. The transition process requires 

precision, logic, and analysis, which are evident throughout Chorégraphie. 

Meanwhile, Rameau‘s Maître à Danser sets down the rules which are, 

supposedly, universal. In the original ―Preface,‖ Rameau reveals his purpose for writing 

the book, saying that ―since…no one has been found to set down the rules governing it, I 

have ventured to undertake this task.‖
6
 On the title page of Maître à Danser, Rameau 

notes that the book teaches all the different steps of dance in all the regularity of the art.
7
  

Rameau‘s treatise is also a printed publications rather than a private manuscript 

and, therefore, meant for a broader, literate public of nobles and genteel people, beyond 

the restricted access of individual patrons. Rameau quite obviously uses the word ―le 

Public‖
8
 to address his readers. 

Both treatises contribute to the standardization of Belle Dance. With uniform 

rules and principles, they provide internationally valid knowledge of the dance form. 

                                                 

6
 MD-Bt, xi. 

7
 MD-R, title page. ―tous les differens pas de danse dans toute la régularité du 

l'Art.‖ 

8
 Ibid., vii. 
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Objective knowledge disregards variations or idiosyncrasies caused by individual 

interpretation. A literate public with no shared experience with the authors can make 

reference to the abstract and objective rules. 

 

Components of the Documents 

Discussing the components of the Belle Dance documents, I consider the types of 

information the authors selected and how they presented their subject matters. This 

analysis is organized around recurring themes, rather than the organization of the 

documents from the beginning to the end. The Belle Dance treatises consist of various 

sections showing certain preferences and persistent points of view, which can be 

categorized thematically. The recurring themes comprise the perspective of the object-

body, the analytical method for constructing knowledge of dance, the attention to distinct 

postures, the preference given to geometry, the reliance on observable information, and 

the aesthetics of regularity. 

 

The Objective Body 

Feuillet and Rameau view the body as a physical entity with anatomical structure 

and functions. Their use of language and focus on anatomy suggest that the body is a 

passive object, separated from the self. 
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Both authors use the word ―the body‖ (le corps) and the words for all the body 

parts as the objects of actions. For example, in Feuillet‘s definitions of basic dance terms
9
 

―le corps‖ or the body appears separated from ―on‖ in French or ―we‖ in English as the 

agent of an action. On one hand, it is ―we‖ who ―bend,‖ ―extend,‖ and ―raise our selves 

into the Air.‖
10

 On the other hand, in the definition of tombé, ―le corps‖ appears as an 

inert object that operates according to a mechanical principle: the body is outside of one‘s 

equilibrium when the dancer falls from his proper balance.
11

 In addition, where Feuillet 

uses ―on‖ as the agent of an action, Siris liberally uses the term ―the body‖ as the object 

of an action. For example, Siris defines ―Turnings‖ as ―Where we turn our Body on one 

side or the other.‖
12

 In this sentence, ―we‖ as the subject of the turning movement stands 

opposed to ―our Body‖ as the object of the movement. 

In the section, ―The Presence of the Body‖ (De la presence du Corps), Feuillet 

explains the facings of the dancer by referring to the body or a side of the body as an 

object in space. When describing the facings in relation to the room, Feuillet uses 

expressions that tell how the body (le corps) should be positioned or directed. He defines 

the presence of the body as ―that the Fore-part of the Body be over against [sic] one of 

                                                 

9
 CADD-F,1. ―les termes affectez à la Dance,‖; CADD-WT,1. ―the Terms 

belonging to DANCING‖ 

10
 CADD-St, 2. CADD-F, 2. ―on plie…‖ ―on les étend…‖ ―on s‘éleve en l‘air‖ 

11
 CADD-F, 2. ―Tombé, est lors que le corps est hors de son équilibre, et qu‘il 

tombe de son propre poids.‖ 

12
 CADD-St, 2.; CADD-F, 2. ―Tourne, est lors qu‘on tourney d‘un coté ou d‘un 

autre.‖ 
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the four sides of the Dancing-Room‖
13

 In Weaver‘s translation, the body is ―directed‖ to 

one of the four sides of the room.
14

  

In the section ―Rules to be observ‘d in Dancing by written Characters,‖
15

 Feuillet 

refers to the body as an object that occupies space. He teaches that before one begins 

dancing, one must identify one‘s location in the space: ―you will know toward what part 

of the Dancing-Room the Body is to be plac‘d‖
16

 In this sentence ―you‖ is the subject 

that enacts the action ―to place‖ on the body, its object.  

In his narrative, Rameau uses the words ―le corps‖ (the body) as the object of an 

action. For example, in the section titled ―de la maniere de se poser le corps,‖
17

 the body 

functions as the object of the action ―poser.‖ In the same section, by giving meticulous 

explanations and the visual aid of an instructive figure, Rameau expects that one can pose 

one‘s body as it should be: ―afin qu’en la voïant on puisse se poser le corps tel qu’il doit 

être.‖
18

 Beaumont translates this phrase as ―so that after consulting it there should be no 

                                                 

13
 CADD-St, 3. ; CADD-F, 3. ―quand le devant du Corps est vis à vis l‘un des 

quatre cotez de la Salle…‖ 

14
 CADD-Wt, 3. 

15
 CADD-Wt, 36; CADD-F, 35. ―De la maniere qu‘on doit se prendre pour 

marcher par l‘écriture.‖ 

16
 CADD-Wt, 36; CADD-F, 35. ―afin de connoître devant quelle partie de la 

Salle le corps doit être‖  

17
 MD-R, 1; MD-Et, 1. ―Of the Manner of disposing the Body‖ 

18
 MD-R, 3. 
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difficulty in placing the body in the correct position.‖
19

 Essex translates the same phrase 

as ―any one may form the Body as it ought to be.‖ In all three versions, the body subjects 

itself to being posed, placed, and formed as a passive object. Moreover, Rameau arranges 

the body into mandatory poses or positions. By placing the body in the correct position, 

Beaumont‘s translation quoted above emphasizes precision in terms of spatial position. 

Rameau‘s treatment of the body in his narrative implies that he views the body as 

separate from the self. In his explanation of how to walk well, he continually refers to the 

body as something posed, a passive and lifeless object: ―Le corps étant posé comme il est 

representé ci-devant, il est prêt de faire tout ce que l’on veut.‖
20

 Essex‘s version clarifies 

this view by translating the above phrase as ―it is ready to do what you would have it.‖
21

 

As revealed by their indication of the body (le corps) as ―it‖ (il), the author and the 

translator regard the body as an object at one‘s disposal. The body, which is ready to do 

anything, stands in contrast to the person who desires to master it, and who is referred to 

as ―on‖ in the French version or ―you‖ in Essex‘s version. The impression received is that 

the body is a kind of marionette controlled by a person‘s mind. In this way, one estranges 

the body from oneself.  

Rameau does more than objectify the body; at times he erases the human 

being/body all together. In his explanation of how to pose the arms, for example, Rameau 

                                                 

19
 MD-Bt, 2. 

20
 MD-R, 4.; MD-Bt, 2. ―The body being placed as shown is ready to perform 

whatever may be required, for this is the position taken whether you wish to walk, bow, 

or dance.‖ 

21
 MD-Et, 3. 
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comments that the instructive figure is ―drawn in a front Prospect to distinguish all the 

Parts in a just Proportion, the Head is upright, and the Body rested on both Legs…‖
22

 At 

first glance, the quoted passage seems unproblematic, because the subtleties are lost in 

translation. A close examination of the French version, however, reveals that Rameau 

uses a female pronoun ―elle‖ to refer to the individual represented in the instructive 

figure, although the individual is drawn as a man. To translate the passage more faithfully 

to the French, when Rameau demonstrates the pose with the figure (cette Figure), it (elle) 

is represented from the front so the reader can distinguish all the parts in their correct 

proportions. It (elle) has an upright head, the body posed upon the two legs. I suggest that 

the pronoun ―elle‖ refers to the phrase ―cette Figure,‖ not the male dancer drawn in the 

figure. If ―elle‖ refers to ―cette Figure,‖ the human being disappears, and only the figure 

and the parts of the object-body remain. 

In the section on the third position, Rameau again erases the human as the agent 

of action. This time, it is a position that takes precedence. Here, Rameau writes that ―Elle 

est une des plus necessaires pour bien danser, elle apprend à se tenir ferme, à tendre les 

genoux, & assujettit à cette régularité.‖
23

 This sentence includes the pronoun ―elle‖ 

twice; the first refers to the third position, as both translators confirm. It is the second 

―elle‖ that sounds odd, because it is strange to think that the third position teaches 

                                                 

22
 MD-Et, 115; MD-R, 197. ―…comme je le démontre par cette Figure: elle est 

representée de face pour que l‘on puisse distinguer toutes les parties dans leur juste 

égalité, elle a la tête droite, le corps posé sur les deux jambes‖ 

23
 MD-R, 16; MD-Et, 9.―this position is the most necessary in Dancing Well, it 

teaches the Dancer to stand firm, to extend the Knees; and uses him to that Regularity 

which is the Beauty of Dancing.‖ 
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(apprend) dancers to stand firm or subjects them to regularity. Both translations imply 

that the position teaches the dancer to do things. Loosing the anchor of a living human 

body in actual performance, the idea of a movement resides in the conceptual realm. 

The dance masters‘ mechanical view of the body continues in their focus on 

anatomy. They reduce dance movement to joint movements of bending and straightening. 

For example, Feuillet identifies the limbs by their anatomical parts, particularly the joints. 

To explain an arm movement, Feuillet indicates three joints (the wrists, the elbows, and 

the shoulders) represented by the letters A, B, and C. The accompanying notations come 

with descriptions indicating whether the arm or joint is straight or bent: ―Le Bras étendu,‖ 

―Le Poignet plié,‖ ―Le Bras plié,‖ and so on.
24

 Moreover, Feuillet explains arm 

movement in relation to leg movement, giving a glimpse of his knowledge of anatomy. 

He compares the three joints of the arm with the three joints of the lower limb, 

identifying the instep, the knee, and the hip joint. Note that the parts Feuillet identifies are 

the joints as opposed to non-moving parts like the calf or the shin, which do not bend or 

unfold. In particular, Feuillet uses the expression of ―la jointure de l’épaule‖
25

 (the joint 

of the shoulder), suggesting his awareness of this body part as a joint. When Feuillet 

compares arm movements to lower limb movements, he uses expressions such as 

                                                 

24
 CADD-F, 97.; CADD-Wt, 55. ―The Arm Straight,‖ ―The Wrist bent,‖ ―The 

Arm bent‖  

25
 CADD-F, 98. 
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movement of the wrist, the elbow, and the shoulder.
26

 These expressions imply his 

understanding that a bodily movement occurs in or through a joint‘s movement.  

Following Feuillet‘s lead, Rameau constructs his understanding of the body and 

movement based on anatomy, paying close attention to all the body parts, particularly the 

joints of the limbs. In the section that is a discourse on movement in general, he asserts 

that the ability to execute a movement requires knowledge of ―the laws of motion,‖
27

 

starting with the three movements of the hip, knee, and instep. These three movements 

are the ―principal movements‖ that ―[form] all the different pas in dancing.‖
28

 The 

movements of the joints consist of bending and straightening;
29

 therefore, this bending 

and straightening of the leg joints lays the foundation for all other movements.  

                                                 

26
 CADD-Wt, 56.; CADD-F, 98. ―il y a trios mouvemes depuis la ceinture en bas, 

de même il y a trios mouvemens dans les bras‖ 

27
 MD-Bt, 45; MD-R, 67. ―Comme le plus essential pour bien danser est de 

sçavoir bien prendre ses mouvemens; pour les faire justes, il faut bien les connoître, & 

pour les bien connoître il faut en sçavoir le mobile; c‘est ce que je vais tâcher de faire 

comprendre, suivant les regles de l‘art.‖ Note Beaumont‘s choice of the expression ―the 

laws of motion‖ for the original French word ―mouvemens. ‖ 

28
 MD-Bt, 46; MD-R, 67. ―c‘est de ces principaux mouvemens que l‘on forme 

tous les differens pas de danse.‖ 

29
 MD-R, 67. ―Mais ils ne sont dans leur perfection qu‘autant que les jointures 

ont fait leur pliez, & qu‘ils sont revenues dans la situation qu‘ils étoient avant, c‘est-à-dre 

[sic], la jambe tenduë.‖ 
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Rameau puts forwards a radical proposition, noting that the art of dancing equals 

―no more than knowing how to bend and straighten the knees at the proper time.‖
30

 The 

dance master repeats this opinion in the beginning of the chapter on ―pas de Sissonne,‖ 

noting that all the previously explained steps consist of ―bending and rising.‖
31

 From this 

perspective, the correct timing and the appropriate actions of the knee make up the 

essential elements of Belle Dance. 

To explain the functions of the joints, Rameau incorporates ―le terme de 

l’anatomie‖ (the terms of anatomy), identifying the two types of instep movement: 

―tension, & extension.‖
32

 Describing the function of each joint, he analyzes which parts 

of the body perform the movement. The instep ―supports the body and perfects the step 

by enabling it to be executed with lightness‖; the hip joint ―guides the step.‖
33

 The power 

of jumping is attributed to ―le cou de pied,‖
34

 (which literally means ―the neck of the 

foot‖ and is commonly translated as ―ankle‖) which also allows rising. Rameau notes that 

the pas de Rigaudon is only a play of cou-de-pied which engages the other joints in 

                                                 

30
 MD-Bt, 12; MD-R, 19. ―car ce qui fait danser n‘est que de scavoir plier & se 

relever à propos‖; MD-Et, 11. ―for Dancing is no more than to know how to sink and rise 

properly‖  

31
 MD-Bt, 91; MD-R, 156. ―pliez & élevez‖ 

32
 MD-R, 68; MD-Et, 38. ―Tension and Extension‖ 

33
 MD-Bt, 46. 

34
 MD-R, 163. ―Comme ce n‘est que par le plus ou le moins de force, que vous 

possedez dans le cou de pied qui vous fait élever‖; MD-Et, 95. ―As rising cosists in the 

greater or less Strength of the Instep‖ 
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movements. Of Battements, Rameau suggests that readers first understand how the joints 

work:  

 

First, you must know that the hip and knee form and govern this 

movement, the hip guiding the thigh in opening or closing, while the knee, 

by its flexion, makes the battement by crossing in front of, or behind, the 

supporting leg.
35

 

 

Rameau particularly points out the hip joints as the ―jointure commande & 

dispose des genoux & des pieds.‖
36

 Essex refers to the hip as the ―commanding Joint,‖ 

and Beaumont writes that ―this joint controls and directs.‖
37

 Throughout this section, 

Rameau analyzes how the joints work and the relationships between them, noting that the 

functions of the joints are ―incontestable.‖
38

 Hence, one can infer that Rameau believes 

that the construction of the body determines its movement. 

Essex also supports the idea that an understanding of dance is based on an 

understanding of anatomy. In his own preface, he pays homage to Weaver‘s feat of 

translating Chorégraphie, while recommending an anatomical and scientific approach to 

the art of dancing. According to Essex, Weaver is known for his ―Anatomical Lectures 

                                                 

35
 MD-Bt, 110; MD-R, 190. ―Il faut sçavoir d‘abord que c‘est la hanche, & le 

genou qui forme & dispose ce mouvement, la hanche conduit la cuise pour s‘écarte ou 

s‘approcher, & le genous par sa flection forme le battement en se croisant, soit devant, 

soit derriere l‘autre jambe qui porte.‖ 

36
 MD-R, 5.  

37
 MD-Et, 4; MD-Bt, 4.  

38
 MD-R, 5.  
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upon Dancing,‖
39

 where he lays down ―Rules for Standing, Walking, Leaping or 

Springing,‖ along with the five positions and ―the institutions for Dancing,‖ which 

consist of ―the half Coupee, a Coupee, a March, Bound, a Contretem [sic] or composed 

Hop.‖
40

 Essex concludes that dance masters are indebted to Weaver who has made the 

art of dancing into ―a Science.‖
41

 Essex‘s evaluation of Weaver testifies to the 

anatomical and scientific approach to the art of dancing of the time. 

In short, the dance masters express the body as a passive object and reduce the 

body to anatomical structure and function. Their treatment of and perspective on the body 

suggest that the body is passive and detached from the self.  

 

Analytical Method 

The authors, Feuillet more prominently, apply analytical method to theorizing 

dance movement. To build a notation system, Feuillet analyzes the parts of the body, its 

movement, the space in which it moves, and the time at which it moves. Using the 

analytical method, Feuillet breaks the whole into component parts and identifies the 

simplest units, highlighting their distinct details. Using these simplest blocks, Feuillet 

creates larger constructions, which then become components of even larger constructions. 

For example, a plié and an élevé join with a step sign, resulting in a demi coupé; this demi 

coupé joins with two pas marché, resulting in a pas de bourrée. These distinct and 

                                                 

39
 MD-Et, ix. 

40
 Ibid., x. 

41
 Ibid., x. 
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individualized units, theoretically, can be united in a vast array of configurations to create 

infinite combinations. Detached from context, the units function as abstract building 

blocks. 

Feuillet‘s explanation starts with the smaller units and continues with the larger 

constructions. In the section regarding positions of the feet, he first distinguishes among 

the parts of a foot: the toes, the instep, and the ankle. He then notes that the notational 

symbol for the foot is ―but a half Position, because it represents but one Foot, whereas a 

whole Position does that of two.‖
42

 Figure 8 shows the notations of demi position and 

position. Notice the order of Feuillet‘s explanation: he first explains the little parts, then 

one foot, and finally both feet. Methodologically, Feuillet uses the analytical method of 

breaking down a subject into component parts and later building the whole from the 

parts. In terms of organization, moving from specific to general, from detail to whole, 

Feuillet‘s method hints at an inductive reasoning style. 

The body parts are not the only things that can be broken down in such a way; 

Feuillet dissects a step sign into a beginning, middle, and end, which allows for precision 

in time as well as space. Feuillet‘s attention to the smallest units continues in his 

explanation of cadence. Feuillet indicates a correspondence between movements and 

music by marking each musical note and step sign with letters from A to Z, as shown in 

Figure 9. In this example, each note is detailed, rather than each measure, and the dance 

steps are divided correspondingly into the beginning, middle, and end of each step sign.  

                                                 

42
 CADD-Wt, 6.; CADD-F, 6. ―Cette figure du pied je ne l‘apelleray que demy 

Position, parce qu‘elle ne represente qu‘un pied, au lieu que la position entiere en 

represent deux.‖ 
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Figure 8. The notation of Demy Position and Position.
43

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. The example of correspondence between music and movement  

in Chorégraphie.
44

 

 

                                                 

43
 CADD-F3, 4. 

44
 CADD-F3, 85. 
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In this explanation of measure or cadence, there is an apparent emphasis on the 

synchronism of music and dance which goes down to the level of individual notes and 

parts of a step sign.  

The figures or floor patterns through which a dancer moves can also be seen as 

compounds of smaller units. Feuillet reduces all the possible figures into two basic lines: 

―a Right Line, and a Diametrical Line.‖
45

 Besides these two, Feuillet also adds the 

circular line and the oblique line, which he identifies as components of the figures, as 

shown in Figure 10. After giving explanations of the four lines, Feuillet presents an 

explanatory combination in order to show that ―Every one of these Lines, or Tracks, may 

jointly or separately form the Figure of a Dance.‖
46

 In other words, these individually 

identified lines function as units or building blocks in the figure of a dance as they join 

with and separate from one another. 

In identifying units or building blocks, Feuillet abstracts general features that are 

separate from specific, concrete instances. Feuillet reduces all kinds of steps into five 

basics—pas droit (straight step), pas ouvert (open step), pas rond (round step), pas 

tortille (waving step), and pas battu (beaten step)—which function as building blocks.  

 

                                                 

45
 CADD-Wt, 4.; CADD-F, 2. ―sur une ligne droite et sur une ligne 

diametrale…‖ 

46
 CADD-Wt, 4.; CADD-F, 3. 
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Figure 10. The notations of a right line, a diametrical line, a circular line,  

an oblique line, and an explanatory combination of the lines.
47

 

 

For example, Feuillet first acknowledges the innumerable steps in dancing and 

then declares that ―I shall nevertheless reduce them to five.‖
48

 These generic types of 

steps join to build larger constructions. As shown in Figure 11, the third notation shows a 

combination of a pas droit and a pas ouvert; the fourth shows a pas droit and a pas rond; 

the fifth shows a pas tortillé and a pas ouvert; the sixth shows a pas battu and a pas droit. 

As discussed above, Feuillet does the same with the lines, out of which he specifies four 

basic types. As a result of this abstraction, the lines and the basic steps show a 

geometrical transparency. The abstract nature of these units or building blocks facilitates 

their joining and separating in various permutations. 

 

                                                 

47
 CADD-F3, 3. 

48
 CADD-Wt, 9.; CADD-F3, 9. ―Quoy que la quantité de Pas dont on se sert dans 

la Dance soit presqu‘innombrable, on les reduit neanmoins à cinq.‖ 
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Figure 11. The examples of compound steps (pas composé).
49

 

 

Feuillet mixes and matches the notational symbols, using them as building 

blocks to form larger and more complex constructions. He introduces nine symbols that 

represent basic actions: plié (sink), élevé (rise), sauté (spring), cabriole (caper), tombé 

(falling), glissé (slide), le pied en l’air (the foot off the ground), poser la pointe du pied 

or le talon (point the foot or place the heel), tourné un quart/ un demy/ trois quarts/ un 

tour entier (turn a quarter/ a half/ a three quarter/ a whole turn).
50

 Henceforth, I will refer 

to these nine symbols as action marks, following Weaver‘s writing. These action marks 

cannot stand by themselves, but must bond with step signs or position signs: ―To a Step 

may be added these following Marks, viz. Sinking, Rising, Springing or Bounds, Capers, 

Falling, Sliding, holding the Foot up, Pointing the Toes, placing the Heel, turning a 

                                                 

49
 CADD-F3, 36. 

50
 CADD-F, 11-12.; CADD-Wt, 11-13. 
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quarter Turn, a half Turn, a three quarter Turn, and a whole Turn.‖
51

 Not only the step 

signs, but also the position signs join with the action marks.
52

  

The step signs or position signs accompanied by action marks act as components 

in many combinations. Feuillet‘s explanation of the mutation of the positions testifies to 

this principle of assembling the components, as the change from one position to another 

is represented by a combination of two position signs.
53

 In this way, Feuillet 

systematizes the analysis of movement or choreography. First, the reader identifies the 

simplest or the smallest units by breaking down the object and by classifying the abstract 

properties. Second, the action marks of basic movements, functioning as units, join with 

step signs or position signs. Third, the step signs or position signs accompanied by action 

marks again join, this time with other combinations to create larger constructions. Within 

the system of accumulating combinations, Feuillet distinguishes two levels of 

combinations. A combination in the second level is said to be a simple step (pas simple), 

while a combination in the third level would be a compound step (pas composé). 

According to Feuillet, a simple step is one that appears alone, and a compound step has 

                                                 

51
 CADD-Wt, 11.; CADD-F, 11-12. ―Les Pas peuvent être accompagnez des 

Signes suivans, comme Plié, Elevé, Sauté, Cabriollé, Tombé, Glissé, avoir le pied de en 

l‘Air, poser la Poite du pied, poser le Talon, tourné un quart de Tour, tourné un demy 

Tour, tourné troisquarts de Tour, & tourné le Tour entier.‖ 

52
 CADD-F, 21. ―Tous les signes qui ont été démontrez cy-devant, peuvent être 

aussi sur les Positions & demy Positions, aussi bien que sure les Pas, à la reserve du signe 

glissé.‖; CADD-Wt, 20. ―All the Marks which have been hitherto demonstrated, may be 

plac‘d as well upon the half Positions or Positions, as upon the Steps, the Sliding Marks 

only excepted.‖ 

53
 CADD-F, 26-30. 
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two or more simple steps joined together by a line.
54

 This explanation corresponds to the 

view which recognizes an object as the sum of its parts. 

 

Clarity and Distinctness 

The analytic method of breaking down and identifying basic units highlights the 

distinctness of the individual elements. Similarly, Belle Dance in the Feuillet system 

emphasizes poses or positions over seamlessly flowing movements. For example, Feuillet 

gives import to clearly defined positions, particularly in the section ―To know to and 

from what Positions, Steps move.‖
55

 Here, Feuillet is concerned with moving from one 

step to another, particularly into terminating positions. He suggests that it is possible to 

mark each of the terminating positions when he says ―I might have mark‘d the Positions, 

which each step ought to terminate.‖
56

 Feuillet declines to do this because it causes a 

great deal of trouble and because the Positions may be known easily by observing the 

sequential steps. This seems to imply that each Pas has a defined beginning and ending 

position, even though the latter is not always marked. Thus, movements are punctuated 

by specific positions adopted between different Pas, rather than being allowed to 

continue in a seamless flow. Because of this, Belle Dance in the Feuillet system appears 

                                                 

54
 CADD-Wt, 44.; CADD-F, 46.―I‘Apelle Pas simple lors qu‘un pas est seul, 

comme sont tous ceux qui ont été démontrez ci-devant, et pas composez sont comme 

quand deux ou plusieurs sont joints ensemble pas une liaison…‖ 

55
 CADD-Wt, 41; CADD-F, 43. ―Pour connistre la Position de chaque Pas‖ 

56
 CADD-Wt, 41; CADD-F, 33. ―I‘aurois pû marquer la Position a la fin de 

chaque Pas…‖ 
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as a series of positions and movements between positions, highlighting culminating 

postures rather than transitions. While it is true that the various building blocks are marks 

of actions, the idea of distinguishing foot positions with clarity at the starting and ending 

of each step highlights distinct postures over seamless transitions.  

The emphasis on distinct postures becomes explicit in Rameau‘s Maître à Danser, 

where a movement is represented with a series of snap-shot-like illustrations. The 

incorporation of instructive figures highlights positions and postures as opposed to the 

seamless flow of movement; it assumes that a dance movement is best recognized as a 

combination of individual poses. Instructive figures capture selected moments of an 

action frozen in time, like a snap-shot. Beaumont captions the figures as postures: ―Fig. 

10. The First Posture of a Bow Forwards‖
57

 or ―Fig. 25. The Third Posture in the Demi-

Coupe.‖
58

 He identifies the postures in the instructive figures as ―the principal Actions of 

the Body.‖
59

 In this statement, the postures stand out as principal, while transitions or 

flowing movement fade out. Although Rameau stresses that the actions should be 

executed in one continuous movement, he divides them into separate units because it is 

―the best method of explaining each action.‖
60

 Similarly, when giving the four 

instructive figures for temps de courante, he states that their purpose is to afford ―une 

                                                 

57
 MD-R, 26. ―Premiere atitude de la Reverence en avant veus de Face‖ 

58
 MD-R, 73. ―Troisiem Figure du demi Coupé‖ 

59
 MD-Et, 13; MD-R, 23. ―l‘action principale que le corps doit faire‖; MD-Bt, 15. 

―the principal movements to be made by the body‖ 

60
 MD-Bt, 18; MD-R, 26. ―que j‘ai jugé à propos de marquer par chaque attitude 

principale pour les faire mieux sentir‖  
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claire intelligence,‖
61

 rather than signify different pas. In this case, a clear understanding 

comes from breaking down a pas into several moments.  

In addition, Rameau contends that he has explained ―distinctement,‖ resonating 

with Descartes‘ emphasis on clarity and distinctness in reasoning for a clear 

understanding.
62

 Rameau stresses distinct postures not only within a movement, but also 

between movements. One must make each movement distinct from others. For example, 

when explaining contretemps de côté, Rameau stresses that pliés must always be well-

marked: ―toûjours bien marquer.‖
63

 Otherwise the dance steps can hardly be 

distinguished from one another; hence, individual pas should be distinct entities, and plié 

marks the distinction. The emphasis on distinct postures suggests that dance movement is 

a collection of a number of poses rather than one continuous flow that contains boundless 

changes.  

 

Geometrically Regulated Space 

 Concepts and strategies of geometry enable the dance treatises to regulate dance 

movement and space with precision and abstraction. Feuillet incorporates letters to mark 

the body and the movements, thus enhancing the abstract representation. Rameau 

emphasizes visual designs dictated by geometrical terms and regulated figures. Their uses 

                                                 

61
 MD-R, 218; MD-Bt, 128. ―for your better understanding‖ 

62
 MD-R, 220; MD-Bt, 128. ―I have explained this so clearly…‖ 

63
 MD-R, 173. 
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of geometrical elements construct objective descriptions of the body and space through 

abstraction representations. 

Feuillet returns to the strategy of using alphabet letters repeatedly in the treatise. 

Such marking with letters appears to point out the four sides of the body (front, back, 

right, and left), the placement of each foot within a position, the parts of a step sign (the 

position of the foot, the heel, and the point of the foot), the two sides of the foot (the 

outside of the foot between the heel and the end of the little toe, and the inside of the foot 

between the heel and end of the big toe), the four sides of a page of notation, in which 

direction the dancer faces along the track or pathway of movement (forwards, backwards, 

sideways), the parts of the arm, and so on.  

If there are more than two dancers of the same sex, the notation uses letters to 

mark individual dancers. Feuillet also uses letters along with lines and circles to mark the 

body parts and dance space. For example, in the section ―Salle ou Théatre‖ (the dancing-

room or stage), Feuillet presents an oblong
64

 to indicate the dancing-room and along 

each side of the oblong writes ―haut,‖ ―côté droit,‖ ―côté gauche,‖ and ―bas,‖
65

 which 

can be translated as upper part, right side, left side, and lower part. In addition to these 

verbal descriptions, Feuillet marks each corner with a letter from A to D, as in a 

mathematics or geometry text. Then, he explains each side of the room using the letters: 

                                                 

64
 CADD-F, 2. ―quarré plus long que large‖; ―the oblong‖ in CADD-Wt, 3; 

―oblong-square‖ in CADD-St, 2. 

65
 These verbal descriptions upon the figure appear only in Feuillet‘s version, not 

in Weaver‘s and Siris‘ versions. 
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―le haut sera AB, le bas sera CD, le côté droit sera BD, et le côté gauche sera CD.‖
66

 It 

seems that Feuillet thinks that jotting down the verbal descriptions around the ―oblong-

square‖
67

 (rectangle) is not enough to be scientific or professional, without marking the 

alphabet letters and referring to the lines by those letters.  

With his meticulous use of letters, Feuillet provides a method of geometrical 

representation that allows for complete precision. This manner of marking with letters 

refuses any exterior referent, presenting a self-contained system, where meaning is all 

about the relationships between parts, giving no context, and therefore applicable to any 

context. Consequently, this strategy advances objective descriptions of the body and 

space through abstract representations. 

Rameau highlights visual designs dictated by geometrical terms and regulated 

figures. Explaining the five positions invented by Monsieur Beauchamps, Rameau 

mentions the importance of the ―Dessein‖:
68

  

 

As [Monsieur Beauchamps] had a considerable aptitude for design, which 

is as important as music to a composer of ballets, this rare genius found 

that nothing was more important to maintain the body in a graceful 

attitude and the steps in a fixed space than to introduce these five 

positions.
69

 

                                                 

66
 CADD-F, 2.; ―the upper end is AB, the lower end CD, the right side BD, the 

left side AC.‖ in CADD-Wt, 3; ―the Upper-end shall be A,B, the Lower-end C,D, the 

Right-side B,D, and the Left A,C.‖ in CADD-St, 2. 

67
 CADD-St, 2. 

68
 MD-R, 10; MD-Bt, 5. ―design‖ 

69
 MD-Bt, 5; MD-R, 10. ―comme il avoit beaucoup de goût pour le Dessein, (ce 

qui est très-necessaire pour un Compositeur de Ballet aussi-bien que la Musique,) ce rare 
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According to this passage, an ―aptitude for design‖ helped Beauchamps find the 

best device to maintain the body in ―the steps in a fixed space,‖ where it acquires a 

gracefulness. Figure 12 shows the notations of the five positions of the feet in measured 

space. Here, dancing appears as designing the body in a posture and the steps in a fixed 

space. In Rameau‘s phrase ―une grandeur mesurée‖ (a measured space), measuring, the 

hallmark of science, appears as the ruling metaphor. Beaumont translates the phrase as 

―A fixed space‖ and Siris, as ―a just measure.‖
70

 Both translations indicate control or 

manipulation of a space which is fixed or measured.  

Fixed or measured space consists of regulated lines, geometrical figures, and 

angles. Rameau particularly highlights lines, upon which movements are executed and 

the body parts are positioned. For example, explaining the pas de menuet in various 

directions, Rameau designates straight and horizontal lines: ―The pas de menuet 

backwards is made by retiring on a straight line; the pas de menuet sideways by moving 

on a horizontal line and to the right.‖
71

 These regulated lines characterize the dancing 

space. 

                                                                                                                                                 

génie trouva que rien n‘étoit plus important pour maintenir le corps dans une attitude 

gracieuse, & les pas dans une grandeur mesurée, que d‘introduire ces cinq Positions ; 

aussi on doit les regarder comme des regles indispensables que l‘on doit suivre.‖ 

70
 MD-R, 10; MD-Et, 6; MD-Bt, 5. 

71
 MD-Bt, 54; MD-R, 81. ―celui en arriere se fait en reculant en une même ligne 

droite, & de côté il se fait sur ligne horisontale allant à droit.‖ 
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Figure 12. The notations of the five positions of the feet 

 

In addition, when explaining the second position, Rameau notes that the feet are 

on ―une même ligne.‖
72

 This instruction corresponds to Feuillet‘s representation of the 

second position with a dotted line running through the heels, giving geometrical 

precision. In Rameau‘s, as well as Feuillet‘s, understanding, the space is conceived of in 

imaginary lines. 

Along with lines, geometrical figures and angles describe the dancing space. For 

example, when explaining the Courante, Rameau notes which type of floor figure the 

dancer would perform: ―But as all these different Steps lead you into a regular Figure, 

which forms a kind of long Oval.‖
73

 Here, a geometric term describes the floor figure the 

dance makes. His explanation of how to raise and replace the hat also incorporates a 

geometrical figure.  

 

The arm must be raised to the height of the shoulder… first, having the 

hand open…secondly, bending the elbow to take hold of the hat. This 

                                                 

72
 MD-R, 14; MD-Bt, 6. ―the same line‖  

73
 MD-Et, 64; MD-R, 112. ― mais comme tous ces differens pas vous conduisent 

dans une figure reglée, qui forme une espece d‘ovale longue‖; MD-Bt, 75. ―But as all 

these different pas lead you into a symmetrical figure which forms an ellipse‖ 
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causes the hand to describe a semicircle, according to the words: The bend 

of the elbow, the centre of the circle being the elbow itself.
74

  

 

This description points out the figure (a semicircle) made by the joint movement 

(bending of the elbow) and a geometrical point (the center of the circle). Figure 13 shows 

the illustration of Rameau‘s explanation for how to take off the hat. 

Also, Rameau explains the body‘s posture with regard to the foot positions using 

the term ―équilibre ou à plomb.‖
75

 To translate the term à plomb with reference to the 

first position, Essex chooses the word ―perpendicularly‖ and Beaumont, ―a perpendicular 

line.‖ Their word choices stress the exactness of the angle, hinting at the influence of 

geometry. The term équilibre, translated literally as ―equilibrium‖ or ―balance,‖ implies 

the idea of equal weight apportioned horizontality; à plomb or uprightness suggests the 

idea of weight hanging on a true vertical. Perpendicularity includes the idea of the right 

angle, presuming the horizontal and vertical lines mapped upon the body. In the section 

about taking off and putting on one‘s hat, Beaumont‘s translation contains yet another 

reference to line and angle. Although Rameau‘s and Essex‘s versions do not address it, 

Beaumont includes a position between raising the hat from the head and lowering it to the 

side.  

 

                                                 

74
 MD-Bt, 15; MD-R, 24-25. “il faut lever le bras droit à la hauteur de 

l‘épaule…1. ayant la main ouverte 2. puis plier le coude pour prendre votre chapeau, ce 

qui fait un demi cercle, suivant ces mots, ply du coude, qui prend son point du coude 

même.‖ 

75
 MD-R, 9; MD-Et, 6. ―perpendicularly Upright‖ and ―easy Balance‖; MD-Bt, 5. 

―upright‖ and ―equilibrium.‖ 
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Figure 13. The illustration of Rameau‘s explanation for how to take off the hat. 

 

This intermediate position occurs when, after lifting the hat, one extends ―the arm 

in a line with the shoulder at right angles to the body.‖
76

 Particularly pointing out linear 

and intersectional relationships, Beaumont emphasizes the exact angle and alignment of 

one body part to the other.  

 

Observed Empirical Information 

 In both dance treatises, dance movement is subject to external observation and 

analysis. Feuillet‘s explanation relies on empirically observable qualities such as 

distance, direction, figure, angle, and size. Rameau allocates the art of dancing primarily 

to the visual sense. In both dance treatises, empirical information collected by 

observation provides true knowledge or intelligence of dance.  

                                                 

76
 MD-Bt, 15.  
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Feuillet constructs his notation system to deliver empirically observable qualities 

such as distance, direction, figure, angle, and size. For example, foot positions are 

defined in terms of specifically designated distance or contact between them. A direction 

(forward, backward, sideways, inside, and outside) must be specified for each step, foot 

gesture, arm movement, and turning. Figures or shapes need to be addressed when one 

moves through space and makes gestures or postures. For instance, Feuillet focuses on 

―all the different Figures the Leg is capable of making‖
77

 to identify five basic step signs. 

By angles, particularly perpendicular angles, turnings are distinguished. The information 

carried by a step sign consists of the size of the step as well as the specific gesture or 

direction. For example, Feuillet explains the step sign by indicating each point and line of 

the sign, as shown in Figure 14. On this sign consisting of a black dot, a line, and a 

stroke, Feuillet designates the line drawn from the dot, marked B, to show ―trace, figure 

et grandeur,‖ which Weaver translates as ―motion, figure, largeness of the step.‖
78

 With 

these emphases, Feuillet articulates the dance space in terms of direction, distance, figure 

or shape, angle, and size. For example, Feuillet states that the ―Steps us‘d in Dancing‖ 

can be done ―with one foot, or the other, forwards, backwards, sideways, or turning, as 

well upon straight lines, as diametrical.‖
79

 In other words, one needs to distinguish which 

foot is stepping, in what direction, moving upon what kind of figure. 

                                                 

77
 CADD-St, 7; CADD-F, 9. ―toutes les differentes figures que la jambe peut 

faire‖ 

78
 CADD-F, 9; CADD-Wt, 9. 

79
 CADD-Wt, 45. 
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Figure 14. The notation of a step sign, marked with the letters ABCDE.
80

 

 

Such an understanding of the body and space requires a dancer to be aware of spatial 

design defined in terms of directions, figures, and the different surfaces of body parts. 

According to Rameau, learning to dance entails observation of the body with the 

use of illustrations and mirrors. For example, when explaining the rule of opposition of 

the arms and the feet, Rameau advises readers to practice ―devant un miroir,‖
81

 because 

―the mirror will reveal your faults, which consequently you will be able to correct.‖
82

 

Here, one learns to dance by correcting one‘s posture with the use of a mirror; the focus 

is on what is seen from the outside. Rameau uses the mirror as a device that provides 

empirical evidence of whether a movement is right or wrong. In reference to a lady‘s 

walk, Rameau argues against the opinion that the manner of a lady‘s walk cannot be 

perceived because of long skirts. He asserts, instead, that a lady will find different effects, 

                                                 

80
 CADD-F3, 6. 

81
 MD-R, 213; MD-Bt, 122. ―in front of a mirror‖ 

82
 MD-Bt, 122; MD-R, 213. ―la glace vous fera d‘abord appercevoir des fautes 

que vous y ferés, & par consequent vous vous en corrigerez.‖ 
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if she observes herself walking in different manners in front of a mirror: ―To correct this 

fallacy, let them draw their own conclusions by standing in front of a mirror.‖
83

 

According to the quoted passage, a mirror provides self-evident data of correct or 

incorrect movements.  

Rameau‘s recommendation that the reader use a mirror signifies an emphasis on 

the visual aspect as well as the practice of observing a dancer (even oneself) from the 

outside. A dancer must be conscious of how he or she looks to other people. For Rameau, 

the standard for dance is from the perspective of the outside observer; dance is something 

that is seen, not merely executed.   

This view is consistent with the use of pictures/illustrations or, as Essex 

translates, ―instructive figures.‖ Readers can visually compare the posture in the book 

with their own postures, judging whether or not the figure and their reflected images in 

the mirror are alike. In the author‘s preface, Rameau justifies his use of figures: ―for 

Precepts communicated by the Eye have always a better Effect than those that want such 

assistance.‖
84

 He again emphasizes the importance of vision, which suggests that 

learning how to dance depends heavily on the visual sense. Further, the dance master 

gives a reason for his use of figures in his explanation of third position: ―Therefore, I 

have drawn this figure carefully to make it the more easily comprehensible, that the eye, 

                                                 

83
 MD-R, 39. ―mais pour s‘en désebuser, sur tout pour les jeunes personnes qui se 

négligent, je ne veux que leur proper aveu, qu‘elles se presentent devant un miroir‖; MD-

Bt, 31.  

84
 MD-Et, xviii; MD-R, vij. ―les préceptes qui passent par les yeux aïant toûjours 

beaucoup plus d‘effet que ceux qui sont dénuez de secours.‖; MD-Bt, xi. ―for rules aided 

by illustrations have more values than those deprived of such help.‖ 
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which is the mirror of the soul, shall give more force to my powers of expression by 

affording the reader that clear explanation which I desire to give him.‖
85

 According to 

this quotation, the figure has several benefits or merits: first, it is more easily 

comprehensible; second, it gives force to Rameau‘s power of expression; and third, it 

gives a clear explanation. Since figures deliver information on the visual level, Rameau 

regards them as the clearest possible explanation of dancing. Moreover, Essex translates 

―l’œil qui est le miroir de l’âme‖ as ―the Eye, the Mirrour of Knowledge.‖
86

 Essex‘s 

choice of words implies that seeing is learning and that observation is central in the 

pursuit of knowledge. Correspondingly, Rameau instructs the reader to observe empirical 

evidence to check the correctness of the movements. In his explanation of second 

position, for example, Rameau stresses equal distribution of the weight, which can be 

confirmed by observing that the shoulders are at an equal height.
87

  

Rameau treats observed empirical information as equal to true knowledge or 

intelligence. Explaining the arm movement in temps de Courante, he states that ―Now to 

perform all these Movements with Ease, one should take particular Notice of these 

different Figures, and observe their Situations, which will give a thorough Knowledge of 

                                                 

85
 MD-Bt, 9; MD-R, 15. ―aussi j‘ai tracé cette Figure avec soin, pour qu‘on la 

comprenne plus facilement, & que l‘ œil qui est le miroir de l‘âme donne plus de force à 

mon expression, en conduisant plus aisément le Lecture à cette intelligence claire que je 

desire lui donner.‖ 

86
 MD-Et, 9; MD-Bt, 9. ―the eye, which is the mirror of the soul‖ 

87
 MD-Bt, 6. 
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the Movement of the Legs and Arms.‖
88

 In other words, by observing the positions 

represented in the instructive figures, one can acquire a thorough knowledge of them. 

Here again, observation of empirical information provides a key method for studying the 

art of dancing. 

In Rameau‘s understanding, movements become visual displays of various 

designs of the body parts. The use of instructive figures represents visually captured 

poses, and geometrical figures and lines define the dancing space. Description of the 

dance relies on what is seen, which is presumably objective.  

 

Regularity and Authority 

 Scientific inspection with a methodical procedure following laws and rules 

generates an authoritative power. Both dance masters aim to provide the ―rules,‖ 

―principles,‖ or ―laws,‖ governing general movements. They support an aesthetic of 

regularity. 

Feuillet prescribes the method for notating the direction of a turn, noting that ―… 

on se servira des mêmes règles qu’a ceux cy dessus,‖ which Weaver translates as ―you 

make use of the same rules as above.‖
89

 Feuillet‘s teaching on the proper manner in 

which to hold the book is not a mere recommendation or a tip, but a rule; before giving 

                                                 

88
 MD-Et, 127; MD-R, 216. “afin que vous fassiez tous ce mouvemens avec 

facilité, il faut faire attention à toutes ces differentes Figures en observant leurs situations; 

ce qui vous conduira à la vraye intelligence de sçavoir le pas avec les bras.‖ 

89
 CADD-F, 13; CADD-Wt, 20. 
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this instruction, Feuillet states ―I shall give you the following Rules.‖
90

 The section in 

which Feuillet details how to write down steps and in what order is titled ―Ce qu’il faut 

observer pour Ecrire une Dance,‖
91

 which Weaver translates as ―Some Rules to be 

observ‘d in writing Dances.‖
92

 Weaver equates things that are to be observed with rules 

that must be followed; when one makes an observation, one should follow its 

prescriptions in every detail.  

Feuillet complains about a lack of regularity in the area of arm movements. He 

states that ports de bras depend more on the ―Fancy of the Performer, than on any certain 

Rules…‖
93

 Feuillet goes on to distinguish the movements that follow personal taste from 

other movements that must follow certain rules. Rather reluctantly, Feuillet explains the 

different motions of the arms and the usage of symbols. Hinting that notations focus 

mainly on regulated movements, Feuillet gives an explanation of the symbols for the 

arms ―nevertheless,‖ hoping ―at least‖ to show how to use the symbols, although the 

fancy of the performer stands in opposition to the rules that have been emphasized 

throughout the text. Feuillet‘s manner of speaking seems considering the fancy of the 

performer troublesome, treating it as something unworthy of attention. 

                                                 

90
 CADD-F, 25. ―en donnant les règles suivantes‖; CADD-Wt, 35. 

91
 CADD-F3, 94. 

92
 CADD-F, 94; CADD-Wt, 57. 

93
 CADD-Wt, 55; ―goût du Danceur que des règles qu‘on en pourvoit donner…‖ 

CADD-F, 89. 
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Rameau frequently uses the expression ―les regles de l’Art‖ (the rules of the art) 

in order to explain the general laws of motion, various steps, arm movements, and 

instructive figures. For example, when discussing movements in general, Rameau notes 

that he teaches the laws of motion ―according to the rules of the art.‖
94

 Explaining 

contretemps du Menuet, Rameau describes ―the manner of its execution according to the 

rules of the art.‖
95

 Explaining pirouettes, Rameau notes that the second part deals with 

―the carriage of the arms according to the rules of the art.‖
 96

 The instructive figures 

representing the manner of moving the arms in the temps de Courante show the 

opposition ―correct according to the rules of the art.‖
97

 

Rameau proves that his instructions are faithful to the rules of the art of dancing 

by presenting the approbations of other dancing masters such as L. Pécourt (1725, a 

dancing master of the opera in Paris) and Mr. Labee (1731, a court dancing master to the 

royal family).
98

 These two dancing masters agree that Maître à Danser lays down the 

rules of dancing excellently. Pécourt contends that it has ―all the Precepts of Dancing 

                                                 

94
 MD-Bt, 45; MD-R, 67. ―suivant les regles de l‘art‖ 

95
 MD-Bt, 71; MD-R, 104. ―je vais decrier la maniere de les faire selon les regles 

de l‘Art.‖ 

96
 MD-Bt, 89; MD-R, 50. ―[ma second Partie] pour la conduit des bras selon les 

regles de l‘Art.‖ 

97
 MD-Bt, 128.; MD-R, 218. ―l‘opposition juste dans toute la regularité de l‘Art‖ 

98
 MD-R contains only the approbation of Pécour, not of Mr. Labee. MD-Et 

includes the one of Mr. Labee. 
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explained with the utmost Regularity.‖
99

 Mr. Labee agrees that the book contains the 

proper rules, methods, and precepts of dancing. He advises all dancing masters to follow 

the precepts so that students will learn consistent techniques from many different masters: 

―I also advise all Masters to follow these Precepts, that Scholars, when they change their 

Master, may not be put into a contrary Manner by such a Change.‖
100

 Here, learning and 

teaching dancing is equivalent to mastering the precepts. In addition, Mr. Labee‘s remark 

suggests that Maître à Danser serves to unify techniques which previously varied among 

individual masters. One can infer from this that rules and precepts should supersede 

personal or individual idiosyncrasies.  

The prescription of rules provides a scientific method for the art of dancing. Le 

Dictionnaire de l’Académie Françoise (1694) defined ―science‖ as a certain and evident 

knowledge of things by their causes.
101

 Causality, which science assumes as a model for 

explanation, refers to a guiding principle of constructing scientific laws that express 

causal relations that always bring the same results under the same conditions. By relying 

on natural laws of motion and anatomy, the dance masters support their instructions with 

universal and objective science. Also, their method of observation by definition relates to 

the notions of laws and science. Le Dictionnaire de l’Academie Françoise (1694) defined 

the verb ―observer‖ as to perform following what is prescribed by some law, by some 

                                                 

99
 MD-Et, ―The Approbation‖; MD-R, xxij-xxiij. ―tous les preceptes de la Danse, 

établis avec ordre & avec netteté‖ 

100
 MD-Et, ―The Approbation‖ 

101
 Le Dictionnaire de l’Académie Françoise, s.v. ―science.‖ ―[science] signifie 

aussi, connoissance certain & évidentre des choses par leurs causes.‖ 
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rule.
102

 The act of observing can be called scientific, a methodical procedure following 

laws and rules to examine the natural world.  

Adherence to rules that the dance treatises present signifies application of 

scientific inspection to the art of dancing. Mr. Labee compares the rules of the art of 

dancing with those in other arts and sciences. Essex acclaims Weaver, one of the 

translators of Chorégraphie, for making the art of dancing into a science. The rules of 

dancing incorporate the natural laws of motion and anatomy, enhancing its scientific 

undergirding. For example, explaining the rule of ―l’opposition des bras aux pieds‖ (the 

opposition of the arms to the feet), Rameau states that observing the way the limbs move 

during walking testifies to or provides evidence of the fact that they are naturally opposed 

to each other. From this observation, Rameau reasons that such opposition is ―a definite 

rule.‖
103

 This suggests that Rameau equates anatomical function with definitive rules of 

dancing. In addition, Rameau uses physical dynamics as a basis for rules of movement. 

The general rule of arm movement in turning depends on the impetus of the arm motion: 

―As a general rule, in pas en tournant, the arm of the side to which you turn gives you 

impetus, for by its motion it obliges the body to turn on the side towards which it 

                                                 

102
 Ibid., s.v. ―observer.‖ ―Accomplir, suivre ce qui est pres‘crit par quelque loy, 

par quelque regle.‖ 

103
 MD-Bt, 121; MD-R, 210. ―une regle certaine‖; MD-Et, 123. ―a certain Rule‖ 
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extends.‖
104

 Here, the dynamics of physical force provide the grounding for the general 

rule of movement.  

According to Rameau, learning and following the rules leads directly to 

understanding the movement. In the section on the arms in pas de Bourrée or Fleurets, 

Rameau notes that his explanation of the rules governing the actions of the wrist, elbow, 

and shoulder affords the reader ―a clear understanding.‖
105

 He advises readers to pay the 

greatest attention to the prescribed rules so that they will understand the movements: ―For 

this reason, they should read with the greatest attention the rules I am about to lay down, 

that they will more easily understand their lessons and make progress.‖
106

 Rameau 

emphasizes mastering rules as the means for clear understanding or intelligence.  

Rameau holds regularity in high esteem while disparaging anything that lacks 

regularity. Explaining that the Menuet dance has ―a particular figure,‖
107

 he points out 

the historical changes in the form from an S shape to a Z shape. Rameau acknowledges 

                                                 

104
 MD-Bt, 141; MD-R, 251. ―Une regle generale est que pour les pas en 

tournant, il faut que ce soit le bras du côté que vous voulez tourner qui vous en donne la 

facilité, parce que par son mouvement il oblige le corps de ce tourner du côté qu‘il 

s‘étend.‖ 

105
 MD-Et, 130.; MD-R, 223. ―Apès avoir fait mes efforts pour vous donner une 

intelligence claire sur les differens mouvemens des bras, & sur la maniere de les conduire 

suivant les regles tant du poignet, du coude que de l‘épaule, vous ayant fait sentir en 

meme tems l‘opposition ou le contraste du pied au bras.‖ 

106
 MD-Bt, 113.; MD-R, 194-195. ―c‘est pourquoi ils doivent lire avec beaucoup 

d‘attention les regles que je vais leur prescrire, d‘autant qu‘ils comprendront plus 

facilement les leçons de leurs Maîtres & avanceront davantage [sic].‖ 

107
 MD-Bt, 55.; MD-R, 83. ―une figure reglée‖ 
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Pécour‘s contribution to this change, which ―keep the Dancers in a Regularity.‖
108

 In 

other words, Rameau praises Pécour‘s new formation because it enhances or maintains 

regularities. Rameau explains the merit of the third position referring to regularity: ―[the 

third position] teaches the dancer to stand firm, to straighten the knees, and constrains 

him to that regularity which is the beauty of this art.‖
109

 Clearly, Rameau believes that 

―régularité‖ is integral to the beauty of the art of dancing. One achieves beauty by 

constraining oneself to regularity. The English word ―to constrain‖ is the translation of 

the original French word ―assujettit,‖ whose infinitive form means ―to subject.‖
110

 

Hence, the person or movement should be subjected to the authority of regularity or 

forced to move in a particular way. From this perspective, spontaneity and free flow 

should be controlled. 

Rameau criticizes a dance form that lacks regularity. When comparing several 

forms of dance, Rameau describes the contredanse as lacking design, taste, and fixed 

steps.
111

 On the other hand, he holds German dances in high esteem for, although many 

people dance together, they have ―regulated Steps.‖
112

 When Germans change their 

movements, they maintain ―a certain Rule, which prevents Confusion, especially among 

                                                 

108
 MD-Et, 48.; MD-R, 84. ―contiennent les Danseurs dans la même régularité‖ 

109
 MD-Bt, 9.; MD-R, 16. ―[le trois position] est une des plus necessaires pour 

bien danser, elle apprend à tendre les genoux, & assujettit à cette regularité qui fait toute 

la beauté de cet Art.‖ 

110
 MD-R, 16.; MD-Et, 9. ―uses‖ ; MD-Bt, 9. ―constrains‖ 

111
 MD-Et, 61; MD-R, 108. ―sans aucuns pas assurez‖ 

112
 MD-Et, 61. MD-R, 108. ―regles gracieuses & moderées.‖ 
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Persons of Distinction.‖
113

 Here, regulation and order as well as distinct figures and steps 

appear as privileged concepts. 

Advocacy of the rules and the aesthetic of regularity reach the point where they 

are regarded as indispensable and unbreakable. For example, when discussing the foot 

positions, Rameau repeatedly emphasizes that they comprise indispensable rules.
114

 

Essex‘s translation reads, ―Rules that should be followed without any Dispensation,‖ and 

Beaumont‘s, ―they must be regarded as indispensable and unbreakable rules.‖
115

 These 

passages suggest that there are no exceptions to the rules that govern the body positions 

and steps.  

Rameau‘s emphasis on rules shows circular logic. In other words, rules should be 

followed because they are rules. For example, the foot positions are regulated by fixed 

distances. However, Rameau‘s explanation suggests that these fixed distances should be 

maintained because it is the rule:  

 

[T]o perform [the fifth position] well, the heel of the foot that crosses must 

not pass beyond the toe of the rear foot; this would be against all 

rules….This can be observed in the figure, where the foot is crossed only 

so far as the rule permits.
116

 

                                                 

113
 MD-Et, 61-62.; MD-R, 108. ―une certain regle qui ne cause point de 

confusion.‖ 

114
 MD-R, 9. ―doivent être regardées comme des regles indispensables qu'il faut 

suivre.‖ 

115
 MD-Et, 6; MD-Bt, 5. 

116
 MD-Bt, 13; MD-R, 20. ―pour la bien faire, il faut que le talon du pied qui 

croise ne passé point la pointe de celui qui est derriere, ce qui seroit contre les 
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One needs to keep the regulated distance, not only because violations contort the body, 

but also because they are against the rules. This logic bestows an absolute authority to 

rules. 

In short, the dance masters explain the art of dance through rules that govern the 

dancing body and dance movements. Rameau regards the rules as unbreakable, prior to 

individual spontaneity and interpretation. As a result, everyone can teach and learn the 

same precepts. However, as a consequence of the absolute authority of the dance master 

or overseer, the perfomer‘s role is diminished. Since the performer plays a role limited 

only to enacting already fixed steps, the choreographer or dance master plays a central 

role in determining the aura of a dance piece. 

 

Conclusion of Chapter 7 

Through an analysis of documents, I suggest that Feuillet‘s and Rameau‘s 

treatises present physical descriptions as the most accurate and objective accounts of 

dance movement. The authors assert that they provide clear and distinct texts, appropriate 

for any readers who wish to learn dance. They use anatomical and geometrical terms to 

describe dance movements. Elaborated in Feuillet‘s and Rameau‘s treatises, the joints, 

such as the instep, the ankle, the knee, the hip, the wrist, the elbow, and the shoulder, are 

identified as the major body parts where movements occur. Feuillet introduces a notation 

system that symbolizes the placements and actions of body parts through geometrical 

                                                                                                                                                 

regles…c‘est ce que l‘on peut voir dans cette Figure, elle n‘est croisée qu‘autant que la 

regle le permet.‖ 
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shapes. Rameau presents illustrations capturing the major poses of a dance movement 

while showing all the proportions of the dancer‘s body. With such illustrations, Rameau 

advises readers to examine their bodies in a mirror, which sets the standard viewpoint as 

that of an exterior observer. With these objective and scientific instructions, the treatises 

contribute to the creation of a Belle Dance standard throughout Europe. The standard 

rules of dancing create uniformity, minimizing individual interpretations. Such 

uniformity and universality drive the authors‘ claims that their texts are clear and distinct. 
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CHAPTER 8 

ANALYSIS OF DANCE TERMINOLOGY: BELLE DANCE 

 

Compared to Jeongjae terminology, Belle Dance terminology seems less 

troublesome in determining what counts as a dance term, because unlike the authors of 

Jeongjae terminology, Feuillet and Rameau provide lists of terms through tables of 

notations and tables of contents. However, their lists incompletely coincide with one 

another, probably because of changes in dance styles over the twenty-five years between 

the publications and the diverse interests of the two authors. Because his intension is to 

theorize a notation system, Feuillet organizes his book in an orderly manner, starting with 

the most minimal units of movement and five types of steps, moving to combinations of 

both units and steps, and finishing with compounds of these combinations. Rameau, on 

the other hand, focuses on the compound steps and how to execute them, using the 

minimal units to describe them. The differences between the two books make it difficult 

to decide upon a definite set of terms as the object of analysis.  

Since Feuillet‘s and Rameau‘s usages of terms are inconsistent, one might think a 

third reference would be helpful for deciding upon a standard set of Belle Dance 

terminology. A dictionary of the period would be a strong candidate, because it would 

provide a list of terms with their definitions. A contemporary dance scholar, Eugenia 

Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, considers Antoine Furetière‘s Dictionnaire Universel (1690) 
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as an exhaustive collection of the dance terms used in the late seventeenth century.
1
 

However, despite its inclusiveness, Furetière‘s dictionary cannot give a perfect answer to 

the question of what is a definitive set of Belle Dance terminology. While the sets of 

terms in Chorégraphie and those in Maître à Danser do not completely overlap each 

other, Furetière‘s Dictionnaire Universel (1690) does not completely coincide with either 

of the two treatises. As shown in Table 9, there are twelve terms in Dictionnaire 

Universel that do not appear in either of the treatises. There are at least nineteen terms in 

the treatises that do not appear in Dictionnaire Universel. Only twelve terms appear in all 

three sources, even when ignoring variations in spelling and word form. A comparison 

among the treatises of Feuillet and Rameau and Furetière‘s dictionary, shown in Table 

10, reveals diversity and change over time rather than a comprehensive set of Belle 

Dance terms. 

For the sake of analysis, I limit the object of analysis to the terms in Feuillet‘s 

Chorégraphie and Rameau‘s Maître à Danser. Also, I refer to Furetière‘s Dictionnaire 

Universel (1690) for terms overlapping with either Feuillet‘s or Rameau‘s usage.  

The analysis of dance terms aims to identify which aspects of dance movement 

the terms select to linguistically recapitulate them. As discussed in Chapter 3, a named 

concept implies a particular referent-sign relationship favored by social convention in a 

given culture or situation. This analysis highlights the referent-sign relationships favored 

by Belle Dance practice.

                                                 

1
 Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, ―Aux Origins de la Danse Classique,‖ 638.  
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Table 10. Terms in Dictionnaire Universel, Chorégraphie, and Maître à Danser 

Terms only in 

Dictionnaire Universel 

Terms only in either 

Chorégraphie or in Maître 

à Danser 

Terms in all three sources 

couler, entretaille, 

soubresaut, derobe, 

mignardes, pas de 

bransle, pas de canarie, 

pas de tranquenard, pas 

de bocanne, temps releve,  

ruade, rut de vache 

battemens, contrement du 

Menuet, contre-temps de 

Gavotte, contre-temps de 

Chaconne, contre-tems 

balonné, dégager, 

emboetez, jettez, jette 

echape, jette chasse, 

ouvertures de jambes, pas 

assemblez, pas echappez, 

demi-couppe echappe, pas 

de sissonne coupé, pas de 

sissonne de chaconne, pas 

de rigaudon, pliez, 

cinquieme position, etc. 

cabriole, chassez, 

contretemps, coupe, demi 

coupe, pas de Bourrée, 

fleuret, pas glissez, pas 

tombe, pas rond, position, 

saute 
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As discussed in Chapter 2, my cross-cultural analytical model designates the 

following categories: body indicators, action indicators, spatial indicators, temporal 

indicators, and metaphorical terms. In addition, three more categories emerge uniquely to 

Belle Dance terminology: terms including numbers, terms including proper names, and 

terms indicating quality. Belle Dance terms are concentrated in the category of action 

indicators, particularly lower body actions. This focus reflects the Belle Dance practice of 

constructing mainly with pas, i.e. steps and leg gestures. A few terms with body 

indicators exist, but the names of steps predominantly designate actions of the lower 

limbs. Corresponding to the emphasis on geometrically regulated space, spatial indicators 

comprise a substantial portion of Belle Dance terminology. Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher 

particularly points out that Belle Dance terms privilege ―direction,‖ ―figure,‖ and the type 

of ―contact.‖
2
 As for temporal indicators and metaphorical terms, I first sort the terms 

based on their literal meanings and then discuss whether the literal meanings had any 

significance in practice or functioned as arbitrary signs regardless of their literal 

meanings.  

 

Terms Including Body Indicators 

Belle Dance terms including body indicators concentrate mostly on the limbs, 

taking less notice of the whole body, torso, or groups of individuals, which emerged as 

important body indicators in Jeongjae. For the upper limbs, the terms for port de bras 

indicate three joints: the wrist (poignet), the elbow (coude), and the shoulder (épaule). 

                                                 

2
 Ibid., 302. 
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For the lower limbs, although the names of steps presumably designate actions of the legs 

and the feet, only a few terms directly indicate the lower body parts: tour de jambe (or 

rond de jambe) and sur le pointe du pied indicating the leg and the foot respectively.  

These terms give physical instructions focusing on the shape made by the body 

parts. The three terms rond de poignet, rond du coude, and ronde de l’épaule indicate 

three joints, suggesting the anatomical perspective, and the round shape, suggesting the 

idea of geometrically regulated space.  

The attention to shape continues in the term tour de jambe or rond de jambe. This 

movement has several names: Rameau mentions the terms tour de jambe (269) and 

ouvertures de jambes (Toc); Feuillet writes pas rond (9), and Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher 

equates pas rond with rond de jambe. The four terms select either the body part, the 

shape, or both to name the movement.  

The term sur le pointe du pied indicates the specific part (le pointe) of the foot 

(pied), which suggests detailed attention to the feet. In addition, with the word sur (on), 

the term sur le pointe du pied pays attention to the level difference. In summary, analysis 

of the use of body indicators in Belle Dance terms shows attention to the anatomical 

body, spatial design, and level difference. 

 

Terms Including Action Indicators 

Action indicators in Belle Dance focus mostly on lower limb movements. The 

terms for the whole body designate turning movements; such as tourné and pirouette. 

Except for these few cases, most of the action indicators are subsumed under terms for 

lower body actions. There are few action indicators for the group or formation.  
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This section discusses twelve terms referring to physical actions: plié, élevé, 

glissé, tombé, sauté, jetté, chassé, mouvement, cabriole, tourné, pirouette, and coupé. The 

list of items largely overlaps with Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher‘s list of the terms using the 

verb of action in their most general meanings.
3
 According to Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, 

since these common lexical items are not esoteric, they can be understood by those who 

are not specialists in Belle Dance. They only turn into technical terms by reducing their 

possible significations. For example, the word plié means any action of bending, but as a 

technical term in dance the word means a bending movement of the knees. However, in 

Feuillet‘s and Rameau‘s texts, one finds that the word plié and its other verb conjugations 

indicate the bending movement of other body parts, for example, the elbows. This mixed 

usage of a verb‘s technical meaning and general meaning suggests that the technical 

meaning of plié is not far from its ordinary meaning of bending. Kougioumtzoglou-

Roucher points out that in its beginning, Belle Dance vocabulary largely exploited the 

resource of action verbs. In other words, Belle Dance vocabulary found its foundation in 

terms whose literal meanings corresponded to physical actions.  

The terms derived from action verbs explicitly or implicitly impart the ideas of 

level difference, joint movement, placement of support, and assemblage of basic action 

units. The evidence for these ideas will be elaborated below. 

The foundation of all Belle Dance movements, plié and élevé, deliver two 

prominent pairs of movement ideas: sinking and rising, and bending and straightening. In 

case of plié, the literal meaning of ―bent‖ relates more closely to the joint‘s movement of 

                                                 

3
 Ibid., 622. 
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flexion. However, the result of the action, sinking, which is Weaver‘s translation choice, 

indicates the level change. The term élevé, meaning ―risen,‖ indicates a rising movement. 

However, Feuillet‘s definitions note that élevé is a stretching out movement of the knees.
4
 

Feuillet‘s definitions of ―plié est quand on plie les genoux‖ and ―élevé est quand on les 

étend‖ seems to pair the movements of bending (plié) and extending (étend).
5
  

Rameau also mentions bending and straightening as the two movements of the 

joints. He first asserts that all the different pas are formed from the movement of the hip, 

the knee, and the instep and then explains that the perfect movement of the joints is made 

by bending and straightening.
6
 According to Rameau, movement consists of these joints 

making the ―pliez‖ and ―tenduë.‖
7
 Therefore, this dance master analyzes the bending and 

stretching of the joints as the foundation of all movements.  

Examining the literal meanings of the terms and their definitions given by several 

authors of the time, I suggest two prominent pairs of movement ideas: sinking and rising, 

and bending and extending. Sinking and rising indicate changes along the vertical axis of 

the body, implying a spatial concept; bending and extending indicate movements in the 

joints, implying an anatomical conceptualization. The understanding of geometrical space 

                                                 

4
 CADD-F, 2. “Elevé, est quand on les étend.‖; CADD-Wt, 2. ―Risings, are when 

we rise from a Sink, or erect our selves.‖; Furetière, Dictionnaire universel. ―Le pas 

relevé, ou temps, se fait lors qu‘aprés avoir plié au milieu du pas, on se relevé en le 

finissant.‖ Since there exists no English version of Furetière‘s Dictionnaire universel, the 

translation of the text in question that appears hereafter is my own. 

5
 CADD-F, 2. 

6
 MD-R, 67.; MD-Bt, 46. 

7
 MD-R, 67. 
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and anatomy embedded in the terms‘ literal meanings and their definitions forms the 

foundation for the understanding of dance movements in Belle Dance.  

Pas tombé, meaning ―falling step,‖ indicates a change from a higher level to a 

lower level but with a focus on displacement of support. Feuillet defines Tombé as ―lors 

que le corps est hors de son équilibre et qu’il tombe de son proper poids.‖
8
 Feuillet's 

definition explains tombé as the loss or displacement of balance (―équilibre‖). Weaver's 

translation also emphasizes that tombé occurs when the body ―falls by its own Weight,‖ 

focusing on the idea of bearing weight. Falling happens when the body weight is 

displaced outside of the base of support. Hence, knowing where the support is becomes 

important. Moreover, the way of defining a fall in relation to equilibrium, the support, 

and the body weight in Feuillet‘s writing strikingly resembles that in a biomechanic 

treatise of the seventeenth century. The treatise of Giovanni Alfonso Borelli, which will 

be discussed more fully in Chapter 9, explains equilibrium as when the center of gravity 

rests upon the support. If the line of support from the center of gravity tips toward one 

side, the support is inclined and a fall necessarily ensues.
9
 The resemblance between 

Borelli‘s and Feuillet‘s expressions suggests a similar understanding of human 

movements in terms of physics and mechanics. With regard to the idea of balance, 

symmetry and a balance of opposite forces must be maintained. Represented as the 

                                                 

8
 CADD-F, 2; CADD-Wt, 2. ―Fallings, are when the body, being out of its proper 

Poise, falls by its own Weight.‖ 

9
 Giovanni Alfonso Borelli, ―On the Movement of Animals,” trans. Paul Maquet 

(New York: Springer-Verlag, 1989), 130. 
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counterpart of equilibrium, pas tombé suggests the idea of the body as the object of 

physics. 

Pas glissé, meaning ―gliding step,‖ refers to the action of gliding with constant 

contact between the foot and the ground when moving. Feuillet uses the same verb 

―glisser‖ to give the definition of glissé.
10

 Furetière, however, describes only the size of 

the step in the definition. To translate his definition, pas glissé is a step larger than the 

natural size step, which is the width of the shoulders.
11

 Furetière‘s definition suggests the 

importance of attention to size when defining a dance movement. 

Mouvement, meaning ―movement,‖ when it indicates a specified movement used 

in dance, refers to a level change. Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher confirms that ―the lexical 

item mouvement at the seventeenth century was synonymous with plié of the knee.‖
12

 

Neither Feuillet nor Rameau explains how to execute a mouvement; however, Rameau‘s 

text gives a hint of the specialized meaning of mouvement. Rameau counts the number of 

mouvement in a step, suggesting the heightened attention to level difference present in 

Belle Dance practice.
13

 

                                                 

10
 CADD-Wt, 2. ―Slidings, are when, in moving, the Foot slides on the Ground.‖ 

11
 Furetière, Dictionnaire Universel, s.v. ―pas glissé.‖ ―Pas glissé, est lors qu‘on 

fait un pas plus grand qu‘il ne doit estre naturellement; car sa grandeur naturelle & 

determiné est la largeur des épaules.‖ 

12
 Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, ―Aux Origins de la Danse Classique,‖ 270. 

13
 See MD-R, 122. Rameau notes that the pas de Bourrée is composed of two 

―mouvemens.‖ Here, the meaning of ―mouvemens‖ does not imply general movement. 

Rameau enumerates the three steps of pas de Bourrée as ―un demi coupé & un pas 

marché sur la pointe du pied & d‘un demi-jetté,‖ indicating the demi-jetté as ―le second 
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Sauté refers to jumping in the air. It appears as a progressed form of élevé, since 

Feuillet defines it as élevé in the air. Figure 15 shows the notations of élevé and sauté. 

Accordingly, Feuillet's notation system uses two horizontal strokes at angles to the main 

step line to represent sauté, while only one horizontal line represents élevé. This logical 

progression also focuses on the level difference.  

Sauté is an over-arching term covering various kinds of jumps. Because a dancer 

who jumps has two free legs instead of one, more variations in movement could appear. 

To distinguish these variations, one needs to determine on which foot the jump starts and 

on which foot it ends. This suggests the attention given to weight bearing or the origin of 

the support. Among various kinds of jumps, the literal meanings of jetté, chassé, and 

cabriole refer to physical actions while those of contretemps, entrechat, and ballonne 

refer to non-physical actions.  

Jetté, meaning "thrown," contrasts with contretemps according to which foot the 

jump starts and ends with. Because Feuillet distinguishes the two terms by juxtaposing 

and contrasting them, contrast between the two terms overwhelms their descriptive 

meanings.  

                                                                                                                                                 

mouvement.‖ It would not make sense to call the third step the second ―mouvement,‖ if 

the term ―mouvement‖ meant a general movement. Because Essex‘s and Beaumont‘s 

translations do not distinguish this use of the term ―mouvement‖ from its common 

meaning, the translated texts are misleading on this point. I suggest that this use of the 

term ―mouvement‖ refers to a level change, because ―un pas marché sur la pointe du 

pied,‖ unlike the other two steps, has no level change and does not count as a 

―mouvement.‖ 
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Figure 15. The notation symbols for pas élevé and pas sauté
14

 

 

Feuillet defines jetté as when the dancer moves forward while landing on the foot 

that proceeds; while a contretemps requires the dancer to jump and land on the same foot 

without moving forward.
15

 This contrast between jetté and contretemps has little to do 

with the terms‘ descriptive meanings, but highlights specific placements of support. 

Weaver‘s translation, ―bound‖ for jetté and ―hop‖ for contretemps, also erases the 

descriptive meaning of ―throw‖ and ―against time.‖  

Pas chassé, meaning ―chasing step,‖ refers to the action of one foot quickly 

following the other foot which quickly gets away from the first. According to Rameau, 

while hopping, one foot approaches the other foot and takes its place.
16

 The notation of 

pas chassé in Figure 16 shows double curved lines which connect two step signs, 

indicating the second step promptly follows the first one. 

 

                                                 

14
 CADD-F, 11. 

15
 CADD-Wt, 16. 

16
 MD-Bt, 100. 
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Figure 16. The notation of pas chassé en avant
17

 

 

Cabriole, meaning ―caper,‖ indicates a specific kind of jumping movement. 

Cabriole is translated as ―caper‖ by Weaver and ―cutting caper‖ by Siris. In English, 

―caper‖ means springing executed in a lively manner.
18

 Feuillet simply says that cabriole 

is when one leg beats against the other leg while jumping,
19

 without mentioning the 

quality of merriment. Furetière‘s definition of cabriole contains only a physical 

description.
20

 According to Furetière, cabriole is to jump lightly and to move the legs 

quickly while the body is in the air. Similarly, Thoinot Arbeau‘s Orchesography (1588) 

gives a physical description, explaining that ―capriole‖ is when one moves his feet in the 

                                                 

17
 CADD-F3, 70. 

18
 Oxford English Dictionary (E), s.v. ―Caper.‖ ―To dance or leap in a frolicsome 

manner, to skip for merriment.‖ 

19
 CADD-F3, 1. “Cabriole, est quand en sautant, les gambes baten l’une contre 

l’autre.” 

20
 Furetière, Dictionnaire Universel, s.v. ―cabriole.‖ ―Cabriole ou capriole. 

Elevation du corps, saut leger que font les Danseurs ordinairement à la fin des cadences. 

Friser la cabriole, c‘est, Remuer les pieds prestement, tandis qu‘ils sont en l‘air. En 

matiere de danse la cabriole est la meme chose que le saut. La demi-cabriole est lors 

qu‘on ne retombe que sur l‘un des pieds.‖; Le Dictionnaire de l’Academie Francoise , 

s.v. ―capriole.‖ ―Capriole, Quelque-une uns dissent Cabriole Le saut d‘un danseur qui 

s‘esleve agilement & coupe l‘air par le movement redouble de ses pieds.‖ 
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air while jumping.
21

 However, Fabriotio Caroso‘s Italian treatise explains its etymology 

using an analogy. In Nobilità di Dame (1600), Caroso explains that the action of moving 

one‘s feet quickly forward and back while jumping resembles a goat (capriolo in 

Italian).
22

 Note that although the origin of the term uses imagery to name the body 

movement, Furetière‘s and Feuillet‘s definitions focus only on the physical action. 

Tourné, meaning ―turn,‖ refers to a turning of the whole body in Feuillet‘s 

definition.
23

 Feuillet‘s notation distinguishes tourné by a quarter turn, a half turn, three-

quarter turn, and a whole turn. This method of division highlights geometrical awareness 

of degree. Rameau uses the term pirouette to refer to the same movement. Rameau‘s 

explanation stresses that this movement occurs in place (sur place), meaning that the 

body remains at one spot. Also, this turning movement is done on the points of the feet. 

Furetière confirms that pirouette is a turn of the whole body on the pointe of the feet 

without change of place.
24

 The instruction on the dancer‘s position and body posture 

evokes one‘s awareness of space. Although Rameau concentrates on physical explanation 

of how to excute the movement, Furetière‘s Dictionnaire gives a hint to connect the term 

with a certain imagery. In Furetière‘s Dictionnaire, the first definition of the term refers 

                                                 

21
 Arbeau, Orchesography, 91.  

22
 Caroso, Nobilità di Dame, 120. ―The term, ‗caper,’ is derived from this: that 

when a man does it he jumps [high], and moves his feet quickly forward and back like a 

kid.‖  

23
 Furetière‘s Dictionnaire indicates pas tourné as a synonym of tour de jambes, 

therfore refering to the turning movement of the legs, not the whole body. Furetière, 

Dictionnaire Universel, s.v. ―le pas tourné.‖ 

24
 Ibid., s.v. ―pirouette.‖ 
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to a round and piercing object that rotates.
25

 Also, Caroso‘s Nobilità di Dame explains 

that a similar turning movement pirlotto earned its name because one turns like a top 

(pirlo in italian); pirlo also referred to a spool or ball of yarn, turning as it unwinds.
26

 

Hence, even though one can trace the origin of the term from imagery, Feuillet‘s and 

Rameau‘s explanation focus on physical description, underlining spatial instruction. 

Coupé, meaning ―cut,‖ refers to a combination of two steps: one with a 

mouvement and the other without a mouvement. Feuillet‘s notation, Siris‘ explanation, 

Rameau‘s description, and Furetière‘s definition all focus on how to physically execute 

the step without mentioning why it is called a ―cut.‖ Within his detailed instructions, 

Rameau emphasizes that ―demi-coupé‖ is a crucial element for good dancing, since 

―knowing how to sink and rise well makes the fine Dancer.‖
27

 In this statement, Rameau 

considers the two basic movements of plié and élevé, the simplest combination of which 

forms a ―demi-coupé,‖ as the foundation of all dancing. However, Rameau‘s explanation 

erases the descriptive meaning of cutting. 

Despite its descriptive meaning of cutting, coupé was not translated into a 

corresponding English word. Even Weaver, who uses mostly translated words, writes 

                                                 

25
 Ibid., s.v. ―pirouette.‖ ―Piece de bois de métail ou d‘yvoire, qui est ronde & 

percée, à travers de laquelle on passé un pivot ou brin de bois, sur lequel on la fait tourner 

pour diverter le enfants.‖ 

26
 Caroso, Nobilità di Dame, 125. ―Now it is termed thus because you turn like a 

top (also called ‗spool‘ or ‗ball of yarn‘) which turns as it unwinds.‖ 

27
 MD-Et, 42.; MD-R,75. ―Ainsi c‘est de ce premier pas que dépend de bien 

danser, puisque ce n‘est que de sçcavoir bien plier and élever qui fait le bon danseur.‖ 
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―Coupee’s,‖ which probably affected Essex‘s choice of ―Coupees.‖
28

 Although 

Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher identifies coupé as a use of an already existing verb of action 

as opposed to a specialized technical term, the reason behind this nomenclature is hardly 

explicit. No author explains which part of the movement resembles the action of cutting, 

when in reality the movement cuts nothing visible. Because its descriptive meaning of 

cutting relates only loosely to the movement, coupé highlights the specific combination 

of a plié, an élevé and another pas. 

In conclusion, the terms exploiting the verbs of action convey the ideas of level 

difference, joint movement, and placement of support, consider basic components. The 

pair of plié and élevé forms the foundation of all dance movements, bringing attention to 

two movements of the knee joints—bend and straighten—and to level difference—

sinking and rising. Other verbs of action, particularly the terms for jumping, become 

technical terms by strengthening the connection with specific kinetic features such as 

which is the jumping foot and which is the landing foot. Meanwhile, the descriptive 

meanings of terms like jetté (thrown) grow fainter.  

 

Terms Including Spatial Indicators 

Terms including the spatial indicators of Belle Dance terminology carry concepts 

of space such as directions, figures (or shapes), and the type of contacts. Consistent with 

terms referring to the body and actions, these terms also give detailed physical instruction 

about movements. In particular, terms referring to concepts of space highlight 

                                                 

28
 CADD-Wt, table 7 (N.p.); MD-Et, 41. 
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geometrically regulated space, pointing out line, angle, and figure. In addition, the ideas 

of body-centered perspective and placement of support compose important notions.  

 Terms referring to direction are based on body-centered orientation. En avant, en 

arrière, and à côté frequently appear to qualify almost all steps, as Feuillet asserts that 

dance steps can be done ―forwards, backwards, sideways.‖
29

 These three body-centered 

directions stand as representatives of all possible directions. Once he has reduced them 

into three, Feuillet represents the directions with geometrical simplicity by using lines in 

the notations.  

En dehor and en dedans, meaning the outside and inside, indicate the direction of 

rotation. The distinction between en dehor and en dedans refers to the center of the body 

as the standard.
30

 The spatial ideas referred to by en dehor and en dedans pay attention to 

an individual‘s body, while giving less consideration to overall formation or 

environment. The body-centered perspective also appears in dessus and dessous, meaning 

―above‖ and ―below.‖ The frontal orientation presupposed by dessus and dessous takes 

its standard from the dancer‘s body. No matter which way she or he turns, the dancer‘s 

front determines what is dessus and what is dessous. The expressions take the perspective 

of the dancer.  

Body-centered orientation grounds the meaning of words that qualify turning 

movements as well. Compared to Jeongjae terms indicating the side to which the dancer 

turns, the turnings of Belle Dance take the dancer‘s perspective. For instance, in Jeongjae 

                                                 

29
 CADD-Wt, 45.; CADD-F, 46. ―en avant, en arriere, de côté‖ 

30
 Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, ―Aux Origins de la Danse Classique,‖ 282. 
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the four geocentric directions of east, west, south, and north qualify the verb Hyang (向 

face toward), whose meaning highlights a relational aspect. On the other hand, in Belle 

Dance, the dancer‘s perspective decides the kind of turns. In other words, a quarter turn 

means that the dancer turns ninety degrees from his or her previous position. 

In addition, distinguishing a quarter as the unit to describe the degree of a turn, 

words that qualify turning movements highlight the right angle and imply geometrical 

precision: a quarter turn, a half turn, three-quarters of a turn, and a whole turn.  

Terms designating the ―figure‖ also deliver the idea of a geometrically defined 

region of space. Feuillet identifies five types of steps according to the different figures 

the leg is capable of making.
31

 These five steps refer to the figure described by the foot 

in the process of stepping: pas droit (straight step), pas ouvert (open step), pas rond 

(round step), pas tortille (waving step), and pas battu (beaten step). Pas droit indicates a 

straight line. Feuillet and Furetière concur that pas droit is ―when the Foot moves in a 

right Line.‖
32

 For example, pas rond, according to Feuillet, is ―when the Foot, in 

moving, makes a circular Figure.‖
33

 Pas tortillé, according to Feuillet, is ―when the Foot, 

                                                 

31
 CADD-St, 7; CADD-F, 9. ―toutes les differentes figures que la jambe peut 

faire‖ 

32
 CADD-Wt, 9; Furetière, Dictionnaire Universel, s.v. ―pas droit.‖ ―Le pas droit, 

est un pas simple qui se fait en ligne droite.‖ 

33
 CADD-Wt, 9; Furetière, Dictionnaire Universel, s.v. ―pas tourné.‖ ―Le pas 

tourné est lors qu‘on fait un tour de jambes, ou qu‘on décrit un cercle entier avec le pied 

en avant, ou en arrière. Il s‘appelle aussi tour de jambes.‖ 
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in moving, turns both inwards and outwards.‖
34

 Feuillet‘s notation for turning the foot 

inwards and outwards when moving results in a zigzag shape or a twisted line.
35

  

The terms croisé, assemblé, and pas dégagé refer to the physical design of the feet 

and how they contact each other. Assemblé (joined together) and croisé (crossed) 

describe the kinds of contact of the first and the fifth positions. Feuillet defines the first 

position as ―when the two Feet are join‘d together‖ and the fifth position as ―when the 

two Feet are cross‘d.‖
36

 The terms pas dégagé with the literal meaning of ―releasing‖ 

indicates that the leg is released from contact.  

Poser, meaning ―to place,‖ indicates placing either the toes or the heels on the 

ground. Appearing in phrases such as poser la pointe du pied, poser le talon, and poser la 

pointe du pied sans que le corps y soit porte (to pose the point of the foot without 

carrying the body there), the expression poser leads us to consider the bearing of weight 

or placement of support. 

Pied en l’air, meaning ―the foot in the air,‖ indicates attention to the placement 

of the support rather than the exact position of the foot in the air. On one hand, pied en 

l’air can refer to different body designs. For example, both contretemps and pas de 

                                                 

34
 CADD-Wt, 9; Furetière, Dictionnaire Universel, s.v. ―pas tortilla.‖ ―Le pas 

tortilla est lors qu‘on fait mouvoir un pied sur une ligne parallelle à celuy qui est posé à 

terre, & qu‘en le posant à terre on le remet à angle droit, ou autrement; c‘est lors qu‘en 

partant on met la pointe du pied en dedans, & en le posant on la remet en dehors. Il se fait 

de la hanche.‖ 

35
 CADD-F, 10.; CADD-Wt, 10.  

36
 CADD-Wt, 7.; CADD-F, 7. ―La premiere est lors que les deux pies [sic] sont 

joins ensemble…‖, ―La cinguiéme, lors que les deux pies [sic] sont croisez l‘un sur 

l‘autre… ‖ 
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sissonne include the symbol of pied en l’air although the foot positions are different in 

the air. Doing contretemps, one holds the foot away from the supporting leg; while doing 

pas de sissonne, one holds the foot close to the supporting leg. Consequently, the shape 

made by the working legs in contretemps differs from that in pas de sissonne. On the 

other hand, pied en l’air clarifies where the support comes from: the right foot or the left 

foot, in other words, not both feet. As discussed with the word poser, Belle Dance 

practice pays close attention to the weight bearing or the supporting foot.  

Before closing the section on spatial indicators of Belle Dance, I want to briefly 

mention the descriptions dedicated to the arm movements. As discussed before, port de 

bras includes three movements of the arms: rond de poignet, rond du coude, and ronde 

de l’épaule. Earlier, I pointed out that these terms pay attention to a geometrical shape 

(circle) and the joints (the wrist, the elbow, the shoulder). Besides these three 

movements, two more expressions from Feuillet describe arm movement: en haut de bas 

(from above downwards) and en bas de haut (from below upwards). The two expressions 

en haut de bas and en bas de haut select spatial elements of the movement for their 

descriptions, stressing the accurate position of the arm in spatial relationships. 

To summarize, terms referring to spatiality privilege direction, figure, and the 

type of contact. The spatial ideas of ―direction‖ pay attention to the individual‘s body, 

rather than considering the overall formation or performance space. Also, the mode of 

notating the directions with straight lines in perpendicular angles and taking a quarter as 

the unit to describe the degree of a turn indicate geometrical exactitude. Terms referring 

to the figure and the type of contact designate physical designs made by the feet and legs. 

The terms indicating the type of contact of the leg with the ground focus on the body 
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parts that bear weight. The expressions for arm movement bring attention to the 

difference in levels of the arms. These terms referring to spatiality give detailed physical 

information about movement in terms of visual designs of the body. 

 

Term Including Temporal Indicators 

Only a few terms include words relating to time. Temps, meaning ―time‖ or 

―beat,‖ is used alone as well as with other words; however, it is disputable whether the 

literal meaning of temps has any descriptive meaning or not; indeed, at times it seems to 

function as an arbitrary sign. Cadence, meaning ―rhythm,‖ appears frequently in the texts, 

stressing synchronism of movement and music. Cadence, therefore, does not refer to a 

physical action but delivers an important concept about when to move. I discuss cadence 

and two terms that incorporate temps—temps and contretemps—to examine the 

understandings of temporality embedded in these terms.  

Temps usually appears with other terms as in temps de courante. Rameau‘s 

explanation of the difference between temps de courante and pas de courante helps one 

to understand the meaning of temps. According to Rameau, temps is a pas simple which 

consists of one mouvement.
37

 Furetière presents pas relevé and temps as synonyms.
38

 

                                                 

37
 MD-R, 115. ―Il faut d‘abord sçavoir, que ce pas n‘est nommé tems que parce 

qu‘il n‘est renfermé que dans un seul pas & un seul mouvement, & qu‘il tient la même 

valeur que l‘on employe à faire un autre pas composé de plusieurs mouvemens, & 

plusieurs pas comme un pas de Courante, ou pas de Bourée; voilà la difference que je fais 

du pas au tems.‖ 

38
 Furetière, Dictionnaire Universel, s.v. ―pas relevé.‖ ―Le pas relevé, ou temps, 

se fait lors qu‘aprés avoir plié au milieu du pas, on se releve en le finissant.‖ 
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Given that pas relevé is a pas simple with one mouvement, Furetière‘s definition 

corresponds to Rameau‘s explanation. According to Hilton, the rising movement referred 

to by temps links to its descriptive meaning of time. Hilton explains a convention of Belle 

Dance practice in which the rising movement marks the ―time‖ or first beat in a 

measure.
39

 

Contretemps consists of two parts: contre (counter) and temps (time). Feuillet 

uses a hyphen to distinguish the two parts, as ―contre-temps‖ except in a few places.
40

 

The division between the two parts suggests that contretemps has not one, but two 

meaning contents. However, none of the three authors explains whether the literal 

meanings of the term have anything to do with the movement to which they refer. As 

always, Feuillet‘s, Rameau‘s, and Furetière‘s explanations stop with physical 

descriptions, focusing on how to execute a step. Weaver‘s translation chooses ―hop‖ for 

contretemps, which is far from ―against time,‖ as suggested by a literal translation of the 

terms. This lack of attention allows its physical construction to outshine its descriptive 

meaning (against time). Hilton, however, explains how its descriptive meaning connects 

to the specific movement. Since temps marks the ―time‖ on the rise, contretemps marks 

the ―time‖ on the landing.
41

 If it is so, temps and contretemps refer to the relationships 

the movements have with the progress of the music. 

                                                 

39
 Hilton, Dance and Music of Court and Theater, 73. 

40
 Rameau consistently uses a hyphen between the two parts, but he does not use 

a ―p,‖ as contre-tems. Furetière does not use a hyphen: contretemps.  

41
 Hilton, Dance and Music of Court and Theater, 73. 
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Temps also has a more general meaning of the synchronism of music and dance. 

When it is faithful to its literal meaning, temps cannot be separated from the concept of 

cadence. When Furetière treats temps as an independent entry, he connects temps more 

closely to cadence.  

In terms of music and dance, temps is a distinct set of pauses and 

movements which correspond to a given measure and which one must 

follow to make pleasant or agreeable rhythms.
42

 

 

Furetière goes on to explain duple, triple, and quadruple time and which dance forms fit 

which time.  

Furetière‘s explanation of duple, triple, and quadruple times coincides with 

Feuillet‘s discussion on the measure ou cadence.
43

 After discussing different kinds of 

times, Feuillet explains how to match steps with the rhythm of the music. Feuillet 

juxtaposes musical scores and dance notations to demonstrate which step falls on which 

note. Similarly, Furetière states that cadence is made when the steps and the movement of 

the body follow the notes and measures of the instruments.
44

 Feuillet‘s explanation 

shows that the dancer must pay attention to even the minute details, not only at the level 

of the measures but also at the level of the notes. Feuillet provides an example by 

                                                 

42
 Furetière, Dictionnaire Universel, s.v. ―temps.‖ ―Temps en termes de musique 

& de danse, est une certaine distinction de pauses & de mouvements qu‘on observe en 

battant la mesure, qu‘il est necessaire d‘observer pour faire d‘agreables cadences.‖ 

43
 CADD-F, 87. 

44
 Furetière, Dictionnaire Universel, s.v. ―cadence.‖ ―Cadence est aussi 

l‘observation des memes mesures, qui se fait en dansant, lors que les pas & le 

mouvement du corps suivent les notes & les mesures des instruments; & ainsi la cadence 

est la fin d‘un temps ou d‘une mesure.‖ 
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marking the letters from A to Z alongside each musical note and dance notational 

symbol.
45

 In this example, each note within a measure is detailed, and the dance steps are 

divided correspondingly at the beginning, middle, and end of each step sign. From this 

explanation of measure or cadence, one can see the emphasis on the synchronism of 

music and dance which goes down to the level of notes and notational symbols. In other 

words, Belle Dance practice requires precision and control of even the minute details in 

the realm of temporal units. It is ironic that even though such emphasis on temporal 

precision was proposed by Feuillet, the notations of actual choreographies rarely follow 

his degree of precision. Ann Hutchinson Guest later criticized this notation system for its 

impreciseness in temporal instruction.
46

 It seems that temporal precision was a general 

virtue among Belle Dance practitioners of that time; however, it was too much trouble to 

notate numbers or letters for every note and step when dancers could perform the 

movements without such marks. However, twenty-first century dance notation requires a 

more developed strategy to record time instruction. One can infer that the demand for 

precise marking of temporal instruction has a long-standing tradition, at least since the 

time of Belle Dance, and grows stronger now than before. 

 

 

                                                 

45
 CADD-F, 91. 

46
 Ann Hutchinson Guest, Choreo-graphics : a comparison of dance notation 

systems from the fifteenth century to the present (New York : Gordon and Breach, 

c1989), 42. Guest points out the imprecision of timing instruction as one of disadvantages 

of the Feuillet notation system. 
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Terms Containing Proper Names 

The list of the terms for pas composé containing proper names is as follows:  

pas de menuet, pas de bourrée, pas de rigaudon, pas de gavotte, pas de courante, tems de 

courante, pas de gaillarde, and pas de sissonné. Although there are other terms, such as 

contre-tems de Gavotte (MD-R, Toc) or pas de sissonné de chacconne (MD-R, 241), I 

focus on the phenomenon where proper names are incorporated to refer to specific 

combinations of various kinds of steps. In the beginning, the terms with proper names 

might have carried descriptive meanings; however, as time went on, they functioned 

more as arbitrary signs to refer to specific combinations of kinetic components. 

Therefore, considering this group of terms as signs arbitrarily designating their referents, 

regardless of their literal meanings, I do not discuss each case individually. 

One can find some hints about the origins of the proper names from Rameau‘s 

treatise. Rameau explains some of the terms containing proper names, noting that they 

take after the names of dance forms developed in the provinces.
47

 Table 11 shows the 

original areas of the dances, mentioned by Rameau. However, the dance master does not 

deal with any descriptive meanings that the literal meanings of the terms might carry. 

Rather, he simply declares that he focuses on the manner of executing the steps, not their 

etymology. Still, he confirms that titles of dance forms, which generally correspond with 

titles of musical forms, are borrowed to name dance movements. This piece of 

information, however, does not reveal how the borrowed names and the specific kinds of 

dance movements relate to each other. 

                                                 

47
 MD-R, 130-131. 
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Table 11. Dance forms and the original areas noted by Rameau
48

 

Dance forms Area 

Rigaudon Provence 

Gavote Lyonnois & Dauphiné 

Bourée Auvergne 

Menuets Poitou & Anjou 

Passepied Bretagne 

 

 

 

Moreover, since the signature dance step (pas composé) may appear in many 

different dance forms, and each dance form consists of many more steps than its 

signature one, the connection between a dance form and a dance step containing the name 

of the dance form is loose. I suggest that the process of standardization of Belle Dance 

occurred through contriving movements as abstract entities in a self-contained system 

like mathematics. Movements are understood as combinations of smaller particles, which 

function as building blocks usable in any construction. Steps lose their connections to 

external references and gain their identities from their distinctiveness among one another. 

The distinctiveness, therefore, comes not from their external sources but from their inner 

constitutions, namely how smaller units combine. Lacking external connections, steps 

can be used interchangeably in any dance form, whether a Bourrée or a Gavotte.  

                                                 

48
 The spellings are as they appear in MD-R. According to the New Grove 

Dictionary, the Rigaudon originated in southern France, especially the provinces of 

Vavarais, Languedoc, Dauphiné and Provence, the Gavotte in the area of Basse-Bretagne 

in France, the Bourrée in the Auvergne.  
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I suggest that the process of standardization contributed to various dance forms 

consisting of steps from the same pool of building blocks. Consequently, various dance 

forms such as Bourrée and Gavotte seem rather alike in terms of steps constituting the 

dance. Jean-Noel Laurenti explains that the dance masters sought a unified vocabulary of 

steps from diverse origins. They achieved the goal by distinguishing all the constituent 

parts and by using them as common principles.
49

  

Still, the names of pas composés seem to originally have held descriptive 

contents. In particular, Furetière‘s definition allows us to surmise a descriptive meaning 

for menuet.
50

 To translate, Furetière describes the Menuet as a kind of dance whose steps 

are prompt and small. One may construe that the similar root between the name Menuet 

and the adjective menus suggests similar meanings. Thus, pas de menuet relates not only 

to the dance form or the music form, but also to the characteristic of smallness. 

Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher also points out that the word Menuet refers to ―the constituent 

element of the step—small step, comminuted step.‖
51

 Hence, small or minute steps could 

be the reason for calling the step pas de menuet.  

However, even if such descriptive meaning actually existed at one time, the 

major factor in understanding pas de menuet lies in the specific combination of steps, 

                                                 

49
 Laurenti, “Feuillet's Thinking," 87. 

50
 Furetière, Dictionnaire Universel, s.v. ―menuet.‖ ―Menuet, espece de Danse, 

dont les pas sont prompts & menus…‖ 

51
 Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, ―Aux Origins de la Danse Classique,‖ 620-621. 

“Dans la relation de la partie pour le tout, on peut inclure le menuet qui met l‘accent sur 

l‘élément constituant du pas ‗pas menu, pas menuet.‘‖ 
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although the specific combination had changed through time. Furetière elaborates the 

structure of the step as composed of one couppé, one pas relevé, and one balancement. 

Feuillet provides only its notation, which exclusively records the components, which are 

one demi-coupé and three pas marche.
52

 In Rameau‘s explanation, pas de menuet 

consists of one demi-coupé of the right foot, one demi-coupé of the left foot, one pas 

marché sur la pointe of the right foot with the knees straight, and one demi-coupé 

échappé.
53

 Feuillet and Rameau introduce variations of pas de menuet: pas de menuet a 

un seul mouvement, pas de menuet a deux mouvement, pas de menuet en fleuret, pas de 

menuet a trois mouvement. These variations are possible by adding and deducting a 

mouvement to and from different parts of pas de menuet. These variations, therefore, 

suggest the principle of mixing and matching movement units acting as abstract building 

blocks. Their meticulous modes of explaining the components overwhelm other 

characteristics of the movement.  

In the case of pas de bourrée, the word bourrée, meaning ―faggot,‖ takes the 

same form as the past participle of the verb bourrer, meaning ―to fill‖ and ―to pack.‖ 

However, Feuillet, Rameau, and Furetière do not mention any descriptive meaning of the 

word bourrée, only its relationship with the dance form bourrée. Kougioumtzoglou-

                                                 

52
 CADD-F3, 80. Although Feuillet did not include pas de menuet in the first 

edition of Chorégraphie, the third edition (1713) adds numerous tables of notation titled 

―Supplément des tables precedentes ou ce trouve plusieurs pas qui n‘avoyent point encore 

été marqueés cy devant,” where many variations of pas de menuet appear. 

53
 MD-R, 76-77. ―sçavoir, le premier est un demi-coupé du pied droit, & un du 

gauche, un pas marché du pied droit sur la pointe & les jambs étenduës…se passe en 

avant en faisant un demi-coupé échappé.‖ 
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Roucher says that bourrée originates from a dance around a faggot fire (a faggot is a 

bundle of small branches).
54

 If we grant that Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher‘s discussion is 

accurate, bourrée signifies the prominent feature of the dance form, having little to do 

with the specific combination of movement units. In other words, the term pas de bourrée 

arbitrarily designates the movement. 

Elsewhere, Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher explains the origins of the proper names 

used in dance terms. Pas de gavotte has a relationship with the inhabitants of a place—

gavots, mountain dwellers of the area of Gap, where the dance was practiced. Pas de 

courante or tems de courante is a metonymic denotation privileging the characteristic 

action of the dance: ―Before becoming a ‗serious kind of dance,‘ the courant was a 

‗springly current of comings and goings.‘‖
55

 Pas de rigaudon, according to 

Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, is derived from a person‘s name, Rigaud, as is pas de 

sissonné, from Sissonne. Pas de gaillarde, although produced by metonymy in the 

language in which it was created, does not have the status of metonymy in French but 

that of loan.
56

  

Following Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher‘s discussion, one may conclude that the 

terms containing proper names, except for menuet, hardly indicate the characteristics of 

movements. They function rather as arbitrary signs regardless of their descriptive 

                                                 

54
 Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, ―Aux Origins de la Danse Classique,‖ 621. ―Fagot 

de menues branches‖ 

55
 Ibid., 620. ―Avant de devenir ‗espéce de danse grave,‘ la courante était une 

‗course sautelante d‘allées et venues.‘‖ 

56
 Ibid., 620-623. 
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meanings because they designate their referents without bearing descriptive relationships. 

In such cases, the major factor in naming lies in distinguishing the specific combinations 

of steps or component parts. I suggest that the exclusive connection between the names 

and the combinations of components encourages one to become skillful in distinguishing 

basic components not only when one observes a dance but also when one performs it. 

Distinguishing basic components leads to a focus on an alphabet of basic physical 

actions, represented by notational symbols.  

The emphasis on basic physical actions coincides with Rameau‘s bold statement 

that ―dancing is no more than knowing how to bend and straighten the knees at the proper 

time.‖
57

 When all movements are reduced to two motions of the knee joint, the quality 

and effect of a step comes only secondarily or may disappear in a dance writing. 

Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher expresses her regret that the period of Belle Dance was too 

preoccupied with describing the kinetic movement, leaving other information out.
58

 She 

evaluates Rameau as a dance master who provides some commentaries on aesthetic 

matters. Yet, she seems to miss the paradox that while paying attention to other 

information than kinetic components, Rameau asserts that dancing is no more than 

knowing how to bend and straighten the knees. Although he might mention some of the 

qualities or effects of a movement, they still remain secondary. 

                                                 

57
 MD-Bt, 12; MD-R, 19. ―car ce qui fait danser n‘est que de sçavoir plier & se 

relever à propos.‖; MD-Et, 11. ―for Dancing is no more than to know how to sink and rise 

properly.‖ 

58
 Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, ―Aux Origins de la Danse Classique,‖ 254. 
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To summarize, the terms derived from proper names have especially weak 

connections to their descriptive meanings. By definition, proper names deliver no 

information about the referent, but function to indicate the referent. For such terms, the 

only thing that matters is how basic kinetic features form specific compositions or 

combinations. Hence, distinguishing basic kinetic features comes into the spotlight, 

causing Rameau to say ―dancing is no more than knowing how to bend and straighten the 

knees at the proper time.‖ 

 

Terms Including Numbers  

The five foot positions, the principal positions of all Belle Dance movement, 

stand out for their numerical nomenclatures: first position, second position, and so on. 

Numbers naming the five foot positions suggest an attention to mathematic elements. 

Numbers, the most highly abstract subject, present a self-contained system, refusing any 

exterior referent. Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher also points out that such denominations do 

not present any descriptive meanings: ―They are abstract creations of the mind …‖
59

 

Also, I suggest that the five foot positions represent nothing but themselves as numbers 

do. In other words, the positions represent nothing, but only present the physical designs 

excluding connotation. Rameau explains that ―what is termed a position is nothing more 

than a separation or bringing together of the feet according to a fixed distance.‖
60

 

                                                 

59
 Ibid., 288. 

60
 MD-Bt, 5.; MD-R, 9. ―Ce qui s‘appelle Position n‘est qu‘une juste proportion 

que l‘on a trouvé déloigner ou d‘approcher les pieds dans une distance mesurée…‖ 
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Describing nothing, but only designating specific physical designs, the numerical 

nomenclatures represent the body positions as abstract properties. With numbers, these 

terms strip away any contextual meanings from their referents.  

 

Metaphorical Terms 

While I refer to Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher‘s discussion on metaphorical terms 

in Belle Dance, I go beyond her list of terms. I focus on elaborating in what aspects and 

to what degree a term may be metaphoric, an area which is absent from 

Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher‘s discussion. According to Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, only 

five terms represent metaphoric nomenclature: (contretemps) ballonne, échappe, pas 

emboîté, balancement (or pas balancé), saillie.
61

 Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher simply 

states that these terms are metaphors founded on analogous images, but does not specify 

which images. In this section, I discuss in what definitions of a term such analogies can 

be found. Exceeding Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher‘s list, I discuss the term entrechat, 

suggesting its metaphorical meaning by comparing it to a definition from Furetière‘s 

dictionary. 

Ballonné, meaning ―bloated‖ or ―swollen,‖ does not specify a physical action or 

movement. Rather, ballonné suggests an inflated balloon with the sense of a light, 

floating, and bouncy feeling. This image could be the reason why Kougioumtzoglou-

Roucher lists (contretemps) ballonné as one of the few metaphorical terms in Belle 

                                                 

61
 Although Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher counts five terms as metaphorical, two 

items (échappe and saillie) simultaneously refer to the same movement.  
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Dance terminology.
62

 Rameau‘s description helps the dancer to understand how to 

perform ballonné. According to Rameau, contretemps ballonné, also called contretemps 

à deux mouvemens, consists of two phases: ―a hop‖ (―sauter sur un pied‖) and ―a 

throwing of the body on to the other‖ (―se rejetter sur l’autre‖).
63

 Rameau notes that the 

second jump (throwing) forms a jetté. Hence, if contretemps refers to the first hop, 

ballonné refers to the jetté. In other words, although the dance movement is termed 

contretemps ballonné, the actual movement referred to by ballonné is the same as jetté. 

Instead of contretemps jetté, contretemps ballonné implies a light, floating, and bouncy 

feeling that can be detected in the two successive jumps. Rameau‘s explanation is 

consistent with these qualities. According to Rameau, this movement is ―very lively‖ 

(―plus gaies‖) and especially for ―those naturally light-footed‖ (―sur tout aux personnes 

qui ont de la legereté‖).
64

 Therefore, I suggest that the term ballonné focuses more on 

the quality than on the physical action.  

Échappé, meaning ―escaped,‖ indicates a simultaneous separation of the feet. 

Échappé is also called saillie which means ―start,‖ ―sudden fit‖ or ―sally‖ and which 

Weaver and Beaumont indicate a ―starting step.‖
65

 Feuillet and Rameau give slightly 

different explanations of this movement. According to Feuillet, échappé is neither a plié 

nor sauté; however, it can be notated with a plié sign and a sauté sign or a glissé sign and 

                                                 

62
 Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, ―Aux Origins de la Danse Classique,‖ 621. 

63
 MD-R, 172-173.; MD-Bt, 99-100. 

64
 MD-R, 171-172; MD-Bt, 99. 

65
 CADD-Wt, 26; MD-Bt, 105. 
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a tombé sign. Rameau‘s description only deals with the second one, since Rameau 

describes slipping the feet, not jumping. When describing this move, Rameau uses the 

verb ―échaper‖ in the phrase ―vous laissez échaper vos deux jambes‖
66

 and the verb 

glisser in the phrase ―en laissant glisser le pied droit derriere.‖
67

 Both verbs are 

translated as ―to slip‖ by Beaumont and Essex. Comparing the uses of the different verbs, 

I suggest that the meaning of escaping suggests the physical action of slipping or sliding 

and, therefore, connotes a quality. This slip or échaper occurs, according to Rameau, ―as 

if your strength failed you.‖
68

 On one hand, this description could mean a sudden, light, 

and almost involuntary movement, rather than a deliberate move of the feet. On the other 

hand, this description could mean a frail state or urgent situation. Kougioumtzoglou-

Roucher identifies échappé as a metaphoric term, although she does not elaborate on the 

analogy implied by the term. I suggest that the action of slipping and the qualities of 

suddenness and an urgent situation match the image of ―escaping.‖  

The term emboîté brings an image of a box as well as a physical construction. The 

verb emboîter means to ―fit together‖ or ―encase.‖ ―Encase,‖ implying ―box,‖ preserves 

the etymology of boîte (box) rather than to the meaning of ―fitting together.‖ Weaver 

translates ―emboëté‖ as ―join‘d,‖ giving no implication of a box. Instead, Weaver 

introduces the term ―inclos’d‖ as the name of this position. Rameau‘s explanation implies 

                                                 

66
 MD-R, 183; MD-Bt, 105. ―…you let both feet slip…‖; MD-Et, 182. ―…let 

your two Legs start or slip…‖ 

67
 MD-R, 183-184; MD-Bt, 105. ―letting the right to slip backwards…‖; MD-Et, 

182. ―letting the right Foot slip behind…‖ 

68
 MD-Bt, 105; MD-R, 183. ―comme si les forces vous manquoient [sic]‖ 
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that there is more to this position than the physical design of joining together. He first 

notes that the third position is ―called emboîture, and not unreasonably.‖
69

 He continues 

by explaining that ―[the legs] join like the sides of a box.‖ This passage hints that the 

term emboîté might metaphorically indicate a specific type of contact of the legs, like the 

sides of a box. Hence, the term emboîté metaphorically indicates the position; the 

descriptive meaning of ―a box‖ and the physical design made by two legs are visually 

analogous.  

Entrechat is notated as a kind of jump with crossing the legs. Feuillet sometimes 

uses a hyphen to distinguish two parts: entre-chats.
70

 The use of a hyphen suggests that 

the term consists of two meaning-contents. Siris‘ translation chooses the same spelling 

(―Entre-Chat‖); while Weaver chooses not to use a hyphen and adds a translation 

(―Entrechats or Cross Capers‖).
71

 The first part, entre, could be a preposition meaning 

―between,‖ or a conjugation of the verb ―to enter‖; the latter word, chat, literally means 

―cat.‖ The literal meanings of each component suggest that this move has something to 

do with a cat, but they do not deliver the details of physical action. I point out that 

Furetière‘s dictionary lists other definitions of entrechat besides those referring to dance. 

                                                 

69
 MD-Bt, 9.; MD-R, 15. ―Cette position est pour les pas emboëtez & autres pas: 

on la nomme emboëture, & ce n‘est pas sans raison…ainsi elles se joignent comme une 

boëte…‖ 

70
 CADD-F, 86. 

71
 CADD-St, 33.; CADD-Wt, table 40. (N.p.) Weaver‘s choice of Cross Caper 

shows that although cabriole—which is caper in Weaver‘s translation—and entrechat 

share no semantic similarity, they share kinetic similarity.  
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The first definition, which may be considered the most general meaning, indicates that it 

is an irresolute step.  

 

Entrechat is a false step or irresolute walk performed by an absent-minded 

man, who imitates a fleeing or angry cat.
72

 

 

This definition confirms that the word entrechat indeed relates to a cat; it is a step 

imitating a cat. Although it mentions nothing about jumping or leg position, this 

definition provides several clues about the context so that one can imagine the situation. 

Although Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher does not list entrechat as a metaphoric term, I 

suggest that entrechat not only indicates the physical action of jumping and crossing the 

legs but also the image or analogy of a cat‘s quick jump.  

Balancé, meaning ―balanced,‖ seems to have changed over time. Furetière‘s 

definition explains it as one step with one mouvement.
73

 Feuillet does not mention 

balancé; however, Weaver includes ―Ballance‖ in the table labeled ―A Suplement [sic] of 

Steps.‖
74

 Weaver notates ―Ballance‖ with two pas symbols each of which has a plié and 

an élevé. The combination is the same as two demi coupés. In addition, this specific 

combination is done in place and includes a beat between the two pas symbols. Rameau‘s 

                                                 

72
 Furetière, Dictionnaire Universel, s.v. ―entrechat.‖ ―Entrechat  Faux pas ou 

marche irresolute qui se fait par un homme estourdi, qui imite ce que fait un chat dans sa 

fuite, ou dans sa colere.‖ 

73
 Ibid., s.v. ―balancement.‖ ―Balancement, ou pas balancé, se dit en termes de 

danse d‘un pas où l‘on se jette à droit sur la pointe du pied avec un mouvement pour faire 

ensuitte un couppé. Il s‘appelle aussi demi-couppé.‖ 

74
 CADD-Wt, table 42. (N.p.) 
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explanation agrees with Weaver‘s notation in that balancé consists of two demi coupés.
75

 

I suggest that Rameau‘s explanation of the term is most relevant to Kougioumtzoglou-

Roucher‘s inclusion of balancé as a metaphorical term. Rameau explains that balancé is a 

pas in place and composed of two steps raised equally.
76

 I surmise that two demi-coupés 

raised equally is analogous to a scale, an instrument for weighing with two dishes. Since 

a demi-coupé includes rising on the ball of one foot, this move requires good balance on 

one leg. This good balance formed by the equality of two opposite forces could also 

compare to a scale or a balance.  

Ballonné, échappé, emboîté, entrechat, and balancé are analogies for something 

outside the realm of physical actions. (Contretemps) Ballonné, consisting of two 

successive jumps, has the image of a bouncy balloon. Echappé refers to a sudden and 

slipping movement, which is similar to an urgent escape from a situation. Entrechat is an 

irresolute walk imitating a cat in its flight. Balancé, with two equally raised demi coupés, 

brings to mind the image of a scale or a balance. These metaphorical terms evoke images 

rather than directing physical actions.  

However, I make a further suggestion that the images stop at the literal referents 

of the terms. Surely, these terms are metaphors since the vehicle (a balloon, a cat, a box, 

etc.) comes from one domain and the context comes from another (human movement). 

                                                 

75
 However, Weaver notates sideways only, while Rameau explains that doing it 

sideways is less graceful than doing it front and back. 

76
 MD-R, 153. ―Le Balancé est un pas qui se fiat en place comme le Piroüetté‖; 

MD-R, 155. ―Le Balancé est un pas fort gracieux & se place dans toutes sortes d‘airs; 

quoique les deux pas dont il est composé soient relevez également l‘un &l‘autre, & c‘est 

par cette raison qu‘il s‘accomode à toutes sortes de mesures.‖ 
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However, when compared to metaphorical terms in Jeongjae, these images have 

relatively simple layers of meaning and thus analogous images are present in the words. 

This might be the reason why Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher does not elaborate on the 

images that make analogies to call the terms metaphors.  

In comparison, metaphorical terms in Jeongjae encourage bolder allegories. 

Knowledge of the constituent letters is not sufficient to realize what they mean as a 

whole. Particularly the terms derived from historical stories, classic literature, and 

accompanied with verses require an understanding beyond the literal meanings of the 

words. For example, ballonné carries the image of a balloon with its light and bouncy 

quality; Hyangseop (resonant wooden-shoes) delivers the image of wooden-shoes in 

addition to the story of a legendary beauty and her king. This naming convention might 

seem irrelevant and uninformative for those who lack communicative competency in the 

culture. I argue that the way people verbalize dance movements differs from culture to 

culture. People must understand what a naming convention signifies. Otherwise, they 

might transcribe the dance in a way that does not fit the culture‘s language and history.  

 

A Term Referring to Quality 

The descriptive meaning of pas grave (―solemn‖ or ―serious‖) indicates 

recognition of the quality or effect of a movement. Although Feuillet does not mention 

the term pas grave, Furetière‘s Dictionnaire universel (1690) already explained pas grave 

as the synonym of pas ouvert, in which one foot separates from the other and describes a 
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semi-circle.
77

 Pas ouvert and pas grave become synonyms because they refer to different 

aspects of the same movement: the former refers to the movement‘s special design, and 

the latter to its effect. Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher elaborates that pas grave indicates a 

majestic effect. According to Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, describing a half circle with the 

leg requires good balance and a longer execution time.
78

 From Kougioumtzoglou-

Roucher‘s discussion, one can infer that pas grave refers to the effect or quality resulting 

from a step that requires control, good balance, and consequently a longer execution time. 

Although Furetière‘s definition and Rameau‘s explanation do not include the pas grave’s 

effect, only physical descriptions, the literal meaning of pas grave indicates some 

recognition about the quality or effect of a movement. 

 

Conclusion of Chapter 8 

Dance terms appearing in Feuillet‘s and Rameau‘s treatises highlight the 

anatomical body, geometrical features or spatial design, and level difference. The terms 

derived from already existing verbs focus mainly on physical actions rather than nuances 

or qualities. However, there are exceptions such as chasse, which has a more nuanced 

meaning in that the movement of chasing involves an intention beyond mere physical 

action. Most of the terms refer to lower limb movement and bring attention to leg 

gestures and weight bearing or where the support originates. The paired terms plié and 

élevé, in particular, form the foundation for all dance moves, bringing attention to two 

                                                 
77

 Furetière, Dictionnaire Universel, s.v. ―pas grave.‖ ―Le pas grave, ou ouvert, 

se dit, lors qu‘en marchant un pied s‘ecarte de l‘autre en décrivant un demi-cercle.‖ 

78
 Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher, ―Aux Origins de la Danse Classique,‖ 308. 
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movements of the knee joints, bending and straightening, and to level difference, created 

by sinking and rising. Rameau‘s statement that ―dancing is no more than knowing how to 

bend and straighten the knees at the proper time‖ highlights the special attention paid to 

plié and élevé.  

There is a weak link between the movements and the literal or descriptive 

meanings of the terms that borrow the proper names of dance forms. In other words, a 

term functions like an abstract sign rather than a description. The literal or descriptive 

meaning of a term becomes less important than the specific kinetic features or the 

combination of steps when defining a movement. The terms derived from proper names 

have especially weak connections to their literal meanings. By definition, proper names 

deliver no information about the referent; they merely indicate the referent. For these 

terms, only the specific compositions or combinations of basic kinetic features matter. 

Hence, distinguishing basic kinetic features comes into the spotlight. 

The spatial indicators of Belle Dance terminology privilege the concepts of 

direction, figure, and type of contact, providing significant clues about the culturally-

specific understandings embedded in Belle Dance. The expressions used for spatial 

indicators refer to direction from a body-centered perspective, the figure or line made by 

the feet, the contact between the legs and the contact of the leg with the ground, 

geometrical exactitude, weight bearing, and level difference.  

In addition, the numerical nomenclature of the five foot positions delivers 

abstract rather than descriptive meanings. This kind of nomenclature presents a self-

contained system, refusing any exterior referent. These terms represent nothing but the 

physical designs excluding connotation. 
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Two expressions related to temporal indicators, temps and cadence, refer to the 

relationships the movements have with progress of music. However, the dance masters 

focus primarily on how to execute the step referred to by the word temps (―time‖ or 

―beat‖). In their treatises, the descriptive meaning fades away while the arbitrary 

connection to the kinetic features stands out. When using temps in reference to music, the 

meaning is similar to cadence. The importance of performing a dance movement with 

proper cadence increases to the point of matching a step to the level not only of measures 

but also of notes. Hence, I suggest that Belle Dance practice requires precision and 

control in the realm of temporal units. 

In the section on metaphorical terms, I indicate a few terms whose literal 

meanings refer to something outside the realm of physical action. Ballonné, échappé, 

emboîté, entrechat, and balance evoke images rather than directing physical actions. 

However, in comparison with the metaphorical expressions of Jeongjae terminology, 

those of Belle Dance refer to images that have relatively simple layers of meaning. In 

contrast, the metaphorical terms of Jeongjae evoke historical stories, classic literature, 

and accompanying verses. 

Pas grave, although it is equivalent to pas ouvert, refers to the effect or quality 

resulting from a step that requires control, good balance, and consequently a longer 

execution time. Although Furetière‘s definition and Rameau‘s explanation do not include 

the pas grave’s effect, only physical descriptions, the literal meaning of pas grave 

indicates some recognition about the quality or effect of a movement. 

Except a few cases of recognizing qualitative aspects of dance movement, Belle 

Dance terminology strives for establishing an objective meaning of dance movement. 
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With the attention to anatomical function, physical weight distribution, and kinetic 

components, the terminology maintains a scientific approach to body movement.
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CHAPTER 9 

THE SCIENTIFIC BODY: CONTEXTUAL SOURCES OF BELLE DANCE 

 

The influence of a scientific attitude on dance in seventeenth and eighteenth-

century France has been noted by past and present-day scholars. John Essex, the 

eighteenth-century translator of Rameau‘s Maître à Danser, acknowledges his 

contemporary John Weaver, the translator of Feuillet‘s Chorégraphie, as a great 

contributor to the presentation of dance as a science: ―Our profession in general are 

obliged to [Mr. Weaver] for the many Proofs of his Knowledge, that are so many Helps 

to our Art, which in Reality he has rather made a Science.‖
1
 Similarly, modern scholars 

discuss the relationship between science and dance in that time period. For example, in 

Art, Dance, and the Body, Sarah Cohen notes that the founding of the Academy of 

Sciences in Paris in 1666 established Paris as a center of scientific activity. In this 

environment, Cohen argues, dance was a part of ―the project of defining body anew.‖
2
 In 

―Reading Dancing: Gestures towards a Semiotics of Dance,‖ Susan Leigh Foster takes 

special notice of Rameau for his ―scientific attitude towards the creation and significance 

of dance.‖
3
 

However, in what sense was dance ―a science‖ or ―scientific‖? The meaning of 

these words can vary among cultures; therefore, a historical perspective on Belle Dance is 

                                                 

1
 MD-Et, x.  

2
 Cohen, Art, Dance, and the Body, 44-45. 

3
 Foster, ―Reading Dancing,‖ 55.  
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required in order to understand their specific meanings in this context. Le Dictionnaire de 

l’Académie Françoise (1694) defined ―science‖ as a certain and evident knowledge of 

things by their causes.
4
 Still, several questions remain unanswered: Which knowledge is 

certain and evident? How is such knowledge acquired? Why is such knowledge valued? 

Essex‘s writing provides some indication of what it means for dance to be a science. 

According to Essex, Weaver made dance into a science through his ―Anatomical Lectures 

upon Dancing‖
5
 and by laying down the ―Rules for Standing, Walking, Leaping or 

Springing.‖
6
 I draw two points from Essex‘s writing. First, dance as a science sees the 

body from an anatomical perspective. An anatomical investigation can generate a certain 

and evident knowledge of the body. Second, dance as a science thinks of movement 

through rules or precepts. Considering that scientific laws express causal relations that 

always bring the same results under the same conditions, I suggest that the dance masters 

adopted rules and precepts to associate themselves with scientific methods. A court 

dancing master to the royal family, Mr. Labee, recommends Rameau‘s Maître à Danser, 

emphasizing a universal rule or method: ―[a]s in most Arts and Sciences, so in Dancing, 

there is a certain Rule or Method, as a Standard which all Masters safely go by…I also 

advise all Masters to follow these Precepts.‖
7
 From the above passages, one may infer 

                                                 

4
 Le Dictionnaire de l’Académie Françoise, s.v. ―science.‖ ―[science] signifie 

aussi, connoissance certain & évidentre des choses par leurs causes.‖ 

5
 MD-Et, ix. 

6
 MD-Et, ix-x. 

7
 MD-Et, ―Approbation.‖ (N.p.) 
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that the concept of dance as a science encompasses an anatomical perspective of the body 

as well as an emphasis on universal rules and precepts.  

To situate the idea of dance as a science in culturally and historically specific 

contexts, I focus on the environmental influence of modern science in Western Europe in 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This modern science built a new system of 

knowledge by discarding the previous ideas and traditional beliefs of Aristotle and the 

church. This new knowledge system was based on observable physical evidence of 

natural phenomena. Among the contributors to the new knowledge system, two 

philosophers are important: René Descartes (1596-1650) and John Locke (1632-1704). 

Scholars of dance have indicated that Cartesian philosophy was an influential theory on 

dance in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Cohen draws attention to the 

mechanical view of the body shaped by the Cartesian conception of matter.
8
 Andre 

Lepecki identifies Rameau‘s scheme of analyzing dance movement down to the minutest 

components as ―Cartesian fragmentation of both body and movement.‖
9
 Locke is one of 

the fathers of the system by which the body is scientifically identified. Although his 

influence on Belle Dance writings is indefinite, Locke must have been a known figure 

among dancers, famous enough to be cited in Giovanni-Andrea Gallini's A treatise on the 

Art of Dancing, originally published in London in 1762.
10

 

                                                 

8
 Cohen, Art, Dance, and the Body, 42. 

9
 Lepecki, ―Inscribing Dance,‖ 128. 

10
 Giovanni-Andrea Gallini, A treatise on the Art of Dancing (London: Printed 

for the author and sold by R. Dodsley [etc.], 1762), 140-141. 
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It is true that Descartes and Locke have been viewed in opposition to each other 

as the former is a major figure in rationalism, while the latter is an empiricist. However, 

the labels of rationalist and empiricist do not preclude any similarity. In fact, the 

scientific procedures in Descartes‘ Optics and Meteorology show similarities to those of 

empiricist methodologies
11

; Locke and Descartes share the theory of Representative 

Perception, which is based on ―a metaphysical dualism between mind and matter, as two 

independent and disparate substances.‖
12

 Paul J. Olscamp, a translator of Descartes‘ 

Discourse on Method, argues that the rationalist and empiricist methods of doing science 

are the same.
13

 Both Descartes and Locke rely on observable physical evidence to 

investigate the natural world, regard quantifiable qualities as the objective truth of 

material things, and view the world as consisting of particles of matter, which lack all 

active powers and are fundamentally inert. These similarities between the two thinkers 

are what I incorporate in order to understand what is meant by dance as a science.  

Through an examination of the early modern philosophy of Descartes and Locke, 

I search for an understanding of the body as an object, an analytical method, a reliance on 

                                                 

11
 Paul J. Olscamp, translator‘s introduction to Discourse on Method, Optics, 

Geometry and Meteorology, by René Descartes (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965), 

xxxiv. 

12
 A.S. Pringle-Pattison, editor‘s introduction to An Essay Concerning Human 

Understanding, by John Locke (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1947), xxxix. 

13
 Olscamp, translator‘s introduction, xxxiv. ―An inquiry into the scientific 

procedures of rationalists and empiricists will show that insofar as the actual doing of 

science is concerned, there is no difference in the two schools of thought.‖ 
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observation, and the privileging of mathematics and geometry that prevails in the dance 

treatises.  

To examine how these metaphysical ideas of the body and truth were embodied in 

practice, I turn to two studies from the seventeenth century, one of which is about 

biomechanical approaches to the body and the other about universal language. In the field 

of biomechanics, Giovanni Alfonso Borelli‘s De Motu Animalium (On the Movement of 

Animals, 1680) provides a good example of how the movement of the human body can 

be studied by the same principles of mechanics that govern levers and pulleys. Borelli‘s 

study corresponds to the philosophers in that geometry, mathematics, and mechanics 

describe the movements of the human body. In particular, his attention to joint movement 

and a physical state of equilibrium resemble that of the dancing masters. 

In the field of linguistics, John Wilkins‘ An Essay towards a Real Character and 

a Philosophical Language (1668) exemplifies the pursuit of universal signs which are 

made of straight lines and circles like the symbols of the Feuillet notation system. 

Wilkins devises his real character by relying on signs that make visual sense, which he 

thinks are universal above nations and languages. Also, to minimize the uncertain power 

of words, Wilkins rejects metaphors and phraseology while praising immediate, simple, 

and distinct expressions. Reliance on the visual sense and employment of immediate 

expressions dominate the dance texts as well. From Borelli‘s and Wilkins‘ studies, I look 

for common premises and modes of description that run through Belle Dance writings 

and contemporary philosophers‘ theories. Examining the above historical sources will 

help readers to understand that the meanings of being ―scientific‖ and ―universal‖ carry 

certain historical and cultural contexts. 
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Early Modern Philosophy of Descartes and Locke 

Descartes’ Mechanical View of the Body 

 An investigation of Descartes‘ philosophy regarding the human body helps 

illuminate the significance of the dance treatises that express the body as the object of an 

action and as its physical construction. As elaborated in Chapter 7, the dance masters 

treat the body in their narrative as the object to be place and posed. For example, Rameau 

refers to the body as something posed and being ready to do what a person wants.
14

 The 

body, which is ready to do anything, stands in contrast to the person who desires to 

master it. In this way, one estranges the body from oneself.  

 Descartes‘ mechanical view of the body shows similar treatment of the body.  

Descartes considered the human body an inert and passive object that is deprived of any 

will or agency. With the famous dictum ―I think therefore I am,‖ Descartes theorizes that 

the body is in opposition to the mind as well as the self.
15

 The body, in contrast to the 

mind, is an unthinking thing in nature: ―I possess a distinct idea of body, inasmuch as it is 

                                                 

14
 MD-R, 4. ―Le corps étant posé comme il est representé ci-devant, il est prêt de 

faire tout ce que l’on veut.‖; MD-BT, 2. ―The body being placed as shown is ready to 

perform whatever may be required, for this is the position taken whether you wish to 

walk, bow, or dance.‖ 

15
 René Descartes, Discourse on the Method; and, Meditations on First 

Philosophy, ed. David Weissman (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 56. Mind 

and body are ―substances essentially distinct one from the other‖; they are not only 

different in nature, ―but even in some respects contrary to one another.‖ 
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only an extended and unthinking thing.‖
16

 With this proposition, Descartes brings forth 

the mechanical philosophy of nature. In other words, body cannot have agency. In The 

Construction of Modern Science, Richard Westfall discusses Descartes‘ mechanical 

philosophy, revealed through his use of the words cogitans (the act of thinking), an active 

participle, and extensa (extension), a passive participle. Westfall points out that these 

choices characterized the realm of spirit rather than physical nature which is ―inert and 

devoid of sources of activity of its own.‖
17

 In other words, the thinking self is the active 

subject; the extended thing is the passive object. 

An animated being is explained only by its organs‘ mechanical functions. 

Movements of organs and members are caused by the power of the fabric of the nerves 

and muscles, not the brain. Descartes reaches this conclusion from his observation of 

decapitated animals which, for a little while, ―move and bite the earth, notwithstanding 

that they are no longer animate.‖
18

 Hence, movements of the body involve no faculties of 

willing, feeling, conceiving, etc., but operate solely by the disposition of its organs. From 

this understanding of the body, Descartes explains the movements of the heart, stating 

that ―the laws of mechanics are identical with those of nature.‖
19

  

                                                 

16
 Ibid., 100. 

17
 Richard Westfall, The Construction of Modern Science: Mechanisms and 

Mechanics, (NY: Indiana University Press, 1971), 31. 

18
 Descartes, Discourse on Method, 34. 

19
 Ibid., 34. 
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Descartes regards the body as an automaton or a moving machine.
20

 The machine 

that is the human body is built, or composed, of nerves, bones, muscles, veins, blood, and 

skin.
21

 Descartes regards the body in the same light as a collection of distinct body parts, 

while repeatedly emphasizings that he is not his body: ―I am not a collection of members 

which we call the human body.‖
22

 Descartes asserts that the body is ―composed only of a 

certain configuration of members,‖
23

 a head, hands, feet, and all other members.
24

 As a 

craftsman builds a clock composed of wheels and counter-weights, God has formed the 

human body. A sick man is nothing more than a badly constructed clock.
25

 In this body 

as machine, there is no mind at all, but it will move nevertheless. 

Descartes‘s equation of the living body with the dead body accentuates his view 

of the body as a passive and lifeless object. To assert that he is his mind, not his physical 

construction, Descartes describes how he imagines having a body. Here, he explains the 

living body as a composition of parts that is no different from a dead body: ―In the first 

place, then, I considered myself as having a face, hands, arms, and all that system of 

members composed of bones and flesh as seen in a corpse which I designated by the 

                                                 

20
 Ibid., 34. 

21
 René Descartes, Meditations on First Philosophy: With Selections from the 

Objections and Replies [1641], trans. John Cottingham (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 1986), VI, 104. 

22
 Ibid., II, 18. 

23
 Ibid., ―Synopsis of the six following meditations,‖ 55. 

24
 Ibid., VI, 98. 

25
 Ibid., VI, 104-105. 
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name of body.‖
26

 This passage regards the living body in the same light as the dead 

body. In this regard, the body and its movement appear passive and lifeless objects that 

exclusively remain in the corporeal realm.  

 

Clear Ideas about the Body and Corporeal Things 

 Descartes‘ and Locke‘s philosophies regarding corporeal things indicate specific 

kinds of information as certain and evident knowledge. These kinds of information, 

comprising measurable and observable data, enjoy a privileged status in the Belle Dance 

treatises as well. Dance descriptions focus primarily on how the body takes up space in 

terms of figure, shape, and position. The aesthetics of regularity demands geometrical 

precision in the physical design of the body. An examination of Descartes‘ and Locke‘s 

reasoning about the true knowledge of the body may elucidate the significance of the 

dance treatises‘ adherence to figure, shape, and position. 

To illuminate the implication of the emphasis on observation and visual design in 

the dance treatises, I consider the philosophers‘ emphasis on sense perception. Both 

Descartes and Locke highlight sense perception as the channel through which we acquire 

knowledge of corporeal things. The importance of sense data leads to the relative 

insignificance of other approaches, including imagination and belief. According to 

Descartes, corporeal features are ―immediate objects of [one‘s] sensory awareness,‖
27

 

which is distinct from one‘s thoughts. For Locke, the importance of sense experience for 

                                                 

26
 Ibid., 64. 

27
 Ibid., 52. 
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our thinking is far greater than for Descartes. Our observations on ―external material 

things as the objects of Sensation‖
28

 furnish our understanding with all the materials of 

thinking. According to Locke, sense experience is more than a way of knowing; it is the 

only way of knowing: ―The whole extent of our Knowledge, or Imagination, reaches not 

beyond our own Ideas, limited to our ways of Perception.‖
29

 In perception, material 

objects impact the perceiving mind by ―mechanical impression.‖
30

 In this way, Locke 

confirms the concept of dualism between ideas in the mind and sensible qualities in 

bodies.
31

 The body has only sensible qualities that have nothing to do with an active 

meaning-making process. 

 Both Descartes and Locke differentiate two types of qualities of sensible things, 

one of which wins the title of certain and evident knowledge. Descartes concludes that 

we know very few things with certainty respecting corporeal objects.
32

 Descartes 

enumerates qualities such as light, color, sound, scent, taste, heat, cold, and other tactile 

qualities as ideas known to him with much obscurity and confusion.
33

 Contrary to the 

obscure ideas, some sensible qualities can be perceived with certainty:  

                                                 

28
 Locke, Essay, II, 1, 4.  
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 Locke, Essay, III, xi, 23. 

30
 A.S. Pringle-Pattison, editor‘s introduction to An Essay Concerning Human 

Understanding (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1947), xxxvii. 

31
 Locke, Essay, II, 8, 7. 

32
 Descartes, Meditation, IV. 

33
 Ibid., III. 
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I find that there is very little in them which I perceive clearly and 

distinctly. Magnitude or extension in length, breadth, or depth, I do so 

perceive; also figure which results from a termination of this extension, 

the situation which bodies of different figure preserve in relation to one 

another, and movement or change of situation; to which we may also add 

substance, duration and number.
34

 

 

These qualities are the true nature of corporeal things and their truth is therefore manifest. 

Note that size, figure, position, duration, and number, which dominate the Belle Dance 

treatises, comprise certain and evident knowledge in Descartes‘ philosophy. 

Locke follows Descartes‘ distinctions and elaborates on them with the primary 

qualities and the secondary qualities. The primary qualities, which “really exist in the 

bodies themselves,‖ include solidity, extension, figure, motion or rest, and number. The 

secondary qualities, which are ―only a power to produce those sensations in us,‖ include 

colors, sounds, tastes, and so forth.
35

 The primary qualities are original, real, and 

inseparable qualities of bodies. These qualities are really in the objects ―whether any 

one‘s senses perceive them or not.‖
36

  

From this type of information about the body, Descartes and Locke abstract the 

principal characteristic of material things: extension or the property of filling up space. 

According to Descartes, the nature of a body in its universal aspect does not consist of 
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 Locke, Essay, xxxvii. 
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any other things, but ―in extension alone.‖
37

 For Descartes, the expression ―extended 

thing‖ is a synonym for the body. For Locke, extension is the space possessed by a body 

or ―nothing but the cohesion of solid parts.‖
38

 Descartes regards extension as a feature of 

body as distinct from mind, while Locke explains extension as being ―peculiar to body as 

contra-distinguished to spirit.‖
39

 

The dance masters‘ consideration of figure and position as true knowledge or 

intelligence seems corresponding to the philosophers‘ attributing ―extension‖ to the body. 

Feuillet‘s notation system pays close attention to spatial elements such as distance, 

direction, figure, angle, and size. Rameau‘s illustrations require the reader to observe 

positions of various body parts. Moreover, Rameau‘s admiration for Beauchamps 

suggests Rameau‘s concentration upon designing the body in a posture and the steps in a 

measured space.
40

 In Rameau‘s phrase ―une grandeur mesurée‖ (a measured space), 

measuring, the hallmark of science, appears as the ruling metaphor. 

                                                 

37
 René Descartes, ―Principles of Philosophy‖ [1644], in Philosophical Essays 

and Correspondence, ed. Roger Ariew (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., 

2000), II, 4.  

38
 Locke, Essay, II, 23, 24. Locke introduced another term, ―capacity,‖ but used 
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 Ibid., II, 23, 17. 
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 MD-R, 10. ―comme il avoit beaucoup de goût pour le Dessein, (ce qui est très-
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gracieuse, & les pas dans une grandeur mesurée, que d’introduire ces cinq Positions ; 

aussi on doit les regarder comme des regles indispensables que l’on doit suivre.‖ 
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Descartes and Locke conceive of this property of filling up space particularly in 

geometrical terms in that a material thing is extended not in arbitrary ways, but 

specifically ―in length, breadth, and depth.‖
41

 Descartes defines ―a continuous body, or a 

space indefinitely extended in length, breadth, and height or depth‖ as ―the object of the 

geometers‖ and as ―quantity.‖
42

 Olscamp, a translator of Descartes‘ Discourse on 

Method, neatly explains this idea: “What we perceive clearly and distinctly are objects 

extended in length, breadth, and depth. But these are nothing other than the objects of 

solid geometry.‖
43

 In his treatise Geometry, Descartes defines geometry as ―a science 

that teaches a general knowledge of the measures of all bodies.‖
44

 This statement shows 

how Descartes connects the ideas of geometry, science, generality, knowledge, measure, 

and body. Geometry provides a means of attaining knowledge of bodies; the knowledge 

of a body is of its measure; measures are considered to be general, in other words, 

universal; and generality or universality constructs sciences. Descartes contends that he 

has the means of acquiring a perfect knowledge of corporeal things, as far as those belong 

                                                 

41
 Descartes, Meditation, V. ; Locke, Essay, II, 13, 3. 
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to the object of pure mathematics.
45

 Descartes counts the matters that pertain to 

arithmetic and geometry and to pure and abstract mathematics such as figures and 

numbers as the most certain truths.
46

 Locke agrees that number is the simplest and most 

universal idea, thus demonstrations in numbers are the most precise.
47

 In the section 

regarding the reality of our knowledge, Locke indicates mathematical information including 

geometrical figures as certain, precise, real, and true knowledge: 

I doubt not but it will be easily granted, that the Knowledge we may have 

of mathematical Truths, is not only certain, but real Knowledge….The 

Mathematician considers the Truth and Properties belonging to a 

Rectangle, or Circle, only as they are in Idea in his own Mind; for 'tis 

possible he never found either of them existing mathematically, i. e. 

precisely true, in his Life: But yet the knowledge he has of any Truths or 

Properties belonging to a Circle, or any other mathematical Figure, are 

nevertheless true and certain, even of real Things existing.
48

 

 

Although the word ―geometry‖ does not stand out in Locke‘s theory as it does in 

Descartes‘, Locke considers demonstrations of extension in length, breadth, and depth as 

evident and exact.
49

  

Descartes and Locke consider shape or figure as a nature of bodies; in other 

words, the idea of extension is inseparable from the idea of shape or figure. For both 
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thinkers, shape or figure is the object of vision and touch. Even Descartes, who doubts 

sense perceptions, states that ―no object of sense is more easily got than shape.‖
50

 For 

Descartes, body, extension, and figure are not parts of a substance; they have ―never 

existed separate from one another.‖
51

 Descartes regards the conjunction between 

extension and shape as absolutely necessary: ―nothing can have shape without extension 

because shape has a necessary connexion with extension.‖
52

 It is merely the way of our 

understanding; in respect to our understanding, we call body a compound of these three 

natures. The idea of figure is adequate to explain all varieties of sensible objects. For 

Descartes, the concept of shape is universal for all extended things since shape is ―so 

common and simple that it is involved in every sensible object.‖ 

To summarize, the dance masters and the philosophers correspond in terms of 

their consideration of the object-body and their attribution of spatial qualities to the body. 

The treatises and the philosophies regard the body as a passive object that exclusively 

remain in the physical realm. Clear and evident knowledge of the body and its movement 

comprises measurable and observable data. The way the body takes up space in terms of 

figure, shape, and position constructs their primary focus. 
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The Seventeenth-century Biomechanics of Borelli 

In this section, I discuss the modes of studying the human body and its 

movements in the field of biology in early modern Europe. Focusing on the mechanical, 

geometrical, anatomical perspectives of the body found in Belle Dance writings, I 

examine Giovanni Alfonso Borelli‘s De motu animalium (On the Movement of Animals, 

1680) in which he applies to biology the rigorous analytical and geometrical method used 

in the field of mechanics. Borelli, an Italian physiologist, physicist, and mathematician, 

contributed to the extension of the principles of mechanics to the muscular system of 

animals. He holds, in common to Descartes, that nature operates according to the laws of 

mechanics, which is the simplest and most economical means.
53

 Although his influence 

on Belle Dance writings is indefinite, Borelli‘s understanding of the body and his 

approaches to studying movement resemble the characteristics found in Belle Dance 

treatises. Borelli understands the human body as an inert object, the true knowledge of 

which resides in quantifiable aspects (e.g. size, shape, weight, number, position) which 

can be verified by observation and measurement.
54

 In particular, he relies on geometric 

terms to describe motion, anatomy to indicate body parts, mechanical instruments to 

represent bodily functions, and mechanical principles to explain movements. I select 

Borelli‘s De Motu Animalium as an excellent representation of the seventeenth-century 
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application of physics to the human body and its movement. I do not intend to examine 

the scientific accuracy of his theory and calculations; I focus instead on his mode of 

studying human movement and his way of describing or expressing the phenomena in 

order to suggest similarity between Borelli‘s writings and those of Belle Dance.  

 

The Body as an Inert Machine 

 As the dance treatises express the body as a passive object of an action, Borelli‘s 

De motu animalium upholds the body as an object, inert and immobile, like a corpse or a 

machine. According to Borelli, the movements of animals are nothing but muscle 

contractions. The organs and muscles that move the limbs of animals operate 

mechanically without an involvement of will, or ―the motive faculty,‖ as Borelli calls it. 

Borelli expresses this view repetitively with phrases such as ―the animal machine remains 

inert and immobile,‖
55

 ―muscle by itself is a dead and inert machine,‖
56

 ―the muscle 

remains inert and as immobile as in a cadaver.‖
57

 As the body in the dance treatises is an 

object at one‘s disposal, the body in De motu animalium is deprived of agency.  

Borelli‘s mechanical view of the body and movement is revealed most clearly 

through his analogy of the animal or the human body as a machine. Not only does Borelli 
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refer to muscles as machines that lack motive faculty,
58

 he also uses expressions such as 

―the animal machine‖
59

 and ―the human machine.‖
60

 In the section regarding the 

movements of quadrupeds, a horse is described as ―a long machine carried by four struts, 

the legs which stand like columns on the ground.‖
61

 Similarly, the human machine is 

described as a construction of ―several bony columns linked by round-shaped, smooth 

and slippery joints.‖
62

 The machines are not the agents, but the objects of actions. Borelli 

states, ―[the force of the muscles] sustains, raises and moves not only an arm or a leg, but 

the whole animal machine, enabling it even to dance.‖
63

 Here, the parts, limbs, and the 

whole body are treated as passive objects in contrast to the force that makes them move.  

Similarly, the body (le corps) in the dance treatises stands in contrast to the 

person who desires to master it. Feuillet refers to the body as an object that occupies 

space. For example, teaching the dancer to identify one‘s location in the space, Feuillet 

writes ―you will know toward what part of the Dancing-Room the Body is to be plac‘d‖
64

 

In this sentence ―you‖ is the subject that enacts the action ―to place‖ on the body, its 
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object. Rameau‘s writing also treats the body as an object one should pose: ―afin qu’en la 

voïant on puisse se poser le corps tel qu’il doit être.‖
65

 Beaumont translates this phrase 

as ―so that after consulting it there should be no difficulty in placing the body in the 

correct position.‖
66

 Essex translates the same phrase as ―any one may form the Body as it 

ought to be.‖
67

 In all three versions, the body subjects itself to being posed, placed, and 

formed as a passive object. 

Borelli compares parts and limbs to various mechanical instruments. He refers to 

muscle as a rope,
68

 the arms as levers,
69

 the human structure as columns,
70

 the cartilage 

in the spine as springs,
71

 a muscular fiber as a chain,
72

 and the legs as a compass.
73

 On 

some occasions, body parts not only appear similar to mechanical instruments; they are 

instruments. Borelli‘s phrasing suggests that he regards bodies and muscles as machines. 

For example, the phrase ―the machines of the muscles‖
74

 implies that the muscles are 
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machines. Borelli also states, ―the operations of animals are carried out using instruments 

and mechanical means such as scales, levers, pulleys, winding-drums, nails, spirals, 

etc.‖
75

 Note that it is not that a scientist uses the instruments to study the operation of 

animals. Rather, the sentence implies that animals operate by using the instruments. 

These analogies consider the whole body as a machine built with mechanical instruments 

referring to the various body parts.  

 

Body Movement as the Subject of Geometry 

For Borelli, geometry is not only a way of studying the world, but is the essential 

nature of sensible things. In his deciation to Queen Christina, Borelli repeatedly asserts 

that geometry is the way God creates the world and therefore we need geometry to 

understand it: ―To understand [the organs of animals] we need geometry which is the 

unique and appropriate science to enable one to read and understand the divine book 

written on animals.‖
76

 By means of geometry, Borelli achieves a mathematical approach 

and a scientific knowledge of bodies and movements.  

His use of geometrical terms also resembles that of the dancing masters. They 

emphasize visual designs dictated by geometrical terms incorporating lines, figures, and 

angles. Rameau particularly highlights lines, upon which movements are executed and 
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the body parts are positioned. Feuillet focuses on ―all the different Figures the Leg is 

capable of making‖
77

 to identify five basic step signs. By angles, particularly 

perpendicular angles, turnings are distinguished. The information carried by a step sign 

consists of the size of the step as well as the specific gesture or direction. 

Likewise, Borelli incorporates geometrical terms to explain movements and 

postures. His language includes words and phrases such as right or perpendicular angle, 

obtuse angle, horizontal line, horizontal plane, rectangular figure, and polygon. For 

example, ―the line of gravity perpendicular to the horizontal line‖ describes a man 

standing erect.
78

 The word ―angle‖ describes the shape of joints and the position of 

limbs. The elbow joint in its normal midflexion is ―a little more than 90°.‖
79

 When 

Borelli explains walking, the changing position of the leg is described by the angle 

created by the relationship of the leg to the ground; ―at first a right angle and then an 

obtuse angle.‖
80

 Geometrical figures also describe movements and body parts. For 

example, the limbs move on conical or circular surfaces in one plane.
81

 The spine, which 
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consists of many small vertebrae of polygonal shape, forms a slightly curved line.
82

 The 

legs of a horse standing on the ground form ―a rectangular four-sided figure.‖
83

  

Borelli‘s and the dance masters‘ use of geometry extends beyond their utilization 

of geometrical terms and expressions; they also uses letters to indicate parts, as is typical 

in geometrical demonstration. Feuillet uses alphabet letters to mark various body parts, 

the parts of a notation symbol, the floor pattern, and so on. By adopting this geometric 

strategy, Feuillet presents the body and body movement as abstract concepts. 

Borelli provides thirteen tables with two hundred and nineteen figures or 

illustrations; the objects and body parts in all of these are meticulously marked with 

letters to which he refers in the text. For example, his figure 13 in table 10, shown in 

Figure 17, represents a man marked with the letter R. Borelli‘s explanation uses the 

letters which mark the body parts and points in space thus: ―The centre of gravity of the 

human R is A. The body R is supported by the two oblique columns of the legs BA and 

CA. The line of gravity is ADH.‖
84

 

The aforementioned figure and passage is only one example; the use of letters to 

reference body parts and points in space is prevalent throughout the work. In the above 

example, the letter R replaces the man, while the lines AB and AC replace the legs. The 

line ADH represents the imaginary line of gravity.  
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Figure 17. The figure 13 in table 10 in De Motu Animalium 

 

The use of letters facilitates the consideration of the human body as an abstract 

entity with space as geometrically defined points.  

Borelli‘s illustrations continue the analogy of a human body as a mechanical 

instrument. For example, in his explanation of jumping, Borelli discusses a device made 

of two rods which ―jumps‖ when extended by the sudden contraction of a rope. This 

device, represented in figure 4 in table 12 of his book, shown in Figure 18, illustrates the 

human leg bending at the hip, knee, and ankle joints. Borelli refers to the bend at the hip 

joint as ―a bow ABC flexed about the joint B.‖
85

 He then continues his discussion of the 

human body with figure 8 in table 13, shown in Figure 19. The position of the human 

body is described with the same expressions; the three joints are referred to as ―the three 

flexed bows ABC, BCD and CDE.‖
86
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Figure 18. The figure 4 in table 12 in De Motu Animalium 

 

 

 

Figure 19. The figure 8 in table 13 in De Motu Animalium 

 

The use of the same expression for both a mechanical instrument and a human 

body shows that Borelli considers the body and its movement to be based thoroughly in 

an understanding of mechanics. 

 

Body Movement in terms of Anatomy, Physics, and Mechanics 

Borelli incorporates his knowledge of anatomy by describing the positions of 

muscles and joints by their flexion and extension. Similarly, the dancing masters indicate 
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the joints as the place where movement occurs. Moreover, the two Belle Dance terms plié 

and élevé deliver movement ideas of bending and extending that form the foundation of 

all Belle Dance movements. Such anatomical explanation stands out in Borelli‘s writing 

as well. For example, explaining the movement of the humerus or the femur, Borelli 

indicates the joints in which the movements occur (scapular or socket of the pelvis) and 

called the movement a flexion and extension.
87

 His description of walking details the 

positions of the hip, knee, and ankle joints: ―(t)hen the lengthened posterior leg takes off 

the ground with flexion of the hip and knee and dorsiflexion of the ankle.‖
88

 Borelli 

designates ―flexion of the segments of the legs‖ as a necessary process for the movement 

of jumping.
89

 He several times discusses the normal position of joints (which he calls 

intermediate flexion or midflexion) that is when ―neither a flexor muscle nor a extensor 

muscle act.‖ In the above passages, the flexion and extension of muscles and joints 

describe the positions and movements of various body parts. 

Terms and expressions from physics also describe body movement both in 

Borelli‘s book and the dance treatises. To explain how the operation of the joint is like a 

lever, Borelli uses the term ―fulcrum.‖
90

 He observes that the flexion movement of the 
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limbs describes a sphere or a circle about ―an imaginary centre.‖
91

 In the case of arm 

movement, when the humerus is immobile, the ulna moves in a circle about the elbow 

joint or the ―fulcrum.‖
92

 When the whole arm is considered, the shoulder becomes the 

fulcrum of articulation.
93

 Since the movement is circular, the fulcrum refers to ―the 

centre of rotation.‖
94

 In his illustrations, shown in Figure 20, Borelli draws curved lines 

to indicate the paths of the arm movement. Rameau‘s explanation of the movements 

involved in taking off a hat included similar expressions. The action begins with the 

position of the arm, which is raised to the shoulder level with the hand open. While the 

elbow is bending, the hand draws a semi-circle, maintaining the point of the elbow.
95

 

Borelli‘s and Rameau‘s descriptions of arm movement both focus on the elbow joint as 

the fixed center of a circle which is drawn by the extremity of the arm.  
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Figure 20. Borelli‘s illustrations for the arm movement 

 

Another term taken from physics explains two forces in balance: ―equilibrium.‖ 

This term has an important role both in Borelli‘s and the dancing masters‘ writings. The 

law of equilibrium relates to the concept of the center of gravity, the line of support, and 

a fall. The dance treatises pay close attention to weight bearing and the placement of 

support. Equilibrium indicates when the dancer balances upon one leg. Tombé (falling) 

refers to the movement when the dancer is out of equilibrium. 

Calculating the forces of muscles in various positions, Borelli considers which 

parts ensure equilibrium.
96

 Borelli states that ―the two weights which ensure equilibrium 

are equal.‖
97

 The transgression of ―the law of equilibrium of Nature‖ necessarily leads to 

a fall.
98

 When the center of gravity rests upon the support, the body is in equilibrium. For 

example, when a man lies straight on a flat board supported by a prism, the board is in 

equilibrium when the center of gravity, which is between the buttocks and the pelvis of 
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the subject, is just above the edge of the support.
99

 When the movement of the body is at 

rest, it is in a state of equilibrium; movement is explained by the change of the center of 

gravity of the whole body. Borelli describes jumping as ―nothing else than a movement in 

the direction in which the bows formed by the bones of the legs standing on the ground 

unfold and push the centre of gravity of the whole body.‖
100

  

In the section regarding the stance of men, Borelli states that a man stands erect 

when the line of support plummets vertically from the center of the body‘s gravity.
101

 If 

the line of support from the center of gravity tips towards one side, the support is inclined 

and a fall necessarily ensues.
102

 Similarly, Feuillet‘s definition of tombé (falling) 

indicates that the body is out of equilibrium.
103

 Weaver's translation adds that tombé is 

when the body ―falls by its own Weight,‖ focusing on the idea of weight. Borelli‘s and 

Feuillet‘s expressions both describe human movements in terms of physics and 

mechanics.  

In summary, Borelli‘s perspective of the body resembles the dance masters‘ in 

that they understand the body as an passive object whose knowledge is studied by 

geometrical means. Their uses of terms from anatomy, physics, and mechanics 
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correspond to each other. The similarity of their mode of study and of expression of the 

body suggests that the Belle Dance writings carry historically and culturally specific 

attitude towards body movement. 

 

Pursuit of Universal Language 

In this section, I discuss seventeenth-century language theories, which saught a 

new language or writing system to promote universal communication over local 

languages. John Weaver, a translator of Chorégraphie, compares music and dance to 

point out the lack of an ―universal character‖ in dance. According to Weaver, although 

dance had to be taught by someone else, the Feuillet notation system would contribute to 

solve the inconvenience.
104

 An early eighteenth-century English writer Soame Jenyns‘ 

poem ―The Art of Dancing‖ (1729) shows how the publication of Chorégraphie changed 

the practice of dance at that time. Before, ―ev‘ry Master taught a diff‘rent Way‖ and ―Its 

Steps were alter‘d and its Beauties lost‖; after, ―ev‘ry Step in lasting Volumes wrote‖ and 

―Hence o‘er the World this pleasing Art shall spread.‖
105

 This poem suggests that the 

Feuillet notation system provided an international and universal writing system over 

nations and local languages. 

Meanwhile, a drive for an ―universal character‖ was not a phenomenon that could 

be found exclusively in the field of dance. In the middle decades of the seventeenth 

century, the search for a better language and the upsurge of interest in language-building 
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occurred throughout Europe.
106

 As one of the examples, a German British scholar 

Samuel Hartlib (1600-1662) contrived ―A Common Writing Whereby Two, Although 

Noth [sic] Understanding One the Other's Language, Yet by the Help Thereof May 

Communicate their Minds On the Another, Composed by a Well-Wisher to Learning.‖ In 

his letter to Rober Boyle, Hartlib expressed his hope that ―the Real Character‖ would 

achieve what the tower of Babel had aimed.
107

 Besides Hartlib, many intellects of the 

seventeenth century showed positive opinions towards such interest or possibility. 

Francis Bacon mentioned that a real character would ―serve for an antidote against the 

curse of the confusion of tongues.‖
108

 In 1657, Cave Beck published The Universal 

Character by which All Nations May Understand One Another's Conceptions. Scotish 

scholar George Dalarno revealed his interest in universal language by publishing Ars 

Signorum (Arts of Signs). From the continent, Leibniz showed his interest in a new sign 

system.
109

 One of the most important works of the time was John Wilkins‘ Essay 

towards a Real Character and a Philosophical Language (1668). Wilkins‘ was a member 

of the Royal Society and his project was commissioned by the Society. His ultimate 
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concern in contriving such system is to promote a completely unambiguous tongue with 

which scholars and philosophers can communicate.
110

 

These examples suggest that Chorégraphie situates in the temporal context that 

experienced the development of various languages or sign systems which aimed for being 

universally understandable. To investigate the historical and cultural significance of 

Chorégraphie, I examine similar or common premises and ideals between the Belle 

Dance documents and other projects for universal language. In particular, I focus on the 

manner in which the ascendancy of modern science affected the way the physical world 

was studied and ideas communicated. As one of the causes of the phenomenon, Sidonie 

Clauss points out the dominance of experimental science which outmoded traditional 

methods of studying, storing, and communicating information about the physical 

world.‖
111

 Modern science emphases to adandon reliance on previous authorities, which 

was a traditional method of studying. Previously, a theory was supported by quoting 

classic authors such as Aristotle or by believing the doctrine of the church; modern 

science and philosophy rely on reason and observation to construct objective knowledge. 

Considering the characteristics of Belle Dance writings and the Feuillet notation system, I 
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explore the theories undergirding the advocacy of universal reason and of empirical 

science using sense data and mathematics. 

 

The Advocacy of Universal Understanding 

The pursuit for universal language presumes an universal reason or perception 

equal to every human being. One of the qualities that a ―real character‖ need to have is 

that it must refer to things and notions, not to letters and words. Bacon points out that 

such character would represent neither letters nor words, but things and notions.‖
112

 

Wilkins also notes that ―a real character should not signify words, but things and notions, 

and consequently might be legible by any Nation in their own Tongue.‖
113

 Bacon‘s and 

Wilkins‘ remarks suggest that letters and words are different among nations, however 

things and notions are common. In that things are perceived universally, Wilkins‘ view of 

language embeds the framework of mind/body dualism. One of the principles in 

mind/body dualism is that all humans are equal in the same principle of reason, which 

allows them to have the same ―internal notion of apprehension of things.‖
114

 While 

examining Descartes‘s critique, Clauss suggests that Descartes‘ repeated choice of a 

singular esprit with a collective hommes is not a mere accident of euphonious phrasing. 

According to Clauss, the presumption that all people share the same thoughts offers the 
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base for the invention and institution of a universal language ―whereby they will use 

uniform signifiers to express universal ideas.‖
115

 

Port-Royal grammar (1660) proposed by Claude Lancelot and Antoine Arnuald 

asserted a few of universal principles common to all languages. In this book Grammaire 

générale et raisonnée contenant les fondemens de l'art de parler, expliqués d'une 

manière claire et naturelle (General and Rational Grammar, containing the fundamentals 

of the art of speaking, explained in a clear and natural manner), Lancelot and Arnauld 

argued that grammar is simply mental processes, which are universal; therefore grammar 

is universal. According to them, diverse languages, which seem different from one 

another, are actually based on a few universal principle. 

Similar to the idea that a sign system referring to things and notions can establish 

universal communication, the Feuillet notation system refers to universal laws of 

movement in order to provide an universal language of dance. The notation system does 

not refer to the terms of dance steps such as demi coupé and pas de bourrée, but more 

minute units of movement. Demi coupé or pas de bourrée is a collection of such basic 

step units. For example, demi coupé consists of a step sign, a plié sign, and an élevé sign. 

Of course, plié and élevé are considered dance terms; however, I point out that most 

movements that the notation transforms into symbols are basic units. Innumerable other 

movements such as balance, contretemps, jetté, ballonne, échappé, pas de gavotte, pas de 

sissonne, etc. do not have their own symbols, but are constructed with the signs of basic 

units.  
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Jean-Noel Laurenti explains a historical reason for this phenomenon. Systemazing 

and standardizing Belle Dance, the dance masters searched for a unified vocabulary of 

steps from diverse origins. For example, minuet or passepied originated from the west of 

France, sarabande or chaconne was a Spanish-style dance, and gavotte or a rigadoon was 

from the south-east. A new sign system should be able to record these various kinds of 

dances and movements. By distinguishing all the constituent parts, the dance masters saw 

common principles. Laurenti estimates that the notation system referring to common 

principles helped its status as an universal language. Laurenti states that ―the Feuillet 

system thus reflects an approach which, by passing through the universal laws of 

movement, finally arrives at a kind of universal language of dance, allowing the different 

traditions to communicate.‖
116

 Like other projects for universal language, the Feuillet 

notation system relies on universal principles. Although different nations use different 

languages, a sign system referring to common principles can help a universal 

communication.  

 

The Advocacy of Sense Data and Mathematics 

As Clauss points out, the seventeenth-century mistrust of ordinary language 

coincides with the ascendancy of modern science. Margreta de Grazia also connects the 

mistrust of ordinary language to its failure ―to represent the mathematical formulations of 
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the emerging physical sciences.‖
117

 Such recognition of the problem of ordinary 

language helped to reflect scientific perspectives in solving the problem. Modern science 

and philosophy, overthrowing traditional methods of studying, accept information that 

can be proved by observation and reasonable inference. The foremost quality of such 

information is clarity and distinctness; vagueness and uncertainty should be eliminated.  

Considering the characteristics of Belle Dance writings and the Feuillet notation 

system, I examine what kinds of expression were thought to be clear and distinct and thus 

be able to deliver scientific knowledge. First, I investigate the discourse on the flaws of 

ordinary language, centering on Locke‘s philosophy on language. As the solutions of the 

flaws, I explore the importance of sense perception that promotes immediacy and 

mathematics that idealizes precision. Finally, I inspect how new language systems realize 

such qualities of clarity, distinctness, immediacy, and precision, while taking an example 

from Wilkins‘ An Essay towards a Real Character and a Philosophical Language in 

order to make a comparison with the Feuillet notation system. 

In the age of Modern science, Locke‘s philosophy provided a basis for mistrust of 

ordinary language and development of scientific expressions. As briefly mentioned 

earlier in this chapter, Locke‘s theory of language, a shift from words and things to words 

and ideas, provided grounds for the mistrust of ordinary language. Throughout his Essay 

Concerning Human Understanding (1690), Locke theorizes that the connection between 

signs (sounds and words) and their ideas is arbitrary. According to Locke, it is by a 
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voluntary imposition that ―a word is made arbitrarily the mark of its idea.‖
118

 Since there 

is no natural connection, words and names are unavoidably doubtful and uncertain in 

their signification.
119

 In addition, people‘s abuse of words intensifies the existing 

imperfection of words. People use words without distinct ideas, without consistency, and 

without clear definition. They mistakenly take words for things and assume that the 

speaker and hearer necessarily have the same precise ideas.
120

 This imperfection of 

ordinary language, which Clauss expresses ―the uncertain power of language,‖
121

 directs 

towards vagueness occurred when a word signifies multiple referents.  

Wilkins shares Locke‘s concern regarding the imperfection of words. Among 

factors responsible for the imperfection, Wilkins particularly attacks metaphor and 

phraseology which result in the ambiguity of words and hamper universal 

communications among various local languages. According to Wilkins, metaphors 

contribute ornament to speech, which results in a disturbing false simplicity. Moreover, 

because metaphor and phraseology are subject to change over time, Wilkins denounces 

―this grand imposture of Phrases‖ that has ―almost eaten out solid Knowledge in all 
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profession.‖
122

 Wilkins‘ discussion on metaphor and phraseology suggests their 

uncertain power as ―impostures‖ and hindrances to the acquisition of knowledge. 

From a perspective of Wilkins, metaphors and phraseology take unique forms 

available for specific cultures. They aggrevate uniqueness of each language and hampers 

inter-lingual communication. An eighteenth-century English scholar Joseph Priestley 

suggests that with the issue of metaphor, we can just content with paraphrase or 

approximation for exact translation is impossible.
123

 In eighteenth century, Land writes, 

metaphor is praised for its poetic and expressive virtues on one hand; on the other hand, it 

is deplored for its ―ambiguous and unsystematic departures from a supposed literal 

base.‖
124

 

In ―Leibniz on Locke on Language,‖ Hans Aarsleff points out two approaches to 

providing a solution: to invent new sign systems, and to use plain language and words.
125

 

The two approaches, despite their differences, share premises of what kinds of 

information are true knowledge to be communicated and to what kinds of information an 

expression should refer. I suggest that the two approaches direct towards clarity and 

distinctness. 
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The first approach of using plain language and words can also be found in Belle 

Dance terms. Chorégraphie begins with defining the eleven basic elements of dancing, 

which are positions, pas, plié, élevé, sauté, cabriole, tombé, glissé, tourney, cadence, 

figure. These basic terms use their most general meanings so that those who are not 

specialists of Belle Dance can easily understand their meanings. The words such as 

bending and turning are not esoteric jargons. These plain terms immediately deliver their 

meanings and do not require profound meditation. In Feuillet‘s and Rameau‘s texts, one 

finds that the word plié and its other verb conjugations indicate the bending movement of 

other body parts, for example, the elbows. This mixed usage of a verb‘s technical 

meaning and general meaning suggests that the technical meaning of plié is not far from 

its ordinary meaning of bending. Kougioumtzoglou-Roucher points out that in its 

beginning, Belle Dance vocabulary largely exploited the resource of action verbs. The 

plain words originating from action verbs help an easy and immediate understanding and 

prevent distraction from physical actions. This immediacy invigorates clarity and 

minimizes confusion occurred by individual interpretation.  

The second approach of inventing a new sign system appears several projects 

which spanned the seventeenth century. According to Clauss, the latter part of the century 

indeed experienced the development of various scientific languages: ―universally 

understandable, philosophically based on correspondences between thoughts and things, 

written in empirical notation signifying ‗real characters.‘‖
126
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An ideal sign system should best express the nature and the order of things.
127

 I 

particularly underline the idea that the sign system ―systematically‖ reflects the order of 

things. Wilkins establishes a logical system of classifying ang listing all things and notion 

in order to achieve convenience and usefulness. He divides categories and sub-categories, 

systemizing the order and relation between each factor. For example, Wilkin divides the 

world into 40 categories, which again are divided by differences and classes. For a 

specific instance, diamond belongs to the category of substance, the sub-category of 

stone, precious stone, the hardest stone, and shining stone. Similarly, Feuillet‘s 

Chorégraphie identifies the eleven basic elements that construct dancing, which he 

systemically explains from the most minute units. For example, a step sign combined 

with one plié sign and one élevé sign makes a demi coupé. A demi coupé combined with 

one pas de bourrée, which consists of one demi coupé and two pas marché, makes a pas 

de menuet. In this way, Chorégraphie helps an explanation of the order and system of 

constructing movement. Wilkins‘ classification centers on clarity and distinctness, which 

form the foundation of Descartes‘ rationalism.
128

 Both thinkers consider that ―the 

greatest learning is to be seen in the greatest plainness….the best way to set it off, is the 

most obvious plain expression.‖
129
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Wilkins speculates that an ideal way to realize the quality of plainness in his ―real 

character‖ is to make the character immediately represent its referents. A high degree of 

congruity between signs and referents would increase the possibility of universal 

communication. Because of visual similarity they provide, the hieroglyphs have special 

value.
130

 Although Wilkins recognizes the difficulty or the impossibility of applying 

such visual similtude to every individual thing, he still indicates the Chinese character as 

a desirable instance, because of its way of representing things by signs, expressing their 

natures so that ―Inhabitants of that large Kingdom, many of them of different Tongues, 

do communicate with one another, every one understanding this common Character, and 

reading it in his own Language.‖
131

 In short, Wilkins holds that the resemblance between 

signs and their referents should contribute to universal communication. 

Wilkins‘ consideration for signs that hold visual resemblance seems to have a 

thread of connection with the Feuillet notation symbols since both regard such signs as 

ideal for universal communication. Many of the Feuillet notation symbols represent 

movements by imitating appearances. A plié symbol forms a downward oblique line to 

indicate a sinking movement. The symbols for the five foot positions record the 

placement and distance of the feet. Figure 21 shows step signs coping the figures of leg 

gestures and the paths the foot travels. The trace describes the floor patterns upon which 

the dancer moves. The symbols and signs of the Feuillet notation system designate their 

referents through visual resemblance, allowing a reader to easily guess their meanings. 
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Figure 21. The notations for the five step signs 

 

The emphasis on sensory evidence also resides Locke‘s philosophy. For Locke, 

the plainest and most clear expressions are those directly referring to sensory perceptions. 

He contends that all our expressions, like our ideas, are derived from sense perceptions. 

All languages received their birth and signification from people who ―sorted and 

denominated things by those sensible qualities they found in them.‖
132

 Even the words 

referring to abstract ideas have their origin in sensory perceptions: 

 

It may also lead us a little towards the Original of all our Notions and 

Knowledge, if we remark, how great a dependence our Words have on 

common sensible Ideas; and how those which are made use of, to stand for 
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Actions and Notions quite removed from sense, have their Original, and 

are transferred from obvious sensible Ideas.
133

 

 

As Thomas Singer neatly summarizes, words are ―the data of sense perception.‖
134

  

 However, differences exist in the degree of doubtfulness and uncertainty among 

words in their significations because of the differences between the ideas for which they 

stand.
135

 For example, if a word signifies an idea that is very complex, the uncertainty 

increases. Locke considers the names of simple ideas to be the least mistakable. He states 

that this contention is due to the fact that ―they are never referr'd to any other Essence, 

but barely that Perception they immediately signifie.‖
136

 In other words, the expressions 

referring to sense perceptions are the most reliable and certain to communicate 

knowledge. 

 In the section on remedies for the imperfections and abuses, Locke indicates that 

important sensible qualities make the best definitions of the names of substances. In other 

words, our idea of a species (e.g. man) consists of many simple ideas that have been 

combined. Among these many ideas or qualities, we give names to those which are the 

most distinguishing. At this point of his discussion, Locke equates the most 
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distinguishing qualities with the most observable qualities.
137

 Moreover, he indicates that 

in the case of animals and vegetables, the distinguishing qualities, or the leading qualities, 

are the shapes of their figures. From this observation, Locke continues that the outward 

shape of a man is a more determining quality than his faculty of reason.
138

 This 

statement suggests how Locke links the method of observation, through immediate sense 

perception, to the pursuit for knowledge. 

 The Feuillet notation system also emphasizes observable shape. Many notation 

symbols take a form similar to a hieroglyph visually imitating their referents. Including 

the figure marking the trace upon which the dancer moves, the positions and demi 

positions of the feet, the step sign marking the starting and ending location of the foot as 

well as the shape of leg gesture focus on observable body posture, position, and figure.  

Wilkins‘ and Feuillet‘s common interest continues in their preference for 

geometrical elements. The marks (or letters, if you prefer) of a real character and the 

symbols of the notation system incorporate geometrical elements that realize the 

characteristics of brevity, facility, plainness, simplicity, and distinctness. Wilkins 

enumerates the qualities his real character should possess with an emphasis on simplicity, 

plainness, distinctness, visual comeliness, and methodicality within the system. The 

writings bearing these properties are actualized by straight and curved lines. For example, 

the copula is expressed by a small circle, pronouns by points, interjections by upright 

lines straight or hooked, prepositions by small curved figures, adverbs by a right angled 
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character, conjunctions by an acute angled character, articles by two oblique lines to be 

placed towards the top of the character, modes by circular figures mixed, and tenses by a 

small straight transverse line.
139

 

Not only Wilkins, but also Feuillet devises his sign system by adopting 

geometrical elements. The notational symbols and demonstrative signs consist of 

geometrical elements such as straight lines, curved lines, and dots.
140

 In the Feuillet 

notation system, the action marks maintain simple and clear forms, with one or more 

straight lines (plié, élevé, sauté, cabriolé, tombé, glissé, le pied en l’air), a dot (poser la 

pointe du pied, poser le talon), and quarters of a circle (tourné un quart de tour, tourné 

un demi tour, tourné trois quarts de tour, tourné le tour entier). The sign of a demy 

position consists of a circle and a line, the circle indicating the heel and the line 

indicating the ankle and the point of the foot. The sign of each step consists of a black 

spot, a line, and a stroke. The notational symbols for other parts of the body also 

incorporate geometrical elements. The symbol for holding and letting go of the hands 

consists of one or two lines and a half circle. The symbol for marking the presence or 

facing of the body consists of a line and a half circle. For female dancers, the symbol has 

an additional half circle. If two dancers are of the same sex, the notation uses a dot. With 

these notational symbols, the body and movements appear as abstract entities represented 

through geometrical elements. 
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Note that these symbols with geometrical elements such as points and lines shows 

the properties of simplicity, facility, and distinctness. Wilkins‘ marks offer a much 

shorter way of writing than using letters.
141

 Figure 22 shows an example of Wilkins‘ 

Real Character in the Lord‘s Prayer. He contends that the marks possessing these 

properties would be ―very advantageous, both for Understanding, Memory and Use.‖
142

  

Besides expressions referring to sense perception, those of mathematics also 

provide a means of communicating true knowledge of the physical world. As discussed 

earlier in this chapter, Descartes and Locke propose that of all the qualities of material 

things, those belonging to pure mathematics are the ones that are real and exist in the 

things themselves. If nature‘s configurations are numerical rather than verbal, aspects of 

the physical world must be expressed with numbers. The two philosophers also agree that 

mathematics is the best system for describing the physical world. Based on this 

understanding, Descartes formulates his treatises on Optics, Geometry, and Meteorology 

with geometrical demonstrations equipped with arithmetical terms. Locke finds that the 

study of mathematics helps to overcome the cheat of words and thus achieve science: 
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Figure 22. An example of Wilkins‘ Real Character in the Lord‘s Prayer 
143

 

 

I can easily forgive those who have not been at the pains to read the third 

book of my essay, if they make use of expressions that, when examined, 

signify nothing at all, in defence of hypotheses, that have long possessed 

their minds…I find none so fit, nor so fair judges, as those whose minds 

the study of mathematics has opened, and dis-entangled from the cheat of 

words, which has too great an influence in all the other, which go for 

science: and I think (were it not for the doubtful and fallacious use that is 

made of those signs) might be made much more sciences that they are.
144

 

 

According to Locke, the names of figures and numbers, which are clear and distinct 

ideas, are least subject to doubt or uncertainty. It is unthinkable for anyone to make 

mistakes in such areas; “Who ever, that had a Mind to understand them, mistook the 

ordinary meaning of Seven, or a Triangle?”
145
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Graiza enumerates scholars who considered mathematics as a desirable example 

for a new sign system. According to Grazia, Kepler believed that quantity was the mode 

of God‘s expression in the universe—―Dico quantitatum Deo propositam‖; Francis Bacon 

announces the necessity of adopting a mathematical model in such projects; Thomas 

Sprat, the historian of the Royal Society, enjoins fellow members to bring ―all things as 

near the Mathematical plainness, as they can.‖
146

 Moreover, Grazia includes René 

Descartes, Baruch de Spinoza and Isaac Newton among the list in that they uphold 

mathematics for such a quest.
147

 

The advantages of using mathematical terms to communicate about the physical 

world comprise their plainness, distinctness, clarity, simplicity, immediacy, and above all 

universality. These features characterize true and worthy information and knowledge. 

This means that expressions purporting to be true and real should be plain and clear. To 

summarize the above discussion on the presumption about true knowledge and clear 

expression, the imperfection and uncertainty of words can be controlled by the use of 

expressions designating mathematics and sense perceptions, through which we can 

communicate true knowledge. The way of writing that he invents possesses the properties 

of simplicity, brevity, and distinctness, which are actualized by geometrical elements 

such as points and lines. Wilkins‘ privileging of simplicity and plainness corresponds to 

Locke‘s and Descartes‘ philosophies; his real character appears similar to the Feuillet 
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notation system constructed of straight and curved lines. Universality, presumed by 

Wilkins, consists of an emphasis on visual resemblance and geometrical figures. 

 

Conclusion of Chapter 9 

To situate the idea of Belle Dance as a science in culturally and historically 

specific contexts, I focus on the environmental influence of modern science in Western 

Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The early modern philosophy of 

Descartes and Locke theorizes an understanding of the body as an object, an analytical 

method, a reliance on observation, and the privileging of mathematics and geometry that 

prevail in the dance treatises. Borelli‘s De Motu Animalium and Wilkins‘ An Essay 

towards a Real Character provide examples of how this modern philosophy is put into 

practice to study body movement and to communicate true knowledge. 

Descartes‘ mechanical view of the body resembles that of the dance treatises, 

expressing the body as an object of an action and as its physical construction. Descartes 

considered the human body an inert and passive object that is deprived of any will or 

agency. He contends that a description of physical structure and mechanical operation 

gives an exhaustive account of the movement of the human body. Proposing the divisible 

nature of the body as opposed to the mind, Descartes permits independent treatments of 

isolated body parts. Descartes‘ and Locke‘s philosophies indicate that measurable and 

observable data are the only certain and evident knowledge. The dance treatises‘ 

adherence to figure, shape, and position reflects the philosophers‘ recognition that the 

elemental property of the body is how it takes up space.  
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Like the modern philosophers and the dance masters, Borelli understands the 

human body as an inert object, the true knowledge of which resides in quantifiable 

aspects (e.g. size, shape, weight, number, position) which can be verified by observation 

and measurement. The organs and muscles that move the limbs of animals operate 

mechanically without an involvement of will, or ―the motive faculty,‖ as Borelli calls it. 

Borelli relies on geometric terms to describe motion, anatomy to indicate body parts, 

mechanical instruments to represent bodily functions, and mechanical principles to 

explain movements. He also uses letters to indicate parts, as is typical in geometrical 

demonstration. The use of letters facilitates the consideration of the human body as an 

abstract entity with space as geometrically defined points. Terms and expressions from 

anatomy and physics also describe body movement both in Borelli‘s book and the dance 

treatises. Like the dance masters, Borelli describes the position of muscles and joints by 

their flexion and extension. His explanation of the law of equilibrium is repeated in the 

dance treatises which pay attention to the concept of the center of gravity, the line of 

support, and a fall. 

Locke‘s philosophy and Wilkins‘ design of a real character advocate descriptions 

based on sense perception and the use of symbols that visually represent referents. Locke 

proposes that expressions referring to sense data and mathematics are apt to communicate 

true knowledge. Locke‘s emphasis on sense data leads to the importance of observation. 

Shapes as well as numbers designate the most reliable information. Similarly, the dance 

masters arm themselves with expressions referring to sensory perceptions in order to 

secure scientific clarity. Wilkins denounces metaphor as a flaw which aggravates the 

imperfection of language. Simple, plain, and immediate expressions are apt to promote 
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universal communication. The symbols and signs of the Feuillet notation system 

designate their referents through visual resemblance, allowing a reader to easily guess 

their meanings. Wilkins‘ and Feuillet‘s common interest continues in their preference for 

geometrical elements. Universality, presumed by Wilkins, consists of an emphasis on 

visual resemblance and geometrical figures. 

Intertextuality between the dance texts and other historical writings suggests that 

the literary strategies and underlying premises of expressing body movement are a 

product of specific cultures and histories. The body as roaming ki and the body as an inert 

machine both require an understanding of their contexts.  
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CHAPTER 10 

MEANING, NAMING, TRANSLATING 

 

Flower 

Kim Chun-su (1952) 

 

Before I called his name 

he was only 

a gesture. 

 

When I called his name 

he came to me and became a flower 

 

As I called his name, 

please call my name 

that suits my color and scent. 

I want to go to him 

and become his flower. 

 

We all want to become 

something. 

I to you, you to me 

want to become an unforgettable meaning. 

 

 

 By naming we give meaning: a meaning that is meaningful to the giver and the 

recipient. Through analyzing characteristic features of Jeongjae and Belle Dance 

documents, I have attempted to illuminate the distinct ways each set of documents gives 

meanings to dance movements. Chapter 3 provides theoretical underpinnings for a 

discussion on dance writing as a carrier of culturally and historically specific concepts. 

With Chapter 4, 5, 7, and 8, I have shown that each system of inscribing dance delivers 

specific understandings of body movement and of documentation as a means of 

conveying knowledge. In other words, both sets of dance recordings have their own ways 
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of abstracting the complex entity that is dance and selecting specific aspects on which to 

focus. Chapter 6 and 9 present intertextual evidence between dance texts and other 

culturally relevant texts in order to suggest the characteristics found in the analyses of 

dance texts are historically and culturally specific ones. 

 I would like to compare the process of putting movements into words to that of 

translation. As with languages, learning dance recording systems—which comprise 

documentation and notation systems—requires learning the accompanying worldviews. 

This dissertation research aims to increase awareness of and respect for the worldviews 

embedded in different modes of dance movement nomenclature across languages and 

cultures. I suggest that such respect will help scholars and students of dance to see what a 

recording system does before branding it with negative expressions such as incomplete 

and lacking in movement details. meet 

 In this global world, dances of different cultures and languages are increasingly 

crossing each other. As scholars and practitioners attempt to communicate across cultures, 

they inevitably speak of one culture‘s dance in the language of another. However, when 

we translate movement into words, we happen to select this or that aspect of movement 

according to our own presumptions about movement. Unfortunately, we are not always 

aware of our presumptions, because we construct our understanding of the world upon 

those presumptions. It is not easy to see how the world can be understood differently. 

This dissertation focuses on comparative analysis in order to bring to the surface 

assumptions that otherwise might remain undetected. The following section recapitulates 

the analyses of previous chapters in order to heighten the comparison.  
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Synthesis and Comparison 

Through analyzing the selected dance documents and historical sources, I have 

identified characteristic features of Jeongjae and Belle Dance recordings. This section 

synthesizes previous analyses to present a cross-cultural comparison. A comparison will 

help to illuminate certain characteristics that otherwise might remain implict.  

  

Comparison of Document Analyses 

 The analyses of documents as a whole focused on the purpose and the 

components of the documents. A comparison of the two analyses brings up three points 

of contrast regarding attitudes toward the preservation of knowledge through recording, 

understandings of body movement, and linguistic strategies of description.  

 First, the Jeongjae and Belle Dance documents show different attitudes toward 

the preservation of knowledge through recording. The Belle Dance documents helped to 

create the standard for dancing throughout many European countries. Standardization 

involves the establishment of unbreakable rules, which refer to scientific laws of motion 

and anatomy. Principles and rules override the whims and idiosyncratic perspectives of 

individuals in order to achieve objectivity. The objective knowledge of dance carried by 

such principles and rules is abstracted from individual persons and resides in the 

conceptual realm. This knowledge of dance lies on paper. Personal preferences entails 

inconsistency, which should be eliminated. As a consequence of the absolute authority of 

the precepts, the performer‘s role is diminished. Since the performer‘s role is limited to 

enacting prescribed steps and performing them with elegance, nobility, refinement, and 

quality, the choreographer or dance master plays a central role in determining the aura of 
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a dance piece. The performer does not have a lot of leeway in interpretation as even these 

qualities are prescribed. The more prescriptive and explicit the documentation, the less 

room for subjective play. 

 In contrast, the Jeongjae documents guide the reader to apply given information. 

They emphasize the agency of individual performers, from whose interpretation, 

spontaneity, and embodiment the knowledge of dance is born. Knowledge of dance is not 

abstracted from its performer at the moment of performing. The documents leave spaces 

for performers to fill in order to meet the unique needs of each performance. Concrete 

situations are more important than universal notions. Moreover, the mode of inscription 

flexibly changes, adjusting to particular cases. Diverse modes and notions of recording 

can co-exist. The performer, by making these ideas useful in actual application, becomes 

the reference point for an accurate account. Mastering the art depends chiefly on bodily 

acquisition that involves not just knowing, but also experiencing the knowledge with 

one‘s mind-heart. Transmitting the art incorporates a teaching-learning method referred 

to as ―oral transmission with the mind-heart imprint‖ (口傳心授). By establishing a 

personal relationship with the master, the student aims to reach beyond written, 

prescribed accounts. 

 Second, the Jeongjae and Belle Dance documents maintain different 

understandings of body movement. The Belle Dance documents focus on the anatomical 

aspects of an individual‘s body, dividing the body into parts. The focus lies on bending 

and straightening the joints as the foundation of all movements. Since the chief 

characteristic of the body is how it takes up space, spatial elements such as figures, 

directions, and contacts between body parts and foot to floor require close attention. 
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Terms from geometry enhance the description of objective, precise placement of body 

parts in space. The importance of visual design assumes the standard viewpoint as that of 

an outside observer. This concentration on the physical body is supplemented by 

conceptions derived from physics and mechanics. An emphasis on equilibrium and 

balance develops a sensitive awareness of the placement of support. With the focus on 

the physical body in objective space, bodily movements are considered to be both 

abstract knowledge and context-free building blocks.  

 Meanwhile, Jeongjae maintains a holistic view of bodily movement, including the 

subject-body experience. The descriptions of the body in Jeongjae use metaphorical as 

well as physical expressions. Descriptions encouraging one‘s own embodiment assume 

the standard viewpoint as that of the performer. The space and time within which a 

movement occurs is represented with subjective and relative terms. The scope of 

Jeongjae terminology reaches beyond the individual‘s body; group formation is given 

equal emphasis. Not only changes within one‘s body, but also relationships among 

dancers stand prominent. The consideration of how one situates in his or her environment 

highlights the context-dependent nature of dance in Jeongjae.  

 Third, the Jeongjae and Belle Dance documents use different techniques of 

description. To produce a universal standard, Belle Dance documents strive to eliminate 

vagueness. Objective accounts, upon which all should agree, rely on measurable qualities 

and data from sense perceptions. Terms from anatomy, geometry, and mechanics create a 

scientific atmosphere. The literal or descriptive meaning of a term is less important in 

defining a movement than the specific kinetic features or composition it signifies. For 

example, the terms for the five basic positions function as abstract signs, delivering no 
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supplementary information about their referents, beyond indicating them. Hence, the 

spotlight is on constructing and assembling basic kinetic features of movement.  

 In comparison, Jeongjae descriptions use both implicit and explicit expressions. 

Here, implicit expressions consciously increase the power of uncertainty in language. 

Metaphorical and poetic expressions encourage readers to exercise their imaginations to 

read beyond the literal meanings of given words. The strategy of quoting from historical 

accounts of events and classical literature reminds readers of complex ideas or stories 

behind the brief words that comprise the terms. By reaching for hidden meanings, readers 

actively participate in the meaning-making process, which also involves subjective 

appreciation. When juxtaposing regular names and transitory names, Jeongjae documents 

give priority to the latter to highlight the incidental rather than the essential. Rather than 

struggling to achieve universal and objective accounts, Jeongjae descriptions allow 

flexibility and uncertainty in texts in order to nurture the reader‘s own realizations. For 

example, the Sword Dance leaves the movement of the sword, probably the most 

important part of the dance, entirely in the hands of the performer. The knowledge of 

dance does not exist abstractly on paper but lives in the dancer at the moment of dancing. 

For those who search for physical instruction, this type of description would seem too 

general, leaving too much room for the performer‘s spontaneity. 

 In short, the comparison of the analyses of the dance texts finds that while 

Jeongjae documentation assumes subjective meaning of body movement, Belle Dance 

documentation strives for establishing an objective meaning of dance movement. 
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Comparison of Terminology Analyses 

 The analyses of the two sets of dance terminology produced similar but different 

categories of indicators. In both sets of terminology, I could find terms designating the 

physical aspects of movement. They formed indicators of the body, action, space, and 

time. Uniquely in Belle Dance terminology, I found terms using numbers and proper 

names. For Jeongjae terminology, words indicating emotions appear distinctive. Both 

sets of terminology include metaphors but in different ways. For Jeongjae, I developed a 

special category of ―inner attitude‖ to indicate metaphorical terms that encourage the 

performer‘s embodiment.  

Body Indicators   

Jeongjae terminology covers not only individual body parts, including the upper 

limbs and the lower limbs, but also the whole body and groups of bodies. The most 

frequent word among body indicators, attached to the greatest number of qualifiers and 

action terms, is Su (袖 sleeve), which is not exactly a body part. Movements of sleeves, 

tracing after movements of the arms, suggest indefinite silhouettes as opposed to definite 

body poses. In addition, the categories of indicators for the whole body and groups of 

bodies suggest that the movements of these more encompassing entities, as well as those 

of separate body parts, deserve consideration. The words, used to qualify and give action 

to the body indicators, include not only physical movement indicators and spatial 

modifiers but also action indicators pregnant with psychological states and metaphorical 

modifiers. Thus, the understanding of the body embraces the subject-body experience as 

well as a physical object.  
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Belle Dance terms including body indicators concentrate mostly on the limbs, 

paying less attention to the whole body, the torso, or groups of individuals, all of which 

emerged as important body indicators in Jeongjae. Of the limbs, the joints are most 

distinguished. The bending and straightening of the joints construct movements. Body 

shape resulting from joint movements is also an object of attention. Terms in Belle 

Dance, including body indicators, consist of physical descriptions with factual details and 

focus on the observable aspects of body movement.  

 

Action indicators   

Giving descriptions of physical actions is not the only goal of Jeongjae 

terminology. Jeongjae action indicators use various kinds of action verbs. Some verbs 

simply refer to physical movements; other verbs have metaphorical connotations 

embedded in them. Even the verbs of the former kind are sometimes qualified by 

poetic/metaphorical expressions. To enact such movement terms, one needs to activate 

one‘s emotional involvement, or what I refer to as embodiment. Moreover, there are 

verbs that do not give concrete information about specific bodily movements. They leave 

room for performers to spontaneously create new interpretations each time. I suggest that 

encompassing these multiple foci is characteristic of Jeongjae action indicators as a 

whole. 

Belle Dance terminology uses action verbs whose literal meanings refer to 

physical actions. Exploiting common verbs, Belle Dance action indicators deliver 

immediately apparent meanings that remain in the physical realm. Particularly, the paired 

terms plié and élevé form the foundation of all dance moves, bringing attention to two 
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movements of the knee joints (flex and extend) and to the level differences thus created 

(sinking and rising). Tombé requires sensitivity to the placement of support, since the 

term represent the counterpart of equilibrium. Delivering an idea in physics, tombé refers 

to a violation of equilibrium in which the center line of the body maintains a 

perpendicular line upon the supporting leg. The terms for jumping, become technical 

terms by strengthening the connection with specific kinetic features such as which is the 

jumping foot and which is the landing foot. 

 

Spatial Indicators   

Spatial indicators in Jeongjae terminology are diverse and frequently used, 

which suggests the amount of attention given to designating spatiality. Of all Jeongjae 

terminology, spatial indicators appear to be the most physical and visually directive. 

Indeed, in most cases, the words are understood through their literal meanings. However, 

even spatial indicators which are physically and visually directive sometimes are used to 

imply imaginative meanings, to reference geographic orientation, or to connect with the 

history of the performance environment or classical theories. These characteristics 

suggest that the understanding of space in Jeongjae terminology embraces situations 

loaded with meaning as well as objectively defined positions. 

In Belle Dance terminology, direction, figure, and the type of contact between 

body parts and foot to floor appear to be privileged concepts. The expressions used for 

spatial indicators refer to direction from a body-centered perspective, figures or lines 

made by the foot, contact between the legs and between the leg and the ground, 

geometrical exactitude, shifts of weight, and level changes. Focusing on observable 
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aspects, these spatial indicators pay little attention to nuances or qualities of movement.  

 

Temporal indicators   

Jeongjae terminology incorporates words relating to the idea of time that are 

more or less vague, not referring to a specific length of time. The use of such vague 

indicators suggests that it is not necessary to direct temporality within a strict time frame 

or to have a note-to-note match between movement and music.  

In Belle Dance terminology, the term temps in reference to music has a similar 

meaning as cadence, correspondence to a musical phrase. The importance of performing 

a dance movement with proper cadence increases to the point of matching steps not only 

to measures but also to notes. Hence, I suggest that Belle Dance practice requires 

precision and control in the realm of temporal units. 

 

Indicators of inner attitude and metaphorical terms   

Of the various Jeongjae terms, indicators of inner attitude are the least visually 

directive and the most imaginatively construed. This category includes terms for 

emotional expression and poetic/metaphorical terms that require the dancer‘s imaginative 

embodiment. Some words for emotional expression function as adverbs indicating that 

the dancer should perform a movement with certain emotions. Other terms are verbs with 

emotional expression embedded in them. Poetic/metaphorical terms use strategies of 

quoting historical events, classical literature, and accompanying verses. For instance, the 

term ―a walking step of resonant wooden shoes‖ refers to a legendary beauty who wore 

wooden shoes bestowed by the king who loved to hear the resonant sound of her walking. 
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These strategies require the reader to read beyond the literal meanings of words. Because 

these terms refer to remote referents, their connection to physical movements becomes 

loose. The same physical design can be referred to by multiple names, and one name can 

refer to different physical designs. 

In Belle Dance terminology, a few terms exist whose literal meanings refer to 

something outside the realm of physical action. Ballonné, échappé, emboîté, entrechat, 

and balance evoke images rather than mere instructions for physical actions. However, in 

comparison to the metaphorical expressions of Jeongjae terminology, these Belle Dance 

terms refer to images with relatively simple layers of meaning. Analogous images can be 

understood easily. 

 

Terms using numbers 

 Belle Dance terminology uses numbers to name the most important positions, the 

five positions of the feet. Numbers, comprising the most highly abstract terms, present a 

self-contained system, refusing any exterior referent. In other words, the five positions of 

the feet represent nothing but themselves, just as numbers do. The positions give only the 

physical designs without connotation. Rameau explains that ―what is termed a position is 

nothing more than a separation or bringing together of the feet according to a fixed 

distance.‖
1
 Describing nothing, but only designating specific physical designs, this 

numerical nomenclature represents the body positions as abstract properties.  

                                                 

1
 MD-Bt, 5.; MD-R, 9. ―Ce qui s’appelle Position n’est qu’une juste proportion 

que l’on a trouvé déloigner ou d’approcher les pieds dans une distance mesurée… ‖ 
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Terms Including Proper Names 

Belle Dance terminology borrow from proper names designating dance forms to 

name dance movements. Composite terms or pas composé, which combine kinetic units 

referred to by action verbs, have loose connections to their descriptive meanings. The 

major factor in understanding pas de gavotte, for example, lies in the specific 

combination of steps. The loose connection makes the term function as an arbitrary sign 

regardless of its literal meaning, because it designates its referent without bearing a 

descriptive relationship to it. In such cases, the major factor in naming lies in 

distinguishing the specific combinations of steps or component parts. 

 

A Term Referring to Quality 

 Pas grave refers to the effect or quality resulting from a step that requires control, 

good balance, and consequently a longer execution time. However, Furetière‘s definition 

and Rameau‘s explanation do not include the pas grave’s effect, only indicate that it is 

equivalent to pas ouvert, highlighting the figure the leg describes while performing the 

step.  

 

Reflective Diaries as I Reconstruct Two Dances 

In the above synthesis and integration, I have compared and analyzed two 

distinct systems of documentation and perception of dance movement. Using the form of 

a monologue, I now reflect upon two particular dances and their documentation to 

illustrate how my analyses would translate into embodied knowledge for the 
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reconstructor. The Belle Dance recording is Minuet Rondeau: Entrée pour un home et 

une femme from L’Opera d’Omphalle. The Jeongjae recording is Warbling of a spring o

riole (春鶯囀) from the Jeongjae mudo holi performed by female performers in June of 

1901. 

With my honed awareness of the distinct modes of documenting and their 

contextual ways of knowing, I express my experience unraveling these particular 

recordings of Belle Dance and Jeongjae. Reading the recording phrase by phrase, I 

describe my responses to the structure of the dance and the meaning it communicates. 

The reader will see how my experiences vary according to the different modes of notation 

and their premises. Depending on the specific modes, the kinds of information that I 

catch first differ. For example, with the Belle Dance notation, I first figure out my 

position and posture and then realize the relationships with my partner. With the Jeongjae 

document, I first imagine a scene and then match my movement with the imagination. I 

also want to describe different kinds of predicament, for which I elaborate my confusion 

and doubts.  

My reflection reflects my multi-cultural background in terms of academic 

experience, dance experience, and linguistic experience. My ballet-trained self feel 

strongly towards the Belle Dance form, no matter how I feel sympathy for and inspired 

by Korean philosophy and aesthetics. However, I enjoy clever allegories in the Jeongjae 

form, while feeling that the instruction for hoding the book in the Belle Dance form is 

unnecessarily rigid. Reflecting these complex responses, I attempt to illustrate how my 

academic research intertwines with my dance practice. 
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Act I 

Minuet Rondeau: Entrée pour un home et une femme in l’Opera d’Omphalle 

Entrées de ballets de Mr Pécour, par Mr Feuillet Maître de danse, Paris 1704. 

I stand in fourth position having the left foot front. While bending the left knee, I 

step to the right side and go up on the ball of my foot. With a quarter turn, I take another 

step to the left side. Then, I make a quarter turn three times in place. The turns are 

marked along a line making three right angles. I want to turn as crisply as those angles 

are. All together, I come to face the front again. A hop, a fall, a leap. Again a hop, a fall, a 

leap. Once more a hop, a fall, a leap. Moving toward the very front side of the stage, I 

take a demi coupé to the right side and another to the left side. Here, I reach the end of the 

first page. Let‘s practice the dance up to this point. I am ready to do this with my partner. 

Yes, this is a partner dance. This time, I understand more of the movements. The three-

quarter turns in place are to be facing my partner, who is also facing me while revolving 

around me. Looking at each other, we share a smile. I can add a manner of addressing her.  

The second page begins with coupé a deux mouvements and pas coupé sans 

poser le corps consisting of three up-downs and a pose on the toe of one leg. I try not to 

look like a tottering duck; instead I pretend that it is a piece of cake. This requires much 

strength in my ankles. I tighten my stomach muscles to keep my balance. Toward the end 

of the second page, a demi coupé, a tombé, and a jeté appear in succession. Here, I 

balance on the ball of the left foot, and then, in order to leap to the left side, I let gravity 

take my body to fall on my right foot. Then I bounce off to the other side. I sense how my 

weight is controlled to effect the movement, and I feel like a swinging pendulum.  

The third page is full of turns. It makes me dizzy. First, a hop on the left leg with 
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a half turn. Another hop on the same leg with a quarter turn. These two hops should be 

done moving one leg in the air. The free leg describes a circle helping me to turn, but I 

have to control the force of my turning to stop, facing the right direction. Wait. I am 

confused. Which direction should I face? I was standing facing the right side of the room. 

Then I made a half turn to the right side. I faced the left side of the room. Then again I 

turned 90 degrees to the right side. Now I face the front. According to the notation, I 

move along the track of a square. I try this with my partner. Yes, I remember there is a 

partner. Something is not right. We bump into each other. I go back to the notation. We 

need to move back to back. I adjust the length of my steps to go around her, guessing her 

position in relation to my back. 

The turning hops continue on the fourth page. A half turn on the right leg to the 

left side, a quarter turn on the right leg to the left side (where am I facing?), a half turn on 

the left leg to the right side, a hop on the left leg without a turn, a quarter turn (now I am 

lost), a quarter turn (on which leg am I?), a quarter turn, a half turn (I give up). I am 

supposed to turn the paper along with my body‘s turning, so that the top of the paper 

always corresponds with the front of the room. But which way should I turn the paper? I 

remember that Feuillet‘s treatise includes meticulous instruction about turning the paper. 

His instructions say to grasp a certain part of the paper with a specific side of the hand. I 

try the movements while turning the paper in this or that way. Now I don‘t know where 

the front of the room is. 

The fifth page is not so bad. There are pauses. I rest while my partner moves. 

There is a contretemps de menuet which consists of three kinds of jumps. A hop with one 

leg in the air, another jump from two feet to one foot, and a leap from one foot to the 
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other. After the first hop, I place the leg in the air very carefully and transport my center 

of gravity from the landing foot to both feet. I try to remain as calm as a smooth pond.  

On the sixth page, the same kind of turn in place that was on the first page 

reappears. But this time, I simply make two half-turns without making a connection with 

my partner. Her floor pattern aims to carry her to a certain part of the stage rather than 

making her go around me.  

The final page at last. This page also consists of complex steps. Contretemp de 

chaconne, pas de bourrée, demi coupé, pas coupé battu, balance avec ouverture de jambe, 

contretemp de menuet en arrière, pas coupé, coupé soutenue. These flamboyant steps 

dazzle me. I am busy moving my legs in correct shapes, designs, and positions. Moving 

along the steps, I find myself going back to the beginning point of the dance in space. 

Only then do I suspect that all the steps were designed to bring me home.  

 

Act II 

Warbling of a spring oriole (春鶯囀) 

The music starts. It is called ―newly budding willow.‖ It sounds like seeing the 

light green color of baby leaves. I gather and hold my hand respectfully. As I walk 

forward, I move carefully but with excitement as if I were a legendary beauty wearing a 

pair of ―resonant wooden shoes‖ for my beloved king. I sing of silk sleeves shaken by 

wind on a moonlit night. 

Spreading my arms and two hanging sleeves, I start my dance. A turn to the left 

side and then the right. I hang the sleeves and fling them.  

Reading the term ―a child shaking sleeves,‖ I feel like enjoying spring time as an 
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innocent and playful kid. I step left and right ―trailing the train of the dress,‖ showing off 

how beautiful my gown is. Making a large turn first to the left and then to the right side, I 

spread my arms like the wings of ―a turning bird.‖ I lift and lower the sleeves. I bend my 

waist in a natural way.  

Doing the ―flying step,‖ I lift my feet as if walking in the air. As I lift the feet, I 

lift the sleeves. As I lift the sleeves, I turn my head for the eyes to follow the sleeves. 

Wait. I have a question. By inserting an ―O‖ shape functioning as a bar, the score 

separates these three movements of the lift of the feet, the lift of the sleeves, and the turn 

of the head. Yet, the terms seem to focus on different parts of a single movement. No. I 

was wrong. The annotation gives different arm movements for ―flying step‖ and the lift 

of the sleeves. How does the annotator know? The score tells nothing about the arm 

movement of ―flying step.‖ Is it a tacit knowledge handed down by a personal teaching? 

Like a rising steam, doubt emerges in my mind. 

Another lift of the sleeves, but the word used for this particular lift includes the 

meaning of veneration. Walking forward three steps, I proceed as if I were climbing a 

―high high tower.‖ Lowering the sleeves, I make a wish to bring peace and harmony to 

this party as ―lover-birds rambling the field‖ would do. I shake the sleeves. I smile 

winsomely as if enjoying the fragrance ―in front of flowers.‖ In my imagination, I see the 

flower flying in the air, blown by wind. I turn three times to ―catch a turning flower.‖ I 

stop trying to catch it and retreat. I turn the sleeves over to make them shine, reflecting 

the fine light of spring time. While I turn left and right flinging the sleeves, they move 

like ―flowers fallen on flowing water.‖ Once again, I turn over the sleeves; this time they 

shine more brightly. Absorbed in mirth, I dance as if swayed in the wind. I fling the 
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sleeves backward. Like a ―branch flowing by the wind,‖ I bend the knees and the waist. I 

walk forward and backward like ―flying golden sand.‖ When I fling the sleeves, they flap 

like a ―flowery screen.‖ I turn like ―turning waves.‖ As I make large turns, I move 

mysteriously like ―a Daoist-hermit crossing a bridge.‖  

I hold the sleeves in my hand, retreating like a ―swallow returning to its nest.‖ 

Gathering my tired wings, I go home and finish the happy excursion of spring time.  

 

To Converse Diachronically and Synchronically  

 Throughout the comparison, I have highlighted differences rather than similarities. 

However, I do not pretend there is no overlap between the two subjects. There are plenty 

of connecting points which help us to understand cultures and languages beyond our own. 

I believe we have that capability. Yet, I want to once again emphasize that our potential 

for understanding should not be confused with the notion that we inherently comprehend 

the dances of other cultures, simply because all humans are biologically structured in 

similar ways. If one does not exercise one‘s ability to acquire a communicative 

competence in a particular dance form, observation is not enough to grant understanding 

of the messages delivered by a dance that uses the conventions of that form. Hence, this 

dissertation has argued that the language people use to talk about dance and to name 

dance movement provides significant clues about the underlying matrices of 

conceptualization.  

 Globalization can cause problems when certain countires dominate over the 

network. In the world of dance recording, Western-devised systems are dominant. 

Frequently, they are thought of as the lingua franca of the dance world. For the benefit of 
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intercultural communication, the limitations of the systems are treated as trivial. If 

Western-devised systems are considered to be the measure of international language, 

indigenous systems, in comparison, are viewed as dialects. In the worst cases, some 

supporters of Western-devised systems take the attitude of missionaries from colonial 

times: the system will deliver the poor natives by providing a means of recording their 

dances which would otherwise be doomed to perish. For such people, indigenous systems 

are non-scientific and naive because the systems do not include the kinds of information 

they look for. They cannot learn what they want. In order to appreciate rather than 

diminish the virtues of each type of system, I suggest that the underlying presumptions of 

each system need to be recognized.  

 Currently, Western-based movement description and evaluation largely rely on the 

quantifiable and observable aspects of movement, although there are a few exceptions 

such as Motif Writing, a form of dance notation which allows latitude of performance. As 

Noa Eshkol states, for the sake of notation, even the ephemeral properties of movement 

can, or rather should, be converted into measurable quantities, which are definable and 

about which everyone can agree. This attitude toward artistic movement is also 

legitimated in sports such as figure skating, rhythmic gymnastics, and synchronized 

swimming. Artistic merits are converted into numeric scores. Numbers might be able to 

tell something about movement; however, they cannot tell everything that audiences and 

performers experience. Quantifiable, measurable data, I suggest, can be convenient and 

useful in some respects, but blind attachment to what is measurable as the absolute 

standard would confine us to a limited fragment of the whole of experience. Such 

attachment potentially ignores the qualitative, poetic, and meaning-making aspects of 
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dance—the meaning that derives from being embedded in a larger cultural context. 

Similar caution needs to be taken with dance recordings. We use dance 

recordings for the sake of convenience. Recordings are not the master we must serve. 

Many people have devised various systems of inscribing dance for different reasons. 

According to its specific purposes with regard to inscribing dance and reconstructing of 

dance, each system emphasizes some aspects, while minimizing others. Not all systems 

regard recordings or written prescriptions as keystone.  

Still, when reconstructing a dance from its recording, it is easy to take the 

recording as a set of indispensable principles. Particularly for historical dances, the 

recording is usually the only source that tells about the dance. In the case of Jeongjae, 

there is great dependence on the documents, because only a few performers survived 

through the Korean War and colonial times. Since Jeongjae tradition allows individual 

interpretation and personal participation, one dancer‘s memory differs from another‘s. 

The variation gives rise to confusion and questions of validity, which lead reconstructors 

to be meticulous about the documents. Here comes a dilemma of seeking indispensable 

principle from the documents, which were supposed to function as guide. In the case of 

Belle Dance, there is also great dependence on the score, because scores supposedly carry 

the most crucial information about dances. The more meticulous one is about recordings, 

the more difficult it is to exercise one‘s intuition. If a score says to jump while you are on 

your toes with no bend of the knees, you still somehow have to jump or make it look like 

a jump, even though your intuition whispers that it is unnatural and awkward.  

I suspect that this attachment to recordings results partly from the idea that the 

integrity of a dance piece lies in the choreographer‘s conceptual design. Compared to 
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choreographers, reconstructors are regarded as passive readers and performers as mere 

repeaters. This idea might be true in some dance forms, but not in all. If a dance form 

assumes the performer to be the one who brings the soul to a dance, I suggest that one 

may produce a truer reconstruction by respecting that assumption.  

 In the reconstruction of Korean traditional dances, two different attitudes toward 

the documents collide. One is to stick to the old forms as they were and the other is to 

modernize them to meet today‘s Westernized attitudes in Korea. Each position has its 

merits and flaws. I suggest that tradition does not need to be a fossil in order to be 

respected. Being a slave to prescriptions would go against the traditions which used them 

as guides. However, knowing more about the old forms can enrich a performer‘s modern-

day application of their principles. I also suggest that the survival of a tradition depends 

on whether it converses with living souls. However, we need to pay attention to the way 

in which the conversation takes place. Blindly following Western styles of speaking 

would not be the best solution, inspite of the fact that this might seem to be the most 

advanced mode of speaking. One must remember why the conversation is needed in the 

first place.  

 

A Rainbow or Two Pots of Gold 

 This dissertation dealing with four languages (English, French, Korean, and 

Chinese) is a work of translation. Translation requires not only knowledge but also 

imagination (as well as patience and endurance). Translation has required me to do much 

re-thinking and reading between lines. If I have achieved some degree of clarity, the feat 

must have been the result of my desperate efforts to imagine how the world could be 
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understood differently from the way I saw it. I hope that I do not impose as much agony 

on my readers. 

 Would these problems in translation not also exist for the dance recordings of 

other cultures? Throughout this dissertation, I have argued that writing dancing is subject 

to translation: translation that is loaded with preconceptions. Through dance documents, 

one can gain a glimpse of how a dance can be read and written down. Maybe a dance 

existed just as we see it from the notation; but what do we see? Do we see a rainbow or 

two pots of gold? Knowing how a Korean word sounds does not mean understanding the 

word. Similarly, knowing what a dance movement looks like does not mean 

understanding its meaning. I suggest that our power to understand other languages and 

other cultures comes from our effort to see the world differently from the way we 

ordinarly do. For the purposes of intercultural communication in this global world, such 

efforts might bring about understanding and tolerance that are greatly needed.
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